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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This book is concerned with the intemal structure of the noun phrase

in the Scandinavian languages. The work is comparative, and tries to
present and discuss data from all the Scandinavian languages includ-
ing some of the dialects. The analysis that I elaborate in this work is

formulated within the principles-and-parameters-based framework.
The noun phrase has not been investigated to any great extent in

generative literature until quite recently (one exception for Scandi-
navian is Teleman 1969). Earlier work concentrated on nominalisa-
tion, where there are genitival attributes and adjectives that seem to
be parallel to arguments and adverbs of the clause (e.g. Chomsky
1970). Other parts of the noun phrase have not been studied in any
detail within the theory until the middle of the 80's. The new interest
in noun phrase structure is mostly due to the DP-analysis, which as-

sumes determiners to be heads in the noun phrase (cf. Szabolcsi
1983, Hellan 1986 and Abney 1987). This analysis has quickly be-
come accepted, and I will adopt it here. My work will mostly be
concerned with the noun phrase in its own right, concentrating more
on constructions that are central to the noun phrase than marginal
ones that show similarities with the clause. The work basically tries
to answer the following question:

How can the noun phrase structure of the Scandinavian lan-
guages be encoded within a principles-and-parameters-based
theory of grammar?

The answer to the above question must be stated in such a way that it
is compatible with the variation found in the Scandinavian languages-
-and in principle with the variation in all other natural languages. It
must also be stated in a way that the analyses of the specific construc-
tions are compatible with each other.

The aim of this study is twofold. It involves both empirical and
theoretical tasks. The empirical part of the work is, of course, the
basis for the theoretical discussion. I will present both old and new
data in this work. The data of the different languages and the specific
constructions are often found in many different sources, and here I
have tried to give a more systematic overview. Much of the data are

only presented in works written in some of the Scandinavian lan-
guages and have not been available for a wider intemational audi-
ence before. It is my hope that the empirical part of my study may
also be of interest for researchers that do not share the theoretical
assumptions of the particular framework that I am using.
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- The theoretical part of the work falls into two parts. The study
of noun phrase structure within the principles-and-pàrameters-baseá
theory is quite a new field of research. Therefore, I first elaborate a
basic structure of the noun phrase (chapters 2 and 3), and second, I
discuss in detail some more specific constructions occurring in the
noun phrase (chapters 4 to 6).I frequently make comparison to lan-
guages other than Scandinavian, and I believe that my theoretical dis-
cussions may be generally relevant for studies on the noun phrase. It
is my hope that the study may also be of interest for researðhers that
do not share my particular interest in the Scandinavian languages.

In this introductory chapter, I will first briefly present the dif-
ferent Scandinavian languages, including some of the dialects
(section 1.1), and some basic properties of the Scandinavian noun
phrase (section 1.2). h section 1.3,I give a brief introduction to the
principles-and-parameters-based theory, and in section 1.4, I present
the organisation of this work.

1.1. The Scandinavian Languages
There are five national languages that belong to the Scandinavian (or
North Germanic) group. These languages are Danish, Swedish, Nor-
w9gia1, Faroese and Icelandic. The five national languages are basi-
cally limited to their respective countries: Denmark, Sweden, Nor-
way, the Faroe Islandst and Iceland. Outside this area there is a small
Danish minority in Northem Germany and a Swedish-speakine mi-
nority in Finland, whe¡e Swedish is also an officiâl lanfuage
(together with Finnish).2 Together the Scandinavian languagã* ai"
spoken by nearþ 20 million people.

All five languages are literary languages. Danish, Swedish and
Icelandic have an uninterrupted written hisiory of approximately one
thousand years. old Norwegian was also wriiten in medievar times,
but due to,the long Danish rule of Norway, the language ceased to be
a.written language in the 15th century. In the 19tñ century, Norwe_
gian reappeared as a written language, or rather as two. One of them
continued the tradition of written Danish, while making the spelling
more in accordance with Norwegian pronunciation, and then ãdjust_
ing. some of the morphology and syntax. This language is cãlled
Bokmå|, The other one, NynorsÈ, is a new written lãnguage, based

9n th9 Norwegian dialects. During this century the two lánguages
have become closer to each other, with Bokmål abandoning sõmjof
its Danish heritage, and Nynorsk abandoning some of its lñore local

1 The Faroe Islands, where practically all inhabitants have Faroese as their mother-
tongue, constitute a semi-independent part of the kingdom of Denmark.
¿ In the 30's there were more than 3 million Scandinavians (first and sccond cencra-
tion immigrants) in Nonh America. The use of rhe Scandinaì¡a" là"e"agði r.tu"r-üð*-
ever ceased rapidly since then.
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variants. Here, I will frequently talk about Norwegian, when the dif-
ference between the two variants is not large enough to motivate a

distinction. Faroese is young as a written language. The language-has

practically no written records until the 19th century. In the 20th

century, ii has become more commonly used as a written language'

Danish, Swedish and Norwegian are mutually intelligible'
Danes, Swedes and Norwegians normally use their mother-tongue
when ihey communicate witñ one another. These three languages dif-
fer in some respects, but it is often appropriate to treat them to-
gether. I will usè the term Mainland Scandinaviar¿ to characterise

the- a. a whole. Icelandic and Faroese are also mutually intelligible
(with some effort on behalf of the speaker and the listener), and as

we will see they share several properties, especially with respect to

the morphology. Wtren they pattern in the same way,-I will some-

times uie the ærm Insular Scandinavian to characterise them as a

whole.
Due to the fact that Norwegian has two written languages, and

that one of them emphasises the spoken language, the Norwegian di-

alects remain quite strong, whereas the Danish and Swedish dialects

are to a greai extent loosing ground to the Standard languages'
Faroese iJ¿ivi¿ed into a number of dialects, which have hardly been

studied syntactically at all. Therefore I will have little to say about

them herè. Icelandic shows practically no dialectal variation with re-

gard to syntax (but see footnote 16 of chapter 5).- 
The- Mainland Scandinavian rÍiaiects are quite weii ciescribeci

with respect to phonology and morphology. The syntax of Scandi-

navian dialects ii however a little investigated field of research, and

the work that has been done consists mostly of descriptive observa-

tions of the syntactic behaviour of individual dialects. The lack of
interest in diâlect syntax in the past is partly due to the lack of a

proper instrument for syntactic analysis, but it is also due to the fact

ihaf syntactic studies have been heavily concentrated on the clausal

structûre, where the Scandinavian dialects are rather similar to the

standard languages.3
Previous investigations of noun phrase syntax in the Scandina-

vian dialects are also very limited. However, contrary to the clausal

structure, noun phrase structure shows quite a great deal of variation
in the dialects. |n this study, I have tried to investigate the syntactic
properties of the noun phrase in the dialects as well as in the stan-

ãarã languuges. I have found that in particular two dialects (or
rather dialect groups) are of interest when we discuss the structure

3 There are basically only two dialects that have been discussèd in the generative lit-
erature, the dialect ôf Àívdalen in Sweden (which has retained the-c,qse_system and

vei6al'agreement; cf. PlarzackÆIolmberg 198?) and_the dialect of Hallin_gdalen in
Norway iwhich has retained verbal agreement in number; cf. Trosterud 1989)'
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of the noun phrase. These dialects are Northern Swedish and West-
em Jutlandic.

Northern Swedish deviates from Standard Swedish in several
ways. For instance, it uses obligatory articles with proper names, it
has an extended use of articles with indefinite uncountable nouns,
and it may double the indefinite article in certain constructions.
Furthermore it deviates from Standard Swedish when it comes to
possessive constructions. In some of these constructions Northem
Norwegian pattems with Northem Swedish, and I will sometimes
talk aboutNarthern Scandinavia¡e when they do.a

Westem Jutlandic (spoken in Westem Denmark) deviates from
standard Danish in several respects. Most importantly, and contrary
to all other Scandinavian languages, Westem Jutlandic has no suf-
fixed definite article, but consistently uses prenominal articles. It has
a gender system of its own, poor noun phrase intemal agreement,
and it uses a periphrastic genitival construction.s

The Scandinavian languages are allYZ lartguages, requiring one
and only one phrase in front of the finite verb. Veibs agrêe wiih the
subject in number and person in Insular Scandinavian, but not in
Mainland Scandinavian. However, predicative adjectives and partici-
ples agree with the subject in all dialects.c

All through this book, I will give many examples from each of
the Scandinavian languages presented above. I will use Swedish
examples if nothing else is stated, for instance, when all the
languages pattem in the same way.

1.2. The Scandinavian Noun phrase
In this section, I will present some of the basic properties of the
Scandinavian noun phrase. The unmarked word ordir in a noun
phrase is, as in the other Germanic languages, determiner-adjective-
noun, as illustrated by the Danish examples in (1)-(2).

4.lt ìas not been sufficiently investigated whether the deviations from Standard swcd-
l!! Itaue 99 sarg geographical disrriburion. Here I rry to give the approximale ex_
lenslon ol 

-tnese 
phenomena, but thcre is still much to be done in thii leld. Mainly,

examples-from Northem swedish are taken from the dialect of vaster¡otten, wtliðtr
seems to be the heanland of some of the constructions mentioned above.
S,These properties do not have.exactly the same geographical distriburion. The pcri-
phrastic g^"¡1tiu{ construction is limifed ro ttre w-esrelmrirost parts or¡urlan¿ tc¡ilulNielsen 1987). The westem Jutlandic gender system extendsä ¡it ru.ttreiro ùï'eær
in central Jutland, whereas rhe lack of-rhe suffíxed anicle is found also i" rd;;;;h-
em parts of Jutland (cf. Nielsen I959:44ff.).
6.In Danish ag_reement is lost on the participle in passive constructions, but retained
elsewhere. In vy'esrem Jutlandic, gendór agreèment is losr, but the pturai'diitinòt¡ãnls
retained. In Northem swedish predicarive agreemenr is also quite rimite¿. in ite
dialects of väslerbotten, for instance, participies are uninflccrcd and the prcdicative
adjective only has rwo distinct forms, oñe useà in uter singular un¿ plu.aì, in. ãti., i"
neuter singular.
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(1) ett stort hus (Danish)
a big house

(2) det store hus
the big house

This basic word order constitutes the basis of the noun phrase struc-

ture that I propose in chapter 3 (on the linear order of prenominal

elements see Loman 1958). In other respects, the word order cannot
be as easily generalised. For instance, possessor phrases show a great

deal of vaiiaiion between the languages (see further chapter 5).

Apart from the prenominal definite article illustrated in (2)

above, all variants of Scandinavian (except Westem Jutlandic) use a

suffixed definite article, as illustrated below.

(3) huset
house-the

The prenominal article is normally used only when there is an at-

tribuiive adjective in the noun phrase, whereas the suffixed article is
used when there is no such adjective. However both may be used si-
multaneously in some of the languages, as is illustrated in the

Swedish example below.

(4) det stora huset
the big house-the

The syntactic funciion of cieierminers wiii be arjtiressed iii cliapÎer 2.

The variation with regard to the use of the two definite articles will
be discussed in detail in chapter 4.

In the rest of this section, I will briefly present some of the ba-

sic morphological properties of the noun phrase in the Scandinavian
languages. The morphology is only discussed in general terms here.

Some ãetails are found in the appendix. With regard to gender and

case, some of the Scandinavian languages show a clear difference
between full noun phrases and personal pronouns. I will then distin-
guish between the nominal system and the pronominal system.

In subsection l.2.I,I will present the three main gender systems

used in Scandinavian, and in 1.2.2,I will tum to morphological case.

In subsection 1.2.3,I present the properties of noun phrase intemal
agreement, and then I tum to the two inflectional paradigms used for
attributive adjectives (subsection 1.2.4).

1.2.1. Gender System
Old Scandinavian had retained the Indo-European three gender sys-
tem, where nouns were divided into masculine, feminine and neuter.

These three genders were partly visible on the basic ending of the
bare noun, which expressed a syncretism of case, number and gen-
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der. Gender was, however, primarily visible on the agreement of
various attributive elements such as articles, attributive adjectives,
and possessive, quantifying, and demonstrative pronouns. It was also
visible on the agreement of predicative adjectives and participles. Fi-
nally, the gender distinctions were visible on the referring pronouns:
hann, hún and þat [he, she and it].

The Old Scandinavian gender system was preserved in most
Scandinavian dialects, and it remains much the iame in Icelandic,
Faroese and Nynorsk. In two important areas, however, the mascu-
line and feminine nouns collapsed into one gelder in. the nominal
system.-This development appeared in the politically most important
parts of Denmark and Sweden, and has thus prevailed in written
Danish and Swedish. The development entails that the basic ending of
the nouns lost its case and gender features and that attributive ãnd
predicative agreement lost the distinction between masculine and
feminine. The new merged gender is called uterher"

Later on, the merging of masculine and feminine has also af-
fected the pronominal system, but not fully. Standard Swedish and
Danish make a distinction between animate and inanimate, so that
animate nouns are referred to by pronouns that distinguish between
three genders han, hon, det [he, she, it], whereas inanimate nouns are
referred to as den (if uter) and det (if neuter), cf. Tegner (1891) and
Davidsson (1991).

The standard languages have also greatly influenced the Swedish
^-l n^-:^L r:^r_---.1 .4rru rra¡rrbr¡ ur¿lreurs Lilal useu tne oflg¡nal tnree gender Sysl.em. I he
dialects of Northem Sweden, which I refer to frequently in this book
have retained the three gender system until the lattei part of this
century. In Norway, Nynorsk uses three genders consistõntly, as do
practically all Norwegian dialects. Bokmål has however mainly
retained the Danish system, although specific feminine forms can be
used.7

A third development is found in Westem Jutlandic. In these di-
alects all the three old genders have collapsed into one gender. How-
ever, a rì-ew gender system has emerged, which is semantically based.
Countable nouns belong to one gender, and uncountable nouns to an-
other. Following traditional grammarians, I will call the first com-
mon gender and the second neuter. The gender distinction is not visi-
ble on articles or attributive adjectives, but certain other determin-
ers, like demonstratives and some indefinite pronouns are inflected.
westem Jutlandic has the same partition between animate and inani-
mate as standard Danish in the pronominal system. pronouns refer-
ring to animate objects are masculine, feminine or common gender:

7 sincc 1917, thc fcmininc lorm ofarliclcs and somc pronouns can bc uscd in Bok-
måI. Today^thc use of spccifìc femininc forms is oftcn â matter of stylq àrmougn li i.
obligatory for several individual nouns.

6



han, hun, den [he, she, it] . Pronouns referring to inanimate nouns

have common gender (den) with countables and neuter gender (det)
with uncountables.

(s) æ hus...den
the house...it

Thus there are three gender systems in Scandinavian. The first
one, used in Icelandic, Faroese and Nynorsk is a three gender sys-

tem, distinguishing masculine, feminine and neuter nouns, in both
the nominal and the pronominal system. The second, used in Stan-
dard Swedish, Standard Danish has two genders in the nominal sys-
tem and the inanimate pronominal system, whereas it has three gen-

ders for pronouns referring to animate nouns. The third, used in
Westem Jutlandic, has a distinction between uncountables and count-
ables in the nominal system, and with inanimate referring pronouns,

whereas it has three genders with animate referring nouns. Bokmål
uses a mixture of the first and the second system. The gender sys-
tems of Scandinavian are schematised in tables 1 and 2 of the ap-
pendix.s

1 .2.2. Morphological Cøse
Old Scandinavian had preserved four morphological cases: nomina-
tive, genitive, dative and accusative. This case system is retained in
Modem Icelandic. Determiners, adjectives and nouns all show mor-

'- -1 - - -- /-- - c---L1-^-- ¿^l-I^^ 1^ --I 1L ^f rL^ ^--^-li-,\pnologrcal case \scc lultllËf lalrlc¡i Ja allu JU ur trlç dPPçrlurÀ,r.

In Faroese, nominative, dative and accusative are retained as

morphological cases, visible on all nominal categories. Genitive is

found in the written language, but in spoken Faroese it is basically
absent, being only found in some fixed expressions (see further
chapter 5).

In the Mainland Scandinavian languages, there is no longer any
morphological case. In traditional grammars of these languages,
genitive is normally considered to be a morphological case, but the
genitival ending -s has several special properties, and in chapter 5, I
will argue that it is a syntactic element and not a morphological end-
ing.r ¡r the pronominal system, though, there is a difference between

8 The terminology on gendcr that I use here is not exactly the same as the one that is
used in traditional grammar. Espccially in'Danish and Norwegian literaturc thc tcrm
'fællcskØn' (common gendcr) is normally used in stead of urcr.I have chosen to re-
serve the term 'common gcndcr' for Westem Jutlandic, wherc all thrcc historical gcn-
ders have collapscd.
9 In some Northem Swcdish and Norwcgian dialects there is still some usc of mor-
phological dativc on thc suffixcd dcfìnitc anicle and the articlc uscd with propcr
ñames (scc Rcinhammar 1973.) In chaptcr 5, I will also claim that somc Nonhcm
Scandinavian dialects possess morphological genitive on thc spccial article that is uscd
with propcr namcs.

æ mælk...det
the milk...it

(Western Jutlandic)
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nominative and oblique case. There is also a special set of pronouns
used in possessive constructions, but these will not be seen ãs geniti-
val forms of the personal pronouns. I call such pronouns possèssive
pronouns (see further chapter 5). The pronominal case system is il-
lustrated in table 4 of the appendix.

Thus, Icelandic has four morphological cases, and Faroese has
three. The Mainland Scandinavian languages have no case distinc-
tions in the nominal system, but in the pronominal system, nomina-
tive and oblique forms are distinguished.to

L2.3. Agreement within the Noun Phrase
Scandinavian typically displays agreement between the elements in
the noun phrase. Determiners and adjectives agree in gender and
number with the head noun. In the Insular Scandinavian languages
they,also agree in case. Consider the Icelandic (nominative) exãmpìes
in (6).

(6) singular: plural:
masc:

fem:

neuter:

elnn
one

gamall bíll einhverjir
old car some old

gamlir bílar
cars

Âc ¡o- h^ 
"--- 

T^ôl^^,{:^ ^L^,.,^ ^^-J^ :,- l- ' Lt-rçvrarruru ùrrwwù óçlruçr. aBrÇgrrrtrrrl rrr uout slllgurar
and plural. Faroese pattems in the same way. In Mainland Scãndi-
navian, gender agreement is only found in siñguhr and is not visible
in plural, as can bee seen in the Swedish examples below.

ein gömul bók
one old
eitt gamalt hús
one old house

singular:
en gammal bil
one old car
en gammal bok
one old book
ett gammalt hus
one old house

einhverjar gamlar bækur
some old books
einhver gömul hús
some old houses

plural:
några gamla bilar
some old cars
några gamla böcker
some old books
några gamla hus
some old houses

(1)
uter:

neuter:

Western Jutlandic deviates from the agreement pattern de-
scribed above. The definite article ø is invariãnt, and adjectives do

ll tu..l^r_ot"-..q,grsonal pronouns lack a distinction berween nominative and oblique
lorm. None of the Mainland. scandinavian languages have any case disrinctions wìth
the inanimate-rhird person singular pronouns ãen-and der. In óoloquiui s*ããiit, tË"
third person plural dom is consistenily used in both nominarive anä o¡riãueiàifisu-
rations. In many_.variants of spoken swedish, the animare ttrird peisólsìng"l;;ià-
nouns åan, hon [he, she] also lack case distinctions.
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not normally show any gender agreement.ll Only some determiners
(demonstrative and indefinite pronouns) show gender agreement.

Thus all the Scandinavian languages have some noun phrase in-
temal agreement, even if it is limited in Westem Jutlandic.

1 .2.4. Adjectival Morphology
In the Scandinavian languages, there are two different paradigms for
adjectives (and participles). They are normally called strong and
weak forms. The strong form is used in indefinite noun phrases and
in predicative position. The weak form of adjectives is used in defi-
nite noun phrases, and it cannot be used in predicative position. Co-
nsider the examples in (8)-(10) below.tz

(8)

(e)

(10)

en gammal man
an old[str] man
den gamle mannen
the old[wk] man-the
Mannen är gammal /
Man-the is old[str] /

*gamle
*old[wk]

It should be noted that the distribution of weak and strong adjectives
is different from the distribution in German, where weak adjectives
are used only when preceded by a determiner with strong morphol-
ogy (see e.g. Bhatt 1990:198ff.). The details of adjectival morphol-
ogy are given in tables 5 and 6 of the appendix.

AttrihÌrfi\/e crlicnfiwec in Sncnrlinevinn arc nnrm¡llw nrennrninel
However, they can also be used postnominally, and then they are re-
ferred to as predicative attributes. Adjectives used postnominally are
however subject to restrictions on 'heaviness'. They are only allowed
if the adjective has a complement or an adjunct, or if it is part of a
co-ordination, and even then it cannot be used freely. As can be seen
in (11), prediçative attributes always take the strong form, just like
ordinary predicative adjectives, regardless of the definiteness of the
phrase.

(1 1) en låda försedd/*försedda med lock
a box equipped[st/*wk] with lid

(12) den nye rektorn, utsedd/*utsedde i förra veckan
the new headmaster-the, appointed [str/*wk] Iast weak

In this book, I will use the term attributive adjectives only about pre-
nominal adjectives. I will not discuss predicative attributes.

l1 A few adjectives still show agreement, for instance the adjective god [good].
12 There are two exceptions from the rule that (prenominal) adjectives take weak
inflection in definite noun phrases. These cases involve'appositive adjectives' in
Icelandic, see footnote 25 of chapter 4) and the adjectiveþronoun egen in Mainland
Scandinavian (see Fretheim 1984).
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1.3. The principles-and-parameters-based theory
The analysis of the noun phrase presented in this book is an imple-
mentation of the principles-and-parameters-based theory. The basic
assumption behind this theory is that all human beings are bom with
a common linguistic endowment, called Universal Grammar (UG).
Children are able to learn any natural language, regardless of where
they are bom or what language their parents speak. The theory as-
sumes that children are able to deduce the grammar of the specific
language that they are leaming, by processing the data they are ex-
posed to, with the help of UG.

UG consists of two parts, principles and parameters. Principles
are universal rules for phrase structure and structural relations that
hold for all natural language. Parameters on the other hand can be
seen as principles with an open value, which is set differently in dif-
ferent languages. When a child leams a language, it sets the parame-
ter in the language it is leaming by judging from the input data. The
settings of parameters are thus language specific, and together with
the lexicon, pragmatic conventions, etc., they are the part of lan-
guage the child has to leam. Thus the parameter is a part of UG, but
the setting of it is language specific.

In the following subsections, I present the sub-theories that are
most relevant to this work. I will often give examples from clausal
structure, since that part of the theory has been more explicitly elab-
orated. I hope that this brief introduction to the principles-and-
parameiers-based iheory wiii make this book more understaniiabie to
readers that are not previously acquainted with the theory.l3 ps¡
those who are already familiar with the theory, this section may
serve as a clarification of my standpoint on certain issues.

1.3.1 . Levels of Representation
The principles-and-parameters framework assumes different levels
of representation for linguistic utterances. There is one level that de-
scribes basic lexical properties of words and phrases, such as the-
matic relations between a specific predicate and its arguments. This
level is called D-structure. Another level concems the phonetic
representation of an utterance, at which level combinatory phonetic
rules apply. This level is called Phonetic Form or PF. Yet another
level describes the logical representation of the utterance, and in-
volves such issues as the scope of quantifiers and negation. This level
is called Logical Form or LF. These three levels are connected to
each other through a fourth level, namely S-Structure. The rela-
tion between the four levels is often illustrated as in (13).

13 The basics of the modem version of the theory are outlined in Chomsky 1981 and
(12q6b). Other recent influential works arc Chomsky (1986a),, Abncy (1987), Bakcr
(1988), Pollock (1989), Rizzi (1990) and Chomsky (1992).
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(13)
D-structure

S-structure

Phonetic
Form

Logical
Form

To put it informally, PF is what we actually hear of the utterance,
and LF is the interpretation of it, whereas the S-structure is the
common structure, on which phonetic and interpretational rules ap-
ply. S-structure in tum is derived from D-structure by the operation
move-d. This operation is free inprinciple, as long as it is in accor-
dance with the principles of grammar. Move-o is supposed to leave a

trace in the original D-structure position. This trace is normally in-
dicated by a t with a certain referential index to identify the refer-
ence of the moved element (see further 1.3.6). The intuition behind
move-ü is that different sentences may have the same basic meaning.

(14) De har inte sett många filmer förut
They have not seen many films before

(15) Många fiimer har cie inte sett iörut
Many films have they not seen before

The sentences in (14) and (15) have the same meaning in the sense

that both have the same agent and the same patient, but the surface
strings are different. In other words, the two sentences have the
same D-structure, but move-cr has applied differently, so they have
different S-structures. LF is based on S-structure, and thus we
interpret the two sentences differently, that is, they do not have the
same LF interpretation. In the example in (14), negation takes scope
over många [many]. Thus (14) means 'There are not many films (=
few films), such that they have seen them before'. (15) can have this
interpretation too (especially if många is stressed), but normally the
negation does not take scope over många. Thus (15) normally means
'There are many films, such that they have not seen them before'. PF
is also based on S-structure, and thus PF also differs in the two
examples. In the example in (15), the pronunciation of d in de is
affected by the r in the preceding word har. Because of the different
surface string, no such combinatory phonetic rule applies in (i4).

Note that PF and LF are 'present' in the way that they actually
represent what we hear and what we comprehend, whereas S-struc-
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ture arid D-structure are abstractions. They are assumptions of a
structure that we try to derive by comparing the properties of, for
example, a predicate in different syntactic configurations.

In recent research (e.g. Chomsky 1992) it has been argued that
a minimal theory of grammar should only have two levels of repre-
sentation, namely the two that are 'present': PF and LF. The basic
idea is of course attractive, but in many ways the new ideas are
merely a descriptive variant of the traditional one. It remains to be
seen if the 'minimalist theory' has the same explanative value as the
traditional theory.

In this book, I will adhere to the more traditional model de-
scribed above. I will mostly discuss noun phrases in terms of D-
structures and S-structures. Normally it is most convenient to illus-
trate S-structures, and to indicate the D-structure indirectly, by
traces of moved elements.

1.3.2. X-bar-Theory
The X-bar-theory assumes that all phrases in natural language have
tïe same underlying structure. All phrases consist of a head, to
which a complement and a specifier are attached. The head X is said
to project X' and further XP, of which the latter is called a maximal
phrase. Consider the structure in (16), where the head is labelled X.

(16)
XP

SPECIFIER

COMPLEMENTx

The specifier and the complement in turn are maximal phrases with
specifiers and complements of their own, so that the system is in
principle infinitely recursive. In this sense, clauses as well as noun
phrases are considered to be phrases of the form in (16).

A further possibility is given in the theory; a phrase may be ad-
joined to another phrase. In the structure in (17), the head X projects
a maximal phrase XP, to which another phrase (WP) is adjoined.
The specifier is labelled YP and the complementZP.

(17)
XP

-ãXP WP

YP

ZP

12



It is assumed that XPs (maximal phrases) can adjoin only to XPs, and
heads can adjoin only to heads. The intermediate bar level X'cannot
adjoin or be adjoined to. There may be more than one phrase ad-
joined to a maximal phrase. In this way, adjuncts differ from speci-
fiers and complements, which are unique for each head. Specifiers,
complements and adjuncts are positions where maximal phrases are
found: they are XP-positions. These are normally distinguished as A-
position or A'-positions (see further subsection L3.4).

Note that the order between the different elements in the X-bar-
tree is arbitrary. The X-bar theory only prescribes the hierarchical
relations, whereas the linear order of the elements is subject to para-
metric (i.e. language specific) variation.la

For concreteness, assume that the head X in the X-bar-skeleton
(17) above is a transitive verb (V). Consequently XP is a verb phrase
(VP). Then the complement is the object noun phrase and the speci-
fier is the subject noun phrase. Here noun phrases are labelled DP.
The adjunct (WP) is typically an adverbial expression, for instance a
prepositional phrase (a PP).

(18)

PP
at the station

DP
John

DP
Mary

V
see

The intuition behind the different placement of specifiers, comple-
ments and adjuncts is that complements are syntactically closer to the
head than specifiers or adjuncts are. In many languages there are
asymmetries between the three categories, for instance with regard
to movement.

The projecting head may be one of the four major lexical cate-
gories: verbs, adjectives, nouns and prepositions. These categories all

14 However, the hierarchical structure restricts the possible linear order of specifiers
and complements in relation to the head. Since the complement is closer to the head,
a specifier may never be placed in-between a head and its complement. Thus, out of
the six theoretically possible word orders, X-bar theory allows the four in (i), but ex-
cludes the two in (ii).

(i) specifier-head-complement (iÐ *complement-specifier head
complement-head-specifier *head-specifier-complement
head-complement-specifier
speci fier-complement-head

Word orders as in (ii) must be derived by movement of one or more of the elcmcnts.
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project their own phrases, called VP, AP, NP and PP.ts They are
normally distinguished by the features [+V] and [tN] in the follow-
mg way.

(le) v [+v] t-NlA [+V] [+N]N t-vl [+NjP t-vl t-Nl

The scheme in (19) is a simplified way of saying thar, for instance,
nouns and prepositions have certain properties in common that dis-
tinguish them from verbs and adjectives. [-V] categories are typi-
cally arguments, whereas [+V] categories are typically predicates.
[+N] categories are typically Case bearing categories, whereas [-N]
categories are typically Case assigning categories (see e.g. Holmberg
1986:55ff.). On the distinction between predicates and arguments,
see further subsection 1.3.4.

Apart from lexical categories, there are also functional cate-
gories. These involve both affixes such as tense, and grammatical
words, such as subjunctions. It is nowadays commonly assumed
within the theory that the clause contains (át least) two functional
heads, C and I (Complementiser and Inflection, respectively). Con-
sider the clausal S-structure in (20). XP, YP and ZP are arbitrary
names for maximal phrases in specifier and complement positions.
Moved elements have an index and a co-indexed úace t in their D-
structure position.

(20)
CP

ZP
his car

sa voiture

XP

YP

sell
rj

a
b

that
que

John¡ will ri
Jean¡ vend¡-ra ti

15 other word classes are seen as functional categories, (e.g. subjunctions, see below),
subcases of the four main categories (many advãrbs cai-r 6e seén as adjectives or as
intransitive prepositions),_or ãs non-projêcting categories (e.g. inteijections and
conjunctions). Some consider negation io be a projectiñg categòr!, otheré do not.
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In (20) the main verb sell is generated in V, and the marker for
future tense is generated in L In English the future marker is an in-
dependent word, and in French it is a temporal affix. In English both
elements are in their basic (D-structure) positions, but in French the
verb moves to I, and attaches to the left of the temporal affix. In this
way, affixes and independent words with the same function are given
the same structural analysis; the languages (or constructions) only
differ with regard to whether the head (in (20) the verb) is moved.

Within the theory there is also some consensus that the deter-
miner (prototypically an aÍicle) constitutes a functional head, D, in
the noun phrase, which is thus called DP (Determiner Phrase). I will
address the function of determiners in chapter 2, and I will discuss
(and adopt) the DP-analysis in section 3.1. In the noun phrase, arti-
cles can be either independent words or affixes. It has been suggested
that this difference should also be described as a difference with re-
gard to movement of the lexical head (in this case N; cf. Delsing
1988, Ritter 1989, Grosu 1989, Taraldsen 1989). Consider the sim-
ple noun phrase structure in (21).

(2r)
DP

the
husi-et

house

The English example in (21)a has an independent definite article,
whereas the Swedish one in (21)b has a suffixed article. Thus we
may assume that the noun has moved from N to D in Swedish, but
not in English. The assumption that the suffixed article in Scandina-
vian is attached to the noun by raising of N to D will be further dis-
cussed in section 3.1 and in chapter 4. A similar movement inside the
ãdjectival phrase is proposed in section 3.3.

There are many suggestions of more functional heads, both
within the clause and the noun phrase. In chapter 3, I discuss some of
the functional heads that have been proposed for the noun phrase. In
that chapter, I will also discuss the differences between functional
and lexical categories.

The principles that apply to elements in the X-bar-tree are for-
mulated in terms of certain structural relations betwêen the different

D

YP N

î
b

ZPN

ti
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nodes in the tree. The X-bar skeleton is two-dimensional; it ex-
presses both linear and hierarchical relations. since the linear order
between the elements in an X-bar-tree is subject to language specific
altemation, the structural relations that constitute the basls of prin-
ciþles,are only stated in hierarchical terms. The primitive hieraichi-
cal relation is domination. Below, I present the relevant structural
relationships within the X-bar-theory. Consider once again the Dp-
structure.

(22)

NPD

N

YP

ZP

Domination: A node o dominates a node B if a is directly or in_
directly above B in the X-bar-rree. In (ZZ) Dp dominares ãlt ete-
Tgntf. It directly dominares XP and D', and ir dominares D, Np, yp,
N', N and ZP indirectly. D' dominates all elements except for Xp
and DP.

Sisterhood: Two nodes o and B are sisters if they are directly
dominated by the same projection. In (ZZ) Xp and D' aie sisters, and
so are, for instance, D and NP.

C-command.' A node s c-commands a node B if every projec-
tion that dominares o also dominates þ.In (ZZ) Xp c-commãiãifi
D, NP, YP, N', N and ZP. D c-commands everything but Xp, Dp
and D'.

M-command.' A node G m-commands a node B if ever), maxi-
mal projçction that dominares c also dominares B. tn qZ\ N m_
commands YP, N', andZP, but not D or Xp, since those are not
dominated by NP.te

Domination, sisterhood, and c- and m-command are purely struc-
tural relations; c and 0 -ay be any type of node. othef relations are
restricted to certain nodes and have more than one conditional
clause. Government and Binding are such relations. These relations

16 The m-command definition given here implies that a head also m-commands
nodes_wiÌhin an adjunct of the mãximal phrase. sometimes m-command is defined to
exclude this option (cf. Chomsky 1986aj.
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will be discussed together with Case-theory (1.3.4) and Binding-the-
ory (1.3.5), respectively.

To conclude, the X-bar-theory provides a structural skeleton of
different types of positions. X-bar-trees are projected by either lexi-
cal or functional categories. A number of structural relations are de-
fined as hierarchical relations between different positions in the tree.
We will now tum to the sub-theories that restrict how elements from
the lexicon are entered into the X-bar-tree (Theta-theory), the re-
strictions on which positions are licit for noun phrases (Case-
theory), and restrictions on co-reference between noun phrases
(Binding-Theory). Then we turn to restrictions on movement.

I .3.3. Theta-Theory
Theta-theory concems the thematic relations between a lexical head
and its specifier and complement. These thematic relations are inher-
ent properties of the head that are specified in the lexicon. Different
verbs select different kinds of subjects and objects. Some have agen-
tial subjects whereas others have experiencer subjects. These differ-
ences are encoded by assigning the specifier of such verbs diffcrcnt
theta-roles (O-roles). There is no fixed set of 0-roles in the theory.
The following are usually distinguished: AGENT, coAL, SoURcE, and
THEME. These 0-roles are, however, often split in more specific se-
mantic types. For example, GOAL is often split into (locational)
GOAL, EXPERIENCER, BENEFICIARY etc, OfIen, the exact labelling of
tüa tlrato -^l- i. nn+ ¡nnoi¿la¡a¡l imna¡r¡nf fn¡ Í}.a ar'ñtov \X/L'.f .i.vv¡¡ùrvv¡vv rrr¡Pvrr4r¡L rvr rrrw ùJ¡rL4^. vt rrsr rr

important is that a specific O-role is assigned to a specific position,
either to the specifier (the external O-role) or to the complement (the
intemal 0-role).

Predicates and arguments are normally defined in terms of 0-
role-assignment. Predicates are 0-marking categories (i.e. lexical
heads), and arguments are 0-marked categories (maximal phrases).
In this book, I will assume that in order to be a true argument a
phrase must also be assigned Case (see further 1.3.4).In chapter 2, I
argue that all arguments must also have a determiner.

Theta-theory interacts with X-bar-theory to create D-structures.
This interaction is restricted by two principles, the Projection Prin-
ciple and the Theta-criterion.

(27) Projection Principle: Lexical properties of a lexical item are ob-
served at all levels of representation.

Among other things, the Projection Principle guarantees that an ar-
gument has the same 0-role at all levels of derivation. This means
that a noun phrase that is generated with an intemal O-role should
also preserve this role at other levels of representation.
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The other principle that regulates the interaction between
Theta-theory and X-bar-theory is the Theta-criterion.

(23) Theta-criterion; Each argument has one and only one O-role
and each O-role is borne by one and only one argument.

The theta-criterion ensures that a verb like hit surfaces with two ar-
guments, not one or three, and that a verb like sleep takes one (and
only one) argument.lT However, sometimes a predicate has an argu-
ment that we interpret, but that is not 'visible'; the argument is pre-
sent at LF, but not at PF. In such cases the theory assumes a (pho-
netically) null pronoun. The null (subject) pronoun of an infinitival
phrase is labelled PRO.

(24) He started PRO to run

The theory about the reference of PRO is called Control-theory.I
will not present this particular sub-theory here.

Many languages, like Italian, also have an interpreted, but not
'visible' subject with finite verbs. This null pronoun is labelled pra
(often called 'small pro').

(25) prc balla
(she) dances

(Italian)

It is we!! known that subject-'.'erb agreement shows strong correla-
tion to the possibility of having such 'null-subjects'. This correlation
is also quite strong between other sorts of agreement and pro, e.g.
object agreement and possessor agreement correlate cross linguisti-
cally with empty objects and empty possessors (cf. Gilligan 1987). In
section 3.2, I will discuss the possible connection between adjectival
agreement and pro, and in section 6.2, I will assume that genuine
partitive constructions involve a small pro.

The theta-criterion is a problem for all analyses of noun
phrases. The arguments of nominalisations always seem to be op-
tional, contrary to the arguments of the corresponding verb, as is
illustrated In (26).

(26) Han försvarade förslaget hans försvar av förslaget
He defended proposal-the his defence of proposakhe
*Han försvarade Hans försvar
*Försvarade förslaget Försvaret (av förslaget)

f The number of arguments that a predicate may take will always have to be modi-
fied in some way, since practically all transitive verbs may be usðd without an object
ln a genenc readlng.
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The optionality of arguments in noun phrases is not compatible with
the theta-criterion, which is a problem that I will not solve in this
work. An interesting attempt to solve it is made by Grimshaw
(1991), who claims that nominalisations are normally ambiguous
between two readings, one event reading (with obligatory argu-
ments) and one result reading (with no obligatory arguments).

L3.4. Case-Theory
Case-theory restricts the positions, which noun phrases may occur
in, at S-strucfure. The general principle that regulates this is the Case
filter, which can simply be stated as below.

(28) Case Filter: An overt noun phrase must have Case.

Case does not necessarily mean morphological case. Case can also be
an invisible theoretical notion, called abstract Case.l8 Independently
of whether a language has morphological case distinctions, the Case
filter holds. Case can also be divided into structural and lexical Case
(cf. Holmberg 1986:213ff.).

Structural Case is a structural relation between a head and a

noun phrase. The head assigns Case to a specific position under gov-
emment. Traditionally, there are assumed to be two structural Cases
inside the clause, Nominative and Objective. Nominative is assumed
to be assigned by one of the functional categories in the clause (C or
I), determined by Þarametric variation (cf. e.g. HolmbergÆlatzack
in press). Objective Case can be assigned by the categories V hnd P.

In a language with morphological case, like Icelandic, morphological
nominative and accusative are considered to be realisations of struc-
tural Nominative and Objective Case.

The reason that these structural relations are given the name
Case is that they have the same function as morphological case has. It
distinguishes the subject and the object. In languages without mor-
phological case on nouns, like the Mainland Scandinavian languages,
subjects and objects can normally be distinguished by word order.

(29) Idag har Kalle bitit hunden
Today has Kalle bit dog-the
Idag har hunden bitit Kalle
Today has dog-the bit Kalle

In both examples the first noun phrase is unambiguously the subject
(situated in SpecIP, compare (20) above). Thus word order has the
same function in the Mainland Scandinavian as morphological case
has in other languages. As a consequence, it is assumed that lan-

18 To distinguish abstract Case from morphological case, the former is traditionally
written with a capital C. Here I will follow this convention.
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guages like the Mainland Scandinavian ones have structural Case,
which is assigned to a special position in the structure, thus deter-
mining whether the noun phrase is a subject or an object.

Lexical Case has other properties than structural Case. It is not
dependent on the structural position, but rather it is specified in the
lexicon for each specific verb, preposition, adjective or noun, and
thus it is preserved throughout the derivation (in accordance with the
Projection Principle). In a language with morphological case, like
Icelandic, genitive and dative are considered to be realisations of
lexical Genitive and Dative. Compare the Icelandic examples below,
the first with an accusative object and the second with a dative
object.

(30) Jón hefur slegið hundinn
Ión-nom has beaten dog-the-acc
Hundurinn hefur verið sleginn
dog-the-nom has been beaten

(31) Jón hjálpaði strákinum
fón-nom helped boy-the-dat
Strákinum var hjalpað
Boy-the-dat was helped

kr (30) the object takes accusative case, whereas if it is moved to the
subject position, it receives nominative case. The case of the noun
phrase is dependent on the position. In (31) on the other hand, the
l^L:--^ ,- -- -- ,t,uarrvc uuun pnrase reralns lts onglnar case rn passlve sentences, even
if it is moved to the subject position.

The difference between structural and lexical Case also has rele-
vance for the noun phrase. Nouns normally take arguments with
genitive and dative. Nouns seem to be able to assign only lexical
Case. On the other hand, the functional categories seem to be able to
assign only structural Case. In a language like, Hungarian possessors
in a specific position receive nominative case (cf. section 3.1). In
ghaptgr 5, I will argue that prenominal possessive noun phrases in
Mainland Scandinavian are assigned structural Case. Also ãdjectives
s€em to govern only dative and genitive in the Germanic languages
that possess morphological case. The generalisation is then that
structural Case may be assigned by functional categories or [-N] cat-
egories, whereas lexical Case can be assigned by all lexical cate-
gories, but not by functional categories.

The structural relation relevant for Case assignment is Govern-
ment. Govemment is given slightly different definitions in different
works, and it is often stated differently for heads and for maximal
phrases (head-govemment and antecedent government). Here I will
assume the following definition of head govemment.
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(32) Head-Government
a head a head-governs p if
a) c, m-commands B, and
b) no head y intervenes such that y c-commands p but not cx,

Consider the verb phrase in (33).

(33)

NP

In (33) the verb head-govems its specifier XP, its complement DP,
and the specifier of its complement, YP, but it does not head-govem
NP, since NP is c-commanded by a closer head, namely D. Likewise
V assigns Case to DP but not to NP. In languages with morphologi-
cal case, both D and N are however inflected for case. Assuming that
noun phrases are DPs, we must distinguish between two types of
Case-marked elements, one that is assigned Case under govemment
(DP), and elements that are not governed bv the Case assigner (in
this case NP). I will say that both elements are Case-marked. The
first one is assigned Case, while the other one has inherited Case.
These distinctions will be important for the definition of arguments
and argument positions.

Above I mentioned that I assume Case to be relevant for the no-
tion of argument. I will assume the following definition of an argu-
ment.

(34) A noun.phrase c¿ is an argument if
a) o is assigned a e-role, and
b) o is assigned Case

Thus, the prototypical argument is a Case assigned noun phrase, a
subject or an object. In this work, I will assume that genitival at-
tributes are also arguments (see chapter 5).

Arguments are generated in Argument positions (A-positions).
A-positions can be defined in different ways. In the clausal structure
(compare (20) above), it is normally assumed that SpecIP, SpecVP
and the complement of VP are argument positions. In this work I
will define an A-position as follows.

DP

D

YP

V
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(35) An XP-position o is an A-position if
a) o is assigned a e-role, and
b) o is Case-marked

Note that I assume that Argument positions must be Case-marked,
whereas arguments must be assigned Case. This slight difference in
definitions makes no difference in the clausal structure. All elements
found in Argument-positions are arguments. In the noun phrase,
where all elements are [+N] elements, Case can percolate from one
element to another, and thus it should be possible to have a non-ar-
gument in an A-position, i.e. a noun phrase that is assigned a 0-role
and has inherited Case. I will claim that there are such instances"
within the noun phrase: with attributive adjectives (sections 3.2 and
3.5), possessive constructions (section 5.3) and in pseudopartitive
constructions (section 6.2).

1.3.5. Binding Theory
Binding theory is a theory of co-reference between noun phrases. It
restricts the behaviour of referential noun phrases, personal pro-
nouns and reflexive pronouns. Binding describes co-reference in
terms of co-indexation. Co-indexation is in principle free: any cate-
gory may be assigned any index.

(36) Binding: a binds p if
a) ü, c-commands p, and
b) a and B are co-indexed, and
c) a is in an A-position

As a consequence of the definition of binding above, only an XP in a
specifier position can be a binder.le Thus, for an element to be
bound it requires an XP-specifier. The binding domain is defined as

the smallest XP containing such a specifier (an 'accessible subject').
The binding domain is then a clause or a noun phrase.

The principles that are relévant for Binding constitute the Bind-
ing Theory. Different categories have different restrictions with re-
gard to binding, which are stated in the Binding Principles. The
three relevant categories are anaphors (i.e. reflexive pronouns),
pronouns (i.e. personal pronouns), and referential expressions (i.e.
ordinary noun phrases).

(37) Binding Principles
Principle A: an anaphor must be bound in its binding domain
Principle B: a pronoun must not be bound in its binding domain
Principle C: a referential expression must not be bound

19 Only XPs are in argument positions, which excludes heads, and complement XPs
cannot c-command another element.
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The binding principles capture the distribution of refeming cat-
egories. To put it informally, anaphors are always referring to an
element within the same clause or noun phrase (the binding domain).
Pronouns can refer to something in the context, but never to a c-
commanding element in the same clause or noun phrase (the binding
domain). Referential expressions always refer to something outside
the binding domain. In section 3.2, I will claim that the adjectival
phrase may also be a binding domain.

1.3,6. Movement
The operation move-o is in principle free, it may apply to any ele-
ment, and the element may be moved in any direction, as long as
movement obeys the principles of grammar.

Movement is in practice restricted by quite strong constraints.
The basic restriction that applies to all movement can be formulated
as follows.

(38) A moved element must c-command its trace.

Informally, the above restriction simply states that an element may
only move upwards in the x-bar-tree.

Movement is also restricted by Relativised minimality, which
states that an element cannot be moved over a position that is of the
same kind as the landing site (cf. Rizzi 1990). Moved elements can
be divided into heads (X0-categories) and maximal phrases (XPs).
The intermediate bar-level (X') is not assumed to participate in
movement. XP-movemement is divided into A-movement and A'-
movement. Movement is defined by the status of the landing site. A
moved XP landing in an A-position participates in A-movement.
Likewise, an XP landing in an A'-position participates in A'-move-
ment.

Head movement is restricted by the Head Movement Constraint
(HMC; cf. Travis 1984).2021

(39) Head Movement Constraint
A head û. can move to a head p if
a)Bc-commandsaand
b) there is no head 1 such that 1c-commands a and not B.

20 1'he Htr¡C is given slightly diffcrenr definitions in different works. The definition
in (39) is formulated in accordance with Relativised minimality.
21 A special type of head movement is called clitic movemen¡. This kind of movement
involves pronouns that seem to be heads, i.e. they cannot take any kind of modifica-
tion or complements (cf. Kayne 1975 and 1991), and is prototypically found in the
Romance languages. These pronouns are generated in argument positions inside Vp
and are obligatorily moved to I (or other functional heads in the clause). Thus this
kind of movement takes place ovcr another head, and it does not seem to be restricted
by Relativiscd Minimality.
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One of the basic assumptions in this work is that there is head move-
ment inside the noun phrase (see section 3.1). Similar restrictions
hold for A-movement and A'-movement.

(40) An XP o can move to an A-position p if
a) B c-commands a, and
b) there is no A-position l such that y c-commands o but not p

(41) An XP cr can move to an Ar-position p if
a) B c-commands or, and
b) there is no A'-position y that y c-commands o but not B

A prototypical case of A-movement is found in passive sentences.
The underlying object (base generated in the complement of V),
moves to the subject position of the clause. A typical case of A'-
movement is topicalisation.

As can be seen, all the above definitions have an a-clause that
rules out downwards movement, and a b-clause that expresses the
specific case of relativised minimality. Thus it is fully possible to re-
strict all three kinds of movement within a unified movement con-
straint.

A further distinction between A-movement and A'-bar-move-
ment should be noted. An element generated in an A-position can
participate in both A- and A'-movement, whereas an element that is
generated in an A'-position can only participate in A'-movement.22

i.4. The Organisaiion oi this 'rtork
The study of noun phrase structure within the principles and pa-
rameters based theory is quite a new field of research. Therefore, I
will devote considerable time to argue for the basic structure that I
assume. As mentioned above, I will adopt the DP-analysis, claiming
ttrat determiners constitute functional heads within the noun phrase.
The work is organised as follows.

In chapter 2, I discuss the function of determiners, investigating
when they are obligatory and what kind of articles are actually found
in the Scandinavian languages. In chapter 3, I argue for my basic as-
sumptions about noun phrase structure. I consider determiners, at-
tributive adjectives, degree elements and quantifiers in turn.

In the following three chapters I discuss in detail the three con-
structions that I consider most central for noun phrase structure. In
chapter 4, I discuss the different possibilities of combining and delet-
ing definite and indefinite articles in the Scandinavian languages. In

22 The ban on A-movement of categories generated in A'-positions is due to the 0-
criterion. 0-roles are uniquely assigned in the D-structure, and phrases that do not
have a o-role at D-structure cannot receive one at S-structure. Thus movement from
A'-positions into a O-marked positions are not allowed. It is not clear to me what gen-
eral principles rule out the movement from an A'-position to a Case-marked posidon.
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particular I address the question of double definiteness found in sev-
eral of the languages. In chapter 5, I give a description of the posses-

sor construction in the Scandinavian languages. I show the great
variation between them, and then tum to an analysis where I cru-
cially distinguish between possessive pronouns and genitival posses-

sor phrases. In chapter 6, I tum to quantification in the Scandinavian
noun phrase, I discuss both pronouns and noun phrases as quanti-
fiers. In particular I investigate the pseudopartitive construction in
the Mainland Scandinavian languages.

Finally, in chapter 7 I conclude the empirical and theoretical re-
sult of this book.
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In this chapter I will consider in some detail the grammatical func-
tion of determiners, and the distribution of noun phrases with and
without determiners. When using the notion determiner in this chap-
ter, I will refer to all sorts of articles, demonstratives, numerals añd
indefinite pronouns (existential as well as universal). This chapter
will serve as an introduction to the Scandinavian determiner systèm,
and the main claim will be that all argumental noun phrases need an
article position, whereas predicative noun phrases do not. The chap-
ter will also serve as a foundation for a discussion of the different
sorts of articles that are possible in Scandinavian and other lan-
guages.

There are some differences between languages with regard to the
use and morphology of articles. First, languages differ as to in what
categories they use articles. A language like French uses both indefi-
nite and definite articles, and additionally there is a partitive article
used with indefinite plurals and uncountables. Other languages, such
as English, German and the Standard Mainland Scandinavian lan-
guages, make use of indefinite and definite articles, but lack the
partitive article. Still other languages, such as Icelandic and Greek,
only make use of a definite article, whereas languages like Russian,
triññì.h a¡l I ^+i- -^ ^¿l^l^^ ^¿ ^rtqrru Lqtr¡¡ puùùvùù rru dr trulçù <ll, dll.

Second, languages differ with respect to whether articles are
more or less similar to pronouns. Some languages, like English, have
both a definite and an indefinite arricle thai arè morphologically dis-
tinc.t from pronouns and that cannot be used indèpendêntly. The
Mainland Scandinavian languages use a suffixed ãefinite árticle,
which is (of course) distinct from pronouns, but an indefinite article
that is homonymous with the numeral one. German, French and
Italian have articles that are homonymous with pronouns or numer-
als both in definite and indefinite form. yet all languages that use ar-
ticles have the property in common that articles are used as default
determiners, which have to be used in certain constructions (i.e. in
argumental position), if there is no other determiner.

- V/ith regard to the determiner system the Scandinavian languages
have gone through roughly the same development as most othãr Èu-
ropean languages, from a stage without articles to a stage where arti-
cles are obligatory in most cases. In Old Scandinavian ihere were no
requirements on noun phrases that they contain any determiner,
quite like the situation in Russian, Finnish or Latin. Ali noun phrases
were allowed to be bare. There were no articles, and othei deter-
miners were only used when the semantics required the noun phrase

CHAPTER 2
THE FUNCTION OF DETERMINERS
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to be specified by demonstratives, numerals or pronouns. Consider
the Old Swedish example in (1) and its modem Swedish counterpart
in (2), where the suffixed definite article or the prenominal indefi-
nite article must be used with most nouns. The articles are under-
lined in (2).t

(1) Værþer maþær stolen vræker fiæt æptir fællir .i. kæfti' fyrst skal
by létæ. A grannæ skal kallæ. [---] Leþer eigh fiæt or by. þa skal
rannssakæ. Eigh mughu grænnær ranzsak syniæ.
Becomes man robbed, follows trace after, pqts in (it) branches,
first shall (one) village search. To neighbours shall (one) call.
[--] Leads not trace out-of village, then shall (one) investigate.
Not may neighbours refuse investigation.

(2) Blir en man bestulen, följer efter spårg,! och lägger kvistar i det,
då skall man först genomsöka byg. Man skall kalla på grannar-
na. [---] Leder ej spårg¡ ur byU, då skall man undersöka detta.
Grannar4¿ får ej neka till undersökning.
Becomes a man robbed, follows trace-!fu, and puts branches
into it, then shall one first search village-!þI2. One shall call (on)
neighbours-!fu þ-l Leads not trace-the out-of village-¡fo , then
shill one investigate this. Neighbours-¡fu may not say-no to in-
vestigation-tfu.

In Old Swedish the requirement for using articles was introduced
in the 13th century, and the development was completed around the
middle of the 14th century (cf. Wessén 1965:3I and Delsing 1992).
At that time the restrictions that are at work today were established.2

In the Mainland Scandinavian languages and Faroese, the definite
article is a postnominal suffix. There is also a prenominal indefinite
article, which is homonymous with the cardinal numeral one.Inin-
definite plural noun phrases there is no article. Leaving aside con-
structions with intervening adjectives, that are to be discussed in
chapter 4, the article system of Mainland Scandinavian and Faroese

can be illustrated with the Swedish examples in (3) and (4).

singular plural
uter neuter uter neuter

(3) en bil ett hus bilar hus
acaÍ a house cars houses

(4) bil-en hus-et bilar-na hus-en
car-the house-the cars-the houses-the

I The text is from Äldre V¿istgötalagen, the provincial law of Västergötland, written
arotnd 1225. The reading of kæfti is uncertain. I assume it to be a miswriting of kæfli.
2 In the 16th and 17th centuries the indefinite article became eYen more popular than
it is today. In predicative constn¡ctions, it could be used where it is not used today:
vtilja nåfon till en kung [choose someone to a kíng] (cf. Temer 1923: 152-16O).
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In Icelandic, the definite article works the same way as in Swedish.
However, Icelandic has no indefinite article. The counterparts to the
Swedish examples in (3)-(4) are given in (5)-(6) below.

(5) bíll hús bílar hús (Icel.)
car house caÍs houses

(6) bíll-ihn hús-ið bílar-nir hús-in
car-the house-the cars-the houses-the

A third variant of the Scandinavian article system is found in West-
em and Southem Jutland (henceforth Westem Jutlandic, WJu.),
where there is an invariant prenominal article. This system is illus-
trated in (7) and (8).¡

J tn 1Z¡ gnd (8) Standard Danish orthography is used. In the Jutlandic dialects, plural
is normally only marked by the absence of the gloftal stop.
+ The special use of bare nouns in headlines is exemp.lified in (i) and (ii) below.(i) Sjuksköterska funnen mördad (ii) öklind diktator skjuren

Nursefoundmurdered Infarnow díctator-shot
- _Such examples are clearly not relevant for our purposes. The special grammar of
headlines does not have the same restrictions on articles, and it is also moie allowing
in olher rcspects, such as the deletion of copulas.

Another style where bare nouns are usèd more frequently is the language of bu-
reauc_racy and. administation. In this style generic noun phrases are normálly bare.(i) 'lJänsteman som önskar ersättnìng för resa...

Civil servant who.wants refund for journey

en bil en hus biler hus
a caÍ a house cars åouses
æ bil æ hus æ biler æ hus
the car the house the cars the houses

(wJu.)

In most languages that make use of articles, there is a strong cor-
relation between noun phrases with determiners and argumental sta-
tus, in that most noun phrases require a determiner in order to func-
tion as an argument, If there is no meaningful determiner, such as a
demonstrative, numeral or pronoun, an article has to be inserted in
the structure. For Hungarian, Szabolcsi (1987) claims that the deter-
miner is necessary in arsumental noun phrases. For languages like
English and Italian such claims have also been made (cf. Stowell
1991 and Longobardi 1992). The requirements for using determin-
ers seem to be roughly the same for those two languages.

If we consider the suffixed definite article of Scandinavian to be
a determiner on a par with the prenominal articles of other W.estem
European languages, it is a fair generalisation to say that Scandina-
vian has the same restrictions as English and ltalian, with regard to
the obligatoriness of articles in argument position. If we exclude the
headline language and the like, bare nouns are normally ungrammat-
ical in the prototypical argument positions.4 Consider the examples
in (9) with subjects, objects, prepositional complements and genitival

(7)

(8)
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attributes, where bare (singular) nouns are ungrammatical, com-
pared to the examples in (10), where an article makes them gram-
matical.5

(9) *Polis arresterade studenten
Police arrested student-the
*Polisen arresterade student
Police- the arrested student
*Han samarbetade med polischef
He eo-operated with police-boss
*students böcker
student's books

(10) Polisen/en polis arresterade studenten
Police- the/a policeman arrested student-the
Polisen arresterade studenten/en student
Police-the arrested student-the/a student
Han samarbetade med polischefen/en polischef
He co-operated with police-boss-the/a police-boss
studentens/en students böcker
stude nt- the's/a s tu dent's book s

When noun phrases are used in typical non-argumental positions,
such as predicative constructions, the article is normally not used,
and sometimes it is not allowed. The cases with articles will be dis-
cussed in section 2.1.

(l l) Kalle lir läkare
Kalle is doctor
Vi utsåg Kalle till ordförande
We appointed Kalle to chairperson

(12) Kalle är ?en läkare/??läkaren
Kalle is a doctor/doctor-the
Vi utsåg Kalle till *en ordförande/*ordföranden
We appointed Kalle to a chairperson/chairperson-the

Hence, it seems to be a fair generalisation that noun phrases require
a determiner of some sort to be able to function as an argument.
This observation has been made by many linguists, and it has become
important for linguists that work within the DP-hypothesis, which
claims that determiners are heads in the noun phrase. Several lin-
guists have claimed that the determiner position is necessary in order
for the noun phrase to function as an argument. Szabolcsi (1987)
also points out that this makes determiners parallel to complementis-
ers. An even stronger version of this generalisation would of course

5 Here I will use the term bare noun when referring to noun phrases without deter-
miners. The presence of an attributive adjective does not affect the 'bareness, of the
noun phrase. of course there are several attributive elements that can be seen as both
determiners and adjectives, such as många, egen, samma [many, own, same],but
normally there are no problems in determining whether a noun phiase is bare oi not.
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be that determiners are not allowed in non-argumental positions,
which is proposed in Stowell (1991). I will try this stronger version
as my working hypothesis.

a noun phrase is a non-argument, then it has no determiner
a noun phrase is an argument, then it has a determiner

In Scandinavian any determiner can make an argumental noun
phrase licit. In definite noun phrases the suffixed article as well as

the prenominal article used with attributive adjectives can fill this
function. However, we can see that there are some cases in Mainland
Scandinavian thatjeopardise the generalisations in (13) above. First,
there are cases where non-argumental noun phrases, like predicatives
or vocatives, require an article. Second, there are several cases
where argumental noun phrases normally do not require the article.
There are basically three cases where bare nouns are allowed in ar-
gument positions, namely with uncountable nouns, bare plurals and
proper names. There are also certain constructions that allorv some
bare nouns as arguments (objects, generic subjects and prepositional
complements). The suffixed article and the prenominal definite ar-
ticle used with attributive adjectives have the same properties. Only
in one case do they differ, namely with vocative noun phrases.ó

The rest of this chapter will be devoted to the cases that seem to
go against the generalisations in (13) above.In section 2.1,I will dis-
^-.^^ +L^ --^-^*.1^^ ^f --^ll^^+i-. --..i¿L l^¿^-i-^-^ ^-l T --.:tlr,uùù ulç PruPcrLrcò ur Prçu¡L(lrrvtr rruuuù wrtrr ugtçrlrrlllçlù, dllu r wlil
show that the article used with predicative noun phrases is distinct
from the one that is used in argumental noun phrases. Then I will
consider other types of non-argumental noun phrases, namely voca-
tives and other noun phrases used in isolation (section 2.2). In sec-
Íion2.3,I will discuss uncountables, showing that this category may
have an article in some variants of Scandinavian. In section 2.4, I
will discuss proper names, and will show that several variants of
Scandinavian use articles with proper names. ln 2.5,I will address
some other cases, where bare nouns are found in argument positions.
I will argue that these cases cân be reduced to lexicalised phrases or
be treated as uncountables. In 2.6, I will revise the generalisation in
(13), and I will also present a taxonomy of articles. Finally the
chapter is summarise d in 2.7 .

(13)a If
bIf

6 The pattem that is shown here, where the main cases of bare nouns in Scandinavian
are found in predicatives, with uncountables, bare plurals, proper names etc. is
surprisingly similar to that of other European languages. In fact the only main differ-
ence that I can find between Italian and Swedish is the cases (pointed out by Longo-
bardi 1992:6) where negation allows singular bare nouns: Non c'era studenie in giro
[There wasn't student around]. Such cases are not found in Scandinavian.
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2.1. Predicatives
In this section we will study the behaviour of predicative noun
phrases more closely. Some of them seem to contradict the generali-
iation in (13)a, allowing a determiner. Most frequently, this is the

case with the indefinite article. I will begin with the indefinite article
in2.L.1, and in 2.1.2,I will tum to other determiners in predicative
noun phrases.

2'.1.1 . Predicatives with Indefínite Articles
As was mentioned in the previous section, most predicative nouns in
Swedish do not require any article. This is true for both subjective
and objective predicatives. Consider the subjective predicatives in
(14)-(16), where the predicative must always agree in number with
the subject.;

(14) Christer åir professor
Christer is professor
Ulf och Christer är professorer
Ulf and Christer are Professors
Ann-Marie arbetade som piga i prästgården
Anú-Marie worked as servant in parsonage-the

(15) Günther spelar infanterimajor i pjäsen
Günther þlays infantry-major in play-the
Tore läste till ingenjör i Stockholm
Tore read to engineer in Stockholm

(16) Han var bättre som vicepresident
He was better as vice president
Som tonåringar var de mycket stökiga
As teenagers were theY verY messY

In objective predicative use, the noun noÍnally lacks an article as

well, and there are the same agreement restrictions as in the subjec-
tive use. In these cases, Swedish requires a preposition (som, för or
ilt).8

7 A further type of subjective predicative might be the ones illustrated in (i) below.
They have prêàicative meaning, but there is no number agreement on the predicative.

(i) De satt bamvakt/ordförande hela dagen
They sat baby-sitterlchairperson all day
De ska stâ brud i vår
They will stand bride in sPring

Such predicativès are rare, and they may very well be considered fixed expressions.
8 There is also a sort of nominal predicative variant, where a prepositional attribute
seems fo be predicative. This type lacks an arlicle in Swedish.

(i) ett monster till skolbyggnad
a monster to school building [a monster of a school buildins]

(iÐ ett âbäke till soffa
a hulk to sofa [a hulk of a sofa]

In Danish though, there is sometimes an indefinite article with this nominal predica-
tive: Ett monstrum af en skolebygning (cf. Hulthén: 1948:.92)
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(17) Vi använde nyckeln som ölöppnare
lVe usgd key-the as beer-can-opener
De valde henne till president 

-

They elected her to president

The-examples above show that articles are not normally required in
predicative noun phrases. There are however somi exceptions,
which seem to jeopardise the generalisation in (13)a above. These
exceptions are found with the ordinary type of subjective predica-
tive, like those illustrated in (la) above.-In the other preàicative
uses, illustrated in (1f)-(17) above, it is normally not posiible to use
the indefinite article.9

'when 
a noun in an ordinary subjective predicative is descriptive

rather than classifying the indefinite article becomes nearly otìiga-
tory. This works rhe same way in all the Mainland scandinaïian lãn-
guages (cf. Western I92l:504, Temer l92L:l55ff, Hansen 1927:5}ff
and Hulthén t947:90Ð.

(18) Han är ?(en) idiot
He is an idiot
Hon är ?(en) djävel
She is a devíl

If the sentences in (18) above are used without an article, the classi-
fying reading is forced. Hence the interpretation must be that there
are objective criteria. such as IQ below 60 or a tail and a clo.¿en
hoof, that can justify the statements.

.The same pattem appears if an ordinary noun appears with a de_
scrip_tive attribute, like an adjective or a postnominil attribute; the
article becomes obligatory with such noun ph.ases.

(19) Anna är *(en) duktig läkare
Anna is a competent doctot
!I_an. åir *(en) karl som man kan lita på
He is a man that one can tÍust
!9n ïr *(en) kvinna med skinn på näsan
She is a woman with skin on noie-the
'She is a woman with a will of her own'

Note ttrat it is not simply the presence of an attribute that makes the
a-rticle obligatory; it múst be a descriptiue or evaluative attribute.'when 

classifying attributes are used thè indefinite article is not pos-
sible, as shown irt(20)-(21) below.

?,î -r9r:,.u.ì.s 
the objective predicarives wir.h son may rake rhe indefinire arricle,

wlth rougruy the same restrictions as with subjective predióatives.
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(20) Bente lir (*en) norsk lektor här
Bente is a Norwegian teacher here
Jerker är (*en) teknisk doktor
Ierker is a technical doctor
Christer är (*en) professor i nordiska språk
Christer is a professor in Scandinavian languages
Lisa är (*en) ordförande för kvinnogruppen
Lisa is a prcsident for woman-group-the

(21)

Hence we may state that the use of the article in predicative noun
phrases is dependent on the interpretation, i.e. the distinction be-

i*eetr classifiìation and description. As a matter of fact, these re-

strictions seem to be present in several other languages as well. As

far as I can judge from Longobardi (1992) and Bhatt (1990)' the re-

strictions are roughly the same in Italian and German. English is the

only language thãt i know of that l_ras a requirement for articles also

witú non-¿eicriptive noun phrases. 10

At this poiñt, I will try to show that the article in predicative

noun phraseì is different from the normal indefinite article that is
used wittr argumental noun phrases. The predicative article is special

in having a plural form, in being compatible with uncountable nouns

and in introducing an implicit argument.
First, the indéfinite ãrticle used in predicative noun phrases is

morphologically different from its argumental counterpart. In- collo-
quial Sweãish, Faroese, and some Norwegian dialects (see Falk-Torp
ÎSOO,I+ and Christiansen 1953), this article seems to have a plural
form, enaleinirlene, which is only possible in descriptive predicative

noun phrases.ll Consider the examples below, where (22)-(23) con'
tain clìssifying noun phrases, where the plural article is not allowed,
and (24)-(i5) õontairrdescriptive noun phrases, whgre the plural ar-

ticle is nearly obligatory.

(22) Per-Erik och Anna är (*ena) läkare
Per-Erik and Anna are a-PL doctors
Ulf och Bengt är (*ena) kaPtener
IJlf and Bengt are a-PL caPtains

i0 The difference that I have shown above is not found when there is an agreement

discrepancy. In such cases the article is normally obligatory.
(D Detta âr *(en) teknisk doktor

This(neuter) is a technical doctor(uter)
(iÐ Hennes elever var *(en) Plâga

Her students were a Pain
1 1 The plural form of the indefinite article seems to.be possible.in colloquial
SwedisL,þaroese, and some Norwegian dialects, whereas it is missing in Danish^and

ñófin¿ió. In Swedish it is a fairlyloung phenomenon. According to Temer (1922:

120) the oldest written example is from 1806-

In Icelandic and Faroesó there are dual forms of the numerals 1-4'. einír, nennir
etc., wtrictr áre used with items that come in natural pairs, like shoes, skis etc. This use

of áinir ¡one-Pll should not be confused with the plural form of the article.
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(23) Per och Jerker är (*ena) rekniska doktorer
Per and lerker are a-pL technical doctors
Kari och Bente är (*ena) norska lektorer
Kari and Bente are a-pL Norwegian teachers(24) Pelle och Lisa åir *(ena) idioter-
Pelle and Lisa are a-pL idiots
Cia och Gunlög är *(ena) djävlar på grammatik
Cia and Gunlög are a-pL devils oñ gnmmar

(25) Lisa och Kalle är ?(ena) konstiga lä--kare
Lisa and Kalle are a-pL strange doctors
Pelle och Eva åir ?(ena) duktiga löpare
Pelle and Eva are a-pL good lunnêrs

As before, the constructions with the article in (22)-(23) would be
possible if^the noun phrase could be interpreted ai descriptive rather
than glassifytlg. we can rhus make rhe gêneralisation thaì the plural
indefinite article is required when the piedicative noun or unyìr itt
attributes are descriptive, whereas the article cannot be useá when
the noun and its attributes are purely classifying. In other words, the
plural form has the same restrictions as the siãgular in predicãtive
position.

The plural form of the indefinite article seems to be reserved for
predicative use. It is normally ungrammatical in argumental position
(cf. Terner 1922:120 and Teleman 1969:52)). Cõnsider th" urgu_
mental noun phrases in (26).

(26) *Ena <iuktiga lâkare opererade min mor i våras
APL competent doctors operated my mother in spring
??Han köpte ena vackra st-olar i eår 

-

He bought a-pL beautiful chairs-yesterday
*Oversvämningen berodde på enã trasigã ventiler
Flood-the was-due to a-pL out_of_oíder valvesxBna idioters åsikter behöver man inte bry sig om
A-PL idiots, views need one not worry oiesel-f about

As seen.in.the examples, the constructions with the plural form of
the article in argumental position are bad. In some cases, though,
where the speaker introduðes the noun phrase, the construction 6e-
comes better. with verbs like meet or inìxistential constructions the
plural article is not altogether bad.

(27) ?Jag träffade ena konsriga typer igår
I met a-pL strange type; [per¡onsl yesterday
?Det sitter ena svarta fåsl-ar på tafrét
There sit a-pL black bir:ds oit roof-the

The examples in (27)-above-are clearly better than those in (26).
However.they are still not fully grammatical. The plural u.ì-i.t"
seems to introduce a proposition that is not properly eipressed syn-
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tactically. If the construótion is made into a cleft sentence, and the

plural u.ti"t" is placed in predicative position, it becomes fully
grammatical.

(28) Det var ena duktiga läkare som opererade min mor i våras' ft was a-PL comp-etent doctots who opetated my mothet in spting
Det var ena vaclira stolar (som) han köpte igår
It was a-PL beautiful chairs that he bought yestetday
Det var ena konstiga typer (som) jag träffade igår
It was a-PL straneã tyþês [persons] whom I met yesterday
Det var ena svartã fåglar som sitter på taket
It was a-PL black birds who sit on roof-the

I will not try to explain why the examples in (27) are better than

those in (26i,I willbnly conclude that in order to be fully grammat-

ical, the plural form ena must be placed predicatively, and hence, we

can state that the indefinite articlè has a plural form, when it is used

in predicative position, but not when it is used in argumental posi-

¡is¡.12 13

The second property that distinguishes the predi,cative article
from the atgumentai one is that the former is often fully compatible

with uncouñtable nouns. A predicative uncountable noun, qualified
by a descriptive adjective, nõrmally requires an article, whereas the

sã-" noun þhrases cannot normally have an article when they appear

as arguments.

(29) Det var ??(en) sur ved du har skaffat
It was a sour wood You have btought
Det var ??(ett) starkt kaffe du lagar
It was a strong coffee You make
Det är x(en) stor glädje att få presentera herr Olsson
It is a great joy to get-to present mìster Olsson

l2 The marginal possibility of using ena wilh some verbs and in the existential con-
struction mív be ìonnected to othe¡ tests for argumenthood. As was pointed out to
." ¡n Ctr¡siet platzack passivisation divides Swedish verbs into rougtily the same

ðiã*oi, u. the test with thê plural predicative article. Verbs like trtiffa,.innehålla, till-
i¿làiirrt, co,ntain, belon'g tol ôannot passivise and they are marginally possible

with àna. On the other hand-verbs that passivise are normally impossible with ena.
13 As pointed out by Teleman (1969:52) the plural form ena may^also be used in
"was-fü'r"-constructioñs, as in (i) (on this construttion, see Börjars 1993)'

(i) Vad är ni för ena filurer
What are you for a-PL slYboots
What kind of slYboots are rou

These examples are alsõ clêarly bettei in predicative constructions. They are at best

marsinal in arsumental constructions.
iiil ?V-ad har du köpt för ena konstiga bticke,r

What have youbought for a-PL stange bool<s
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(30) Han har skaffat (*en) sur ved
He has brought a sour wood
Hon kokar alltid (?eu) starkt kaffel4
She cooks always a strong coffee
!i h.ar hafl (*en) stor glädje av era förslag
We have had a great joy õf your proposlls

H¡ncg^the predicative article seems to be special both in having a
plural form and being possible with uncountable nouns.ts "

. The third property that distinguishes the predicative article from
its argumental counterpart is the fact that thã former is always ac-
companied byan implicit.argument. The construction always hâs the
meaning that the description is the view of the speaker, anä hence it
has a modal function. This implicit argument is often spelled out in
Swedish, with a first person object proãoun.

(31) Han var mig en lustig figur
He was me a strange figure [person]
Pelle och Lisa är mig ena slárviga èlever
Pelle and Lisa is me a-pL slovenlv students
Det var mig en sur ved du har skàifat
It was me a sour wood you have brought
'According to me, it is a sour wood thíat you have brought,

with arguments, the implicit argument is totally ungrammatical,
even with- the_ 

-types 
that are marginal with the plural lorm, cf. the

^-^--l^^:- /a^\w^4rrrPlçù ltt \JL),

(32) xDet sitrer mig ena svarta fåglar på taket
There sit me a-pL black birdi on-roof-the
*Jag träffade mig ena konstiga typer i går
I met me a-pL stranpe tvpesTesierdav
+-Vi köpte mig ena íacÉia stólar igår'
We bought me a-pL beautiful cha-irs yesterday

To conclude this subsection, I have claimed that the indefinite ar-
ticle that is used in predicative constructions is distinct from the in-
definite article that is used in argumental positions. The former one
has semantic restrictions on its appearance, i.e. it is dependent on u
descriptive/evaluative interpretalion of the noun phräse. Further_
more, this article introduces an implicit argument, it has a plural

l4-The reason that the article is not altogether bad with coffee is probablv that e¡r
t{: ^?y 

marginal I y be used to denore'a-sort-of-corféê;ir.."2. ã. i 
j'' "

r) The indefinite anicle alters with någon Iany] in negated or interrogative clauses.

T^L::9i:lril: yr._u,1.Bur.d. clause ma! rrave eiirreru n'cl n[on, ü;ì;î;ñ;;ir.
ctauses nãgon is quite marginal.

(i) Kalle är en idior /Kalle är inte ery'någon idiot
Kalle is an idiot I Kalle is not alanv-idiot(ii) Ar Kalle ery'?någon idiot, egentliqén?
Is Kalle anlany idiot, reaily?
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form, and it is compatible with uncountable nouns. Hence, I have
shown that the indefinite article in predicative noun phrases is quite
different from the argumental indefinite article. Before we discuss
the consequences of this for our generalisation in (13) we will
briefly take a look at other determiners in predicative noun phrases.

2.1.2. Predicatives with Other Determiners
As I stated above, the most common case where we find predicative
noun phrases with a determiner involves the indefinite article. There
are however some cases where other determiners are possible too,
once again challenging the generalisation in (13)a. First, determiners
other than the indefinite article are quite bad if the noun phrase lacks
other attributes.

(33)

(34)

??Kalle åir konstnären
Kalle is artist-the
*Valen åir däggdjuret
Whale-the is mammal-the
?Kalle och Pelle är två simmare
Kalle and Pelle aÍe two swimmers
*Flickorna är några simhopperskor
Girls-the are some divers

As noted by e.g. Stowell (1991) superlative adjectives normally
make noun phrases such as those in (33)-(34) better in English. The
same is true for Swedish. Consider the examples in (35).

(35) Valen är det största däggdjuret
Whale-the is the biggest mammal-the
Kalle och Pelle är två av mina bästa vänner
Kalle and Pelle are two of my best friends

The constructions with determiners may also be saved by other at-
tributive elements.

(36) Kalle är konstnären i familjen
Kalle is artist-the in family-the
Kalle och Pelle är två simmare som jag känner
Kalle and Pelle ate two swimmers that I know

It thus seems as if basically the same restrictions are valid for all de-
terminers in predicative noun phrases. They normally have to be de-
scriptive. The fact that superlatives are common does not come as a
surprise, since this category has an evaluative meaning, which is
quite similar to the modal function of the indefinite article in the
predicative construction.

Predicative noun phrases with other determiners than en also
have other special properties that make them different from typical
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predicatives. They may sometimes be moved to the subject position,
as shown in Moro (1991), and some linguists do not consider them
predicative at all (e.g. Holmberg L992).

I have not discussed the properties of determiners other ttran the
indefinite article in detail, but I think that this is enough to show that
they have roughly the same restrictions as the indefinite article in
predicative position. Only when the noun phrase has a descriptive
content is a determiner required. Furthermore, I have shown that an
indefinite article in predicative position is always accompanied by an
implicit argument and that it has special morphosyntactic properties,
i.e. it has a plural form and it is compatible wittr uncountable nouns.
Since we do find determiners in predicative noun phrases, the gen-
eralisation in (13)a seems to be too strong, however, and we will
have to reformulate the generalisation.

The fact that indefinite articles introduce an implicit argument
implies that this article has to be present at D-structure, where argu-
ments are introduced. I also assume that meaningful determiners,
such as demonstratives, numerals and indefinite pronouns must be
present at D-structure. We will return to a discussion of this in sec-
tion 2.6, when we have studied the behaviour of articles in argumen-
tal noun phrases.

2.2. Yocatives and Other Isolated Noun Phrases
Noun phrases that are used in isolation are not arguments of any
iexicai eiement. Here I wiil briefiy discuss the use of articies in voca-
tives and noun phrases on signs. Having the generalisation in (13)a in
mind, we would expect that vocative noun phrases would lack
determiners altogether. This is also the case in most western Euro-
pean languages, as is illustrated for English in (37) below.

(37) Vy'aiter!
Listen, young man!
Thank you, doctor!

In the Scandinavian languages, the situation is very much the same.
The prenominal definite article may never be used in vocatives, and
the suffixed article is not used in Danish, Norwegian and lcelandic.16

(38) Hvad siger du, skal*skaten?
What say you, treasure/treasure-the

(39) Lærert I xl-æreren!
Teacher / Teacher-the!

(Danish)

(Norwegian)

16 A.bare noun, however, seems strange for many younger Danes, who prefer con-
structions with possessive pronouns, which is also possible in the other languages.(i) Hvad siger du, min ven?

Wha.t say you, my friend
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In Swedish and Faroese, though, a vocative noun can either be
bare or have the suffixed article. In Swedish, the bare form is
mainly used in a disparaging sense, in most plural noun phrases, or
with military titles.

(40) Se dig för, människa/*människan!
See you for, man/man-the! [Look out, man!]
Tyst, unge/*ungen!
Quiet, child/child-the !
Kära vänner/*vännerna!
D e ar frie n d s /fri en d s - the !
Ja, major/??majoren!
Yes, major/major-the!

In other cases, though, Swedish and Faroese normally use the suf-
fixed article on the noun, as illustrated in (41) and (42).17

(4i) Nu, grabben, ska vi se. (Swedish)
Now, guy-the, shall we see.
Godmorgon, doktorn
Good morning, doctor-thc
Magistern!
Teacher-the!

(42) Setið tygum niður, skomakarin! (Faroese)
Sit you down, shoemaker-the

Another case of isolated usage concems noun phrases on signs.
On signs with street-names the prenominal deänite articie is never
allowed, but the suffixed article is obligatory in Swedish and Norwe-
gian, but not in the other languages (cf. Hulthén 1948:19ff).

(43) Storgata-n (Swedish)
Storgat-a (Norwegian)
Big-street-the

(44) Storgade (Danish)
Stórgata (Icelandic)

The behaviour of Scandinavian languages with regard to isolated
nouns seems to challenge the generalisation in (13)a. The suffixed
article is sometimes possible with such nouns. The generalisation
seems to be too strong for some languages. As we proceed, we will
keep in mind that Swedish, Norwegian and Faroese may have some

17 In many cases, there is a semantic difference between the form with the article and
the one without it. The form with the article is definite in the sense that it requires a
specific person in the situation. The form without the article indicates that there is no
such person

(i)
in sight.

polisen!
police-the [when calling for a specific policeman in sight]
polis!
police! [when calling for any policeman]

(ii)
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instances of suffixed articles where there should be no articles. This
will be further discussed in chapter 4, where I show that it is con-
nected to double definiteness.

2.3, Uncountables
As was mentioned above, uncountable nouns and plurals may lack
determiners in all argumental positions when they are interpreted as
indefinite, thus appearing to be counterexamples to the generalisation
in (13)b. As I will show in this section several countable nouns in the
singular may appear in the same way as uncountables and bare plu-
rals, i.e. without any overt determiner. I will simply call them bare
singulars, and I will use the teÍm uncountables for inherently un-
countable nouns, bare plurals and bare singulars together. I will
claim that all count¿ble nouns may be used as uncountables, some of
them always appearing in the singular and others always in the plu-
ral. I will also argue that there is a null determiner position with in-
definite uncountables. In other words, the generalisation in (13)b
holds for this kind of noun phrases as well.

It has been a long standing problem within linguistic theory
whether bare plurals and inherent uncountable nouns should be con-
sidered to have a phonetically null determiner. The discussion has
often focused on bare plurals, for which a null determiner has been
suggested e.g. by Chomsky (1965), Diesing (1988) and Longobardi
(1992). Others have argued that an empty determiner cannot be the
right answer, see especially Carlson (1978).

The idea that bare plurals contain a null determiner is mainly
based on two arguments. First, a plural indefinite article would fill
up an empty slot in the paradigm, i.e. all types of common nouns
would be introduced by an article. Some languages, like French, ac-
tually use an article for indefinite plurals: the partitive article. Under
the assumption that languages such as English and the Scandinavian
languages have a covert partitive article with bare plurals, we would
be able to ascribe to those languages the same structure as the one
found in French, as is illustrated in (45).

(4q)_ - singular: plural: singutar: ptural:indeflrnite: un livre des livres a bõok Ø booksdefïnite: lelivre leslivres the book the books

A problem with an analysis where bare plurals have a null determin-
er, is of course that the French partitive article has singular counter-
parts, du and de lø, with uncountable nouns. Those forms would not
fit into the scheme in (45), because we would have two singular in-
definite articles (un and du) with two clearly different functions. As
we will see in this chapter, counøbility seems to be a more appro-
priate notion than number, when we are trying to classify articlès.
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A second argument for a covert article with bare plurals is the
ambiguity between the generic reading and the existential reading.
The ambiguity could be construed simply as two different null de-
terminers, one corresponding to all or most, the other to some. Con-
sider the examples in (46) below (from Milsark 1976), where the a-
example could only have the existential reading (allegedly having a
null some-determiner), whereas the b-example is normally inter-
preted generically (allegedly having a ntill all -determiner). 1 I

(46)a There arise typhoons in the Pacific
b Typhoons arise in the Pacific

In his dissertation Carlson (1978) argues against the null-deter-
miner-hypothesis for bare plurals. He argues that the ambiguity of
bare plurals can be derived from the type of predicate used. Elabo-
rating on Milsark (1976), Carlson shows that the ambiguity of bare
plurals can be derived fiom the difl'erence between difï'erent sorts of
predicates. Some predicates like black, in short supply and doctor
denote quite stable properties, whereas others, like available, on the
corner and is running, denote more transitory properties. The dif-
ference between these two kinds of predicates has become a vital
field of research in the late 80's and early 90's, and the former type
of predicate is nowadays referred to as individual-level predicates
and the latter one as stage-level predicates (cf. Diesing 1988 and
Kratzer 1988). With individual-level predicates (which denote more
stabie properties) the oniy possibie reading is the generic one.

(47) Norwegians are tall
Cats are mammals

With stageJevel predicates (which denote transitory properties), like
those in (48) below, the only possible interpretation is the existential
one.

(48) Students were sick
Cats are on the roof

Carlson's analysis gives an answer to the question of why certain am-
biguous predicates combined with bare plurals are not four ways
ambiguous. An ordinary verb in the past tense is normally ambigu-
ous between a habitual reading and an occasional (happening) read-
ing (i.e. between an individual- and a stage-level interpretation). If
bare plurals were ambiguous too, we would expect sentences like the

18 In English (46)b may also have the existential reading, even if it is more far-
fetched than the generic reading. The same is true for Swedish. In other languages
though, like ltalian and German, it seems like the existential reading is not possible at
all in (46)b, (cf. Longobardi 1992:44)).
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one in (49) to have four possible readings, roughly translated in
(50), but they do not.

(49) Dogs ran
(50) *'Some dogs ran (as a habit)'

'Some dogs ran (on that occasion)'
'All dogs ran (as a habit)'

*'All dogs ran (on that occasion)'

As is indicated in (50), only two interpretations are possible. From
examples like the one in (49) above, Carlson (p.79) concludes that
the occasional reading is the existential reading, whereas the habitual
reading is the generic reading. Hence bare plurals are not ambigu-
ous. The same argument can be reproduced for inherently uncount-
able nouns.

Carlson's arguments clearly throw some doubt on the hypothesis
that there are two different sorts of null determiners. However, it
does not solve the puzzle of why languages like French has a deter-
miner with all uncountable nouns, where languages like English and
the Standard Scandinavian languages use a bare noun. In this section,
I will argue that Mainland Scandinavian uncountables do have a de-
terminer when they are argumental, i.e. that (13)b holds. We can
very well agree with Carlson that there are not two different sorts of
empty determiners with bare plurals, and yet retain the view that
there is one null determiner. The only difference that this makes is
flrof rr¡p lro.ra o- rrñoñhiô"^"c -"Il 'l-t-*i--. T "';ll ^1.:* rlrô+ +Lu¡qr ñç ¡¡6vv r¡¡ u¡¡ûi¡lUtBt¡UUS ¡¡Uit UüLti¡¡¡iltç¡, i iyiri Lrd¡tii ii¡¿i i¡l€
detemiiner is necessary fór syntactic reasons.

I will now turn to uncountable nouns in Scandinavian. In this
section, I will show that there are Scandinavian dialects that make
use of an article with uncountables. Before I do so we will have to
take a closer look at which properties different uncountables have in
common. In subsection 2.3.1,I will discuss the properties of un-
countables in Standard Swedish. I will claim that all countable nouns
may be used as uncountables. In subsection 2.3.2,I will discuss the
special properties of uncountables in Northern Swedish.

2.3.1 . Standard Swedishl9
As mentioned above, uncountable nouns constitute one of the cate-
gories that seem to contradict (13)b, because they appear without de-
terminers in all the main argument positions. Inherently uncountable
nouns and bare plurals often have similar properties. Above, I also
mentioned that some singular nouns in Scandinavian may be used in
the same way as inherently uncountable nouns and bare plurals and.
Hence it is necessary to take a closer look at which properties cate-

19 Much of the data and the analyses presented in this subscction have already been
published in a working paper, cf. Delsing (1991).
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gories have in common and how we can identify them. From now
on, I will use the tef}JJ' uncountables for all three types: inherently
uncountable nouns, bare singulars and bare plurals.

V/e will now tum to some constructions where the three kinds of
nouns subsumed under the term uncountables appear to behave alike
in Swedish, viz. when a noun follows a quantifying pronoun, like
mycket lmuch] or a quantifying noun phrases, like ett ftila [a kilo].
Such constructions are prototypically used with inherently uncount-
able nouns. Consider the examples in (51)-(52)

(51) mycket kött/litteratur/glädje
much meat/l iterature/joy

(52) ett kilo smör/kötljärn'
a kilo butter/meat/ircn

However, we may also use countable nouns in these constructions.
Normally, the countable noun is plural, but some nouns are always
found in singular. Consider the examples in (53), where a) illustrates
genuine uncountables, b) countables in plural and c) countables in
singular.

(53)a ett kilo/mycket smör/salt
a kilo/much butter/salt

b ett kiloimycket morötter/tomater
a kilo/much carrots/tomatoes

c ett kilo/mycket fisk/potatis
a kilo/much fish/potato

The choice between the singular and the plural form of countable
nouns is lexicalised to a high degree, and I suggest that this form is
specified in the lexicon, as a special uncountable form. This form
is normally singular for different sorts of fish, wild animals, trees,
soÍle sorts of groceries, and other nouns that are often used collec-
tively, such as sten, svamp, spik and korv fstone, mushroom, nail,
sausagel. Most other nouns, like bok, stol, lögn and grupp [book,
chair, lie, groupl take the plural form. The difference is obvious to
anyone who studies the signs in a grocery store, where he always
finds morötter, tomater, rödbetor and grönsaker [carrots, tomatoes,
beets, vegetablesl in plural, whereas other countable nouns, like
potatis, lök, gurka andfrukt [potato, onion, cucumber, fruirl, always
are found in the singular form.

The distinction between bare nouns that take singular and bare
nouns that take plural form tums up in several constructions. These
are all constructions where it is possible to find an inherently un-
countable noun as well. Consider the examples in (54) where a) illus-
trates a quantifying pronoun, b) a quantifying noun phrase, c) a

quantifying adjective with a PP complement, d) a generic clause,
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where Standard Swedish has an uninflected predicative adjective, e)
the existential construction, f) bare objects ipecifying thè verb ac-
tion, and g) nouns in isolated usage, on signs and the like. In the ex-
amples, I use potatis [potato] as a typical singular, and morötter
[carrots] as a typical plural noun.2O

(54)a myckeUlite potatis/morötter2l
mu ch/ Ii ttl e p o tato / c arrots

b ett kilo potatis/morötter
one kilo potato/carrots

c gott om potatis/morötter
good about potato/carrots [=plenty ofl

d potatis/morötter är gott
potato/carrots is good
[uter.sg]/[plur] [neuter.sg]e det finns potatis/morötter i skafferiet
there is potato/carrots in pantry-the

f skala potatis/morötter
peel potato/carrots

g potatis och morötter
potato and carÍots

In constructions where there is singularþlural distinction, like the
ones in (54) above, I will say that the noun is used in the uncount-
able function. This usage can semanrically be divided into two dif-
ferent groups. I will use the notion collective function when re-
ferring to an undetermined (or rather indifferent) number of indi-
viduals, whereas dividuative function will be used when I refer to
an undetermined (or indifferent) amount of a mass noun.

In tlre constructions in (54) the opposite form is bad, i.e. the sin-
gular form of carrot-type nouns, and the plural form of potato-type
nouns. The singular of the carrot-type nouns is always bad. The plu-
nl of potato-type nouns is marginally possible in the collective
function, but not in the dividuative function. 22

l0 ryguter nouns normally lack a plural ending, and we have to insert an adjective to
be able to decide whetherthe singular or the plural is the uncountable form.-As far as
I can see, the plural is almost always used with neuter nouns. A word like hairhow-
ever is singular, when used in the uncountable function.(ù ett kilo rensade blâbår

a kilo (ofl picked blueberries
(iÐ flera tussar gammalt hår

several wads (ofl oM hairll In Standard Swedish the singular/plural variation appears only with a few pro-
nouns, like mycket, lite, [much, little], that are neuter sìñgular lwhich is the default
form). In colloquial Swedish the neuter form of the pronouns någon, ingen and vad
[yy, no, what] may also be used in this way. See funher section 6.1.rr The pluraì form. lotatisar in constructions like those in (54) can also marginally
be interpreted as 'different sorts of potatoes'. As I will argue in the end of this subsec-
tion, -this interpretation is actually uncountable too, dðnoting an undetermined (or
indifferent) number of potato-sorts.
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I have claimed that the special form (singular or plural) that is
used in the uncountable function has to be specified in the lexicon. A
further support for this view is that a few words actually have a sep-
arate form that is normally used in the uncountable function. Con-
sider the houns in (55). Note that the special form used in the un-
countable use may morphologically be either singular or plural.23

uncountableplural
hönor
myggor
plankor
ärtor

mygga
planka
ärta

(ss)
hen
midge
plank
pea
board

mygg
plank
åirter

singular
höna höns

bräda brädor bräder

From the data presented above, I will conclude that Swedish
countable nouns, in addition to the ordinary countable singular and
plural, must have a third uncountable form specified in the lexicon,
which, morphologically, is either singular or plural. This uncount-
able form is used when the noun is interpreted as collective or divid-
uative, and in this sense the nouns are uncountable. This will be im-
portant in chapter 6, where I will discuss quantification inside the
noun phrase.

The inherently uncountable nouns, like gold or water, have no
countable forms, and they behave in the same way as countable
nouns in the uncountable function.They may appear in the construc-
tions where we have sirrgularþlural variaiion, and they have the
same restrictions as the countable nouns in (54) above. First, inher-
ently uncountable nouns, as well as the uncountable form of count-
able nouns, may be used without a determiner in the generic con-
struction with non-agreeing adjectives, cf. (54)d. The inflected
countable forms may not appear in this constructions.24

(56) ÖYmorötter/potatis ärgott/nyttigt
Beer/carots/potato is good/wholesome-neut.sg.

(57) *morot/??potatisar är nyttigt
*canot/potatoes is wholesome-neut.sg

Second, the inherently uncountable nouns, as well as the uncountable
form of countable nouns are possible without an indefinite pronoun/
article in the existential construction. This is not possible for ordi-
nary bare nouns.

Ising]
Ising]
Ising]
[plur]
[plur]

23 Similar pattems are also found for some words in Danish and Norwegian (cf.
Diderichsen (1962:)8t) and Vannebo (1978)). Similar examples are also found in
Icelandic (Hatldór A Sigurðsson, p.c.). See also Söderberg (1984:23-24).
z+ This construction has other special requirements, see further Hellan 1986, Dclsing
1988, and especially Källström 199O:162-212, which also contains an overview of rhe
discussion about this construction.
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(58) Det finns öVmorötterþotatis i skafferiet
There is beer/catots/potato in pantry-the

(59) *Det finns morot/banãn/fluga i-skafferiet
There is carrot/banana/fly in pantry-the

As well as the uncountable form of countable nouns, the truly un-
countable nouns are inherently either singular, like guld, mjölk
fgold, milk], or plural, like klöder, pengar [clothes, money]. Hence, I
claim that inherently uncountable nouns and countable nouns in the
uncountable function are structurally and semantically parallel.
Nouns in the uncountable function are inherently specified for
either singular or plural, whereas nouns in the countable function
are inflected for singular or plural. Consider the examples in (60),
which illustrate ordinary countable nouns, (61) countable nouns with
a special partitive form, and (62) inherently uncountable nouns.

(60)

(61)

(62)

countable
singular plural
potatis potatisar
morot morötter

uncountable

potatis
morötter
mygg
bräder
mjölk
kläder

mygga myggor
bräda brädor

potato
caÍrct
midge
board
milk
clothes

The data presented above clearly show that number and countability
must be kept apart. We may describe singular and plural in two
ways. They may either be inflected forms of a countable noun, or
the inherent form of nouns in the uncountable function. In the latter
use they are syntactically uncountable. We will then have four dif-
ferent cases, depicted in (63).

(63) Éplurl ltcount]+ + (två) morötter two caÍots- r ifläiifiÏiï';ílr"tr¿-
The fact that the plural carrots and the singular potato may be

used both as countables and as uncountables means that such count-
able nouns are ambiguous with regard to the two functions.

Apart from the fact that uncountables show up in certain con-
structions (the ones in (5a) above), a further distinction between the
uncountables and ordinary countable nouns is that they have differ-
ent quantifiers. The pronoun all fall], and more marginally viss [cer-
tainl, somlig Isome], åtskillig [considerable] can only be combined
with uncountables, not with countables in singular. Consider the ex-
amples in (6a) below, where alllviss may be combined with inher-
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ently uncountable nouns, with the uncountable form of countable

"ouár, 
but not with the countable form of those nouns.25

(64) somlig mjölk/allt smör
some milk/all buttet
åtskillig fisk/allt hår
considerable fish/al| hait
åtskilliga/alla morötter
severaUall caffots
*all bok/*allt skåp
all book/ aII cuPboard
*somlig bok / *visst skåp
some book /certain cuPboard

A further distinction between uncountables and countables is that

only the former may take a superlative adjective in indefinite noun

phräses. If a noun ii unambiguously coutable, the superlative is to-
ially ungrammatical, whereas it is possible to use the superlative with
unóounlables (cf. Teleman 1969:87f., Lundbladh 1988:164ff. and

Perridon 1989:209ff.). Consider the nouns below, which may be

interpreted as both uncountables (65) and countables (66), but where

only the uncountable version may have a superlative.

(65) Kalle säljer (godast) glass
Kalle sells tastiest ice-cream
Kalle fångade (störst) fisk

(66)

Before we start looking at the special properties of countability
in Northem Swedish, therè is a fact that complicates matters a bit.
Swedish, as well as other languages, seems to have the possibility of
making uncountables countable and vice versa. At least marginally,
some ðountable nouns in singular can þ made uncountable by the

context, although their normal uncountable form is plural. Consider

the examples in (67).

Kalle caught biggest fish
Kalle plockade (finast) jordgubbar
Kalle picked finest strawbenies
Kalle köpte en (*godast) glass
Kalle bought a tastiest ice-cream
Kalle fångade en (*störst) fisk
Kalle caught a biggest fish
Kalle ploðkade några (*finast) jordgubbar
Kalle þicked some (finest) strawberries

25 Longobardi (1992:29) notes the same thing about the inflected vafiant of molto

[much]-in ltalidn. SimiÍarly, the English polarity item, any, and German einiger
lsomel seem to resist countable singular.'-"' úJwouf¿ predict rhat the ptu-ral form of The potato-class words would be bad

w¡¡ àtia, ¡ut tirê:V are not. This is probably due to ãn ambiguity of the plural form of
alla; il could be interpreted as either countable or uncountable.
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(67) Det är en hel del finne i honom
It is a whole lot Finn in him
Det är lite politiker ilöver Kalle
It is little politician in/over Kalle
I nästa match måste vi ha mera puck
In next match must we have more puck
Vi fick inte mycket soffa för pengarna
We got not much sofa for minelthe

The- special possibility of making nouns uncountable in this way
(without u-sing the uncountable form¡, is quite marginal. lt*ection
2.3,we will see that it is sometimes used with bare o6jects.
. conversely, most uncountables can be used after numerals. This
is possible in two ways, either the noun denotes a smaller portion of
the uncountable noun or a special sort of it.

^ First, any kind of noun that denotes food can follow a numeral,
for instance, when it is served or ordered in a restaurant. A singular
numeral can be followed-by a plural uncountable noun, and piural
numerals may be followed by singular uncountable nouns.

(68) en sniglar/pannkakor/köttbullar
on e sn ai I s/p anc ake s/ me atbal I s
två pannbiff/wienerkorv/ostkaka
two ris sole/wiener sau sage/cheese cake

The examples in (68) denote one or two portions/plates of some_+L:-- '.E^ -^---- :-rning. rne nouil ls ¡rr the uncouniabie form. In theseiases it is not aquestion of indivirlualising the nouns. Following Stidèrbeig
(1984:27),I assume that this is a consrrucrion with uri.-pty nãun,
like portion, dish or plate in-between the numeral and the nou.,.
Constructions like ¿n portion pannkakor [a portion (of) pancakes]
are discussed in chapter 6.

second, uncountables can have the meaning 'sort of/'kind of.
In swedish they can always be exchanged for a óompound with sar,
as the second part.

(69) ett gott vin = en god vinsort
a good wine = a good sort_of-wine
ett dyrt tyg = en dyr tygsort
an expensive cloth = an expensive sort_of_cloth

Hence, I will assume that examples like those in (69) are different
words from the uncountable nouns wine and ctoth,'and that swedisrr
possesses one countable and one uncountable entry in the lexicon for
these nouns. Note that the countable variant (meãning sort oi winà¡
cloth) may in tum be used in the uncountabie funcdán, rite in itre
examples in (70) below.
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(70) Håir har de mycket viner
Here have they much (sorts-of-)wines
Hon sorterar tyger
Såe so¡ls (sorts-of-)cloths

In this subsection I have shown that all countable nouns may be

used as uncountables. Some of these countable nouns are always sin-
gular, when they are used in the uncountable function, whereas oth-
èrs are always plural. I have called them bare singulars and bare
plurals, and I have argued that the special uncountable form of each
noun has to be specified in the lexicon. Together with inherently un-
countable nouns, bare plurals and singulars are called uncountables.

I have pointed out several methods for distinguishing uncounta-
bles from countable singular and plural. Uncountables are found in
certain constructions (cf. (54) above), they may be used without an

article in argumental position, they have certain determiners, such as

all, and they may take a superlative adjective with the bare form.

2.3.2. Northern Swedish
We will now tum to some data from Northem Swedish, which nor-
mally uses an article with uncountable nouns, thus supporting the
view that such nouns contain a determiner, as we would conclude if
(13)b were correct. In these dialects there is roughly the same singu-
larþlural distinction as in Standard Swedish, between different
countable nouns used as uncountables. Additionally the uncountable
noun is often combined with a suffixed articie, which is morphologi-
cally identical to the definite article (-en in masculine, -a in femi-
nine, and -e in neuter). In the glosses I will represent this special use

of the suffixed article with ¿Rr. Consider the examples in (71) be-
low, where Standard Swedish would use a bare noun.26

(71) Smör-e ä bra å tvätt bort kåd-a vä (Northern Swedish)
Butter-ART is eood to wash awav resin-ART with
Mjölk-a à allti"goTl
Milk-ART is always good
Däm satt å drack öl-e
They sat and drank beer-ART
Han ha fått k¡imm-en
He has got cold-ART

The fact that Northem Swedish and the Swedish dialects of Osterbot-
ten (Finland) use the suffixed article to a greater extent than Stan-

26 The data that I present here are yalid at least for västerbotten and Southem Lap-
poniá. fttJse areas'(together with .Àngermanland) seem to be the heartland of the
èxtended use of the suffixed article (cf. Söderström 1972:17).
27 Note that the example in (61b) has a generic meaning, and would conespond to a

bare noun in Standard Swedish: mjölk rir alltid gott. Note also that the dialect lacks
the special propeny of having predicatives without agreement (cf. (54)d).
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dard Swedish has often been commented on in the literature (cf.
Vestlund 1948:20, Larsson 1929:l3f ., Bergman 1952:200f ., Eriks-
son 1973:2I3f.). It is sometimes pointed out that the definite form is
especially frequent with uncountable nouns (e.g. Bucht 1962:44,
Söderström 1972:77), but examples are given with counfable nouns
as well, and nobody has as yet given any clear account for the syn-
tactic restrictions.

I will now propose that the special form with the suffixed article
in Northern Swedish is a partitive article. In the following I will
show that the article is used with all three sorts of uncountables, i.e.
inherently uncountable nouns and in the cases where Standard Swed-
ish would have a bare plural or a bare singular.

First, inherently uncountable nouns normally have the suffixed
article in contexts where Standard Swedish would have a bare un-
countable. When the noun has a prenominal determiner of its own or
a quantifying noun phrase, Northem Swedish normally uses the noun
without an article, but the article seems to tre possible.2S Otherwise
the article is obligatory. Consider rhe consrruciions (72)-(73) below,
compared to the Standard Swedish constructions in (54) above.

(72) myttje smör(e)
much butter(-ART)
e glas vattn(e)
a glas (of) water-(ART)

(73) Hä ä gött ätt gräddn hänna
Th.er.e is good after cream-ART here f=plenty ofl
Mjölka ä go
Milk-ART is good
Hä finns vattne/smöre ti hinken
There is water-ART/butter-ART out-in bucket-the
Däm satt å drack öle
They sat and drank beer-ART

Jhe ¡rye paradigm can be reproduced with bare singulars. Northem
swedish uses the singular with basically the same wõrds as standard
Swedish does, i.e. with various sorts of fish, wild animals, some gro-
ceries, etc. Consider the examples in (74)-(75).

28 The use of the article after determiners is not altogether clear to me. Accordins lo
my informants the suffixed article is not possible iithe determiner has visibiJ iter
morphology, like.nan, ingen [¡oryetany, io].lf tberc is no visible genOer morptrõto_
gy on the determiner, such a-s in the.neuter or plural forms n¿ [somãlany-neut.iglpl],
nryttje [much] , with numerals, or with quantifj,ing noun phrasès, the aríicle seeñii to
be po.ssible. consider the examples in (ii below, cT. also Ërikssotí tts7,:irlff)- 

-
(i) nan fisþ*fisken

some fishlfish+he
två bjärk/bjärken
two birchesl birches+he
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(74) myttje fisk(en)
much fishCART)
e tjilo fisk(en)
a kilo fishCART)
Hä ä ont ätt löken
There is poor after onion-ART [=ns¡ 1u"¡7
Abbarn ä go
Perch-ART is good
Hä finns soppen däri skogen
There is mushroom-ART in wood-the
Däm satt å ränse siken
They sat and skinned whitefish-ART

The same data can be reproduced for bare plurals' Consider the ex-
amples in (76)-(77¡.zs

(76) myttje ko(en)
much cows(-ART)
e par jänt(en)
a pair girls(ART)

(7'7) Hä ä gött ätt koän hänna
There is good after cows-ART here [plenty ofl
Morötträn ä go
Carots-ART are good
Hä häng tavlän dära vägga
There hang pictures-ART there-on walls-the
Däm satt å ränse snatträn
They sat and picked cloudberries-ART

Thus, we can see that all the three uncountable categories (inherentþ
uncountable nouns, bare singulars and bare plurals) behave in the
same way. When they are introduced by a determiner or a quantify-
ing noun phrase they normally lack the article (cf. footnote 28) but
in other uses they must have the article. Note that the same restric-
tion holds for the partitive article in French. When the noun follows
quantifying pronouns like beaucoup or quantifying noun phrases like
un kilo, it lacks the partitive article, instead they appear after the
preposition de inthe bare form: beaucoup xdu beurrel beaucoup de

beurre. Thus it is a fair generalisation that the dialect uses the suf-
fixed article with uncountables, i.e. in the cases where Standard
Swedish uses a bare noun with singularþlural variation. Hence, it
seems as if Northern Swedish possesses a suffixed partitive article.

Note that the suffixed article found with uncountables is morpho-
logically identical to the suffixed definite article, but that it is differ-
ent in one respect. The former article is possible in existential con-

29 In the dialect, the definite and the indefinite forms have collapsed in some
paradigms. For instance, masculine nouns (with formerly long root syllables) with -¿r
in pluial have no distinct definite form, but feminines normally have two distinct
forms (cf. Eriksson 1973:209f.).

(75)
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structions, but the latter one is not. Consider the examples in (78),
which illustrate uncountables, and in (79), which illustiate ordinary
countable nouns with the definite article.

(78) Hä finns vattne däri hinken
There is water-ART there-in bucket-the
Hä finns fisken däri hinken
There is fish-ART there-in bucket-the
Hä häng bonaden dära vägga
There hang hangings-ART there-on walls-the

(79) *Hä sitt kaua dära trappa
There sits cat-the there-on staircase-the
*Hä häng tavla dåira väggen
There hangs picture-the there-on wall-the
*Hä stå biln däve garasje
There stands car-the there-by garage-the

As is well known, definite noun phrases are generally disallowed in
the existential construction, and I will therefore conclude that ttre ar-
ticle used with uncountables is indefinite, thus being parallel to the
French partitive article.3O

The Northem Swedish data imply that there can be an overt par-
titive article with all uncountables. The data from the existential
construction further imply that this article is not definite. Hence we
must conclude that uncountables have a determiner, which is often
null, but in some dialects spelled out. In Northem Swedish, this arti-
cie is phonologically identical to the definite article, but syntactically
different; it is not definite.

2.3.3. Conclusions
In this section I have claimed that all countable nouns may be used as
uncountables. When they are, they turn up in a form that is inher-
ently either singular or plural. This special form is listed in the lexi-
con, and it may be homophonous with the normal singular or plural,
or it may be a special uncountable form. Thus three groups òf un-
countables were distinguished, inherently uncountable nôun, bare
plurals and bare singulars.

Furthermore the examples from Northem Swedish have indi-
cated that some scandinavian dialects use an article with all uncount-
ables. If uncountable noun phrases have the same structure in Stan-

30 The suffixed anicle seems to ue posíbte on uncountables in the existential con-
structions in tþe five north€rnmost provinces of sweden: Lapponia, Norrbotten,
Y_41t-.,'golgn:, 

Ångermanland and Jänitland. i' v".tr"nã iis?âiäÐ ìì'ii ãiprì.üiy
pointed out that a noun with the suffixed anicle in an existentiaÍ sentence is not
possible in Medelpad. Reinhammar (1973:2s) menrions rhat the suffixed article is
very.common in most Northem swedish dialects, possibly excluding Häriedalen. lf
thi-s_is correct, we have quite a clear picture of tire geographicat e-xrenüón-õi trre
sultrxed partitive article in Northem Sweden.
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dard and Northern Swedish, we must assume that the Standard
Mainland Scandinavian languages have a null determiner with un-
countables, and that (13)b still holds.

2.4. Proper Names
In ttris section I will discuss the use of proper names in Scandinavian.
Contrary to what we should expect if our working hypothesis in
(13)b were correct, all personal proper names aie allowed in argu-
ment position without a determiner in the Standard Scandinavian lan-
guages. Consider the examples in (80) below.

(80) Kalle har slagit Lisa
Kalle has beaten Lisa
Pelle gav Lisa en bok
Pelle gave Lisa a book

Proper names are inherently definite, and we would a priori assume
that they should have a structure similar to ordinary definite noun
phrases. As we will see, several Scandinavian dialects actually use ar-
ticles with proper names.

Proper names are inherently uncountable and just as indefinite
uncountables they are inherently either singular or plural. The plural
form is especially common with place names, and then they require
an article (cf. Longobardi 1992:48), which is homonymous with the
definite article.3l

(8i) Förenta Staterna
United States-the
Färöarna
Faroe-islands-the
Filippinerna
Philippines-the

As we mentioned above uncountable nouns can marginally be made
countable, and the same thing is true for proper names. Ordinary
personal names may marginally be used as common nouns, as shown
in (82) (cf. Longobardi l992A7f .).

(82) Jag känner två Annor som är gifta med Lassar.
I know two Annas who are manied to Lasses
den Olle som jag känner
the OIIe that I know

3l Family names may also take the suffixed definite article, as shown in (i) below, but
in such cases I assume that they represent proper names that have been made count-
able common nouns, and thus, like the examples in (82), they are treated as common
nouns,

(i) Anderssönema har aldrig gillat Bergfonama
Anders son- s-the have never liked B er gfors- es+he
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In several variants of Scandinavian it is possible to use a pronoun
or an article with proper flâfiìês¡ In colloquial Icelandic the personal
pronoun is optionally used with personal names. In literary language
the pronoun is normally avoided.

(83) Hann Jón hefur slegið hana Önnu (Icelandic)
He Ión has beaten her Anna
Hún Anna hefur gefið honum Jóni bókina
She Anna has given him lon book-the

In Norwegian Norway, there are dialects that obligatorily have a
prenominal pronoun with argumental personal names.32 Other
dialects may have a postnominal article; this latter article is homo-
nymous with the ordinary definite article used with common nouns.

(84) Han Per har slage ho Kari (Norwegian dialects)
He Per has beaten she Kari
Peren har slage Karia
Per-the has beaten Kari-the

In Northern Swedish there is an obligatory prenominal article
with all first names. This article is (e)n in masculine and a in
feminine. Following Eriksson (1973:25) I will call it the preproprial
article. With family names the postnominal article is also possible,
but never obligatory. Consider the examples in (85)-(86) from the
dialect of Västerbotten, where the proprial article is glossed ART.33

*(n) Erik ha arrestere student'n
ART Erik has arrested student-the
Polis'n ha arrestere *(a) Anna
Police-the has arrested ART Anna
Hon ha samarbete ve *(n) Erik
She has co-operated with ART Erik
Norströmm(en) ha släjje hästn
Nordström-the has beaten horse-the

(Northern Swedish)

As we would expect from the hypothesis in (13)b the article is
dropped when proper names are not arguments. Consider the voca-
tive in (87) and the verb hetalkallas in (88) below.34

32 As illustrated in the example in (84), the personal pronoun used with proper
names does not have any specific oblique case form, cf. Fiva (1987:87).
rJ The preproprial is homonymous with the weak/clitic form of penonal pronouns in
many of the dialects. Apart from its use with personal names, the ârticle may also be
used with some words of kinship likefather utdmother, and is sometimes also used
with familv names.
34 The article is not dropped in predicative consrructions like in (i).

(Ð De här 2i n Erik/a Anna
This here is ART EriklART Anna

This case is analogous to the case mentioned in fn.10, where the article is retained
when there is lack of number or gender agreement.

(8s)

(86)
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(9zl

(88)

(*n) Erik!
ART Erik!
Han het (xn) Erik
He is-named ART Erik

(Northern Swedish)

The restriction to drop the determiner in non-argumental noun
phrases is also found in Icelandic and the Norwegian dialects that use

þersonal pronouns with proper names.35 The main difference be-
iween the languages with regard to the preproprial article is that it is
obligatory in Northern Swedish and Northern Norwegian, but op-
tional in Icelandic.36

The examples above have shown that articles/determiners with
proper names are present in several Scandinavian dialects. Such arti-
cles are also well known from German and Italian dialects (cf. Lon-
gobardi 1992), even if they are not obligatory in these dialects. The
property of having proprial articles that are distinct from articles
with ordinary noults is also a common property of other languages,
e.g. Catalan (Longobardi 1992:56f .) and many of the Austronesian
languages (see for instance Campbell's (1991) articles on Tagalog,
Malagasy and Maori).

Unless we want to assign different syntactic structures to proper
names in the Standard Scandinavian languages and some of their di-
alects, we will have to assume that all proper names have a deter-
miner position. Hence proper names do not have to constitute a vio-
lation of the working hypothesis in (13)b.

Furthermore I have shown that the dialects that use proprial arti-
cles or pronouns in argumental position, lacks this article in non-ar-
gumental position, as we would predict from (13)a.

2.5. Various Bare Nouns
Having shown that uncountables and proper names, although they oc-
cur in argument positions without a determiner, nevertheless do not
violate our generalisation in (13)b, I will now tum to a discussion of

Contrary to what we should expect from the gÞneralisation in (13)b the prepro-
prial article in Northem Swedish is not used with possessors. In subsection 5.3.5, I will
show that the lack of the article is only superficial.
35 Co[oquial Swedish, outside the Northem Swedish area, sometimes uses a proprial
pronoun. It is optional and the use is not as common as in lcelandic. In the same way
ãs in Northem Norwegian the pronouns lack case distinctions. This was pointed out to
me by Gunlög Josefsson.

(i) Hon Karin har ringt dig (iÐ Jag har talat med hon Karin
She Karin has called you I have talkedwith she Karin

36 Another difference is that Icelandic may use the preproprial article without num-
ber agreement, as shown in (i).

(i) við Halldór (ii) Þeir Jón
we HaIIdór they Jón
we, Halldor and I' 'they, Jón and his friend(s)'

Non-agreeing constructions like thc ones in (i) and (ii) are not possible in Northem
Swcdish or Nonhem Norwegian.
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some remaining types of noun phrases that appear without determin-
ers in argument position. In this section, I will discuss in some detail
the properties of bare nouns that are not used with the special un-
countable form, but that nevertheless may be bare. Recallthat most
nouns in Swedish use the plural as the inherent uncountable form
(the carrot class), whereas several nouns use the singular as the in-
herent uncountable form (the potato class). Thereforq the study will
have to be based on the opposite form of the nouns, i.e. the singular
of the carrot class and the plural of the potato class.

Bare countable nouns are normally found as objects or preposi-
tional complements. In some cases we also find thém in exìsþntial
constructions or as generic subjects. Before we discuss those cases
furttrer I will mention three cases with bare nouns that I consider ir-
relevant for our purposes (cf. also footnote 4).

First, we find many bare nouns in proverbs and sayings. There
are proverbs that are uncontroversially archaic, or modelled on the
pattem of Old Swedish, where all types of bare nouns were allowed
in all-types of positions (cf. (1) above). Their pattern is not produc-
tive-37

Second, there are several word pairs with bare nouns. Those are
normally used in co-ordinations or with contrastive prepositions.

(89) krig och fred, kropp och sjäI, himmel och jord
war and peace, body and soul, heaven and earth
liv och död, vett och vilja, häst och vagn.
life and death,-wit and wiil, horse and õarriage(90) från topp till tå, ur hand i mun
from top to toe, out of hand into mouth

Such word pairs are not productive. As can be seen in (91)-(92) be-
Iow, those-expressions are lexicalised and cannot be reordered or al-
tered.38

(el)

37 The proverbs that I have in mind are exemplified(i) gammal man gör sâ gott han kan
old man makes the best he can
morgonstund har guld i mun

38 There
morning-Jime has gold in mouth

are a few wo¡d pairs that seem to be possible to alter.(i) papper och penna/penna och papper
paper and and paper
regering och regering

(e2)

]f¡e{ oc,h krig, *själ och kropp, xjord och himmel*död och liv, xvilja och vett, *vagn och häst*från tå till topp, *i mun ur hand -

in (i)-(ii). .

(ii) lagr
laid

kort
card

ligger
Iies

government
Examples like in (i) are
possible solution is that

affÌir är affär
business is business

Another
the feature [+plural],

and

empty determiner in some
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Third, there are nouns that tum up with old case morphology,
which was lost five hundred years ago, and nouns that are only
found in one single expression. Such constructions will of course not
have any relevance for our theory of bare nouns. Consider the
examples in (93)-(95) below, where (93) illustrates genitives, (94)
datives, and (95) nouns that are only found as prepositional
complements.

(93) till sängs/sjöss/fots/topps
to bed/sea/foot/top

(94) ur huse, i gårde, i sömne
out-of house, in farm, in sleep

(95) på tok, på känn, på måfå, i fjol
on wrong, on feel, on random, in last-year

I do not think that these cases of bare nouns (proverbs, word pairs
and lexicalised PPs) can say anything about the core grammar. In the
next two subsection, I will tum to bare nouns appearing as subjects
and objects (2.5.I) or as prepositional complements (2.5.2).

2.5.1. Subjects and Objects
As we have seen above, subjects and objects that are not obviously
uncountable normally require a determiner, but in some cases they
do not. Bare objects appear mainly together with two types of verbs.
First, we have (normally) intransitive verbs that take a complement
that is semantically close to or limited by the meaning of the verb.

(96) röka pipa, dansa vals
smoke pipe, dance waltz
spela piano, spela fotboll
play piano, play football
åka båt/tunnelbana
go boat/underground [=go by]
köra bil/traktor
drive car/tractor

A typical property of these verb phrases is that they denote a pro-
cess, and that the object is not referential. The bare object has
generic interpretation, whereas an article gives the phrase situational
reading. Compare (97) with (98) below.

(97) röka pipa
smoke pipe (habitual)
dansa vals
dance waltz (as a habit or skill)

(9S¡ röka en pipa
smoke a pipe (occasional)
dansa en vals
dance a waltz (occasional)
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Note that the noun may be qualified by mycket and other quantifying
elements that otherwise are followed by a partitive noun (cf. (54)
above).

(99) Jag har füt en hel del tunnelbana i mina dagar
I have. gone a whole lot underground in my days
Han har rökt mycket pipa i sina dagar
He has smoked much pipe in his days

These bare nouns may also be combined with superlatives, which is a
property that is otherwise only possible with uncountables.

(100) Nu får vi se veûi som dansar bäst vals
Now get we see who that dances best waltz

Hence I will assume that these cases actually involve uncountables. I
will assume that they are exceptional uses of the singular (where plu-
ral is the normal uncountable form), analogous to the examples pre-
sented in (67) above.

Second, there are some transitive verbs which take bare objects.
This sort of verbs is illustrated in (101) below.

(101) Han ska köpa biUlägenhet
He shall buy car/apartment
Hon har hund/ svår lunginflammation
She has dog/ hard pneumonia

Bare nouns like the ones in (101) above require that the verb phrase
denote something that is a bit more than trivial. The verb phrases in
(101) above have connotations of getting a loan in the bank, paying
the insurance, moving to the new apartment, having to go out with
the dog every day, or being bound to the bed. When the expression
lacks such connotations, the bare noun object becomes awkward.

(102) xköpa bok/suddgummi
buy book/rubber

(103) xha stol/bok
have chair/book

Note that a verb like sell denotes an act without the special connota-
tions that are connected to the verb buy. Consequently sel/ is not
good with the same nouns, although it takes the same kind of objects.

(i04) *sälja bil/lägenhet
sell car/apartment

The sort of nouns that may be bare as objects with this kind of verbs
may also appear as bare subjects in generic clauses with an uninflect-
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ed predicative. More trivial nouns that do not have a set of associa-
tions connected to them are excluded, as was the case with objects.

(105) biVhund åir dyrt
car/dog is expensive
*bok är dyrt
book is expensive

In constructions like the one in (105) above only uncountables are

normally allowed. Recall from (54) above that the generic construc-
tion with an uninflected adjective was one of the constructions where
there was singularþlural variation with countable nouns, which we
took to be a sign of partitivity. Hence I will propose that bare nouns
like those in (102)-(103) above are actually uncountables of the same

sort as skala potatislmorötter, but with the same exceptional use of
the çingular as in the group of intransitive verbs, and the examples in
(67). The assumptiotr rnay be corroborated by the superlative test.
This kind of bare nouns do take a superlative.

(106) Nu får vi se vem som har snabbast bil
Now get we see who that has fastest cat

There is another sort of bare nouns that may appear in argument
positions, namely some relational nouns. Only a handful of nouns are
involved, but they may appear both as objects and as complements in
the existential constructions.

(107) Vi har anledning att betvivla detta
We have reason to doubt this
Vi har möjlighet att...
We have opportunity to...

(108) Det finns orsak att betvivla detta
There is reason to doubt this
Det finns risk för ras
There is risk for landslide
Det finns tillf?ille till förfriskningar i pausen
It is opportunity to refreshments in pause-the

These nominals are special in that they are bare and referential si-
multaneously. They are also special because they obligatorily take a
complement.39

A similar pattern can be found in French. Relational nouns like
the ones in (107)-(108) above are practically the only arguments that
appear withorit determiners in this language: il a besoin de.'., il a
raison de..., elle a envie de.... T\e fact that these relational nouns
must have an argument can maybe be the solution to the problem.

39 Oth.t nouns that may function in this way are'. grund ffoundation], behov fneed]
brist flackl, överflöd [superfluity] , tid [time].
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Grimshaw (1991a) shows that true argument taking nouns in English
behave as if they are uncountable, not being able to take the indefi-
nite article or the singular numeral, and resisting the plural form.

The nouns in (107)-(108) above also seem to be uncountable in
the sense that they allow the pronouns alllviss and superlatives, as
shown in (109)-(110) below.

(109) Det finns all anledning att betvivla detta
There is all reason to doubt this
Det finns viss risk för ras
There is certain risk for landslide

(1 10) Den som har störst anledning att bli arg är Pelle
The-one who has grcatest reason to get angry is Pelle
Han har störst möjlighet att komma undan
He has greatest possibility to get away

Last there is a special kind of nouns that seem to be truly bare in
Swedish. They are similar to particles in some ways (and sometimes
analysed as such).

(111) Gardinen fattade eld
Curtain-the caught fire
Vi tog hand om Olle
We took hand of OIIe [=took care ofl

It seems as if this kind of nouns truly lack determiners. I will claim
that they are not arguments. Note that, unlike argumcntal noun
phrases, they cannot be passivised or topicalised.

(112) *Hand togs om Olle av oss
Hand was-taken of Olle by us
*Hand har vi tagit om Olle
Hand have we taken of OIle

To conclude this subsection,I have claimed that several sorts of
bare noun complements found in Swedish are similar to uncountables
in several ways. I assume that they represent cases where countables
can be used in the uncountable function, although they do not exhibit
the normal partitive form (comparc (67) above). Thus they will have
a covert determiner, and they will not constitute counterexamples to
our working hypothesis in (13)b.

2.5.2. Complements of Prepositions
There dre many occasions where we find truly bare nouns as com-
plements of prepositions. Here we are interested in determining
whether such noun phrases might be considered arguments, thus
constituting counterexamples to our working hypothesis in (13)b.
Our hypothesis states that there should be no bare nouns that are
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arguments. Complements of prepositions could be considered to be
arguments in three ways. Either the preposition could function as a
predicate assigning a O-role to the noun phrase, or the noun phrase
could be assigned a O-role by a lexical head, where the preposition
would be a pure dummy preposition. A third variant would be a
joint assignment of a O-role to the noun by the verb and the preposi-
tion. I will assume that prepositional objects belong to the last cate-
gory.

As far as I know, there are no uncontroversial diagnostics for
exactly which prepositions should be regarded as dummy preposi-
tions and which should be considered to be true predicates. However,
there are at least some cases where the preposition is arguably pred-
icative (cf. HoekstraMulder 1990), namely cases with copular verbs,
illustrated in (113), and prepositional small clauses, like those in
(1 14).

(113) Mannen är från Oslo
Man-the is from Oslo
Kalle stannade i bilen
Kalle stayed in car-the

(114) Han lade kläderna på sängen
He lay clothes-the on bed-the
Hon flyttade stolen mot dörren
She moved chair-the towards door-the

Constructions like those in (115)-(116) below are clearly ungram-
matical.40

(115) *Sådana män ¿ir ofta från småstad
Such men are often from small-town
*De stannar gåirna i bil
They stay gladly in car

(116) *De brukar lägga kläderna på säng
They uses-to lay clothes on bed
*Hon brukar flytta stolen mot dörr
She uses-to move chair-the towards door

The second case where we could expect the noun phrase to be an
argument is where a lexical head assigns a 0-role to the noun phrase,
but where a dummy preposition is needed to assign Case to it.

One case where we may conjecture that the preposition is purely
a Case assigner involves categories that do not assign Case, e.g.
nouns in a language like Swedish. As argued by Chomsky (1970) the
only function of the preposition in nominalisations is to assign Case

40 There are cases with bare uncountable nouns, as shown in (i) and (ii).
(i) vara på gott humör (ii) lägga jorden i träda

be on good hwnour put earth intofallow
'to be in a good mood'
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to the complement. In Swedish the default preposition with nominali-
sations is av.

(117) Skaparen av skådespelet
Creator-the of play-the
Förstörelsen av staden
Destruction-the of city-the
Publiceringen av artikeln
Publication+he of article-the

As far as I can tell, there are no bare countable nouns in such PPs.
Chomsky makes the same assumption for adjectives in English,

i.e. they may not assign Case and hence they need a dummy preposi-
tion (ofl in order to take a complement. In Swedish several adjec-
tives do take objects without any preposition (cf. Platzack 1982), and
adjectives in Swedish do not have any standard preposition. Consider
the examples in (118) below.

(118) rädd för hunden
afraid for dog-the
stolt över barnen
proud over children-the
medveten om riskerna
aware about risks-the
van vid kyla
used with cold

Since there is no standard preposition with adjectives, I conjecture
that there are no dummy prepositions with adjectives in Swedish. I
believe that adjectives taking PP-complements are parallel to
prepositional objects of verbs, the O-role being assigned jointly by
the verb/adjective and the preposition.

This brings us to the third group of prepositions, which seem to
assign a 0-role together with a lexical head. I cannot find any bare
countable nouns at all with adjectives. As for PP-complements of
verbs, the bare nouns that we find are of the same kind as ordinary
objects of verbs, which we assumed to be uncountables (cf. subsec-
tion 2.3.1) Consider the prepositional object in (119).

(ll9) Hon siuer alltid och rirtar på teve
Såe si¿s always and watches on TV

The bare nouns that we find as complements of prepositions are typi-
cally adjuncts. Consider the examples in (120)-(121)

(120) lon kom till banken utan legirimation/väska/kavaj
S he came to bank- the wi thout iden tification-card/bag/j acket
Han kom till banken i biV i frack
He came to bank-the in car/ in dress coat
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(121) En skiorta utan ärm/krage

" A shiit without sleeve/collar
Två rum med kök/kokvrå
Two rooms with kitchen/kitchenette

As far as I can see, there is only one type of PP that could be as-

sumed be an argument, namely instrumental med [with] phrases'

(122l Han füte tilt Oslo med biVbåt' He went to Oslo with (bY) car/boat
Hon öPPnade dörren med- dYrk'/kort.
ini oþåtnea door-the with picklock/catd
Hon betalar alltid med check
She PaYs alwaYs with,cheque
Hãn'siírmade ivåhundra meter med simdyn-a

She swam two hundred meters with cork-pillow

Phrases with instrumcntalwith seem to be argumentt: T9jl" elam-

;i"J il 1122) would then challenge our hypothesis in (13)b' How-

ãä,^i;1"# trattltey represent rincountaifes' They ha-v-e 
-th¡ 

slme

ãå..j¡. i"*rpretation as ih" bur" objects in subsection (2.5.1). Fur-

thermore, the uncountâ¡t" fot (i.e' the singularþlural altemation)

i;;;;"iy used in these cases, as is illustrateä in (ìz¡) below'4l

ll23) Han prvdde smörgåstårtan med gurka/morötter
'' - "' -a"-' 

¿Eíorated s anáw ich - cakeahe w ith cucu mber/carrots

Finally, there is a
truly bare in Swedish.
(cf. Ekberg 1989).

soecial kind of nouns in PPs that seem to be

Th"y ut" found in abstract transitional phrases

(124) Fienden gick till anfall
EnemY-the went to attack
Hon föll i sömn
She fell in sleeP

It seems as if this kind of nouns truly lack determiners. I claim that

thev are not arguments. Note that they behave unlike other noun

i,irräSJr'r"-"i*li"rp""6. The cannot be pseudopassivised, and they

.u*ot be toPicalised.

41 lnstrumental med-phrases are found with the s¡rffr¡ed (oartitive) article in North-

em Swedish and the Ot.r.Ëtr'ðiöriät¡ó.t* iq-ry"mnìèlstedt i93¿:r35), wtrictr

i.pri.i ttut they are seen as uncountables in these dialects'
' (i) vi skar a me stjeron

we cut it with sickle-ART
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(125) *Anfall gicks till av fienden
Attack went-pass to bv enemv_thexAnfall har fienden gått till '
Attack has enemy-the gone to

To conclude this subsection, I have argued that the cases where
we find bare nouns as, complements of prefositions r.p."r"nïut. à*-
ceptional use of singular as the uncountautê ro.rn. In sôme .ur", bur"
nouns seem to be non-arguments.

2.6. Types of Determiners
In this chapter I have studied the distribution of articles/determiners
in argumental and non-argumental positions. This was ¿on" *it¡ t¡"
generalisation in (l 3):s.the working hypothesis, originally propos"a
by Stowell (1991). (13) is repeated ñeré.

ft¡)p I{ a noun phrase is a non-argument, then it has no determinerb If a noun phrase is an argurñent, thén it has a ¿etõ.-i.,ei--"-.

In this section, I will first summarise the result of the invesfigation. Iwill then tum to a discussion of what kind of articles u." íounã i'
the Scandinavian languages.

2.6.1 . Arguments and Determiners
First, I investigated non-argume-ntal noun phrases such as predicative
and vOcetive nnrrn nhøooo f f^,,-,{ +L^+ +L^ ^r^:- -L-^ -r--__- _ ---"*-- r¡¡.quvú, ¡ ¡vu¡¡u r¡r4r rril; urdutr ul¿[ ulgy Ilevgr
have a determiner was too strong. when a predicative nouí phrase
has. descriptive reading, it must ñave a deteiminer, -ort "o-ioãntyan indefinite article. I have shown that this article is different from
the argumental article in several-respects: it introducËs 

"r-i-pii.itmodal-argument, it has a plural form, and it is compatible witñ un_
countable nouns. I have suggested that the introductiôn or an imfricit
argument in predicative noun phrases implies that the predicãtive
article is,present already at D-sìructure. Likewise, I assurne tt ui urr
meaningful determiners have to be present at D_structure.

Second, in vocative and other ìsolated noun phrases, we found
that some of the scandinavian.languages behav! ur-prL¿iãr"áîy(13)4 not allowing.any determine.s] *îereu, Swedishl Nãr*"!iãn
and Faroese, sometimes may have a suffixed article. t'wilr assime
that these languages have a ipecia] possibility of base g"n"irtì"ïüi"
suffixed arricle on the noun, ànd thús the detãrminer põriiion ,iir u"
empty. At the moment, this assumption seems ad hoc, but as we will
see in.chapter 4, it is strongly supported by definiteness data in the
Scandinavian languages.

Third, I have studied several constructions where bare nouns
may appear as arguments, thus seemingly contradicting (13)b. Ex_
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cept for several lexicalised types, we were left with two basic cate-
gories: uncount¿bles and proper names. I argued that most bare ob-
jects and bare complements of prepositions are special cases of un-
countables. Both uncountables and proper names were shown to have
obligatory articles in Northern Swedish, whereas the Standard
Scandinavian languages use them without determiners in argument
positions. Since I do not want to assign Standard Swedish and North-
èm Swedish fundamentally different structures for these kinds of
noun phrases, I will assume that uncountables and proper names al-
ways contain a covert or overt determiner. Thus (13)b, which re-
quires arguments to have a determiner, still holds.

Note that the suffixed article behaves in the same way as the
prenominal article in almost all constructions. This makes the suf-
fixed article in Scandinavian parallel to the prenominal definite arti-
cle (in Scandinavian and other languages). In the next chapter I will
argue that the suffixed article may also bc structurally parallel to the
prenominal article in other Germanic and Romance languages.

In the discussion above, I have argued that determiners in non-
argumental noun phrases are generated in a determiner position at
D-structure, but that such noun phrases normally do not require a

determiner at S-structure. Contrary to non-arguments, all arguments
seem to have a determiner at S-structure. I will thus assume ttrat all
meaningful determiners, like demonstratives, numerals and pronouns
are base generated in a determiner position at D-structure. At S-
structure all arguments must have a determiner, and I propose that a
default determiner (an article) has to be inserted at S-structure. We
might propose the following (descriptive) rule.

(127) Argument Rule:
All arguments must have a filled determiner position at S-structure.

Hence, it will be practical to differentiate between base-generated
determiners and "expletive" determiners, i.e. articles, inserted at
S-structure to make the phrase licit. In this sense, the indefinite arti-
cle in predicative noun phrases is not an article, but a base generated
determiner. Henceforth I will call it the non-argumental indef-
inite determiner. Another instance of this article will be discussed
in subsection 4.4.2.

The approach presented here means that (13)b still holds, but
that it is specified as (127). The distribution of determiners in non-
argumental noun phrases does not have to be further specified.
There is neither any requirement for, nor a ban on determiners with
non-argumental noun phrases. The ones that are base generated at D-
structure are still there at S-structure.
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2.6.2. Types of Articles
'We 

are now in a position to discuss the different types of articles
found in the Scandinavian languages. First, of course, there are the
ordinary indefinite and definite articles. Second, we have seen that
there are two sorts of uncountable nouns, ordinary uncountables
(including bare singulars and plurals) and proper names. Except for
being uncountable, the two types have in common that they are in-
herently specified for number. The first type is indefinite and the
second is definite. Hence we would have four different ways to use
nouns, distinguished by means of the features [+definite] and
ltcountablel.

(128)
a
b
c
d

[definite] [countable
en bok
Ø smör
bok-en +
ØKalle +

+

+

a book
Ø butter
the book
ØKalle

The simple scheme in (128) cannot be the whole truth, though. It is
obvious that an uncountable noun that is made definite, llke-smöret
[buuer-the] does not become a proper name. Hence the system needs
at least one more feature, probably something like [+d¡y¡¿oativel. I
will not try to give a complete taxonomy of different sorts of nouns
here, but I think ttrat (128) is on the right track. I claim that natural
language possesses four different types of articles that correspond to
the four groups in (128). The article in a) will be called the indef-
inite article, the one in b) the partitive article, the one in c) the
definite article and the one in d) the proprial article. In several
cases articles may be homonymous with other articles or with pro-
nouns, but the distinctions between the different articles can b"
proven from different languages.

In Swedish the indefinite article is homonymous with the numer-
al one, but it is morphologically distinct from the non-argumental
indefinite determiner, as I argued in 2.L.l.In English the indefinite
article is distinct from the numeral one,but it is homonymous with
the predicative indefinite determiner.

_The partitive article is Ø in the Standard Scandinavian languages

11td in English. In Northem Swedish it is homonymous with t¡e suf-
fixed definite article, but in French,it is morphologically distinct
trom other articles/pronouns. Italian has a morphologicalþ distinct
(optional) partitive article.

The definite article in the Standard Scandinavian languages is
suffixed and morphologically distinct. English has a distinct preno-
minal article, whereas German and French have articles thãt are
homonymous with definite pronouns.
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In several Scandinavian languages, there is a prenominal proprial
article. The same seems to hold for many other languages. In Ice-
landic the proprial article is homonymous with personal pronouns.
In Northern Swedish, there is a special proprial article, which is
homonymous with weak pronouns. In Northem Norwegian' the pr9-
prial pionoun is distinct from the personal pronoun, since it is lack-
ing a special oblique form.

læt us end this section by giving a taxonomy of the different ar-
ticles found in some of the Germanic and Romance languages. In
(129) only the uter/masculine singular form is given. Suffixed arti-
cles are marked with a hyphen. Articles that seem to be optional are
put in brackets. The proprial article indicated is the one used with
personal names.

1 Articles in Germanic and Romance

Note that the partitive and the definite articles can be suffixes. Recall
also that in som-e Norwegian dialects (not included in (129) above)
the proprial article may be a suffix. In other languages, such as

Kurdish, even the indefinite article may be suffixed (Campbell 1991:
770). Hence it seems as if all sorts of articles are possible both as in-
dependent elements and affixes. This will become important when
we start to look at the intemal structure of noun phrases in the next
chapter.

Of course we still need to discuss whether the Argument Rule in
(127) should be parametrised or not, and whether it should be
parametrised for indefinite and definite articles. As far as I can see

there are no good arguments for positing the argument rule for lan-
guages like Old Scandinavian, Russian or Latin, which lack articles
altogether. In Old Scandinavian there does not seem to be any fixed
determiner position; demonstratives and indefinite pronouns are
placed both pre- and postnominally. Hence I think that we must para-
metrise the argument rule.

rù/e should also ask ourselves whether the parameter could be
stated differently for the different sorts of articles (indefinite, defi-
nite etc.), making it possible for languages to obey the argument rule
only in some cases. Such a question is of course hard to answer, but I

French
Italian

German
Enslish

Icel.
NS.w.
Sw./Da.
WJu.

un
un

eln

^

Ø
(e)n
en
en

indefinite

du
ldel)

Ø
Ø

Ø
-en
Ø
ø

oartitive

der
the

-inn
-en
-en
æ

definite

le
il

nronrial

Ø
tit)

(der)
at

(e)n
Ø
Ø

(hann)
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think that we should have only one argument rule. I base this on the
behaviour of Icelandic. In Old Icelandic there was obviously no re-
quirement to have articles, and there was no fixed position for de-
terminers; they could appear both pre- and postnomìnaly. In Mod-
ern Icelandic there is a requirement for definite articles on argu-
ment, but not for indefinite articles. On the other hand, there ii a
fixed position for determiners, both for indefinite and definite ones.
Thus the introduction of the argument rule for definite noun phrases
seems to go hand in hand with a fixed position for both definite and
indefinite determiners. If the argument rule was stated.only for def-
inite-noun phrases we would expect that indefinite noun phrases
could still have determiners on both sides of the noun. Hencê, I will
assume that languages must obey the argument rule with all types of
argumental noun phrases or disregard it altogether.

2.7. Conclusions
In this chapter I have investigated the distribution of articles in
Swedish. As a working hypothesis, I assumed that all arguments have
an article position, whereas non-arguments lack such a position.

_ t_lyu?rgued that the first st¿rement is true for a language like
Swedish. This was formulated as the Argument Rule: All argumental
noun phrases must have a filled determiner position at S-structure. I
also argued that the suffixed article is parallèl to prenominal articles
in other languages in this respect.

With regard to the second statement, I found that it is perhaps to
strong. Determiners are found in many predicative and vocãtive
noun phrases. However, the indefinite article found in predicative
position is different from the indefinite arricle in argumeni positions.

I have also presented a taxonomy of articles, clãiming that there
are four sorts of articles, indefinite, definite, partitive añd proprial
articles. Instances of all of them are found in ihe scandinavìan-lan-
guages, but some of them are missing in specific languages.
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CHAPTER 3
BASIC NOUN PHRASE STRUCTURE

In this chapter I am going to present my basic assumptions concem-
ing the internal sttucture of the noun phrase. In the following chap-
ters, I will discuss some of the central nominal constructions, such as
possessive and partitive constructions. Before I can do this, there are
several assumptions that I must present, and so this chapter will
function as a basis for the discussion in the following chapærs.

I will begin,.in section 3.1, by investigating the DP-analysis, D
for Determiner, which claims that the determiner is a functional
héad within the noun phrase, parallel to functional heads like C and I
within the clause. I will argue in favour of such an analysis. In sec-
tion3.2,I will discuss the relationship between the adjective and the
noun in a noun phrase with an attributive adjective, arguing that the
adjective is a head wittrin the noun phrase. In section 3.3, I will fur-
ther discuss degree adverbials and comparison. It has been suggested
that degree words and comparison affixes constitute a functional cat-
egory, Deg, that selects AP; I will argue in favour of such an analy-
sis. In section 3.4, I will further investigate the QP-analysis, which
claims that quantifying elements, such as indefinite pronouns and
numerals, head a projection of their own, a Q-projection. The pur-
ported head Q is in many ways similar to the head D, but it also re-
sembles A. I will try to show that quantifying elements can be anal-
ysed without assuming a special Q-projection. In section 3.5, I dis-
cuss some consequences of the structure that I propose. Primarily I
discuss Case-marking, agreement and the difference between func-
tional and lexical categories. The chapter will be concluded in 3.6.

3.1. Determiner Phrases (DPs)
In this section I am going to argue in favour of the DP-analysis, pro-
posing that D is a functional head selecting an NP, and that the suf-
fixed article in the Scandinavian languages may be attached to the
noun by head movement of N to D.

In the traditional generative analysis of the noun phrase (e.g.
Jackendoff 1977), determiners were assumed to be specifiers in the
noun phrase. The basis for such an analysis was that possessor
phrases and determiners are in complementary distribution in En-
glish. However, as we will see in this section there are languages
where possessors and determiners co-occur. As research has pro-
gressed, it has also become clear that noun phrases contain many el-
ements that are not given any labelling in the traditional structure of
the noun phrase. Here I will present the arguments for assuming that
there must be multiple heads within the noun phrase. In 3.1.1, I will
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outline the arguments for assuming a D-projection within the noun
phrase in general, and in -1.1.2,I will tum specifically to the conse-
quences of a D-projection in the Scandinavian languages.

3.1 .1. D-Projections
An analysis with determiners as heads in the noun phrase was first
proposed by Szabolcsi (1983), discussing Hungarian data. Her argu-
ments were primarily based on the striking similarities between noun
phrases and clauses in Hungarian. Basing her discussion on examples
like the ones in (1), where the possessor tums up in nominative case,
and the head noun agrees with the possessor in number and person,
Szabolcsi argues that the possessor in Hungarian must be parallel to
the subject in the clause (cf. the clause in (2)).

(1) azén-Ø vendég-e-m (Hungarian)
the l-nom guest-poss- 1.sg
'my guest'
a te-@ vendég-e-d
the you-nom guest-poss-2.sg
'your guest'
(a) Mari-Ø vendég-e-@
the Mari-nom guest-poss-3.sg
'Mari's guest'

(2) Ma¡i-Ø alud-t-Ø
Mari-nom sleep-past-3.s9
'Mari slept'

Furthermore, Szabolcsi notes another similarity between the noun
phrase and the clause. A possessor may occur in dative case, instead
of nominative. Such dative possessors are placed in front of the arti-
cle (cf. (3) below). If the possessor is a wh-phrase, it must be a da-
tive, and it must precede the article, as shown in (4) and (5).

(3) Mari-nak a vendég-e-@ (Hungarian)
Mari-dat the guest-poss.3.sg
'Mari's guest'

(4) ki-nek a vendég-e-þ
who-dat the guest-poss-3.sg
'whose guest'

(5) *aki-Ø vendég-e-Ø
the who-nom guest-poss-3.sg

The distribution of wh-phrases within the Hungarian noun phrase, il-
lustrated in (4) and (5), is very similar to the distribution of wh-
phrases in the clause, where such phrases are always found in the
specifier of C in many languages (the Scandinavian languages and
English, for instance). Szabolcsi argues that the noun phrase has an
initial article position, KOMP, which is parallel to C(OMp) in the
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clause, both of them having an A'-position as their specifier. Szabol-
csi's KOMP-position is identical to what is nowadays called the D-
position. Furthermore Szabolcsi shows that Hungarian may have ex-
traction of the wh-possessor out of the noun phrase, in a way similar
to wh-extraction out of the clause. The specifier of KOMP (i.e.
SpecDP in our terms) can be used as an escape hatch, in the same
way as SpecCP is used as an escape hatch in the claì¡se.

(6) Ki-nek¡ alsz-ik I ti I a t¡ vendég-e-Ø] I (Hungarian)
Who-DATsIeep-3.s9 the guest-poss-3.s9
'Whose guest sleeps?'

Thus, Szabolcsi noted four striking similarities between the intemal
structure of noun phrases and clauses in Hungarian. The possessor is
similar to the subject in receiving nominative case. The head noun is
similar to the verb in agreeing with the possessor (the subject). The
specifiers of the COMPA(OMP positions are similar in the way they
must attract wh-phrases, and in functioning as escape hatches.

Later, several linguists proposed analyses where the determiner
is seen as the head of the noun phrase. The most influential was put
forward by Abney (1987; cf. also Abney 1986). Abney takes data
like those from Hungarian above as a starting point, arguing, like
Szabolcsi, that they show the similarities between the intemal struc-
ture of noun phrases and clauses.l

Abney (1987:30-36) further points out the similar extemal dis-
tributions of clauses and noun phrases. Both may be arguments, both
may be recursively stacked, both may participate in binding relations
and both take relative clauses. They also have similar behaviour with
regard control.2

If noun phrases and clauses are similar in their intemal and ex-
temal syntax, it is also arguable that there are functional categories
in the noun phrase which corresponds to functional C and/or I. If
such a functional category existed, it should have lexical entries; Ab-
ney argues that determiners are the only possible entries for such a
category, and he names the position that they occupy D (for Deter-
miner). The category D has several similarities to C and I in the
clause. Abney (1987:64) lists the similarities of functional categories
like C, I and D, here quoted in (7).

I As a matter of fact, typological studies show that possessor agreement is quite a

common property of the world's languages. In Gilligan's (1987) study on pro-drop
and agreement 55 out of 100 languages have possessor agreement (though restricted
to kinship/inalienable possession in a some cases).
2 A fu.ther similarity, not noted by Abney, is that both noun phrases and clauses can
be the complement of prepositions in many languages, among them the Scandinavian
and lbero-Romance languages.
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(7) l. Functional elements constitute closed lexical classes.
2. Functional elements are generally phonologically and morpho-
logically dependent. They aie geneialìy stress-less,'often clitiós or
affixes, and sometimes even plionologically null.
3. Functional elements perniit only"one itype ofl complement,
whjgh i_s¡1 gcneral not an argumeñt. The arluments are Cp, pp
and [...] DP. Functional elemeñts select Ip, Vp; Np.
4. Functional elements are usually inseparable from their comple-
ment
5. Functional elements lack [...] 'descriptive content'. Their se-
mantic contribution_ is second order, regúlating or contributing to
the interpretation of their complement. They rñark grammatica'i or
relational features, rather thanþicking out a class ofobjects.

In subsection 3.5.3, I will retum to a discussion of the special prop-
erties of functional elements, summarising what we can learn^frorn
the Scandinavian noun phrase. I will alter some of Abney's formula-
tions and add some more properties of functional elemenis.

^. - 
Iaike-most linguists working with noun phrase structure today, I

find the basic idea of a functional projection in the noun phräse
promising. As mentioned above Abney's proposal has been vèry in-
fluential, and-many linguists have proposèd ã Dp-analysis for other
l1n^g¡ag9s, cf, e.g. fgr English (Stowell 1991), Frenih (Tremblay
L99l), French and English (Valois 1991, VergnaudlZ'bizarreta
!292), German (Olsen 1988a, Haider 1988, Zimmermann 19g9,
Bhatt 1990), Scandinavian (Hellan 1986, Delsing 198g, 19g9, Ta-
raldsen 1989, Svenonius l9g2b), Italian (Longobãrdi 1992, Cinque
1292), Romanian (Grosu 1988), Hebrew (Ritter 1988) and AraËic
(Fassi-Fehri 1987). In the rest of this book, I will assume that there
is a D-projection, adding some arguments from the Scandinavian
languages. Ignoring constituents oiher than the determiner and the
noun, the structure of a simple noun phrase is assumed to be a Dp,
where the D head selects an NP as its complement (cf. (S) below).

(8)
DP

XP

XP
I

NP

N
I

XP

D

I

a
the

house
house
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From now on, the term DP will be used when referring to entities
with a D-projection, and NP will be used when refening to the basic
phrase selected by D, where the noun is a head. The term 'noun
phrase' will be considered neutral, and it v/ill be used when the dif-
ference between DP and NP is not relevant. The term 'head noun'
will be used when referring to the lexical noun in N. In accordance
with the discussion in chapter 2, where I claimed that all argumentål
noun phrases must have a determiner, all argumental noun phrases
will be DPs, whereas non-argumental noun phrases can be either
DPs or NPs.

3.1.2. D-Projections in the Scandinavian Languages
The first proposal of determiners as heads also within the Scandina-
vian noun phrase was made by Hellan (1986; cf. also Andersson
1986 for a non-generative proposal in the same spirit). Hellan argues
that there are two kinds of data that point to such an analysis.

First, the Scandinavian suffixed definite article is traditionally
seen as a definite inflection on the noun. If this were true, and if the
noun were the sole head of the noun phrase, we would of course ex-
pect that all definite noun phrases contained a definite noun, in the
same way as all plural noun phrases contain a plural noun. This is
however not true; in particular noun phrases with possessors consis-
tently resist the suffixed article. Consider the Swedish examples be-
low.

(9) Kalles hus / *Kalles huset
Kalle's house / Kalle's house-the
mitt hus / *mitt huset
my house / my house-the

Second, Hellan notes that noun phrases without overt articles do not
always trigger agreement on the predicative adjective, which ordi-
nary noun phrases with determiners normally do.3

(10) bilen åir dyr/xdyrt
car-the is expensive
uter.sg uter.sg/*neuter.sg

(11) bil åir *dyr/dyrt
car Is expenilve
uter.sg *uter.sg/neuter.sg

According to Hellan, examples like (10)-(11) above show that the de-
terminer is involved in the agreement on predicatives in some way.

3 This special disagreement construction has several requirements. Basically the a<l-
jective must be able to introduce an implicit argument; ii an interpretation áxpensive
(for someone), good (Jor someone), nice (for someone) is possible, then the construc-
tion without agreement is used. See further Källström (1990|.162-212).
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This is more easily understood if the determiner is a head in the
noun phrase, than if it were e.g. a specifier.

The arguments in Hellan (1986) are taken up in Delsing (1988),
where I claimed that the prenominal indefinite article and the suf-
fixed definite article in Scandinavian should be analysed in the same
way. Consider the Swedish noun phrases in (12)-(13) below.

singular plural
uter neuter uter neuter

(12) en bil ett hus bilar hus
a c¿Ìr a house caÍs houses

(13) bilen huset bilarna husen
car-the house-the cars-the houses-the

In Delsing (1988) (cf. also Delsing 1989 and Taraldsen 1989, 1991),
it was argued that the noun with the suffixed article in Scandinavian
can be analysed as head raising of the noun in N to the D-position.
Hence, there is yet another parallel between the noun phrase and the
clause. In both we find head movement of the lexical category (N
and V respectively) to a higher functional category (D and UC re-
spectively). Note that if we can show that noun raising occurs, it
strongly supports the DP-analysis. Raising of a head is only possible
to another head position, not, for instance, to a specifier position.
Such a noun raising analysis is of course near at hand for languages
where the article is suffixed to the noun. Similar analyses have also
been proposed for Romanian (Grosu 1989), which has a suffixed ar-
ticle similar to the Scandinavian one, and Semitic languages with af-
fixal articles, such as Hebrew (Ritter 1989) and Arabic (Fassi-Fehri
1987). Consider the structure in (14) below, which illustrates a noun
phrase with the indefinite article, and a definite one with N-raising
to D.

(14)

N
I

husi-et
house-the

hus
house

ti

NXP

I

DP

D

ett
a

XP

XP
I
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In Delsing (1988), I noted that the head movement of the noun
could be further supported by data from Norwegian and Northern
Swedish, where a prenominal possessive pronoun is always followed
by a noun without the article whereas the noun always requires the
article when the possessive pronoun is postnominal (cf. also Fiva
1987, Delsing 1989 and Taraldsen 1991). In these dialects an exam-
ple like (15) is normally used to give contrast, whereas an example
like (16) represents the unmarked case.

(15) mitt hus *mitt huset (Northern Swedish)
my house my house-the

(16) huset mitt *hus mitt
house-the my house my

If it can be shown that the possessive pronoun in some way occupies
the D-position when it is prenominal, but not when it is postrominal,
we can argue that head movement to D is blocked in the fìrst case
(15), but not in the second case (16). I will however argue against
such a head raising analysis in chapter 5.

Furthermore the head movement analysis gives a clue to the
strange behaviour of the suffixed article when the noun phrase con-
tains an attributive adjective. In section 3.2, I will argue that the ad-
jective is a head in the noun phrase, and thus it will block head
movement. Such an approach would help us to explain data like the
Danish ones in (17)-(18) below, where the suffixed article is in com-
plementary distribution with a prenominal article, depending on the
presence of an attributive adjective.

(17) huset (Danish)
house-the

(18) det store hus
the big house

As can be seen in (17) and (18), the suffixed article is used when
there is no adjective, whereas the prenominal article is used when
there is an adjective. If the adjective is a head in the noun phrase,
and if the suffixed article is attached to the noun by head movement,
we would expect exactly the difference in (17)-(18). Head movement
is blocked by an intervening head in (18), and hence there cannot be
any suffixed article. Instead, the D position has to be realised as an

independent prenominal article. In the other Mainland Scandinavian
languages and Faroese the data are normally complicated by 'double
definiteness', which will be one of the major topics of chapter 4.

Further support for the head movement analysis can be found in
the morphology (cf. Delsing 1988, 1989). In Old Scandinavian there
is both a suffixed article, -inn, and an independent prenominal defi-
nite article innl hinn, which is normally used when the noun phrase
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contains an adjective. The independent article is assumed to be the
historical origin of the suffix (cf. e.g. Wessén 1965:29 and Hansery'
Mundal/Skadberg 1975:69). Whether the article is independent or
suffixal, it always has inflection for number, gender and case. Note
that the noun is marked for case and number simultaneously. Con-
sider the Old Icelandic (singular masculine) paradigm in (19) below.

(Old Icelandic)

If the suffixed article is base generated in a position separate from
N, we can easily explain why case morphology appears twice, once
on the noun and once on the article. If the suffixed article were only
a definiteness marker, we would not expect case to appear twice. The
system is still very much the same in Modem Icelandic (see table 3b
of the appendix).

Another argument in favour of the DP-analysis can be taken
from the discussion in chapter 2, where I showed that the determiner
position has to be filled in the most central type of noun phrases: ar-
gumenøl noun phrases. The fact that there ãre special róquirements
on determiners in argumental noun phrases implies that the deter-
miner is a head. We would not expect extemal factors, like O-role
assignment, to reguiate the lexicalisation of fbr instance a specifier
inside the noun phrase. Note also that the discussion in chapter 2 sup-
ports head raising of the noun to D, since the suffixed article seems
to have the same effect on argumental noun phrases as prenominal
determiners have, i.e. saving an otherwise illicit structure. Assuming
a D-projection and head raising, we may then state the argument rule
(cf. (127) in chapter 2) as a requirement on one single head position.

A last argument for the DP analysis is that there are certain se-
lectional restrictions between D and its complement. D should select
complements with specific grammatical features. As we showed in
the previous chapter certain determiners, like (singular) all [all] and
the partitive article in Northem Swedish, only take uncountables, i.e.
their complements are specified [-count]. On the other hand, the in-
definite article and several pronouns only take nouns that are
[+count]. The proprial article of Northern Scandinavian is reserved
for personal names. Such selectional restrictions are expected be-
tween a head and its complement but not between a specifier and a
head. I claim that such a selectional relation holds between D and its
complement NP.

To conclude this section, following Szabolcsi (1983), Hellan
(1986), Abney (1987) and many others, I have argued that there are

(te)
nom
gen
dat
acc

suffixed
hestr-inn
hests-ins
hesti-num
hest-inn

independent
inn gamli hestr
ins gamla hests
inum gamla hesti
inn gamla hest
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several similarities between the clause and the noun phrase, both in
external distribution and in intemal structure. These similarities
have led to the assumption that determiners constitute a functional
head that selects the noun. Furthermore, I have argued that the suf-
fixed article in Scandinavian implies that there can be head move-
ment in the noun phrase, i.e. raising of N to D. I assume that the dif-
ference between languages with head raising (like Scandinavian) and
languages without it (like English and German) is stated as a paftrme-
ter, the head raising parameter.

Apart from the functional D-position, Abney (1987:338ff.) also
proposed a functional Q-position, Q for Quantifier, where words
like manylfelr are generated. Many of the items proposed to be gen-
erated in Q are elements that show features similar to either deter-
miners or adjectives, and I intend to analyse them as such. Before we
can look at the purported Q-category, we will have to discuss at-
tributive adjectives. In section 3.2. I will consider attributive adjec-
tives, and in 3.3. I will discuss degree adverbials and comparison
forms that modify adjectives.

3.2. Attributive Adjectives
In this section I am going to argue that constructions with an attribu-
tive adjective have the adjective as a structural head, taking the noun
as its right hand specifier. There are basically three types of adjec-
tives: the prototypical modifying adjectives, thematic adjectives
(corresponding to an argument in the clause), and adverbial adjec-
tives (corresponding to an adverb in the clause). Consider the ex-
amples in (20)-(22) below.

(20) Modifying: Det röda/stora huset
The red/big house-the

(21) Thematic: Den italienska invasionen av Albanien
The ltalian invasion-the of Albania

(22) Adverbial: Det ständiga tjatandet om skatterna
The constant nagging-the about taxes-the

Thematic and adverbial adjectives are atypical. They appear only
with nominalisations. They cannot take degree words, nor can they
be used predicatively (see section 3.3). Here, I will focus on proto-
typically attributive adjectives, i.e. modifying adjectives as in (20),
which may also appear predicatively. I will give an analysis that
makes attributive and predicative adjectives parallel to each other
with regard to argument structure and agreement.

When I talk about attributive adjectives here, I will only be con-
cerned with adjectives that are prenominal in the Scandinavian lan-
guages. The so called predicative attributes, which are postnominal
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in the Germanic languages, seem to pattem with predicative adjec-
tives in several respects, so they will have to be analysed as such.

Attributive adjectives in Scandinavian behave in the same way
as in the other Germanic languages; they are placed in-between the
determiner and the noun. Furtherrnore the Scandinavian languages
make a distinction between strong and weak inflection of adjectives;
the strong form is used in indefinite noun phrases, whereas the weak
one is used in definite noun phrases. Consider the examples in (23).

definite
gamle mannen
old[wk] man-the
gamla boken
oldfwk] book-the
gamla huset
old[wk] house-the

gamla husen
old[wk] houses-the

As can be seen in the Swedish examples in (23), the plural of the
strong and weak forms are homonymous, and the weak form is the
same in all genders and numbers, except when the noun denotes a
male person. This masculine distinction is maybe not a part of the
grammar; for many speakers (myself included) it is just a superficial
literary convention. In Danish and Norwegian the weak form is al-
wâvs -¿. wifhouf anv distinction in this resnect In Tcelandie and"'J "
Faroese, both the weak and strong forms show agreement in gender,
number and case (see further tables 5 and 6 in the appendix).

Attributive adjectives could theoretically be described as either
arguments, adjuncts or heads. Actually all three altematives are rep-
resented in the literature. In this section I will present the three dif-
ferent proposals, and confront them with some central properties of
attributive adjectives.

First, attributive adjectives could be analysed as arguments. As
such they could theoretically be assumed to be either specifiers or
complements. As far as I know, there are no proposals where the ad-
jective is generated as the complement of the noun, but there are
suggestions, where it is taken to be a specifier. In Jackendoffs
(1977) X-bar proposal they are specifiers, although, which Jackend-
off (p. 37) points out himself, the notion specifier has no theoretical
status in his phrase structure. Jackendoffs structure is not compati-
ble with the present day theory for many reasons; for instance, it
does not observe binary branching, and it has three bar levels. Hence
I will not discuss his structure here. However, also linguists working
within the modern version of X-bar-theory have analysed the at-
tributive adjective as a specifier. Basing their arguments on thematic

(23) indeñnite
en gammal man
an oldfst] man
en gammal bok
an old[str] book
ett gammalt hus
an old[str] åouses
gamla hus
old[str] houses

den
the
den
the
det
the
de
the
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adiectives that seem to represent a subject, like in (24) below'
Ciorgi/Longobardi (1990) assume that adjectives are specifiers'

(24) the Italian invasion of Albania

Recently, cinque (1992) has proposed.that thematic adjectives are

generatéá as specifiers of N, and other (i.e. movifying) adjectives as

ípãðin".r of different functional projections selected by D, as illus-

trated in (25).

(2s)

FuncPD

en
a.n

-Ã=Ap Func'

-â=l'unc NP

AP

I

N'

-'--.NXP
gammal

old

A theoretical objection against an analysis like the one in (25) is that

ir is unclear whät the st;tus of the functional head is. In particular,

this structure raises questions of leamability. There seem to be no

lexical entries for thê Func0-category. Furthermore this structure

entails base generation of maximal categories in the specifier^of a

functional prãjection, which is not assumed for other parts of the

grammar." Second, attributive adjectives could be analysed as adjuncts.
There are basically two difierent proposals of this kind, one adjoin-

ing the adjective io NP and the õther adjoining it to_N'.^The, first

frãporat iilustrated in (26)a is qled e.g. by Radford (1989), 
-Valois

ff g'9f l and Svenonius (1992a). The other one, illustrated in (26)b is

ùsed by e.g. Fukui (1986) and Zimmermann (1991), and-.it-assumes

itrut l"ii"ui categoriès have no specifiers, thus making X' the maxi-

mal category of lexical Phrases.

I

man
man
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(26)a

-'âDNP

en gammal
an old

(26)b

N
I

gammal man
old man

N'

-'^AP N'

NP

D'

AP

D'

DP
I

D

en
an

XP
I

N
I

mafi
man

I have no tleoretical objections against the structure in (26)a, but the
structure in (26)b raises some questions. one objection against that
structure is that both genitival and adjectival attri-butes are-generated
as adjuncts to N'. since those two categories have differeñt surface
distribution, some extra assumptions wîll have to be made in order
to differentiate them.

Third, attributive adjectives could be anarysed as heads. In Ab-
ney (1987; cf. also Radford r99z) it is proposód rhar the adjective is
a head selected by D, which in tum t¿tès itre 'head noun'ar"it, .o*-
plement. This is primarily based on the fact that English ,r"u". hu,
attributive adjectives with objects, which would then"be explaineJ if
the head noun takes this position. consider Abnev's ptopo."l in çàl¡
below.

(27)

/
ÂNP

r
A'

D

SPEC

N
I

XP
I

en
an

gammal
old man

man

Ab_ney.'s proposal is however contradicted by many languages, such
as Mainland scandinavian and German, whére theie ma"y Ë oLjects
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connected to attributive adjectives (see 3.2.1. below).4 This is one of
the reasons for another suggestion, put forward for Scandinavian in
Delsing (1989, 1993) and for German in Bhatt (1990). In these pro-
posals the adjective is a head, but contrary to Abney's proposal, the
head noun' is assumed to be ttre right hand specifier of the adjective.
Consider the structure in (28) below.

(28)
D'

4 As is shown in Radford (1989), there are actually attributive adjectives in English
that take objects, such as simil¿r. Radford further shows some severe problems with
Abney's analysis. In panicular the assumption that A f-selects N (in the same way as

functíonal caiegories select their lexical-complements) proves to raise problems. In
Radford (1992) those objections are not commented on.
5 night hand specifiers seem to be rare in the European languageq. However, Holm-
berg/Platzack (ìn press) have proposed that the Italian VP takes its specifier to the
right. Shlonsky (1991) makes the same assumption for the Hebrew VP.

APD
â=A' NP

^=
SPEC N

en gammal man
an old man

The structure in (28) will be the structure that I adopt here. I will
call it the SpecA-analysis (adopting the term from Svenonius 1992a).

Contrary to Abney (1987), I assume that the adjective is a lexical
category.5

In the rest of this section, I will confront the different analyses

presented above with some central properties of attributive adjec-
iives. In subsection 3.2.1,I discuss the phrasal status of attributive
adjectives and their relation to the head noun. Then I tum to agree-
ment on attributive adjectives (3.2.2) and the possibility of using ad-
jectives independently (3.2.3). In subsection 3.2.4,I turn to recur-
sion of attributive adjectives, and in 3.2.5,1discuss cases where ad-
jectives seem to participate in or block head movement. In subsection
3,2.6,1tum to binding of adjectival objects. I will end up with the
view that the SpecA-analysis, outlined in (28) above, is the most
promising proposal.

XP
I

N
I

A
I
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3.2.1 . Phrasal Structure
Attributive adjectives may take objects and adjuncts in many lan-
guages. For instance, in the Mainland Scandinavian languages, Ger-
man, the Slavic and Uralic languages there are objects and adjuncts
connected to attributive adjectives. Consider the Swedish examples in
(29). Note that objects may be either DPs or PPs.6

(29) en över sin insats stolt försvarsadvokat
a ovel his accomplishment proud attorney-for-the-defence
den sin hustru trogne mannen
the his wife faithful man-the
ett sedan i går välkänt faktum
a since yesterday well-known fact

Hence, attributive adjectives project in many languages; they are not
pure heads. However, attributive adjectives seem to have no subjects,
contrary to predicative adjectives. The head noun always corre-
sponds to the subject in the predicative paraphrase, whereas the ob-
ject of transitive adjectives, like trogen, stolt [faithful, proud] may
never be the 'head noun' of an attributive adjective. Consider the ex-
amples in (30).

As far as I know there are no languages where the object of a pred-
icative adjective corresponds to the 'head noun' of an anributivè ad-
jective.T The clear distribution of nouns in relation to adjectives is
straightforward in the SpecA-analysis: the subject of the adjective
will always be generated in SpecA in both predicative and attributive
adjectives. This distribution remains a mystery in the other analyses.
Abney's analysis (cf . (27) above) seems to be contradicted, since the

loun is structurally the object of the adjective in that analysis. Rad-
ford (1992) argues for the analysis proposed by Abney, anã he notes

6 The constructions with adjuncts and objects connected to attributive adjectives are
literary,style in_ swedish, at least if they ãre Dps. some speakers considei them mar-
ginal' 

411 speakers howev-er ?.gree thai they are clearly ^better 
than any other word

order. For instance,-examples like the one in 1i¡ are totaily unacceptable.(i) *en stolt över sin insats försvarsadvokat

- a proud over his accomplishment attorney lor the defence
/ In some cæes the noun can be interpreted as the object, like in (i)(i) ett avvisat förslag

a refused proposal

!ho¡1c.ase^s however always involve a passive participle, and in 3.5.2, I will argue that
the NP in SpecAP is moved there by l.Ip-moveñrent. 

'

(30) eu röu hus
a red house
en stolt fader
a proud father

= huset är rött
house-the is red

= fadern ¿ir stolt
father-the is proud

;r någon är sroit över faciern
someone is proud of the father
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that the attributive adjective semantically has a subject relation to the

noun, although the noun is structurally a complement in his analysis.

Without elaborating, he claims that the argument is intemalised
when the adjective is attributive and extemalised when it is predica-

tive. A more radical step is of course to assume the SpecA-analysis,
which would make the ãistribution follow, without any further ado,

by manipulating the argument structure. Note that in a theory like
LFG the subjeci of a predicative adjective and the 'head noun' of an

attributive adjective are both labelled as 'A-subjects' (cf. e.g. L6drup
1989:201). This labelling shares with our analysis the intuition that

the two categories should be analysed in the same way.

3.2.2. Adjectival Agreement
In most languages of Europe, attributive adjectives show agreement

with the 'heãd'ñoun in gender, number and/or case. In case-less lan-
guages like Mainland Scandinavian and the Romance languages case-

ãgre"-ent is of course missing, and in the Uralic language_s, which
lãck gender distinctions, there is no gender agreement. However
numbér agreement is present on attributive adjectives in most lan-
guages. Only in the periphery of Europe are there some languages

ihat-seem to lack agreement altogether' In the far west, there is En-
glish, and in the far east, there are some Finno-Ugric languages that

lack adjectival agreement.
It would of course be a virn¡e to give the same description of

attributive adjectival agreement as we give for predicative adjectives

and other instances of agreement within the grammar' Normally
agreement on a head is triggered by an argumental XP: Subjects, ob-
jects and indirect objects may all trigger agreement on a head verb.

As we saw in the previous section, possessors may also trigger
agreement on the heãd noun. Consider the examples in (31).4

(31) subjects: Við höf-um keypt bókina- 
We have-Ipl bought book-the

objects: qannoqa-taapa-wa-rqa-nki
you l-acc cartY-| sO -rnsr-2sS

ind objects: zu-k a-ri líburu-a irakur-ri d-.io-zu
you-erg her-dat book-acc read- 1 PRET

possessors: ate-þvendég-e-d
the you-NOM guest-POSS-2 s

Normally, linguists assume, implicitly or explicitly, that predicative

adjectival agreement is an instance of Spec-head agreement, where
thè XP subjèct is base generated as the specifier of AP, and raised to
SpecIP, to get Case, as is indicated in the Swedish examples in (32).

(Icelandic)

(Quechua)

(Basque)
3sA-3sD-2sE

(Hungarian)

are taken from Gilligan 1987',204-2O5, a¡d rhe
1 983.

8 The Quechua and Basque examples
Hungarian example is from Szabolcsi
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(32) Boken¡ är [¡p r¡ röd]
Book-the is red-uter
Huset åir [æ ti rött]
House-the is red-neuter

Note that the derivational approach to predicative adjectives is neces-
sary if we want to maintain the assumption that all arguments are
base generated within a lexical phrase.

Adjectives in Scandinavian agree with their noun both in at_
tributive- and predicative use, and I will claim that agreement be-
lwe€n adjectives and nouns is triggered by Spec-head ágreement in
both cases. The SpecA-analysis, outlined in (tS) above,riill give the
simplest possible answer to adjectival agreement. The A hãad will
agree with its XP specifier, both in the ãttributive and the predica-
tive use of the adjective, i.e. all adjectival agreement is Spec-head
agreement. In the other analyses proposed, adjectival agreement will
have to involve additional assumptions.g

For instance, if the attributive adjective is assumed to be a
specifier, as in (25) above, agreement will be the reverse of ordinary
Spec-head agreement, since the head of the Ap subject would agree
with the head noun, i.e. we would have a case of head-Spec-agiee-
ment (note the order). This kind of agreement is not known in õther
parts of the grammar. A parallel within the clause would be if the
subject would agree in tense, mode or weak conjugation with the
verb.

If the attributive adjective is seen as an adjunct (cf. (26) above),
there are no parallels with other kinds of agreement in the grammar.
I know of one attempt to give an analysis õf agreement beäeen ad_
jectives and nouns in an-adjunct analysis. This analysis is put forward
by Valois (1991: LTlfÐ. The problãm that he tras to solve is how
agreement is accounted for and *hy it is lacking in English. He
posits a big PRo in the specifier poiition of Ap, ãnd assrimes that
this PRo is controlled by the noun. His analysis entails that the noun
in French moves upwards to a functional catêgory selecting N (hence
the standard word order Noun-Adjective), wheieas Engñsh hu, ,ro
N-movement (hence the word order Adjective-Noun). i{e sketches
on two possible solurions (fn. 14 p.173).

In the first solution, valois conjectures that the noun controls
PRo-in French by c-command, since it has moved to a higher func-
tional head, whereas the noun in English, which is left in"N, cannot

9 In recent-research, several linguists (e.g. chomsky l99l) have argued that all asree-ment should be consrrued as spec-head agreeríenr. Êor oni.ii ãsi.ern.nrl-io,tJlja.gl tho-.skv posits an AcR-o pro¡ectioñ, where ttre ou¡eðí móvei t" ttrË"rb.ii-ner ot mat projection. This would of course be a more generáised way of describing
19-r._.-t]l!nl: 

The SpecA-anatysis is fully compatibte wirÉ such an anAysis,iui-iñË.e
are otner instances of noun phrase intemal agfeement that are problemätic'in this re_
spect. See section 3.5.
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control PRO. In such a way it would be possible to derive the differ-
ence between French, which has adjectival agreement, and English,
which has not. This analysis would however predict that all the Ger-
manic languages (having the word order Adjective-Noun, and thus
no N raising) would lack agreement. The prediction is fatally untrue
for all the Standard Germanic languages, except for English. Valois
does not mention this prediction, but he nevertheless prefers another
solution.

The second solution entails that PRO must be controlled, and
that the head N raises to a functional head, c-commanding PRO ei-
ther at S-structure or at LF (Valois 1991:191fÐ, French having
raising of the noun at S-structure, and English at LF. Valois uses this
requirement on PRO to explain why English, and basically also
French, lacks independently used adjectives, i.e. noun phrases con-
taining an adjective, but no 'head noun'. If the head noun is truly
empty there is nothing to raise to the functional category, according
to Valois, and hence PRO cannot be controlled. In English this is
solved by inserting the prop-word one: the big one, and in such a
case, the prop-word may move to the higher functional category at
LF, thus controlling PRO. However, Valois'assumptions here would
predict that no language whatsoever could have independent adjec-
tives, without a prop-word. The prediction is not bome out at all. As
we will see in the next section, English and French seem to be practi-
cally the only two languages in Europe that may not have indepen-
dent adjectives freely. lo

Last, if we assume Abney's analysis of attributive adjectives, it
is possible to think of adjectival agreement as a form of object agree-
ment. This would be rather surprising for the Scandinavian and Ro-
mance languages that lack object agreement with other categories,
but it would of course be theoretically possible.

To conclude, the SpecA-analysis gives the best and most
straightforward analysis of adjectival agreement. Ordinary Spec-
head agreement holds for both predicative and attributive adjectives.

3.2.3. Independently Used Adjectives
Adjectives may be used independently, that is the noun phrase has no
overt noun; the determiner and the adjective constitute a noun phrase
by themselves. An adjective can also be truly substantivised, taking
nominal inflection. For instance the Swedish nationality word like
dansk [Danish] get the nominal plural ending -ar when it is used in
the sense Dane. Similarly, the English adjective black may be truly
substantivised, taking the nominal plural -s, when denoting coloured

10 A further problem with the PRo-analysis of Valois' is of course that he will have to
make some extra assumptions about the fact that PRO triggers agreement on French
adjectives, but not on French infinitivals.
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people. In many cases though, there is adjectival morphology. It is
those latter cases that I will be concemed with here.

As mentioned above, our analysis claims that adjectival agree-
ment is parallel to subject-verb agreement. If this is true we wbuld
e.xpeg! to find the same correlation between agreement and an op-
tionally empty Spec-position, that we find with verbal agreement,
i.e. languages with rich verbal agreement may optiona[y leave out
the subject, whereas languages without verbal agreement may not.lt
As pointed out in Delsing (1989) this prediction is bome our. The
Germanic languages that have adjectival agreement on attributive
adjectives, like Scandinavian and German, may leave out the noun,
when the noun phrase contains an adjective, i.e. they may have inde-
pendently used adjectives. English on the other hand, which lacks
adjectival agreement, may only leave out the noun when the adjective
has universal plural or uncountable reference.

(33) Jag gillar inte den gröna
I like not the green

Jag vill ha en grön
I want-to have a green
Den gamle har gift om sig
The old has remanied himself

(34) De blinda har organiserat sig
The blind have organised themselves
{ag föredrar det äkta framför det behagliga
f ^.^f-- .r.^ ^^^,,:^^ c^ .L^ ^--^^^Lt^¡ ptetet Lttv övttutttç tu ttta 4Ëtcçdutç

In the English noun phrases corresponding to (33) the prop-word
one must be used. In the present analysis we may look at English one
as an expletive subject in the AP, corresponding to the éxpletive
subjects therelit in languages with poor verbal agreement, whereas
there is a pr_o in the Swedish noun phrases, licenced by adjectival
agreement.l2

Note that our analysis claims that independently used adjectives
are generated in the same way as ordinary attributive adjectives, and
then wg predict that they could be recursively stacked. The predic-
tion is bome out, as shown in (35).

(35) det gamla vanliga
the old usual
Maos lilla röda
Mao's little red

I I rhe same.correlation is possible to find with the other cases of agreement, such as
possessor and object agreement (cf. Gilligan 1987)
12 olsen (19_87) shows that German independent a-djectives involves a pro cone-
sponding to the.empty nqg-n..The analysis presented here will make the same assump-
tion, alìd, in addition, it will give pra úe same rclarion to adjectival agreement as it häs
to verbal agreement.
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As for the Scandinavian languages, there is one dialect that has

reduced agreement, namely Westem Jutlandic. In this dialect there
are no gender distinctions. Thus we would expect that Western Jut-
landic should be more restrictive with independently used adjectives.
As far as I can see, independently used adjectives are not less com-
mon than in the other Scandinavian languages, but en or nogen

[onelsome] are used as prop-words. The example in (36) is taken
from Ejskjær (1964:48).

(36) den gule en er da den pæneste
the yellow one is then the prettiest

The analysis suggested here predicts that the English prop-word
would appear at the same time as agreement is lost. This seems to be
correct. According to Lightfoot (1979:179) the agreement of adjec-
tives in English disappears during the period 1100-1500. The system
is first simplified so that only monosyllabic adjectives with a final
consonant are inflected in plural: gladvs. glade. This development is
finished around 1250 (Baugh/Cable 1978:160). This last distinction
disappears successively, and by the end of the 15th century the adjec-
tive is totally uninflected. The prop-word first appears in the 14th
century, and by the end of the 16th century the prop-word has be-
come obligatory.

As for the Romance languages, Italian and Spanish that have
rich adjectival inflection may leave out the noun, whereas French,
that lacks the number distinction in spoken language, has more re-
strictions. French has more inflection than English; it has kept the
gender distinction. We would then expect that French would be more
free than English with respect to an empty N-position, but more re-
stricted than other Germanic and Romance languages. This is true,
since French may have some elliptical constructions (cf. Valois fn.
12,p.194f.), but does not allow independently used adjectives with
specific reference. This was, however, possible in medieval French,
when adjectives were also inflected in number. In older stages of
French we find independently used adjectives like le serieux de la
situation (cf. Nyrop 1925:Y:ll4), which are not possible today.

To conclude, the SpecA-analysis has proven to conectly predict
the distribution of independently used adjectives. Of course the de-
tails and variation on different sorts of independent adjectives (cf.
(33)-(34) above) will have to be studied more closely, but the gen-
eralisation that independently used adjectives are not allowed freely
in languages that lack adjectival agreement seems to hold. This gen-
eralisation is parallel to generalisations made about agreement and
pro in other parts of the grammar.
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3.2.4. Recursion
Attributive adjectives can be recursively stacked as shown in (37)
below.

(37) en lång mörk stilig främling
a tall dark handsome stranger
en ny effektiv tysk direktris
a new effieient German directress

All the three analyses of attributive adjectives can be used to analyse
the recursion of adjectives. In the specifier analysis there is a new
functional head for each adjective. In the adjunction model the adjec-
tives are adjoined to NP or N' in the same way as adverbs can be ad-
joined to VP. In the head analyses, the adjective selects an Ap instead
of an.NP 4 its complement or specifier position respectively. kr the
SpecA-analysis AP is generated in the specifier of añother Ap, as il-
lustrated in (38) (disregarding the complement positions of the ad-
jectives).

(38)
D

D AP

/^\A' AP/^*¿' \
A' NPIrAIrl

en ny snabb bile new fast car

Thus, all three analyses of attributive adjectives seem to be able to
handle recursion of adjectives. However, the analysis where adjec-
tives are specifiers has to posit a new functional ãategory for eäch
adjective. As mentioned before, such a solution implies-thát there are
functional categories with base generated lexicai phrases in their
specifier position, which is not found elsewhere in the grammar.
Furthermore we would expect these functional categoriel to have
lexical entries, which does not seem to be true.

To evaluate the difference between the other two solutions
(adjunction and head), we will have to take a closer look at recursion
in other well known cases. Let us distinguish between adjunction and
head recursion by looking ar adverbs (presumably adjoined to Vp)
and auxiliaries (which_ are commonly assumed to Le oidinary verbs,
thus heads, selecting VPs in Scandinãvian).

A
I
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(39) Han har [väl] [dåirmed] [tyvärr] inte åstadkommit någon höjdare
He has well there-by unfortunately not accomplished any bigshot
Han har [utan att tveka] [ofta] [numera] struntat i författaren
He has without hesitation often nowadays ignored writer-the

(210) Kalle [skulle [vilja [kunna [spela cello]l ll
Kalle should want-to be-able-to play cello

Note that we will leave the negation out of the discussion, since that
category is sometimes argued to have its own functional projection.
The other adverbials in (39) seem to be connected to VP in quite an
equal manner, none of them is closer to the verb than the other, and
reordering does not essentially change the meaning of the sentence.
Hence, the recursively stacked adjuncts seem to be'freely'connected
to the VP. The same seems to be true for extraposed adverbials, ex-
pressing time, location or manner. On the other hand, in a structure
with recursively stacked auxiliaries, as in (40) above, the basic VP
seems to be closest to the lowest recursive element (auxiliary), i.e.
the lowest auxiliary and the VP make up one constituent together.
This can be seen in VP-topicalisations in Swedish, where the lowest
auxiliary can be moved together with the basic VP.

(41) [Kunna spela cello] skulle Kalle gärna vilja
[Be-able-to play cello] want Kalle gladly

If we now turn to adjectives, they seem to pattem with heads rather
than with adjuncts. In adjectival recursion the lowest adjective and
the noun make up one constituent together. This can be seen from
the predicative paraphrase.

(42) en I mörk [stilig [främling ]l l
a dark handsome stranger

(43) [den stilige främlingen] var mörk
the handsome stranger was dark

This property is perhaps even more evident in examples like the ones
in {44) below, where the placement of the participles changes the in-
terpretation of the phrase. The predicative paraphrase shows that the
inner adjective and the noun make up a constituent together.

(44) styckad [frysr. cut-up frozen
fryst [styckad
frozen cut-up

kycklingl = [den frysta kycklingen] är
chicken the frozen chicken-the is
kycklingl = [den styckade kycklingen]
chicken the cut-up chicken-the is

styckad
cut-up
åir fryst

frozen
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Thus, the word order affects the interpretation of the order in which
the chicken is frozen and cut up.l3

The head properties of recursively stacked adjectives will fol-
low from the assumption that adjectives are heads that may take APs
as their specifiers, as depicted in (38) above.

3.2.5. Head Movement
In section 3,1. I argued that Scandinavian may attach the suffixed
definite article to the noun by head movement from N to D. Among
European languages, suffixed articles are found in the Scandinavian
languages, in some Balkan languages (Romanian, Bulgarian, Mace-
donian and Albanian), in Mordvin (a Finno-Ugric language spoken
in central Russia) and Basque. Consider the examples in (45).

(4s) (Swedish)

(Romanian)

(Bulgarian)

(Mordvin)

(Basque)

It is especially attractive to assume raising of N to D, wÌen there is a
morphological ending on the noun, as in the above languages. I have
assumed that the difference between the languages with head raising
and languages like English, German and French should be stated as a
parameter conceming the category N (the head raising parameter).

The SpecA analysis entails that the adjective is a head within the
noun phrase, and we would then assume that it would block head
movement of the noun. This also seems to be true. If there is an ad-
jective the head movement seems to be blocked, as was shown in the
Danish example in (17)-(18) above, repeated here as (46)-(47).

(46) huset (Danish)
house-the

(47) det gamle hus
the old house

Similar blocking effects can be found with proper names in Italian
and German. If we (with Longobardi 1992) assume that proper
names may raise from N to D in some languages, we can explain

13 More will have to be said about recursion of adjectives. Differences in meaning
are found with participles and in defìnite noun phrases, but hardly with ordinary ad-
jectives in indefinite noun phrases.

hus-et
house-the
omu-l
man-the
knigi-te
books-the
kudo-s'
house-the
mendi-a
mountain-the
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'why an article is obligatory when the phrase contains an adjective.
Consider the examples in (48)-(4!).ta

(48)a Gianni (Italian)
b il simpatico Gianni

(49)a Johann (German)
b der sympathische Johann

If we assume head movement from N to D in the a)-examples the D
position is lexicalised and hence licensed, whereas the movement
seems to be blocked in the b)-examples, and the definite article has to
be inserted to license the D-position, quite parallel to the Danish data
above, with the only difference that the article is visible on moved
nouns in Danish, but not on moved proper names in German and
Italian. Note that this kind of blocking of head movement, can only
be explained if the adjective itself is a head. In the analyses where the
adjective is an adjunct or a specifier, we would not expect any block-
ing effects at all.15

Under the SpecA-analysis the AP is selected by D in the same
way as an NP can be selected by D. This suggests that an A-head
would also be able to undergo raising to the D-position, and hence
get the definite suffix, as in (50).

(50) [p' stor¡en [AP [no ti ] ll
big-the

The A-raising depicted in (51) is not found in the Standard Scandina-
vian languages, but most northern Norwegian and Swedish dialects
have independently used adjectives with the definite suffix, exactly as

in (50). In chapter 4 we will return to a similar construction in
Northern Swedish.

14 In fact one of Longobardi's arguments for head raising of proper names in ltalian
is that they seem to move across some adjectives. Recall that Longobardi does not
analyse adjectives as.heads. However, this movement is only possible with what he
calls þssessive adjectives' and a few other special adjectives (likey'rsr, /art), that have
more free word order anyway (cf. Longobardi 1992, fn. 18). The fact that the vast
majority of adjectives block movement remains. Hence the analysis presented here
reaches the same conclusion as Longobardi, i.e. that proper names may be head
moved to D. However, in my analysis it is necessary to say something more on the
few adjectives that allow raising in ltalian, whereas Longobardi must say something
about the fact that raising is not allowed with the great majority of adjectives.
15 Actually, the movement from SpecAP to D is not ruled out by relativised mini-
mality (cf. HMC in (39), chapter 1), as long as it is stated in terms of c-command, The
head A does not c-command the trace of the moved element. However, movement of
specifiers into governing heads should probably be ruled out for other reasons; the
head of SpecIP should, for instance, be excluded from incorporation into C. This
then suggests that the HMC should be revised, having m-command in its b-clause.
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In the Balkan languages the process of A-raising
more regular, applying also where the 'head noun' is
Consider the examples in (51).16

(51) chubavi-te knigi
nice-the books
e bukur-a çantë
AM nice-the bag [AM=attribute marker]
primu-l soldat
first-the soldier

seems to be
spelled out.

(Bulgarian)

(Albanian)

(Romanian)

Note that the noun lacks the suffixed article in these constructions,
and that the article seems to have the same form and function as the
one appearing on nouns. The analyses that assume attributive adjec-
tives to be specifiers or adjuncts will not be able to describe the ap-
pearance of the article on adjectives in a way that is parallel to its ap-
pearance on nouns.lT

In the same way as I have assumed that languages that may have
a suffixed article on the noun have a special specification on nouns, I
assume that languages may have the same specification for adjectives.
In the Balkan languages and Northern Scandinavian these specifica-
tions are [+head-movement] on both N and A, whereas the Søndard
Scandinavian languages have [+head-movement] only on Ns.

Among the languages that have head raising in the noun phrase,
we can then distinguish those who only have N-raising, like Danish,
^-l .L^^^ --.L^ 

-^-- 
L^--^ L^aL \t -- I A ,--:-:-- - 1:l ! 'ñdr¡u t¡¡uùg wrru rrröy ildvE uuur r\- altu A-latsurg, ltKe Kolllalllatr. I ne

former group has the word order article-adjective-noun, while the
latter has adjective+article-noun (as in (51) above).

To conclude, the SpecA-analysis gives a straightfurward ac-
count of the blocking effects of adjectives and the suffixed article
found on adjectives in certain languages that have a suffixed article
on adjectives.

3.2.6. Bindins
As pointed out both by Delsing (1989) and Bhatt (1990) the SpecA-
analysis gives a straightforward account for the binding relations in-
side attributive APs. In languages like Swedish, German, Slavic and
Uralic languages where transitive adjectives are allowed attribu-
tively, the'head'noun always seems to bind an anaphoric object. The
example in (52), with the possessive reflexive sr'n is analysed as in
(53), where the AP will be the goveming category of the anaphor.

16 The Romanian example is from G¡osu 1989, the other from Zimmermann 1991.l/ t¡rrgobardi (1992), who apparently does not know of examples like the ones in
(50)-(51) above, states that the specifier analysis that he assumès excludes suffixed
anicles on adjectives.
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(s2) (sw)

tjänare¡
sefvant

(s3)
D'

D AP

A

en sini fiende överlägsen häri
a refl enemy superior army

These binding relations have previously been a problem for the the-
ory (cf. Hellan 1987 for Scandinavian and Fanselow 1986 for Ger-
man). They seem problematic to describe within an adjunction or
specifier analysis, since in these cases the 'head' noun (or NP) will
never c-command the object of the adjective. Abney's proposal
(1987:327), will not be able to handle transitive attributive adjec-
tives, and much less give an analysis of the binding relations men-
tioned above.ls

3 .2 .7. Conclusions
In this section I have confronted the three possible analyses of at-
tributive adjectives with some central properties like argument struc-
ture, agreement, independent use, recursion, head movement and
binding. In all these cases I found that an analysis ttrat interprets the
adjective as a head, selected by D and taking the 'head noun' as its
right hand specifier, the SpecA-analysis, was superior to the adjunc-
tion and specifier analyses. Some further support for the SpecA-
analysis will be given in the next section.

3.3. Degree Phrases (DegPs)
There is a category that normally is included within adjectival
phrases in traditional grammar, namely degree adverbials. In Abney
1987 it is suggested that degree adverbials, like so, too, as, constitute
a functional category that selects APs. Here I will follow Abney
(1987), and in particular Bhatt (1990), arguing that Deg is a func-

l8 The object of the a-djective is sometimes assumed to be bound by DP (cf. Hellan
1987), which would violate the i-within-i condition. This is discussed in some more
detail in Bhan 1990 and Svenonius 1992. Bhan üies to preserve the i-within-i
condition, whereas Svenonius tries to show that it does not work. I will not discuss the
problem here, since I think that the analysis put forward here is superior to any
analysis that tries to adopt binding from DP or from the outside.

en sin¡¡x¡ fiende överlägsen håiri
a refl dnemy superior army
en hans*¡¡¡ herre trogen
a his ' Iord fatihful

NP

XP
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tional category, projecting a DegP and selecting an AP. It selects
both predicative and attributive adjectives, and it contains compari-
son and degree elements.

As a first observation, we find that comparison can be accom-
plished by either a free word or as a comparison affix in many lan-
guages. Consider the Swedish examples in (58).

(5S) den mest int¡essanta boken
the most interesting book-the
den intressantaste boken
the interesting-est book-the

In Swedish, morphological comparison is almost obligatory with
short modifying adjectives. Longer adjectives may take either ihe pe-
riphrastic or the morphological comparison, whereas most partici-
ples only take the periphrastic variant.le

A pattern like the one in (58) above, with a free preposed lexi-
cal item being in complementary distribution with a morphological
ending, is the same as we can find with modals and tensed verbs in
English, and with the prenominal and suffixed article in Danish. As
in these constructions, the free and the inflectional element may not
co-occur.

(59) *den mest intressantaste boken
the most interesting-est book-the

The comparison forms also license comparison phrases, av fofl
phrases with superlatives and av [ofl or än [than]phrases with com-
paratives.20 Such phrases are also licensed by some degree adverbials
in indefinite noun phrases, s,å, likø, förlalltför [so, as, too], and oth-
ers.

(60)

(61)

den största bilen av de tre
the biggest carthe of the three
en större bil än den här
a bigger car than this
en lika stor bil som den här
an as big car as this
en alltf(ir stor bil för att den ska vara billig
a too big car for that it shall be cheep

19 swedish is thus a bir mor-e-liberal with the morphological comparison forms than
English. Other languages, like German, almost-alwats uses the morphological
comparison, whereas French, for example, almost always uses the periphrasiic vañant.
p¡Slish and Swedish can be placed in-between those túo extremes.
zu In Swedish, comparative may be used with an ¿v lofl phrase when there is a ore-
supposed pair. The comparativ.e..e,xample in (i) entail¡ ihai there are only two bri¡th-
ers, whereas the superlative in (ii) has no such iestrictions.(i) den längre av brödema (ii) den längste av brödema

the taller ofbrothers+he the talllst ofbrothers-the
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Apart from the property of licensing comparison phrqsgs, the degree

wãrds in (61) áre in óomplementary distribution with comparison
(morphological or periphrastic), as the examples in (62) show.

*en lika större bil än/som den håir
an as bigger car than/as this
*den alltför största bilen
the too biggest car-the

(62)

I assume that most degree elements that are in complementary
distribution with comparison are degree elements, generated in Deg'
I assume that comparison affixes are base generated in Deg and

attached to the adjective by head raising of A to De^g-. Degree words
like väldigt [very] will also be seen as Deg elements.zr

A further thing to be noted about degree elements is that they
seem to have special premodifiers, specifying in what sense, or to
what extent the ãegree relation holds, or just emphasising the degree

(compare Lundbladh 1988:1?5-182). Consider the (underlined) pre-

modifiers in (63).zz

163l den allra/näst största bilen
the of-all/next biggest car-the
en
an
en
an
en
an

ännu/mycket större bil
even/much bigger car

task
lika käpp

as long stick
en alL@, lång
an all too long sleeve/lecture

I take the premodifiers above to be left adjoined to DegP. These

premodifiers will be used to identify degree elements later on.^ 
An argument for a structural difference between positive adjec-

tive and the comparison forms is that they are hard to co-ordinate.

(64) xen glad och trevligare flicka (än Lisa)
a glad and nicer girl than Lisa
*det vackra och största huset
the beautiful and biggest house
*Kalle är längst och stark
Kalle is tallest and strong

2l Witfr some other degree-denoting words it is not clear whether they-should be

considered Deg-elements. For instanðe the words ganskalrlitt ^[ratherl fairly] are not
compatible witl comparison forms, but they may occur with s¿i.

(i) ganska/rätt sâ stor
rather so big

22 It should be noted that the word mycket in swedish is ambiguous. It can be both a

degree word, meaning very, and a pre-modifier, meaning much.
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The positive form may however be co-ordinated with comparative
or superlative if the positive occurs with a degree element of its
own. In predicative position, the positive can beio-ordinated with a
comparison form, but only if there is an explicit comparison
Phrase.23

(65) Kalle åir längst och stark som en oxe
Kalle is tallest and strong as an ox

I take it that the fegrge element (mycket) or comparison phrase (sorz
e1 oxe) signals thar there is a Deg posirion, thui makin! 

"o-oràinu-tion of two DegPs possible.
I will assume that D can select Degp, but (contrary to Bhatt

1990)' I will assume that recursively stãcked adjectives will only
contain one DegP selecting the first-adjective, thä other aa.¡ectives
being only AP. h other words, an attributive adjective can häve Ap
ol NP- in its specifier position, but not Degp. This will ttren e*fúin
why, there is normally only one degree eleinent in a group or röcur-
sively stacked adjectives, 

1nd .wh,y the degree elemãnt is normally
connected to the first adjective in the row.

(66) den snabbaste svenska bilen
the fastest Swedish car-the
en lika snabb röd bil (som den här)
an as fast red car as this(67) ?den svenska snabbaste bilen
the Swedish fastest car-the
?en röd lika snabb bil (som den här)
a red as fast car as this

(68) ?den största snabbaste bilen
the biggest fastest car-the .

?en lika snabb alltför stor bil
an as fast too big car

As indicated above, there is no absolute ban against two degree ele-
ments. or, a degree element connected to the iecond adjecíive, but
4*." ry ç]ear^ly a preference of using only one degree eleäent un¿io
place it first.2a

A further advantage of the analysis presented here is that it ac-
counts fo1-1he placement of comparison pirrases licensed by the De!_
element, illustrated in (60)-(61)-above. Such phrases atwáys r"rrái

23. co-ordination is also possibre if the Degp. has a modar adverbiar like rörmodligen,sökertigen, kanske [probàbtv; certainty, 
^ãyuìil.t-nü" "'"î¡i"iäiåiiii'^::r:r:"t"'(1, oet vacKra och förmodligen ¿ildsta huset

the beautiful and probabty oldest house_the
¿q I do not know why they examples in (67) and (óg) are not worse than they are. To
Tv g?r. thev sound iike ôo-ordinationsì íitr' ã'iertî"i'ãå,iri,".irää.'ririíui";å,
should be treated as such.
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both the adjective and the noun in a language like Swedish.25 In anal-
yses that have adjectives (and degree words) generated as specifiers
or as adjuncts, it is surprising that such phrases are not placed adja-
cent to the Deg-word. Such analyses will have to posit obligatory ex-
traposing of the comparison phrase, and additionally they will have
to say something about the fact that the phrase is never extraposed
in-between the adjective and the noun. In our analysis we would ex-
pect the comparison phrase to be adjoined to the right or the left of
the DegP. Right adjunction gives the correct word order for a lan-
guage like Swedish and the other Germanic languages.26

(6e)

AP

I

A
I

NP

I

bil
car

en
an

lika gammal
cts old

som den här
as this

In somg languages, the comparison phrase is located directly to
the left of Deg, which conesponds to the left adjunction altemative
in our analysis. Such constructions are found in Old Scandinavian,
Old English and Modem Finnish; it is also found in literary Modern
Icelandic (see further Vainikka 1988). The Old lcelandic example in
(70) is from Nygaard (1906).

(70) þér betri menn (Old Icel.)
you-DAT better men [=better men than you]

25 lf ûte comparison is intemal, like in (i) below, which is a bit marginal, the compar-
ison phrase occurs in-between the adjective and the noun.

(i) den lika dumma som skönsjungande tenoren
the as stupid as beautifully-singing tenor+he

Note however, that in (i) it is not a question of comparing two items (nouns), but two
properties (adjectives). I assume that the first adjectival phrase is used independently
with a pro in its specifier, co-ordinated with an adjectival phrase (with a filled speci-
fier).
26 It is a classical problem within traditional grammar, whether somin(69) is to be
considered a subjunction or a preposition (see e.g. Ljung/Ohlander 1971:188).
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A further advantage of the analysis sketched here is that ttrere
are quite strong restrictions on what kind of degree elements may
appear in different sorts of noun phrases. I believe that this is a re-
flection of the selectional restrictions on determiners. Determiners
should have restrictions for what kind of Deg elements they select.
For example, the prenominal definite article is possible with su-
perlatives and comparatives that take av [ofl phrases. but normally
not with lilcø, så, hur [as, so, how] or ordinary comparatives (with rän

[than] phrases). The indefinite article on the other hand does not take
superlatives or comparatives with av [ofl phrases, whereas it may
take comparatives with rin phrases or likn, så, etc.

Of course the differences can be taken to be semantic in nature,
having nothing to do with syntactic structure or different determin-
ers, but only with definiteness. Such an approach would for instance
entail that superlatives were semantically compatible only with de-
finite noun phrases. Under such an analysis it is, howevèr, hard to
explain why indefinite uncountables (with the alleged null partitive
article) could be combined with superlatives, as was shown in the
previous chapter.

(71) Vem säljer godast glass?
Who sells tastiest ice-cream
Tibern har smutsigast vatten
The Tiber has dbtiest water

Another surprising fact uncier the semantic hypothesis is that the de-
monstrative denna [thß] in Swedish is hard to combine with superla-
tives, although it is perfect with positives. Consider (72).

(72) detta stora hus +detta största hus
this big house this biggest house

The demonstrative denna must be followed by an article if there is a
comparison form, and hence by a whole noun phrase (see further
chapter 4).

(73) detta det största huset i Genua
this the biggest house-the in Genua

-4 4q same way as certain nouns (proper names) are inherently
specified for definiteness, certain adjectives are inherently specified
for comparison. Words like inre, övre, bortersta, hö[rai norra,
förra, sådan, samma [inner, upper, farthest, right norihern, such,
samel and the ordinals are inherently specified for comparison.
Some of them are also morphologically inherent comparatives or su-
perlatives. I assume that these are words that must be raised from A
to Deg.
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Finally, we will discuss the question of whether all adjectival
phrases aré beges or if there are pure A_Ps without Deg-projections

in the grammai. Aborne, I argued that all Tgymgnql noun phrases

are Dpi, whereas other noun phrases may lack the D-position. It is
possible rhat there is a similar distinction between APs and DegPs.

Ñot alt adjectives are able to take a degree word. Basically this_ is so

for classifying adjectives (cf. Teleman 1969:76-79 and Lundbladh
1988:101-i30). Consider the noun phrases in QÐ-Q5).

(74)

(7s)

en etnisk alban
en ethnic Albanian
'an person of Albanian origin'
en teknisk doctor
a technical doctor
'a doctor of technology'
Toen mycket etnisk alban
a very ethnic Albanian
en ganska teknisk doktor
a rather technical doctor
' a doctor that is rathet skilled technically'

The adjectives in (74) are normally interpreted as classifying' In
(75), oñ the other hand they can only be interpreted as.descriptive'
ilte "7o" in the first example indicates that the example is odd. The-

matic and aãverbial adjectives, cf . (21) and (22) above seem to pat-

tem with classifying adjectives (and I will treat them as subcases of
classifying adjeitivðs). If they take a degree element, the descriptive
reading is-forðed, which sounds quite odd in some cases, indicated by
"Vo" as before.

176)a den alltför italienska invasionen av Albanien
the too Italian invasion of Albania

b Vodet mycket ständiga tjatandet om skatterna
the very constant nagging about taxes-the

The examples in (76) are grammatical, but the use of a degree ele-

ment makès the thematic or adverbial reading impossible, forcing a
descriptive reading. The only possible interprelltion of (76)a is the

descriptive reading, i.e. that the invasion of Albania was too much

accompanied by wine-drinking, beautiful opera-singing and bad or-
ganisatìon, and (76)b is just odd. Thus it seems as if a degree element

õxcludes a classifying reading and forces a descriptive reading' I
therefore propose that descriptive adjectival phrases are always
DegPs, and classifying adjectival phrases always A!.. 

.

Note that a similar fact can be noted for predicative adjectives.

A classifying reading of an adjective is normally excluded in pred-

icative position (cf. Lundbladh 1 988 : 1 03ff.).
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(77) Den här doktorn är reknisk
This doctor i technical
'This doctor is technically skilled,
Vo{lbanen som vi träffade igår var etnisk
Albanian-the that we met yésterday was ethnic

The same is true for thematic and adverbial adjectives.

(78) Invasionen av Albanien var (mycket) italiensk
Invasion-the of Albania was (iery) Italian
VoDetta tjatande iÍr ständigt
This nagging is constant

Tf9 adjectives in (77)-(78) may only ger a descriprive reading,
which can be emphasised by inserting a degree elemeni.

. Thus, if predicative adjectival phrasès are always descriptive,
then we would assume that they are Degps. If we state that the cop-
ula can _orrly select DegPs, not Aps, welxphin why only a descrip-
tive reading is possible in predicative positiòn.

Note that the observations here ábout predicative adjectives re_
sembles the observations that we made in sèction 2.1 about predica-
tive l-oun phrases. Predicative noun phrases that are interpieted as
clas.sifying are not introduced by an article (a D-projection). lred-
icative adjectives that are interpreted as classifying cannot be intro-
duced by a degree element (a Deg-position). In both cases the classi-
fyingreading seems to exclude a functional categorv.2T

To conclude this section I have shown thai ttlere are good rea_
sons to posit a functional Degree-element selecting Aps. The argu_
ments come from the complementary distribution of degree mãr_
phology and free degree elements, and from co-ordinaiion. The
analysis also seems promising for postnominal comparison phrases,
selection between D and Deg, as w1il as the difference between the
descriptive and the classifying interpretation of adjectives.

3.4. Quantifiers
In addition to rhe DP-analysis, Abney (1987:33gfÐ also assumes a
QP, a quantifier phrase, which is headèd by quantifying elements. He
gives the following tree diagram

27 A tempting.analysis would of course be to analyse the 'indefinite article, in Dred-
l91t_ll1ngul, phrases. as a Degree-etemenr, since ìt goes together wirh descriþtive
Tl9tjlg;,Ìy9n,T anarysis would solve one of rhe problems with rhe working hyinrt_
esls (lJ)a in chapter 2, that is, predicative noun phrases would never have ãn íridefi_
nite anicle, but sometimes a degree element.

--_-,{9*9y.r' 
the analysi:jusi sketched wourd enrail thar we wourd have Degree ere-

ments direglly selecting Np, as in (i). Another problem is that the article cõ-occurs
wlm otner Degree elements, as in (ii).(i) Han tir en idior (ii) Han tir en väldigt duktig llikare

He is an idiot He is a very skiiled docior
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(7e)
DP

D

SPEC

A'

---.ANP
excee-
dingly

many very beauti- women

The structure in (79), where many is generated in Q0, captures the
fact that some quantifier's in English (and the other Germanic lan-
guages) normally may intervene between the determiner and the at-
tributive adjective. Consider the Swedish examples in (80) and (81).

(80) de många vackra träden
the many beautiful trees-the
Kalles fyra söta systrar
Kalle's four nice sisters

(81) *de vackra många träden
the beautiful many trees-the
*Kalles söta fyra systrar
Kalle's nice four sisters

Abney does not discuss in detail why Q is to be considered a func-
tional head, but see Löbel (1989) and Bhaft (1990).

Here I will argue that there is no Q-projection in-between D
and N in Scandinavian, and that quantifiers belong to the categories
D or A. If we can dispense with the Q projection, we will of course
prefer such an analysis, because it sets greater constraints on the
structural possibilities of noun phrases, (cf. also Svenonius 1992a,
who reaches the same conclusion). Quantifiers that precede the
D-position will be discussed in chapter 6.

In all the studies of QP, it is implicitly or explicitly assumed
that we have to postulate a special Q-projection, since some quantify-
ing elements intervene between the D and N positions. On the other
hand most Germanic and Romance languages norrfially have com-
plementary distribution between indefinite quantifying pronouns and
definite determiners. For instance, the following Swedish pronouns
may not co-occur with definite determiners:

SPEC

I

ful
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(82) en, någon, ingen, vilken, var/varje
a/one, some/any, no/none, which, each/every

The simplest analysis of such elements is of course ttrat they are gen-
erated in the D-position (see section 6.1). The lexical items that may
be positioned in-between D and N constitute a more severe challenge
to our claim that there is no Q-projection. Those items are the fol-
lowing.28

de många böckerna/Kalles få elever
the many books / KaIIe's few pupils
de fjorton böckerna/Kalles tre systrar
the fourteen books / Kalle's three sisters
de båda pojkarna/Kalles alla systrar
the both boys-the / Kalle's all sisters

If we could show that those words are adjectives or degree elements,
we could argue that there is no special Q projection. This is what I
will try to do in the rest of this section.

Fir¡t, the quantifiers många, få [many, few] seem to be adjec-
tives (cf. Svenonius 1992a and Magnússon 1983). They may takgthe
same degree adverbials as ordinary adjectives, they have comparison
forms and they take comparison phrases, as shown in (84) below.
Thus, contrary to the pronouns in (92), många andfå seem to be se-
lected by a Deg-projection.

(84) väldigt/alltför/lika många böcker
very/too/as many books
fler människor (än hundra)
more people than hundred

- A good test for adjectivehood in the Scandinavian languages is
the strong/weak distinction. Adjectives normally have boih fórms,
whereas pronouns have only the strong form. Slnce many and few
11e inferently plural, and the plural of srrong and weak adjectives in
Mainland Scandinavian is homophonous, it is not possibló to deter-
mine what form they have. In Insular Scandinaviañ, however, there
is a difference between the strong and the weak form in plural, the
weak form ending in -tt (cf. table 6 of the appendix).

(85) þessar mörg_u llyta:rgar kenningar (Icelandic)
these many [wk]/[str] theories

28 n nanistr and.literary Norwegian also the quantifiers hele [whote] and halve
[halfl may appear-in_the posirion berween D and N (cf. Hulrhén ßql:Sti.(i) det hele hus

the whole house [all the house]
However, these word have weak adjectival inflection, and I will assume that they are
adjectives when they are found in thê position between D and N.

(83) many/few:

numerals:

both/all:
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Hence, in Icelandic and Faroese, manylfew have undoubtedly adjecti-
val inflection, when they appear in-between D and N.

Furthermore many andfew may be co-ordinated with ordinary
adjectives, as shown in (86) below.

(36) många och svåra problem
many and difficult problems
få men duktiga spelare
few but skilled Players

Last, many andfew may also be used predicatively, as shown in
(86) below (cf. also Teleman 1969:19).

(S7) Problemen var många, och glädjeåimnena var få
Problems-the were many, and causes-of-rejoicing-the were few

The second group of intervening quantifiers involves numerals.

The numeral en fone] (meaning one out of two) may be used in-be-
tween D and A in Swedish. In this position one has weak morphol-
ogy.

(88) den ena stökiga eleven
the one messy puPil
'one of the messy pupils'

The strong forrns enlannan aÍe not possible in the position between
D and N. Furthermore both may take a masculine weak -e in Stan-
dard Swedish, which is only possible with adjectives.

The other numerals are not inflected in Mainland Scandinavian,
but they have other adjectival properties.2g They may appear in
predicative position (at least marginally, cf. Teleman 1969:19).

(89) Bilarna var fyra
Cars-the were four

There are also two reasons to connect numerals to degree ele-
ments. First, numerals may be co-ordinated with the comparison
forms of many and few, whereas they cannot be co-ordinated with
the positive forms.

29 The Icelandic numerals 1-4, are inflected, and numerals in Icelandic have special
properties in defìnite noun phrases, which I will not discuss here. For instance they
ñormally appear after a noun with the suffixed article.

(i) f,órir strákar (ii) strákamir fjórir
four boys boYs-the four

See further Magnússon (1983) and Sigurðsson (1993).
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(90) tre eller färre passagerare
three or fewer passengers
femton eller fler elevèr
fifteen or more pupils

Second, we also note that numerals øke the same premodifiers
as the degree word likn [as] (cf. (63) above), namely precis, ungefdr,
nri s tan, I pr ec i s e ly, appr o ximat ely, almo s t] .

The data above show that numerals have adjectival properties,
and that they are similar to degree elements in some ways. I wiU as-
sume that numerals are adjectives that obligatorily have to raise to
the Deg-Position, by head movement.

_ -The 
third category of quantifiers that may intervene between D

and N contains tþe words båda and alla [both, alt]. AIta may only be
used after possessives, not after the definite determiner, io, sóme
reason. Now note that when these words are placed in-between D
and N tþy seem to lack their quantificational force. They are se-
mantically equivalent to two or many. The word all may not be
specified.by a PP that denotes the presupposed group, which is usu_
ally possible by quantifiers.

(91) alla barn av dem somjag känner
aII children of the (onés) that I know
Desireés alla barn (*av dem som jag känner)
Desireé's all children (of the (ones)-that I kiow)

Note also tþt.rh" quantifier all normally may be followed by un-
countables. This becomes impossible when it ii placed in-betwõen D
and N, as shown in (92)-(93) below, (cf. Telemai 1969:103).:o

(92) all mjöllc/fisk
all milk/fish

(93) Kalles 1x¿¡1; mjölk/fisk
Kalle's all milHfish

, Here, I have shown that manylfew, numerals and, altlboth be-
have-rather like adjectives when they are placed in-between D and N.
I will hence assume thlt they may be treàted as adjectives, having a
special relation to the Deg-positión. I assume ttrat ihey must alwíys
move-up to-the Deg-position, as I assumed for some ädjectives thät
are.inherently specifiedfor comparison. we will then haie an expla-
nation for the fact ttrat they always precede other adjectives in a io*
(cf. (66)-(68)) above),.and-why thesè elemenrs are iri complementary
distribution with each other.- Recall our assumption t¡at tt eie is

10.t1 gm:l languages rhere ¿re two words meaning 'both', one used when ir is ore-ceoeo Dy üe determiner, and another when it is noi (see Giusti 1992 on Romaniãn).This supports the view that the two uses should Ue tepiàpan.
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normally only one DegP in a noun phrase, adjectives do not take
DegPs as specifiers. Thus noun phrases like the ones in (94)-(95)
below are ruled out, because they would entail adjectives taking
DegP specifiers.

(94) *de besvåirliga många problemen
the intriguing many problems

(95) *de många fjorton böckerna
the many fourteen books

To conclude this section, there are no reasons to postulate a special
category Q in-between D and N. In the following I will treat ele-
ments that are in complementary distribution with determiners as el-
ements in D, and the ones that may intervene between D and N as ad-
jectives, which obligatorily raise to Deg.

3.5. Consequences
In this section I will point out some of the consequences of the analy-
sis proposed in the previous sections. I will discuss agreement, Case-
marking, and the distinction between functional and lexical cate-
gories.

3.5.1 . Agreement
In section 3.2. I argued that adjectival agreement should bee seen as
an instance of Spec-head agreement. I showed that this makes adjecti-
val agreement similar to predicative agreement, and that it accounts
for the use of independent adjectives. There is however other in-
stânces of agreement in the noun phrase. In the Scandinavian lan-
guages practically all elements seem to agree. Quantifiers, determin-
ers, and adjectives are all marked for gender, and number (in In-
sular Scandinavian also in case), as in the Icelandic examples in (96)-
(e7).

(96) allar þessar ungu stelpur (Icelandic)
all-fem.pl.nom. this-fem.pl.nom. young-fem.pl,nom. girls.nom

(97) allir þessir ungu strákar
all-masc.pl.nom. this-masc.pl.nom. young-masc.pl.nom. tloys.nom

In such cases we will have to assume percolation of features from
one head to another. A feature like Case is assigned to the Dp from
the outside, and we must assume percolation of Case from D down-
wards. Gender, on the other hand, obviously originates on the head
noun, and we must assume percolation upwards from the N position.
Number does not have an unambiguous source in the same way.

It is, however, not possible to have percolation to all nominal
categories. Percolation seems to be blocked when a projection is as-
signed Case. In Icelandic, gender, number and case percolates to all
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categories except for phrases that are assigned case within the noun
phrase, e.g. genitival attributes (both in possessive and partitive con-
structions).

(98) þessi þáttur starfsins
fåis-masc.sg.nom pa¡f-masc.sg.nom work-f,be-neut.sg.gen
'this part of the work

(99) gamla hús kaupmansins
old-neut.sg.nom åouse-neut.sg .nom trades-man-fåe-masc.sg.gen

Objects of attributive adjectives and predicative attributes are also
excluded from noun phrase internal agreement. The percolation
seems to be blocked by a Case assigner.

(100) en [sina fiender] överlägsen här
a-uteLs g fits enemie s] superior-uter.s g army- uter.s g
maður trúr [konunni sinni]
man-masc.nom.sg faithful-nascnom.sg wife-the-fem.dat.sg rcf|-fem.dat.sg

I assume that Q-features may percolate upwards and downwards
within the DP. However features do not percolate to Case-assigned
positions. In the next subsection we tum to Case within the DP.

3.5.2. Case-marking
Recall from 1.3.5 that, as a consequence of the DP-analysis, we must
distinguish between projections that are assigned Case under gov-
emment and projections that are Case-marked but not governed by
the Case-assigner. In the latter case, the category has inherited Case.

Within the noun phrase structure that I have proposed in this
chapter only DP will be a Case-assigned projection, whereas DegP,
AP, and NP will inherit Case from DP. I informally propose the fol-
lowing rules for Case marking.

(101) DP is Case-marked through assignment
(102) NP, AP and DegP are Case-marked through inheritance

I assume that inheritance is percolation. In accordance with the dis-
cussion in the previous subsection, we may also state that Case
assigners block percolation. This could be formulated as a Percola-
tion Principle.

(103) Percolation Principle
Case percolates from a category q, to a category P if. a) a, and p are [+N] and
b) c, dominates p and
c) B is not governed by a Case-assigner
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The above definition is very similar to a proposal made by
Sigurðsson (1989:10f), where he assumes a Protection principle and
a Percolation principle for Case.3l

As a consequence of the Percolation Principle, Case that is as-
signed to DP will percolate to all [+N] categories that are not in a
potential Case-assigned position. Note in particular that SpecAP is
not assigned Case from A and that Case may percolate to this posi-
tion. The complement of AP is however a potentially Case assigned
position, and objects of adjectives must be assigned Case from A or
via a preposition.

Under these assumptions we can analyse passive participles that
are used attributively, like in the example below.

(104) en mördad man
a murdered man

Under the natural assumption that the noun man is base generated as

a complement of the participle, we must assume that it is moved (as
an NP) from the complement position to the specifier position.

(105)
D'

AP

mördad mani
murdered man

I assume that the reason for movement in (105) is the same as for
movement out of predicative participles, namely Case. The passive
morpheme makes the participle unable to assign Case to its comple-
ment. The complement position is a potential Case-assigned position,
and hence the NP cannot inherit case in situ, according to the Perco-
lation Principle. In an ordinary passive construction, the complement
is moved to Spec-IP to get Case. I assume that the complement of an
attributive passive participle can inherit Case if it is moved to SpecA.
This is not a potential Case-assigned position, and percolation should
be licit. Thus, SpecAP is a position that is Case.marked but not Case-
assigned. It will be counted as an A-position (cf. subsection 1.3.4).

31 The main difference is that Sigurðsson assumes that a Case assigner'protects'the
whole maximal phrase from percolation. Furthermore Sigurðsson's principles are
designed for all categories, not just [+N] categories.

NP

XP

I

ti

D

en
a
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3.5.3. Functional and Lexical Categories
In this chapter I have assumed that there are two functional cate-
gories in the noun phrase. D is obligatory in argumental noun
phrases, and it selects either DegP, AP or NP. Deg is used in noun
phrases with attributive adjectives and it selects AP.

V/e shall now retum to a discussion of the special properties of
functional categories outlined by Abney, cf. (7) above. Abney claims
that functional categories constitute closed classes, which seems to be
supported by the data. Both D and Deg elements seem to be closed
classes.

Abney also claims that functional categories are morphologi-
cally and phonologically dependent. Furthermore they are said to
have no 'descriptive content', i.e. they do not refer to anything that
is observable in the world around us. In my opinion, these properties
are the reflex of the same thing. Læt us say that functional categories
are light with regard to their phonetics, morphology and semantics.

Abney furthermore discusses the selectional restrictions on
functional categories, claiming that the complement of a functional
category is never an argument. This will be connected to Abney's
fourth observation, that a functional category is normally not sepa-
rated from its complement, i.e. the functional category is never
stranded by movement. In syntax only arguments and adjuncts move
out of their projections by XP-movement. Complements of func-
tional categories are not arguments (and by definition not adjuncts).
The observation that functional elements do not take arguments as
complements may also be extended to include their specifiers. This is
in accordance with the assumption that all arguments are base gen-
erated inside the projection of lexical categories; functional cate-
gories will never have any base generated arguments, neither as
specifiers nor as complements.

Abney also clainrs that each functional head selects a unique
complement (see also Felix 1988). As we argued above, D may select
either DegP, AP or NP as its complement, so we will have to admit
for some variation here.32 A similar situation appears in the clause,
if we, like many others (e.g. Pollock 1988), consider Negation to be
a projection of its own, inside the clause. In such a case I0 must be
able to select both NegP and VP.

The selectional restrictions that we find with functional cate-
gories are purely grammatical and not semantic. Functional cate-
gories select complements marked for grammatical features. There
are few selectional restrictions for functional categories within the
clause, but in some languages there are certain complementisers that
select only subjunctive mode. In some languages there are reasons to

32 Abney's own analysis of attributive a jectives will also contradict the claim that D
can only select NP.
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believe that the infinitival marker is generated in C (cf. Platzack
1986:215ff.). Hence, different Cs have to select different values of
features like þfinitel and [ttense]. As we have seen the category D
selects the features l+countable] and [+5ups.1ative]. Lexical cate-
gories on the other hand have semantic restrictions on their comple-
ments (and specifiers), such as [+human] and ltconcrete].

Another observation about the complements of functional cate-
gories is that they seem to be obligatory. In other words, functional
categories seem always to be transitive, conrary to lexical cate-
gories. Pronouns are, however, often taken to be intransitive Ds (cf.
Abney 1987:284 and Svenonius 1992b). Thus they would be the only
instance of transitive functional categories. Under this assumption, it
is hard to see how vocative noun phrases like the Swedish ones in
(106) should be analysed.

(106) snälla du!
kind you-sg.!
kära ni!
dear you-pl.!

The word order of (106) indicates that pronouns are generated in N.
On the other hand, personal pronouns seem to be in the determiner
position in some constructions, as pointed out by e.g. Postal (1966)
and Hultman (1967).

(107) vi bönder
we peasants

Thus, I do not ttrink that all personal pronouns can be given a unified
analysis. I assume that they are generated in N in most cases, but that
they may also be generated in D when they are followed by lexical
nouns. Personal pronouns are then generated either in N or as tran-
sitive Ds.

A further difference between functional and lexical categories
worth noting is their different behaviour with regard to head move-
ment. Theoretically, there are four possible cases of head movement.
Lexical heads could be moved either into a functional head or into
another lexical head. Likewise, functional heads could be moved ei-
ther into a lexical head or into another functional head.

Movement of a lexical head into a functional head is well at-
tested in linguistic theory (e.g. V-raising to I, or N-raising to D, as I
have argued in this chapter). Movement of a lexical head into an-
other lexical head is also ]vell attested (incorporation, cf. Baker
1988). We also find movement of a functional category into another
functional category; in a V2-language like Icelandic with verb
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movement to I, there is raising of (complex) I to the C-position.33
What we do not find are cases where a functional categõry moves
into a lexical category, i.e. D heads never incorporate, only N heads
seem to be able to move into a verb or any other lexical category
(cf. Li 1990). This is rhen a strucrural fõrmulation of the leil
known fact that compounds seem to involve only stems and not in-
flected elements.

In this way there is a similarity between head movement and
XP-movement, with regard to the A / A' distinction. Also in the lat-
ter case, one out of the four theoretically possible altematives seems
to be illicit. Arguments (generated in A-positions) can move ro both
4 uo9 A'- positions, whereas non-arguments (generated in A'-posi-
tions) can only move into another A' position, it may not move io an
A-position. This generalisation could be stated as in (108).

(108) Head movement: *F=L
XP movement: xA'=+ A

In this way we could look upon functional categories as A'heads.
A last property that seems to be general for functional cate-

gories is that they do not assign case to their complements. They may
however assign structural Case to their specifier, or the specifier oî
their complemenl3a Læxical categories on the other hand may assign
case (lexical or structural) to their complement. I will leave it as ãn
open question whether they may assign Case to their Specifiers. In
the Germanic languages, I know of no analysis that entáils a lexical
category assigning case to its specifier. The strongest generalisation
would of course be that functional categories asiign Case only to
specifiers, whereas lexical categories assign Case ónly to comple-
ments.

Now we are in a position tentatively to rephrase Abney's gen-
eralisations about functional categories, compared to lexicâl åte-
gories. In (109) below, I summarise the geneialisations that I think
we can do about functional and lexical categories. Note that the they
have somewhat different status. Number l^dz are basically defi-
nitions, whereas the other ones are (more or less well explainéd) ob-

'1 
*o-*nc is said here about movement of a non comprex functional head into an-

other functional head. such movement would result in a'cluster or runõtiona iãtu;",
without,any lexical element. such cases are ha¡d to find within tne cermaniCor no-
mance languages, but they probably exist. A candidate for head *oue.èni of u
runctronat category into another functional category is perhaps Finnish Negation,
which shows overt agr€ement with the subject.
ra I knoy of only one analysis that suggests.case assignment fmm a functional cate-
99ry p its-^complemenr'name_ly the.anarysis of v2-ranguages madè i.Þiatzaõtl
Holmberg 1989¿nd Holmbergrpiaøack (inþress). rnis anãryiísè"tàiñlr,àìüã-nnc-
l91l g1t:cory C may assignlnominativè) Case io r 1or trre'Ãõn-Íðàtu,E ñî i¡ è_
mains to be seen whether the advantages of this analysis can be retained wíthin an
analysis that does not assume Cæe assignment from C ío I.
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servations about the syntactic behaviour of functional and lexical cat-

egories.

(l0e)
ì. Ëúnctionat categories belong to closed classes, whereas lexical cate-

sories are oPen classes.
z. F""ìti."ãl-öategories are phonetically, morphologically ?ng T- - "mantically light, i.e. they are often stressless, atllxal and ln lacK or

descriPtive content.
¡. functionat categories have obligatory-complements' select 

"9T-^
olements with specified grammatical features, whereas lexlcal cate-
'gõiiit t"l""t coinplemerits with specifÏed semantic features'

¿. Functional categoiies are always iransitive, whereas lexical cate-

gories can be either transitive or intransitive'
S. Functionat categories do not take arguments' either as complements- 

òt ut specifiersfwhereas lexical categories do'
O. Èunctiénat cateþories cannot be shañded, whereas lexical cate-

gories can.
z. Funòtional categories cannot head move into a lgxical -category.
a. È"nõiiõr¡ cate[ories cannot assign case to their.complement, but"' 

ih"; ;il ;ssign"strucrirral case to-specifiers. Lexica! categories, can

åìrígn Cur" tõ their complements, whereas it is doubtful whether

thefassign Case to their specifiers at all'

The observations made above concem the functional categories C, I,
D ;íilg, and the lexical categories V, A and N' As for preposi-

t",',; it ií well known that they behave like lexical cate*orie.s in

,ornã"ur"r, and as functional caiegories in others (cf. e.g. Grimshaw

ióófUl. i ¿ô not intend to give a déscription of the behaviour of p¡e-

positions with regard to tñe generalisations above, but I think that

t't 
"r" !"n"rulisati"ons might bé a goo{ starting point for a proposal

that diitinguishes functional and lexical prepositions'

3.6. Conclusions
ir-ifri, chapter I have presented my basic assumptions aboq! the

structure of the noun phìase. My central interest has been the Scan-

dinavian languages, but I have often referred to other languages as

well, and t tãinÈ that the structure proposed here can be applied to

othei languages. In section 3.1, I presented, discussed and adopted

ihe Op-aäallsis. I argued that indèfinite as well as qe prenominal

anã suffi*e¿ definiteãrticles should be generated in D. For Danish

there is quite strong evidence that the suffixed article is always gen-

irated inb, whereis it is not as clear in the other languages. We will
discuss this matter in more detail in the next chapter'- h section 3.2, I presented the different structural proposals for
attributive adjectives. I adopted the specA-analysis, which-entails

rúãn adjectíve is a lexical head within the noun phrase, 1n{ ttrat it
takes the 'head noun' as a right hand specifier. I showed that the
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specA-analysis is superior to other analyses with regard to suchproperties as the internar structure of Aps, agreement, iñaepenaentty
used adjectives, recursion, headrnoue*"ni uñO Uinaing.

. _ In section 3.3, I assumed that ttlere is a Degp iñ noun phrases
with attributive adjecrives. Deg is a funcrionut 

"ai"gol,-*t,r.ir'îåi"degree adverbials and compañson affixes, and whîch"seË;Ái;;.
its complement.

. _ 
fn section 3.4, i discussed another purported functional headwithin the noun phrase, namely ep. I argued'tttàitrt" ..i"g-i", îh"t

seem to intervene between detèrminers ñd ad¡ectiv". in tñ" s.ãnãi
navian languages can be described as adjectives.

In section 3.5, I summarised somä of the consequences of my
structural proposal. First I assumed that noun phrase internal un*-ment should be seen as percolation. Second I diú;;¡-;;;;i;h"
implications for case-theory, and I þroposed the case p"..oiutio'
Principle. Third, I discusseditre uasic ¿irier"n.", berween n rãiio*r
and lexical categories.
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CHAPTER 4
DEI'INITE AND INDEFINITE ARTICLES

In this chapter I am going to discuss some special properties of defi-
nite and indefinite articles in the Scandinavian languages. The be-
haviour of Scandinavian articles is interesting in three respects. The
definite article can be either an independent prenominal element or
suffixed to the noun, the prenominal and the suffixed article may
tum up in one and the same noun phrase in some of these languages,
and in some dialects also the indefinite article seems to appear twice
in one noun phrase. Here, we will basically be concemed with these

cases of doubled articles.
First, the Scandinavian languages differ with regard to definite

articles when the noun phrase contains an attributive adjective or a
demonstrative. Whereas Danish only has a prenominal determiner,
Swedish, Norwegian and Faroese normally have both a prenominal
determiner and a suffixed article. Compare the Danish and Norwe-
gian examples below.

(Danish)

(Norwegian)

(Danish)

(Norwegian)

Second, we will discuss a special construction, where there is
what seems to be an indefinite article after the adjective in an indefi-
nite noun phrase. In most Scandinavian languages (as well as in other
Germanic languages) we find an indefinite article after an adjective
preceded by certain degree words. This is illustrated in (3). In Nor-
them Swedish and Northem Norwegian, there may be two indefinite
articles, when the adjective is emphasised, as shown in (4).

(l) det store hus
the big house
det store huset
the big house-the

(2) dette hus
this house
dette huset
this house-the

(3) så stort et hus
so big a house

(4) estortehus
a big a house

In section 4.1, I will start off by presenting some relevant data
about different definite constructions in the Scandinavian languages.
In section 4.2, I will discuss some proposals for the.structure of the
construction with adjectives, illustrated in (1) above, and I will pre-
sent my own analysis of the issue, where I argue that the Scandina-

(Danish)

(Northern Swedish)
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vian languages differ with regard to the possibility of base generat-
ing a noun with the suffixed article in N. In 4,3, I will disðuss the
demonstrative construction illustrated in (2) above. I will present an
analysis that makes the constructions with adjectives and demonstra-
tives parallel, arguing that demonstratives are base generated as ad-
jectives. My analysis also entails that there is always õdy one marker
of definiteness in a noun phrase. In section 4.4, I tum to the special
use of the indefinite article occurring after attributive adjecìives,
illustrated in (3) above. In 4.5, I will summarise the discussiõn.

4.1. Single and Double Definiteness
In this section, I will present the basic data of definiteness and double
definiteness in the scandinavian languages. Here I will describe the
properties of the Standard languages and of two groups of dialects
that differ from the Standard languages in important wãys.

I will adopt the view of traditional Scandinavian grammarians
on referentiality, primarily distinguishing between deictic and
anaphoric reference (cf. e.g. Hansen 1927:32-51, Lundeby 1965:
21f., Hultman 1967:24-34 and Penidon 1989:l50ff.). The term de-
ictic referenc¿ will be used when referring to an item that is known
to the speaker and the listener by the situation or their common
knowledge. The term anaphoric reference is used when a noun
phrase refers to an item previously mentioned in the context. This
use of the term 'anaphoric' differs from the normal use of the term
l- ^^-^-^+:-, 1---. Y -:rr¡rr óv¡r!¡crrvE Ër<llrllrrar' ut¡L r wrll llcverlnelgss presgrve tng tgfrn
here.l

Note that the distinction between noun phrases with deictic and
anaphoric reference is grammaticalised in certain languages. Ac-
cording to Ebert (1970) cornmon nouns in Northem Fri¡ian (the di-
alect of the Föhr Island) take different articles depending on whether
the noun phrase is uniquely identified by the situation õr whether it
refers to an item previously mentioned. Northern Frisian has two
definite articles, a and de. when a noun phrase has deictic reference
the a-article is used, whereas when the noun phrase has anaphoric
reference the de-article is used. Consider the examples in 1S¡-16¡(from Ebert 197 0:82f .).2

I aqry from deictic and anaphoric reference, traditional grammarians normally dis-
tinguish generic and determinative reference. The term -generic re¡erenii ií used
when a noun- p_hrase refers to- all prototypical members of a"category, iil<e ii rie-uon
ís a ma¡nmal. I will have little to say adrut this kind of referenõe. 'fhe term aeteinr
native referenc¿ is often used when a determiner anticipates a relative ctause or an-
other postnominal atrribute. However I rhink thar deteririnative .ipr.iri*i *ã"*be
borh deimic and generic, and they will hence be subordinated wir¡¡n'ttreä groüpi] 

'
z Norrhem Frisian has other special properties with regard to the definite uttici.. e.-
cording to Ebert 1970:71ff, definite ùncòuntable nouníand ptoper namèi i.Ërh;;-
article, whereas common nouns have the variation described ãboie.
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(5)

(6)

A Hund hee tuswark
The doe has toothache
'the do[ at the farm, our dog, etc.'
De Hund hee tuswark
The doe has toothache
'the do[ that we are talking about'

(Northern Frisian)

As we will see in the following subsections, some Scandinavian lan-
guages also make a syntactically visible distinction between deictic
and anaphoric reference.

4.i.1. Danish
Recall from the previous chapter that I argued that the suffixed arti-
cle in Danish is ãttached to the noun by head movement of N to the

D-position. Recall also that I assumed that adjectives are heads in-1he

noùn phrase. These two assumptions were used to derive the differ-
ent behaviour of the article in noun phrases with and without adjec-

tives in Danish. Consider once again the examples in (7)-(8) (= (17)

and (18) in chapter 3).r

(7) huset
house-the

(8) det store hus
the big house

In the previous chapter, I argued that the noun is raised to D in (7),

thus atiaching the article generated in D to the noun. Furthermore, I
argued that the intervening adjective in (8) blocks head movement,
anã that the D-position has to be lexicalised in another way, namely
by spelling out ãefiniteness in D as an independent definite article'- -Apart 

from the two constructions in (7)-(8), there is a third
construction that is of relevance here. This involves noun phrases

with demonstrative determiners, like denneldette and (stressed)

denldet in (9).

(9) dette hus
this house
det hus
this/that house

As is seen above, Danish consistently shows single definiteness,

having only one definiteness marker in every noun phrase, a suffixed
article, a prenominal article or a demonstrative pronoun. There are

3 It is sometimes claimed that Danish might have a prenominal definite article; in
some constructions det hus [the house] would then be equal to huset [house+he]..1he
iormer expression is however impossible to distinguish from a construction with a

demonstraiive d¿1, as illustrated in (9) (cf. the discussion in Hulthén 1948:19f., and

references therÐ.
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no visible differences in Danish between deictic and anaphoric refer-
ence, with regard to common nouns (but see section 4.13 on proper
names).4

In fact, there is only one minor exception from the standard
pattern. This appears when a noun phrase contains an absolute su-
perlative,like in the example in (10) below.

(10) med (den) stØrsre fornøjelse
with the greatest pleasure

As seen, the article may be missing in such construction3. This seems
to be possible only afrer preposirions (cf. Diderichsen 1962: 52f).

4.1.2. Swedish, Norwegian and Faroese
Standard Swedish, Norwegian and Faroese behave very much alike
with regard to definiteness, and hence I will treat them together in
this subsection. In these languages, a noun phrase without ãn adjec-
tive behaves in the same way as in Danish, the noun takes the iuf-
fixed article, but when there is an attributive adjective, two articles
appear. In such cases there is both an independent prenominal article
and a suffÏxed article. Consider the Swedish examples in (ll)-(12).

(1 1) huset
house-the

(12) det stora huset
ihe big itouse-the

The pattem in the example in (12) is by far the most common when
there is an attributive adjective, and this kind of double definiteness
will be the main topic of section 4.2. r will present some exceptions
rn a moment.

Apart from constructions with adjectives, the double definite-
ness tums up in constructions where there are cardinal numerals,
quantifying adjectives or the word bada [both] in-between the D and
N positions. Recall that I argued in section 3.4 that those elements
gre adjectives, in this position, so they will be structurally parallel to
(r2).

The double definiteness also occurs with demonstrative pro_
nouns. First, double definiteness tums up with the demonshaìive
dennaldennelhesin in swedish, Norwegiañ and Faroese, respective-
ly.5 Second, there is double definiteneis with the complex ã".orr_

4 The dialects on Bomholm differ from standard Danish in this respect. The Bom-
holm dialects have double definiteness, like swedish (see schütte tgiS:äzi-'- --"
5 The demonstnfive denna is normally followed by à noun without the suffixed arti-cle in standard swedish. In colloquial Swedish, however, it is almost a*uv. 

"rø "ììnthe suffixed arricle. The speciar úse of standard Swediih ¿enrà*rrlæ'¿irõüü.ä'in
subsection 4.3.2.
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strative den htirlden her [the here] in Swedish and Norwegian.6
Third, double definiteness appears if there is a stressed pronoun

denldenltønn. Apart from the stress, this last pronoun is homony-
mous with the pienominal article.T All the three variants of demon-

stratives are normally translated with ¡l¿is or that in English. Consi-
der the Swedish examples in (13) below, where the stress on den is
marked by bold face.

(13) denna boken
this book-the
den här boken
the here book-the
den boken
that book-the

The double definiteness in constructions like (13) (henceforth

called demonstrative double definiteness) is not dependent on an at-

tributive adjective, and it is hence different from the double definite-
ness in (12) (henceforth called adiectival double definiteness)'The
demonstrative double definiteness is found in several languages, such

as Greek, Macedonian, Hungarian, Gothic and Javanese (cf. Lundeby
1965.23ff.). The adjectival double definiteness seems to be more re-
stricted, cross-linguistically. I do not know of any language, apart
from the Scandinavian ones described above, that consistently uses

the double definiteness wittr intervening adjectives. However the two
cases seem to have the same distribution among the Scandinavian lan-
guages, and I will argue that they should be analysed in the same

way.
There are some constructions where the double definiteness is

eliminated in Swedish and Faroese (and normally also in Norwe-
gian). There are several very subtle distinctions between double and
iingle definiteness, and I will not present all the differences here. I
wili only try to discuss the most important ones in Swedish, giving
references to the corresponding constructions in Norwegian and
Faroese.S

6 The complex demonstrative does not occur in Faroese. In Danish_the counterpart.to
Swedish dên här is not as common as in Swedish or Norwegian. When it appears' the
adverb here or there is placed postnominally: den bog her [the book here] (cf.
Hullhén 1948:75). This cónstruction is also found in Bokmâl. Adverbs like fuir and
dör may follow any definite noun phrase, also personal pronouns, where the complex
demonítratives are-not allowed. Tlius, I assume that the postnominal adverbs in Dan-
ish and Norwegian are ordinary adverbs adjoined to the right of DP'
7 The prenominal anicle and the stressed demonstrative_den are also homonymous
with th:e third person personal pronoun den [it], except for the fact that the personal
pronoun has an oblique plural form.
8 For rote details, I refer the reader to Lundeby 1965 for Norwegian, and HulÍnan
1965:71-81 for Fa¡oese. For a comparafive description of the Mainland Scandinavian
languages, see Hulthén 1948:13-84. On the lack ofthe prenominal article in Swedish,
see also lvarsson 1933 and Kömer 1938.
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The prenominal article may be left out in some cases. First, this
is possible if the item is well known in the speech situation, by its
uniqueness in the world or in a smaller speech community, such as
the village or the family, i.e. when the noun phrase has deictic refer-
ence. Thus these cases also include noun phrases that are close to
proper names. As indicated in (14) and (15) the article is optional in
most cases. The altemative with the article is normally used to em-
phasise contrast. The ones that are close to proper names, as in (16),
normally lack the article.

(14) Ta (den) nya bilen/ (den) srora kniven!
Take the new car-the / the big knife-the
(den) gamle kungen, (det) sena tåget
the old king-the, the late train-the

(15) (den) franska revolutionen, (den) svenska kyrkan
the French revolution-the, the Swedish chuich-the(16) Döda fallet, Svarta Havet
Dead fall-the, Black Sea-the
Vita huset, Röda armén
White house-the, Red army-the

In the constructions above, Faroese and Nynorsk behave like Swed-
ish, whereas Bokmål prefers single defîniteness with the prenominal
article in constructions with nationality adjectives and noun phrases
tha-t qe.9l9se to proper names, i.e. (15) and (16) (cf. Lundeby 23tff.
and i04ff I 9

Second, a similar pattern appears where there is a certain ad-
jectives that makes the noun phrase unambiguous in the speech situa-
tion. Those adjectives are superlatives (especially ordinatives like
förstal si stal senaste [fi.rstl lastl latesr/, ordinal numbêrs and certain in-
lt.^r"lt -comparatives 

(denoting position, quarter or the opposition
left-right; cf. also Delsing 19SS). Thosç are the kinds of idljectives
that I have assumed to be obligatorily raised to Degp.t0

9.sokmål also uses single definiteness in other constructions. when a noun Dhrase
with.an attribrtive adj_ective denotes the whole class, like den hvite man tthe'wh¡te
ynnl. pokllll_norm.ally uses the construction with only a prenominal anicte ¡cf.Lundeby 1965: 306).

. !n genelal åqk--âl uses the Danish construction with only a prenominal article
luite frequently. This is (at.least partly). a reflex of rhe Danish he'ritage or ¡o[mh.
During this century the Da¡ish coñstruõiion hæ been replaced by doubTe ¿efiniteness
!o^9 Cre.at-gltglrt, and possibly rhe process is nor yet fìnished (cf. Lundeby 1965|260-
285 and 326f.).
l0 Most of these superlatives and comparatives lack a positive form. They normally
receive. an.interpretation that is quite cl-ose to the classifying reading. rnuí mãrJ is a
similarity.between rhe cases where predicarive noun pnräseõ may låve òut r¡ãìnãe-finite anicle and the cases wherd argumenral noün phrases'mui teãuã-óui-ilìe
prenominal definite article. They are boih dependent on à chssifying ¡nterpretãiion. r
do not know if this should be given a principled explanation.
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(17) (det) sista Paret
the last pair-the
(den) tredje gången
the third time-the
(den) yttre/inre sängen
the outer/inner bed-the
(den) västra sidan
the western side-the
(den) vänstra handen
the left hand-the

It is quite obvious that the adjectives in (17) have the function of dis-
ambiguating the noun phrase and to make it uniquely identifjable. I
think-that tñe ffio casei described above (illustrated in (14)-(16) and
(17) respectively) are reflexes of the same thing, naqgly deictic ref-
erence (comparê the discussion in Ivarsson 1933). The prenominal

article is opti,onal if the noun phrase has deictic reference.ll
The postnominal article may also be missing in certain con-

structions. First, when there is a restrictive relative clause that is-in-
terpreted generically, the suffixed article is missing, both with de-

monstrative and adjectival double definiteness.

(1S) den bok(*en) som säljer flest exemplar belönas
the book(the) that sells most copies is-rewatded

(19) den sjuårige pojke(*n) som klarar detta finns inte
¿r" sþvçn-year-old boy(the) who manages this exists not

Normative grammarians normally recommend the form without the

suffixed article with all restrictive relative clauses' This norm ap-
peared in the 18th century, but there is normally nothing yrolg wittt
ihe suffixed article, unless the generic reading is intended (cf. Tele-
man 1992:220fÐ.I will not have any interesting solution to the lack
of the suffixed article in this construction.

Second, an absolute superlative is always followed by a noun
without the suffixed article. As we mentioned in the previous chap-
ter, demonstratives are not compatible with superlatives at all, so the

construction will only be used with attributive adjectives. Consider
the examples in (20) below.

(20) I tornet sitter den vack¡aste prinsessa
In tower-the sits the prettiest princess
Han bakar de godaste bullar
He bakes the best rolls

11 As pointed out to me by Ulf Teleman, the analysis predicts that the article should
be reqúired in plural noun-phrases with superlatives or comparatives, since those are
not uriiquely idêntified. The prediction is bome out'

(i) Étirsót med (den) bortre dörren (ii) Försök med *{de) bortre dö¡rama' ' 
Try with the farther door-the Try with the farther doors+he
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It should be noted that noun phrases like the ones in (20) belong to
lite_rary style in Swedish. In prepositional phrases they are ,riore
colloquial, and in such cases even the prenõminal aftiðle may (or
must) be left out (cf. Teleman 1969:88).

(21) Vi följer urvecklingen med (det) största inrresse.
We follow development with the greatest interest
Detta måste ordnas på (?det) bäsrisätt
This must be-arranges on best way

To conclude, Swedish, Nonvegian and Faroese use double defi-
niteness when a noun phrase has an attributive adjective. If the noun
phrase has anaphoric ìeference, both articl".'u.e obligatory. If the
noun phrase is deictic the prenominal article is often ôptional
(especially in swedish and Faroese). with demonstratives tñe suf-
fixed articleìs obligatory (but see subsection 4.3.2. onthe special use
of Standard Swedish denna).

4.1.3. Icelandic
Tyrnilg to Icelandic, we find that it behaves in the same way as the
other Scandinavian languages with simple nouns, cf . (22) bel,ow, but
when there is an attributive adjective, the situation is differeni. In
Icelandic we do not find double definiteness, but instead only one
article, which can be either prenominal or suffixed, as shown in
(23).

(Icelandic)

It should be noted that the prenominal article is literary style and sel-
dom used. Even in written language, the form with thê súffixed arti-
cle is the unmarked construction (õf. Magnússon l9g3:94f.).

Demonstrative constructions in Icelandic always display single
definiteness. Hence the situation is similar to the one in Daitisfi.t2 "

(24) þetta hús
this house
sá maður
that man

(22)

(23)

húsið
house-the
hiõ gamla hús (literary)
the old house
gamla húsið
old house-the

12 The pronoun hinn [the,other] is traditionally considered to be a demonstrativeprongu,t taking a rroun wlth the suffixed afticle: hinn maõurinn rtn, otniì ofüii i",menl..However, this word is similar to several indefinite pronouns, in havins partitive
meaning:-'the other our of rwo'. Followinþ Sigurðsson i1öiái,-iüid'àñ;;",ffi;;;,is not a demonstrative pronoun.
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Furthermore, the form with the prenominal article is not possi-
ble when the noun phrase has deictic reference, i.e. in the cases
where Swedish may lack the prenominal article (cf. (la)-(17)
above). In such constructions the prenominal article is impossible
even in literary style (Sigurðsson, p.c.).

(25) Taktu nfja bflinn / *Taktu hin nfja bfl
Take-you new car-the / Take-you the new car
þrìðja árið / *hið þriðja ár
third year-the / the third year

Hence it seems as if the prenominal article is impossible in the cases
where it is optional in Swedish.

4.1 .4. Western Jutlandic
Westem Jutlandic pattems with Standard Danish, since it lacks dou-
ble definiteness. As mentioned above, contrary to Danish and the
other Scandinavian languages, Westem Jutlandic does not use the
suffixed definite article at all. An ordinary definite noun phrase has
the prenominal article æ, as illustrated in (26).

(26) æ hus
the house

(W. Jutlandic)

In constructions with an attributive adjective, there is a choice
between two different definite articles. The ordinary one is de,blt æ

may also be used in certain contexts, namely if the whole noun
phrase is well known in the speech situation. This means that the ad-
jectival æ-article is used approximately in the cases where Swedish
can leave out the prenominal article. Consider the two examples be-
low, taken from Lund 1932 (cf . also Byskov 1927,Ejskjær 1987).13

(27) æ gamel69
the old horse
'the well known old horse'

(28) de gamel69
the old horse
'the old horse, as opposed to other horses'

In demonstrative constructions, WJu. behaves like Standard
Danish, having only a demonstrative followed by the noun.

(29) den mand
that man
den hus
that house

13 Constructions with superlative adjectives are hard to find in Vfestem lutlandic. Ac-
cording to Hans Jul Nielsen (p.c.) they sound like Standard Danish.
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Hence Western Jutlandic only displays single definiteness,
though it makes a lexical distinction between deictic and anaphoric
noun phrases, when they contain an attributive adjectivs.la

4.1 .5. Northern Swedish
In most dialects of Northem Sweden, there is yet another system of
definiteness. There is the usual suffixed article with ordinary definite
noun phrases, as in (30).

(30) huse
house-the

_ fn noun phrases with attributive adjectives, there is normally no
double definiteness (Aström 1893, Bergman l95l:149-152, Dahlst-
edt/Agren L979:27If .).In such cases there are two alternatives. Ei-
ther there is only a suffixed article, or there is a compound of adjec-
tive and noun with the suffixed article.ls

(31) siste gånga
Iast time-the

(32) sist-gånga
Iast-time-the
stor-huse
big-house-the

The construction with a separate inflected adjective, illustrated in
(31), is normally only possible with the special type of degree ele-
ments that are relevant for the lack of the article in Standard
Swedish, namely superlatives, ordinals and certain inherent com-
paratives. If the noun phrase has anaphoric reference, the compound
construction in (32) is used.16

It should be noted that the Northern Swedish dialects also have
compounding when there is more than one adjective.

(33) gamm-svart-katta
old-black-cat-the

14 
1n lVeslem Hanherred, on the bordcr between Westem and Eastem Jutlandic, i.e.

on the border between prenominal and suffixed articles, there is a dialect that displays
a peculiar phenomenon of using bare nouns without any articles quite frequéntiy,
where standard Danish would use the suffixed anicle 

-(and 
wJu.- would ùse the

prenominal one). As shown by Christiansen (1977) fhe bare noun forms can only be
used in "propriumsfunktion" (the function of proper names). Christiansen uses'this
term in the s¿rme way as I have used deictic refereice here (p.l).l) The same construction may also be found in Northem Ñorwegian.
1ó The construction in (31). is common with superlatives and inherent comparatives.
Perhap_s_it is less common with deictic noun phraôes with positive adjectives. '

I have not been able to find good eiamples wittrabsolute õuperlatives in the
Northem Swedish dialects.
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In Northem Swedish, there is demonstrative double definiteness
in the same way as in Standard Swedish.

(34) n här biln
this car-the
den gånga
that time-the

Hence, Northem Swedish deviates from Standard Swedish, only with
regard to noun phrases with attributive adjectives.

4.1.6, Summary
Concluding this section, we see ttrat the Scandinavian languages are
strikingly uniform with regard to simple nouns, where all of them
use the suffixed article, except for Westem Jutlandic, which uses a
prenominal article.

When it comes to noun phrases with demonstratives, Icelandic,
Danish and Westem Jutlandic have only one marker of definiteness
(the demonstrative), whereas Swedish, Norwegian, Faroese and
Northem Swedish have both a demonstrative and a suffixed article.

With attributive adjectives, the Scandinavian languages are
strikingly different from each other, where Danish consistently uses
a prenominal article, and Western Jutlandic uses two different
prenominal articles. Swedish, Norwegian and Faroese use both a
pre- and a postnominal article, but one of the articles may sometimes
be missing. In Northem Scandinavian there is only a postnominal ar-
ticle, and with ordinary adjectives, there is normally compounding
of the adjective and the noun. In Icelandic there is a postnominal
article in colloquial style and a prenominal one in literary style.

There are four central constructions discussed in this section
(leaving aside the special cases with restrictive relative clauses).
They are summarised in Table 1, where Swedish represents the
double definiteness languages (Nonvegian and Faroese are not shown
separately).

Marking of definiteness in the Scandinavian languages
Def = definite noun phrases without adjectives, Adj-an = definite anaphoric noun
phrases with anributive adjectives, Adj-d = definite deictic noun phrase with adjec-
tives, Dem = noun phrases with demonstrative pronouns.

W.Ju.
Da.
Sw.
NSw.
Icel.

æ hus
huset
huset
huse
húsið

Def
de stor hus
det store hus
det stora huset
stor-huse
stóra húsiö

Adi-an
æ stor hus
det store hus
(det) stora huset
store huse
stóra húsið

adi-d
den hus
det hus
det huset
de huse
það hús

Dem
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In the next section (4.2) | will discuss some possible analyses of ad-
jectival double definiteness, and in section 4.3. I will tum to demon-
strative constructions.

4.2. Adjectival Double Definiteness
In this section I will briefly discuss some possible analyses of adjecti-
val double definiteness in Scandinavian. In the first subsection
(4.2.I),I will present some of the analyses that have recently been
put forward within a generative framework. In subsection 4.2.2, I
will outline a proposal for a new analysis, and in 4.2.3,I will discuss
the cases where a prenominal article is used with proper names.

4.2.1 . Previous Analyses
h this subsection I will discuss some of the proposals that have been
made in the literature to solve the different definiteness properties of
Scandinavian DPs. In traditional grammar the main interest has been
focused on the origin of the suffixed article (for a recent overview
of the debate, see Penidon 1989:127-149). The discussion of the
double definiteness has normally been descriptive, and traditional
linguists have often been content with the statement that double def-
initeness is pleonastic. Therefore, I will leave them out of the dis-
cussion here. Since most linguists working on noun phrase structure
today assume the DP-analysis, I will only discuss analyses that are
compatible with such a structure.lT

füe analyses presented within a generative framework basicaiiy
concem SwedishÂ.Iorwegian adjectival double definiteness, com-
pared to the Danish single definiteness. As we have seen the Danish
data seem most easy to analyse. Hence the work has concentrated on
double definiteness in Swedish and Norwegian. No one has, as far as
I know, discussed the other Scandinavian languages or dialects in this
respect within a generative framework.

Here, I will first discuss some analyses that assume two DP pro-
jections, one above the adjective and the other below. Second, I will
discuss some analyses that assume a separate functional category, dif-
ferent from DP, for the suffixed article. Third, I will discuss two
proposals that have tried to analyse the double definiteness within a
structure only containing one functional projection, namely the D-
projection.

Double definiteness can be interpreted as a structure that in-
volves two functional projections. There could be two D-projections,

l7 There are basically two important proposals within a generative framework that try
¡o_solvg the definiteness propert]es of the Scandinavian languages, without using the
DP-analysis, viz. Holmberg (1987), who allows determiners to be both speciñen and
adjuncts. in.the same NP, and Cooper (1988), who makes use of a GPSG lnspired fea-
ture analysis.
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one above the adjective and the other below the adjective. Consider
the structure in (35), which is proposed by Kestner (1993).

(35)

SPEC

I

det gamla

Kestner assumes the analysis of Abney (1987) for the attributive ad-
jective, i.e. that it is a head taking the noun (as an NP or a DP) as its
complement.lS

A problem with Kestner's analysis (outlined in (35) above), is
that the lower DP only seems to involve a single noun with the suf-
fixed article. If the analysis is correct we would expect an infinite
recursion of DPs, and we would also expect that other types of DPs,
like demonstrative and possessive constructions or indefinite noun
phrases, could follow the adjective. However, all such cases are com-
pletely ungrammatical, as shown in (36) below.

(36) *den gamle [den snälle man(-nen)]
the old the kind man-the
xden gamle [denne man(-nen)]
the old this man-the
*den gamle [Kalles bror]
the old Kalle's brother
*de gamla [några män]
the old some men

It is not clear to me how cases like the ones presented in (36) above
should be ruled out, within an analysis that generates a DP within or
below the AP.

Another altemative is that the functional projection, where the
suffixed article is generated, is of a different kind than DP. Such
analyses have been proposed in Delsing (1988) and Santelmann

18 Taraldsen (1989) does not discuss the properties of anributive adjectives or double
definiteness in any detail. However, (at p.428), he hints at a solution that seems very
similar to the one in Kestner.

T

D'

--^-.DNP
tl

tihusi-et
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(1993).te The projections are taken to be Article Phrase and Number
Phrase, respectively. Such an analysis would account for the fact that
no other category than the suffixed article could appear after the ad-
jective. There are however some problems with both these analyses.
In Delsing 1988 the adjective is assumed to be a specifier (which
moves to SpecArtP in definite noun phrases). Such an analysis would
be hard to apply to recursively stacked adjectives.

In Santelmann's proposal, the adjective is assumed to be ad-
joined to NP, and the iuffixed article ii assumed to affix hop down
to the N-position. This will create an empty NumP with an empty
specifier position.

(37)
D'

NumP

Num'

garnle
old

mannen
man-the

D

Spec

I
e

NP
I

AP
I

eden
the

In the structure outlined in (37), it is unclear how the two empty po-
sitions (SpecNum and Num0) are licensed. Furthermore SanÈl-
mann's analysis gives no clear answer to why the suffixed article is
generated in NumP. It is unclear to me what number and articles
have in common.

Finally, we will tum to two analyses that do not assume any ex-
tra functional projection, trying to describe the double definiteness
with only a D- and an N-projection.

In Delsing (1989), I assumed that there is no intermediate func-
tional projection. The double definiteness is then seen as some kind
of affix hopping from D to N, under the assumption that this is an
altemative to head raising in the cases where there is an intervening
head. The prenominal article is assumed to be some kind of reinser-
tion of the article in the D-position. A problem with this analysis is
that we actually get two overt representations of the same ârticle,

19 A similar-suggestion has also been made by Giusti (1992). She proposes that the
suffixed article in swedish and Norwegian doi¡ble definitenéss con'struitions should
be analysed as an Agreement Phrase in-between the (adjoined) a-djective and Np. The
q¡.aly_siq is a result of Giusti's analysis of Romanian, aird it does-not go furlher than
this. It is unclear to .me why Danish does not have this Agrp, or why lt is missing in
some constructions (compare (18)-(21) above).
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one affix hopped to N and the other reinserted in D. There are very

few instancei of this kind in other parts of the grammar'

Another proposal for the double definiteness has been put for-
ward by Sven-onits (1992a,1993), which basically rests on two as-

sumptións. The first is that the definite article on the noun is a mor-
ptrotogicat ending, base generated on.the. noun, and that the form

irro*ïitft or wit-hour the suffixed article) is selected ÞV 4" -deter-
àitt"r in D. The second assumption entails that there is a leftmost

condition on noun phrases, which requests that they contain an overt
marking of definiteness on its lef¡nost side. Such an analysis encoun-

ters sevlral problems with respect to both assum-ptions. . -
First,I have shown that the prenominal definite article does not

always select a noun with the suffixed article in Swedish' CompaJe,

for iistance, the cases with single definiteness with restrictive rela-

tive clauses and absolute superlatives in (18)-(21) above. Selection

also becomes problematic for noun phrases without an overt deter-

miner in ¡1s ¡-position, since such noun phrases are found both with
and without thô suffixed article (compare (17) and (21) above)' A
further problem concems possessive pronouns, which would select

the 'indêfinite form' of the noun when they are prenominal, whereas

they would select the 'definite form' when they are postnominal (cf.

seciion 3.1 above and chapter 5 below).
Second, the leftmosicondition is theoretically doubtful, per,se'

It is construed as a filter, and it does not have any explanatory valuc.

It becomes especially doubtful if it has to be paramet4tgd, which is

inevitable forianguãges with independent postnominal determiners.

Furthermore the ðasei in Swedish where the prenominal article can

be left out seem to jeopardise the generalisation. compare, for in-
stance the examples in (14)-(17) above (Svenonius does not assume

the weak form of the adjective to be a marker of definiteness).

Hence, none of the analyses proposed so far is optimal. Espe-

cially, none of them explains the differences with regard to- the

prenôminal article, i.e. why Swedish is sensitive to the anapÏor-
icldeictic distinction, whereas Danish seems to be insensitive to it. In
the following section I will present a new analysis, which takes the

datå presented above into consideration'

4.2.2. The Proposed Analysis
In this subsection I will try to elaborate on the analyses proposed by
Svenonius and Delsing, using only one functional projection (D)
apart from the lexical þrojections A and -N. 

Along with Svenonius
(iggZa, L993),I will aìsume that the suffixed article may be base

generated on the noun in N, but contrary to Svenonius, I assume that

ihis base generation is parametric in nature, and not a question of
selection by D.
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Recall that we were re_asonably satisfied with our analysis of
Danish, where we assumed trrat the head N raises to o to pick'up ttre
definite suffix, unless there is an intervening head (adjective¡. rïow-
ever, the other scandinavian- languages show differ.nt putternr,
where there is normally a suffixedãrtióle, but no visible r¡roue*ent
of the noun. læaving aside the exceptions for a moment,.on.i¿",
once again the examples of ordinary noun phrases with an attributive
adjective from Danish,Icelandic anâ Swedish.

(38) den gamle man
the old man
gamli maðurinn
old man-the
den gamle mannen
the old man-the

(Danish)

(Icelandic)

(Swedish)

Looking at the examples in (38) above, it is obvious that the func-
tions filled by two articles in swedish can be filled by u l.*o*ìnurarticle in Danish and by a suffixed article in lcelandic.

The two articles appearing in an ordinary double definiteness
construction in swedish seem to have different-functions. It seems asif the prenominal article is more of an expletive article, which Áay
sometimes be left out. The suffixed article, on the otherîand, seems
to bear the definiteness of the phrase.

Let us take the existential construction as a reliable test for def-
initenccc Tn tha ¡noaa..,L^-^ +L^-^:^vqùv-ù wrrw¡w rrru¡ç tù a prçuutlullar anlcle Dut no
suffixed article, namely cases with an absolute superlative adjective
or with.generic phrases followed by a restrictive ielative ctauie, ttle
prenominal article does not seem to be definite. As noted already by
FalþTorp (1900:8; cf. also Hansen 1927:62 and Teleman 1969':g3)
noun phrases with absolute superlative adjectives may appear in
existential constructions, even though ihey se"- 'to'ñuuà 

u
prenominal 'definite' article, as is shownln e}i.zo

(39) det sitter den vackraste prinsessa i tornet
there- sits the prettiest piincess in tower_the
det finns inte den minsta anledning att betvivla detta
there is not the least reason to dou-bt this

20 th¡s seems be true for other ranguages with strong definiteness effect as well. Ac-cordins ro my inrormanrs consrructlons-wirh absolute"supJüãil"éïr,iäãii.ii.üiÉ"gåäo
in English existential sentences.

?there is the prettiest princess in the tower
there isn't the slightest doubt about it

(i)
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Note that the noun phrases in (39) are semantically indefinitg, they

Oo not refer to ø princett of reason that are mentioned before or

kno*r, in the speech situation, and they may be paraphras".rt with en

*ylr*rt vacker-prinsessa fa very beautiful princess] or någon liten

onl"dning [any'small reason].If the suffixed article is used, the noun

phrase Uðcomé. definite, and the sentences ungrammatical'

140) *det sitter den vackraste prinsessaq i tornet
there sits the pteniest princess-!þc in tower-the
*det finns intè den minsta anledningq att betvivla detta

there are not the least reason-Iþï to doubt this

The other type of noun phrases without a the suffixed article in

Swedish, viz. generic noun phrases with relative clauses, also seems

to be possible-in existential constructions. Consider the examples in
(41) below.zt

(41) det finns de barn som aldrig får någon glass

there are the child¡en who never get any ice-cream
det finns de lingvister som tror att allt flyttar i .!F
th"r" *" the liñguists who believe that èverything moves in LF

In constructions where it is possible to leave out the prenominal

article, the definiteness restrictioñ applies as usual, cf. @2) below'

ø2\ *det lieeer (den) bortersta dörren till höger
there Iíãs the farthest door-the to right
*det sitter (den) högra handen fast i gallret
there sits the right hand stuck in bars-the

From the examples in (39)-(a2) we see that the definiteness restric-

tion in swedish is not dependent on the prenominal article, only on

the suffixed one. Rather the prenominal a¡ticle seems to behave like
an expleiive, filling a position that normally must not be empty'

Recall from section 2.2 that three of the languages (Swedish,

Norwegian and Faroese) could have the suffixed article on noun

phrases-in isolated use, but that none of them could have prenominal

äefinite articles in these noun phrases. According to the discussion in

chapter 2 we would not expect these phrases to have a determiner

poritiott at all. Therefore, i will assume that Swedish, Norwegian

änd Faroese may have the suffixed article base generated on the*noun

in N. I will make the same assumption for Icelandic, although I lack

independent support for this claim. Danish and Westem Jutlandic on

tn" ótft"t hand ïitt not have this option. In these two languages, the

2l Note that the sentences in (41) may not be analysed as cleft sentences. The verb

f¡^iäili¡it, hisi;rically the'pássivd form of fiid) is not compatible with cleft
constructions, only with existentials'
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definite article must be generated in D. The assumption is depicted in(43). In (43)a, the N-poiition will host the definiten"r. r"utu"ã-ãitl,"
phrase.

Sw., No,, Far., Icel:
Da.,WJu:

43)a
b

[r.¡o huset]
*[¡p huset]

Let us now assume that the reference of a noun phrase can beidentified by differenr means. Normally the D-posiiionir-nrlãiuî *overt lexical element, and then the- D-posiiion can identifv'the
phrase. I propose rhar alremative ways of identification ããn-uìL'u"
used. The identification could either be achieved by rich -;,?h;logyon adjectives and nouns, or by unique identification uy tr,ã-ríroãiio",
i.e. deictic reference. 4dding to 

-thi, 
the natural u.roo,ptiolärut

definiteness i¡ _only marked o-n one element in ttre nãulfir*, tr,"
distribution of Scandinavian definite articles will follow.

First, in Danish it is not possible to base generate a noun in N
with the suffixed arricle. Hencê definireness trasï ue ã^pr"r..J i" p.
If there are no intervening heads, the noun ruir", to b-iribã"irt,^àr¿if there is an intervening element, and raising i, tt u, uiã"t"¿,
definiteness is spelled out as a prenominar articlã i" o. õniv in-ir,"
constructions that are not definite, i.e. noun phrases *itr, ãurärute
superlatives, can the prenominal article be left out; in r*n ããr", I
assume that_the D-position is purely expletive.

second, in vy'estem Jutlándic-theãrticle cannot be rearised as a
sullix at all, either by base generation, or by movement. Recall fromJ.r. mat we assumed the difference between head-raising languages
and languages of rhe WJu, English or French rype ro 6rãuït3 u
specification on N (the head raiJing parameter). Éän"" * u.tia"-t u,
to be spelled out in D in all cases,-inespectivá 

"r 
*t"t¡", * u¿:""tive intervenes or not. The only 

"ur" 
*li.r" \ilJu. could truuã *ä-

pletive.D-position wourd be in constructions with ausoluæ ;*¿-
tive adjectives. such consrrucrions are however hard t" fir¿ iði-i".13), so we cannot tell whether wJu. can license an expletive D-oosi-
tion in any other way than by lexicalising it.22 

--- ---r----'

Third, in the double_ definiteness lãnguages (Swedish, Norwe_gian rq Faroese) the suffixed article 
'nufu"iu.. g;r;r"þi oî ïù"

noun in N. r? noun phrases without an attiibutiv" aajectiui, tt";;,
can be raised ro the D-position. In such cases, ir i ói;;ñ;.i-.p;-
sible to j-udge whether the article is base generated on the noui, o,generated in D and attached to the noun b! N-raising, uui-l-ur.u-"
that raising applies in any case, in order ro lexicuris"üe ri-pñ,ñ.
22 The question whv wJu. uses two different articres in noun phrases with adjectives

iiålîi'l,ilil'*r.ï,',",1nïîîîlr,'; jx1',|.,:tffi ,åtrjåi".f åüru*m:two homonym'ous articies.
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In the cases where the noun phrase contains an attributive adjective,

lfr" ,uüi*"¿ article is geneiated on the noun, head movement, is

;l;"k;d bt the adjectiveland normallv the D-position-has.to k f+t:d
t" á" 

"*ofutive 
article. If the noun phrase is uniquely identified by

the situatìon, the expletive may be left out'---- -È;;tth,'in 
Icelandic, the-definite affix can be generated on the

,rourr. ttt u iorn phrase without attributive acljectives, we c-annot tell

*ft"t¡er rft" article is generated in D or on the noun in N' When the

noun ohrase containã an attributive adjective and N-raising is
üf*t"ã, the word order is adjective-noun, with a suffixed article on

;h;;ú, or alternatively, the article may be realised in D (even if
this form is rather marked), and then there is no suffixed article on

t¡" ttoun. Icelandic never shows double definiteness, i.e. it never

needs to insert an expletive article in D. I take this to be a reflex of
lft" ritong morphology visible on both adjectives and nouns' The

ou"rt i"nË"tion in gelnd"., number and case seems to be enough to

i¿*iifi the noun p'hrase, without having to lexicalise the D-posi-

tion.23
Last, in Northern SwedishÂ'{orwegian, constructions-that-are

u"iquety'iaenrified by the situation behave just_like in standard

Swe¿istr. In other conitructions with attributive adjectives, these di-

ãlects disptay the compound of adjective-noun-article. The com-

poun¿ construction wilf need more detailed study. The_cons.truction

ãooilp"rt ups be analysed with a slight revision of the SpecA-analy-

sis, bui I wiil not make any strong claim here.24---' -Thur, 
I have shown túat the major syntactic and semantic differ-

ences in túe use of definite articles in the Scandinavian languages fol-

23 In Faroese we also find quite rich morphology. Yet, Faroese may not leave out the

nrenominal article in front of adjectives freely. The inflection in f'aroese ls' nowever'

ffi,lf ffi ilñãandiq eenitivé is lacking, ánd there are more instances of homony-

åöi'rã*" i" tnð patâõigm. According-to Holmberg/Platzack (in press) F,n'.o9,._.

momholoqical case should be described as weak, contrary to strong case ln lcelanqlc.

itiir';üitñ'i; b^;ã6¡ tÈ iack of two case related consiructions in Faroese, namely

öuìã"iStr¡t of frrll DPs and oblique subjects with passive verbs'
ã¿-ã, iif,o*.¿ ìn section 2.3.5, 

-Northim 
Swedish has raising of A to D, if the adjec-

tive is used independently. This could perhaps be the clue to the compouftdlng con-

;ñ"1iú. Ir couiä ¡e accóunted for, if ùe asiume that all (or most). adjectives are er-

sative. i.e. their arguments áre generated in the complement position, and normally

i"iiéã'tïinã Spsl:posttion. Suõh an analysis has been proposed, for example' by

Sisurðsson (1989) (¿f. also references there)'-''-'r"iìli"'érËítiiitv anaiiiii-¡i ðonecl we could argue that the noun in. the

comnlement of-A is 
-incorp-orated (in the sense of Baker l9EE) into A' tn tnese

ffii;äl'Th; combt.* N-A^head is iurther moved ro the D-position,.pìcking up the

ilffil;ä anrcló. ffris would account for the surface string, and itwould. also.account

iði tfte faòr tftat this construction is found in the dialects. that may have A+aising with

irà"*r¿."tf" 
"sed 

adiectivJs; both constructions require A to be specified l+head-
ö;ffigntú iñiø rãäi ttut lould be accounted for would be the lact of adjectival

i;iñrñ-í; titis iõnitruction. The head noun would never. go to or through. SpecA'

Thus agreement is never triggered. This ergativity hypothesis has many lmpllcatlons'

but I sñall not go into them here.
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low from three assumptions. Thc languages differ with respect to the
head raising param"tê., ana *itrr-.eípeJito where definiteness can
be generated. They also differ as to hoto an expletive n-poriti*r-i,
licensed. This can be done by insertion of an'expletive articre,-uv
morphology or by deictic reference. rn (44) below r give the r"üi"g
gf Fg three paramerers discussed aLoíe. E=exp'letive urti.i",
D=deictic reference, M=strong morphology.

Note ttrat I have not as yet given any evidence that westem Jutlandic
can leave out an expletive article because of deictic ."ret"n"". r't"
only construction where it is possibre to test this for 

"oo,-or, 
nour^

Ir ylS absolute superlatives, ãnd such constructions were not found
in.wJu (cf. fu. l3). In the nexr section, I will show tttut 

"onst.cti*,with.proper names indicate that wJu. may leave out the ârti"i" i"
deictic noun phrases.2s

4.2.3. erttcies with proper Names
The analysis outlined in- the previous subsection makes quite interest-
þe nredictions about the bèhaviour of articles wittr pffir;;;r.
Proper names are usually inherently definite in the scandiiruuian ra"-
guages. Northem Swedish and Northem Norwegian probabiy."rJi-

?5r¡ç-.. is a semantic distinction,-which we have not addressed so far. some of thescandinavia¡ languages make a distinction-*ittrin-irte group of unapnðñõiiìj, Ërär-ri.ng noun phrases, depending on whether rhe adjecti-ve is res'trictive ôr nol tía nõunphrase of Fg typ" dèn suÈbiren tthe yettài-iâr-iiel is not,".à"iì"ìä.üi¡i"'îr,.
vellow car', bur onrv toìdentis a òar,.ínicn d;p";rio u. y.iiõ*lìòãråiãìä,i,uir.,
S.. yitt' the srrons-form or tné àojJòiivó lãï 

'äõãñiäo¡ñ 
ióîãi.'cilîäät'ri;l_strictive adjective in (i) to the non-rësrrictiuè on" irïiiii(r) guli bfltinn

yellow[wk] car-the lhe yellow car,(ü) gulur bíltinn

A_ simirar diJi'l'JïfÍii3i'lá. ,n *.o,# fií,:,#,âit,',1,i!i,"{,,i"if¿y,i;adiecrive is ac-coppalie! _by rhe d¿-anicle,- whereas a non resi¡ðtinË-il i, ä;;;ñiäiï;;",h,È ;_article (cf. Byskov 1927, Ejskjær 1992).
() degulbil

the yellow car ,úe yellow car,(ü) æ gut bil
. the yellow car , 'thc car, that by the way is vellow,r nave nornreresffng approach m.this probli:m, andl léave it to funher research to in-vestigate the resrictive/ non-restrictive'distinctíon.

44

WJu.
Da.
Sw.
Icel.

+
+
+

N-raising
toD

+
+

Definite-
ness in N

EID
EID
EID
M

Identi-
fication
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tute an exception, since those dialects must have an overt definite ar-

iicle wittr uil argu^"ntal noun phrases (compare the discussion in
section 2.4).

If we âssume that proper names are inherently definite, and thus

have definiteness generãted directly in N, this means that a construc-

tion with an attributive adjective and a proper nÍìme would have an

exoletive D-position. We would thus expect all the languages that

måy license än expletive D-position by deictic reference to be able to

leave out the article. In the double definiteness languages we expect

proper names and common nouns to behave in the same way, be-

äause in these languages definiteness is generated in N in both con-

structions. In Danish, we expect constructions with proper names to
behave differently from common nouns, since only in the former
case can definitenêss be generated in N. This prediction is borne out.

If a noun phrase containing an attributive adjective and a proper

name has dèictic reference, i.e. denotes a person who is known in the

soeech situation, bottr Danish and the double definiteness languages

nbrmally leave out the prenominal article (cf. Diderichsen 1962:

53¡zø.

(45) (?den) lille Lars (Danish/Swedish)
the little Lars
(?den) gamle Johan
the old Iohan

It is striking that Danish behaves like the double definiteness lan-

guages exacily when we have reason to believe that Danish generates

ãefiiiteness in N. This strongly supports the analysis that I have

given here." We also expect that the prenominal article will be obljgatory
when the noun phrase has anàphoric reference both in Danish and

the double definiteness languages. Noun phrases with proper names

and adjectives can be used with anaphoric reference in two ways'

The adjective could either be restrictive or non restrictive (compare

fn. 25 ãbove). In both these cases we expect Danish and the double

definiteness languages to have an obligatory article. This is borne

out. Compare alio Swedish and Danish examples below (the latter
are from Diderichsen 1962:53).

(46) den långe Kalle (Swedish)

the tall KaIIe (not the short one)
den besvärlige Olsson
the troublesõme Olsson (O', who is troublesome)

26 It seems as if the prenominal article is somewhat more frequent in Danish, though.

The important thing here is that it is optional.
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den unge Goethe
tlte young.Çoe1he (as opposed to when he was old)
den energiske Peter Niélien
the energetic Peter Nielsen (pN, who is energetic)

It seems as if westem Jutlandic can use the article-less construc-
tion.with p-ro_per names with deictic reference, just rike in stanáar¿
Danish and Swedish (as in (45) above; Hans jul Nielsen, p...j. ln
other words it seems as if westem Jutlandic may also iáeirtiry an
empty D-position by deictic reference.

Furthermore we have argued that in Northem swetlish definite-
ness is not a part of the proper name, definiteness always tuming up
as a proprial article. Then we would expect that these dialects shõulã
never be able fo leave out the article.-This is bome out. In deiciic
noun phrases, like the ones in (47) below, the article is obligatory.2z

(47)

(47) *(n) gamm-Erik
ART old-Erik
*(a) lill-Anna
ART little-Anna

(Danish)

(Northern Swedish)

Last, in Icelandic, there is an option of using the personal pro_
nouns hannlhún [helshe] as a preproprial articlel Henie, lcelaädic
seems to have two choices, either definiteness is a part of the proper
name, or definiteness is spelled out as a propriaf article. we ri,il
then expect the nroprial article to be optionàl also if there is an
adjective. The prediction is bome out.28 

^

(48)a (hann) gamli Eirikur
he old Eirikur

b (hann) Eirikur gamli
he Eirikur old

Thus- our alalysis of double definiteness as a reflex of base generat-
pg tte definiteness in.N has proven to carry over to proper names.
In the next section I will try tô show how demonstrative double def-
initeness can be incorporated into this analysis.

4.3. Demonstrative Constructions
Demonstrative double definiteness appears in the languages that use
adjectival double definireness, and iì is nor found in"thð unguu!Ë,

27 For some reason the dialect does not seem to have anaphoricaly used propernames with attributive adiectives. This is not relevant for oúr predicíion, sin'ce 'we
ygy-tq prgigl anaphorica.liv useo propei nii"äJ *ìùi'äï:..rives ro have an arricle. rnave no sotutlon to why they are absent.
zð The example in (48)b iilustrate a phenomenon in Icerandic that I will nor discussin this work, namely the fact rhat prop'er names 

"r".titi;k ;ñiiîti,irüiü.J'ãå¡Ë.ìüà_to the right.
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that do not have adjectival double definiteness. Hence it would be

plausible that the structural requirements be the same for the two
èonstructions. We would thus want an analysis of demonstratives that
parallels that of adjectives. In 4.3.1, I will discuss the demonstrative
ãouble definiteness in the Scandinavian languages, and in 4.3.2, Í
will turn to two constructions where the demonstrative denna shows

special properties in Standard Swedish.

4.3.1. Demonstrative Double Definiteness
There are some properties that make demonstratives similar to ad-
jectives and degree elements, and here I will argue that they are gen-

êrated in A. Fiist, demonstratives are usually very hard to combine
with degree elements. As is shown in (49) below, they cannot-be
used together with superlatives, comparatives or degree words that
license a comparison phrase.

(49) *den/*denna/*den håir största bilen av dem alla
this/that biggest car-the of them all
*den/*denña/*den håir längre käppen än den där
this/that longer stick than that
*den/xdenna./*den håir lika stora bilen som den där
this/that as big car as that

If demonstratives are adjectives that obligatorily raise to Deg, and

there is only one DegP in the noun phrase (as we assumed in section
3.3), the phrases in (49) can be ruled out, since they entail two Deg-
positions, one for the demonstrative and one for the degree word._

Second, several languages have demonstratives that are also

used as degree elements, and vice versa. Consider the English de-

terminer that used as a degree element (50), and the Swedish degree

adverbial sri used as a demonstrative (51).

(50) He is not that clever
Is it that obvious?

(51) i så fall
in so case [in that/such a case]
på så sätt
on so way [in that/such a waY]

The use of s¿Í as a determiner is only found in some more or less
fixed phrases in Modem Swedish, but in Old Swedish it was often
used in the same way as a demonstrative. Consider the following ex-
amples from Söderwall's Old Swedish dictionary.

(52) af swa manne
of so man [of that/such a man]
i swa skipilsom
in so shapes [in those/such shapes]
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I take the possibility of using demonstratives as degree elements and
vice versa-as an implication that they are basically tÉe same category.

Third, in Old Swedish, when tl¡ere were no articles, demonstra-
tives and adjectives both appeared on either side of the noun (cf.
Wessén 1965: l06ff. and 1l9ff.).
. fouryh, the special combinarion of den [thetthistthat] and
luir/dör [herelthere] used as demonstratives: den här, den dör, ís also
similar to the use of härldör with the degree element sd. In swedish
s¿Í can be further specified by luir or där.

(53) en så här stor bil
a so here big car
'a car whieh is as big as this,

Finally, as pointed out to me by Ulf Teleman, the endings of denna
are the same as in the weak paradigm of adjectives. ln standard
Swedish the special -e-ending is uJed for male persons: denne,
whereas the ø-ending is used elsewhere. compare the demonstrative
to the weak adjective in (54).

weak
adjective

gule
gula
gula

I take the similarities between demonstratives and adjec_
tives/degree elements to indicate that noun phrases with demonJtra-
tives involve a DegP and an Ap, thus giving them the same structure
as noun phrases with attributive adjeètivei. In both configurations
head raising of N to D will be bloõked. In the double definiteness
languages definiteness is generated in N, and we will usu-. th^t
demonstratives are not definite in these languages. Furthermore, I
assume that demonstratives in these languagés rñust raise to o (via
Deg), in order ro fill this p_osirion, basically ìi the same *uy u, ,o-"
auxiliaries always raise to I in English.ze

I assume that Danish has the same structure and the same move-
ment of demonstratives to D, but here the demonstrative has to be
considered definite, since definiteness cannot be generated in N.

In Icelandic demonstratives do not cause doüble definiteness, al-
though the suffixed article gn _b" base generated in the N-porition.
The demonstrative pessi in Icelandic however differs frorn demon-
stratives in the other scandinavian languages (sigurðsson, p.c.). It is

]9 rn9 a¡¡umgtion that_demonstrarives do not bear the definiteness of the Dhrase is

iåi'f *:t,',{fii,'Jåffi ',#gåî%î;ii¡*;ilå*:n**"lrnîiti"ãí,,ì:äå.,

(s4) demon-
strative
denne
denna
detta
dessa

male person
other uter.sg
neuter,sg
plural gula
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compatible with superlative adjectives in some constructions where it
is impossible in Swedish. Compare the noun phrases in (55) and (56)
below.

(s5)

(56)

The possibility of having the demonstrative together with a superla-
tive adjective in Icelandic implies that the demonstrative in Icelandic
is actually not an adjective, but a true definite determiner base gen-

erated in D. In such a case definiteness is spelled out in D and cannot
be base generated in N, in lcelandic.

4.3.2. The Demonstrativ¿ denna
In St¿ndard Swedish the demonsrative denna (neuter deua) fthis] be-
haves differently from other instances of demonstratives. It differs
from its Norwegian, Faroese and Colloquial Swedish counterparts,
as well as it differs from other demonstratives in Standard Swedish.
It has two special properties.

First, it is normally followed by a noun without the suffixed ar-
ticle.

(57) detta hus (Standard Swedish)
this house
detta stora hus
this big house

The use of denna with a noun without the suffixed article is a liter-
ary convention, which appeared in the 18th century. The develop-
ment of the two forms (with and without the suffixed article) has

been thoroughly studied by Hirvonen 1986 (cf. also Teleman
l99l'2l8).In Modem Swedish there is a very clear difference be-
tween colloquial and written language. In the spoken language, denna
is only used in Southem and Westem Swedish (other variants of spo-
ken Swedish prefening den luir / den dtir; cf. Hirvonen 1987:27f.)'
In these areas the noun norrnally has the suffixed article, whereas in
written language the form without the suffixed article has prevailed.

Although the forms in (57) above are practically only used in
written language, they are of course not ungrammatical. I propose
that Standard written Swedish may treat the demonstrative as defi-
nite. Hence, definiteness cannot be generated on the noun.

Second, the demonstrative denna may be followed by a whole
DP in literary style in Swedish. These constructions are discussed by
Börjars (1991). She discusses the constructions with possessives, as

illustrated in (58).

þetta stærsta hús f bænum
this biggest house in town-the
*detta största hus(et) i staden
this biggest house-the in town-the

(Icelandic)

(Swedish)
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(58) dessa mina många söta mostrar
these my many sweet aunts
detta Kalles sista försök
these KaIIe's last tries

Rörjars claims that definite DPs without a possessor may not follow
denna. This is however wrong. Especially if the noun þhrase con-
t¿ins a superlative, it is fully grammatical.

(59) dessa de äldsta husen i Genua
these the oldest houses-the in Genua
detta det svåraste beslutet
this the worst decision-the

since denna may be followed by noun phrases with double definite-
ness or a noun phrase with a possessive, fhe noun phrase after denna
seems to be an ordinary DP. The behaviour of denna in these con_
structions is_vlry similar to the behaviour of some quantifying pro-
nouns, also followed by DPs, and I will analyse it ai such. Seeiur-
ther chapter 6.

4.4. Postadjectival Indefinite Articles
In this section, I am going to discuss constructions with an indefinite
4i9t" that appears in-between an attributive adjective and the noun.
Following Eriksson's (1971:25) work on the Swedish dialect of
Â.-l^ ¡/NT^*L^* C.-,^l^-\ T ^^rr aL:- - ,: r/ rùvrw uìv¡r¡rvr¡r !)wçrlrll), t çatr üils a¡llcle ule posluaJecllval arlrcle.

There are two similar constructions with postadjectival articles.
One is common all over the Germanic language area-, and requires a
degree element in front of the adjective. The other is limited to
Northem Scandinavian, and entails two indefinite articles.

(60) så stort et hus
so big a house

(61) estortehus
a big a house

(Danish)

(Northern Swedish)

In this section I will claim that the two constructions above have the
same underlying structure. In subsection 4.4.1,I will discuss the
movement analysis proposed by Radford (1989), which claims that
the adjective and the degree element in (60) are moved to the
position in front of the article. I will argue against such an analysis,
proposing that the construction in (60) has añ empty article in front
of the degree word. In subsection 4.4.2,I will disõuss the "double
indefiniteness" construction in (61), arguing that the second article is
not an. ordinary argumental article, but rather a non-argumental
determiner, on a par with the one found in predicative positíon.
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4.4.1. Too big a house
Constructions like the ones in (62)-(64) below are found in practi-
cally all Germanic languages. They normally involve a degree ele-
ment, and they have an indefinite article in-between the adjective and
the noun, or in-between such and an adjective or the noun.

so big a house
such a house
so gross ein Haus
solch ein Haus
så stort et hus
sådan et hus

The degree elements that may be used in this construction are bast-
cally so, too, how and as, though with some variation between the
languages. I assume that the words s¡¿cå, sådan, solch may be anal-
ysed as adjectives that obligatorily raise to Deg, and thrts bottr the
constructions can be said to involve a special Deg element.3o

In Standard Swedish this construction is normally missing' It is
only found in colloquial style with the pronoun sicken [such] (cf.
Temer 1923: 120) as shown in (66). Otherwise Swedish has an arti-
cle in front of the degree element or such, shown in (67)-(68).

(65) *så stor en bil
so big a car

(66) sicken en baddare
such a bigshot

(67) en så stor bil
a so big car

(68) en sådan (stor) bil
a such big car

The constructions in (67)-(68) above are possible also in the other
Scandinavian languages.

A common property for the constructions listed in (62)-(64)
above is that only the indefinite aficle is possible after the adjective
or such, other determiners being totally ungrammatical.

(69) *so big the/John's/some house
*so gross das/Johanns Haus
*så stort delJensinoget hus

(70) *such the/John's/some house
*solch das/Johanns Haus
*sådan det/Jens/noget hus

(62)

(63)

(64)

(English)

(German)

(Danish/Norwegian)

30 In the Scandinavian languages the latter part -dan may be seen as a dummy adjec-
tive. It is borrowed from Ùow-German, a pãrticiple of the verb don [do].It may be

combined with the degree elements så, hur and lika [so, how, as] : sådan,,hurdan,
tikadan [such, what-ki7d-of, the-same-kind.-of]. In colloquial Swedish it is al,so used
independently in co-ordinations: Den rir röIig och dan [it is horrible and DAN].
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Here I will argue that constructions like the ones in (62)-(64) above
contain an empty article position in front of the degree word or
such, and additionally a D-position below the adjective. First, we
will consider two different proposals for this construction.

The "too-big-a-house-construction" has been discussed for En-
glish by Abney (1987) and Radford (1989). In order to explain why
there is no initial article in this construction, Abney proposes that the
A-head f-selects a DP as its complement instead of an NP (f-selection
is the term Abney uses for selection by functional elements). He also
assumes that caægories inherit features from their f-selected comple-
ments, and thus the adjective inherits the DP-hood of its comple-
ment. It is unclear how this inheritance principle works, and as
shown by Radford (1989: 3ff.) it meets with some quite severe prob-
lems. One of them is that an adjective that f-selects an NP would
consequently inherit the NP-hood of its complement, and the DP,
which f-selects the AP would in tum inherit the NP-hood from the
AP. In ordinary DPs, where the D f-selects an NP, the DP would
also inherit the NP-hood of the complement. Hence, this makes all
DPs structurally NPs. As Radford points out we would then loose the
generalisations that distinguishes DPs from NPs. Another problem is
of course that if AP can select a DP as its complement, we will have
to find some way to rule out phrases like those in (69)-(70).

Radford (1989) on the other hand assumes that the adjective and
the degree word are adjoined to NP, and that they are moved to the
specifier of DP. He does not discuss the intemal relation between the
degree word and the adjective. As he shows this movement seems
similar to wh-movement in the clause. Compare Radfords proposed
structure in (71) to the structure of an ordinary wh-movement con-
struction n (72).

(71) [how big]¡ [p' a [r.¡p ti [r.rp house]ll
(72) [how often]i [c,did [u, you [vp ti [w go there]ll

However, only how has wh-features. The other degree words in-
volved in this construction (so, as, too ) do not have wh-features, i.e.
noun phrases containing these elements do not have to be raised to
Spec-CP in the clause, but still they will have to be raised to Spec-
DP, in Radford's analysis.

As we have seen in section 3.2, there are strong arguments
against the adjunction hypothesis for atributive adjectives. Addi-
tionally, Radford's analysis encounters other problems.

First, Radford posits movement of the adjective and the degree
element. If the degree element has a comparison phrase we would
necessarily get a structure like the one in (73) below.

(73) [¡p too big tj Ji [o' a [Np ti [¡.rp house]ll [to live in]¡
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In a structure such as the one in (73) Radford has to assume that ttre
comparison phrase is moved to the right and the adjective and the

degree word to the left. Normally there are strong restrictions on
moving a constituent from which something else is moved out.

A second problem for Radford's analysis is that there seems to
be an empty article position in front of the degree element in this
construction. In English there is an article in front of the degree
phrase when the degree element has a premodifier.

(74) a far too big house

Radford assumes that there is no movement in cases like (74). It
seems a mystery that a premodifier like/ar could make movement
impossible. Here the movement would not pattem with wh-move-
ment, since wh-elements move even if they are embedded in PPs or
have premodifiers, as shown in the examples in (75).

(75) with how many Íurows did he hit the target?
approximately how long shafts do you need?

Third, many speakers of English tend to insert a second article
after the adjective, when there is a premodifier.

(76) ?a far too big a car
?a far too big an apartment

The phrases in (76) are somewhat marginal, but they are far from
ungrarnmatical. It is unclear to me how such phrases are analysed in
Radford's structure. They imply that there are two different article
positions in these phrases, and that one of them is normally empty.

Hence it seems as if the order Degree-Adjective-Article-Noun is
actually the base generated word order in too big a house. In this
construction, the first article would then be left out. I assume that
some degree elements are sufficiently strong to make the article in
the D position superfluous. Consider the structure in (77) below
(some irrelevant specifiers and complements are omitted).

(77)

DP

I
a

NP
I

too strong

t4l

prediction



Another fact that implies an empty article position in front of
the degree elemenr in-noun phrases üké the one in (77) is that they
seem to be restricted to govemed position. The construction is
prototypically found in predicative position, and it can also occur in
some objlc^t.positions. Compare the predicative and object construc_
tions in (78), that are grammatical, to the much worse subject ex-
amples in (79).rt

(78) This is roo big a house ro live in
Yesterday, I made too strong a prediction.
?Yrsterday, I bought too exþeniive a book(79) ??Too strong a prediction wãs made about the indefinite article.*Too expensive a book was stolen from the library, for the
headmaster to ignore it.

The same pattern is found with the same construction in Danish. The
construction is excluded from subject position.

(80) Han har købt så dyr en bil, at han ikke har råd til husleien
H9 has bought so expensive a car that he not can afforä rent_the(81) *Så dyrt et manuskript blev stjålet at rektoren meldte sagen
So expensive a maniscript was stolen that headmaster_túe
repoiled thing-the

The examples above show that the "too-big-a-house-construction" is
sensitive to whether it is placed in a govemld position or not. This is
analogous io other cases where funcrionai heads may be iett out only
in governed position. compare the possibility to leäve out the com-
plementiser of an embedded clause, if it is govemed by a verb cf.
Stowell (1981).

Hence I assume that the empty D-position in cases like (77) are
licit only in govemed position. The data in (74) also show ìtuí tn"
D-position must be adjacent t9 the Deg-position. I will not try to
give a detailed technical analysis of ttris õbiervation here.

4.4.2. Double I ndefiniteness
I have assumed that the "too-big-a-house-construction" has two arti-
cle positions' one of them normally being empty. This assumption
receives support from Northem scandinavian. These dialects have
the common Germanic construction with degree elements, such as se,
va, för, lik [so, what, too, øsl, followed by an adjective and a
postadjectival article. Additionally, rhere is a construclion with two

3l It also seems as if a comprementiser in c,.like rf, may ricense the empty D-posi-
9pt..win whether, which is normallv assumed to bé'générated in spei-cËtót xãine1990), they become much worse.
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articles when an attributive adjective is emphasised (cf' Vannebo

lg72). Consider the examples in (82)-(83)'32

(82) se stort e hus
so big a house
va fin en bil
what fine a car
'what a frne cat'
e stort e hus
a big a house
en ful en kar
an ugly a man

en stor en ful en kar
a big an ugly a man

han ha tjöfft en stor en bil
he has bought a big a car
Vi ha fått fint e ver
We have got fine a weather
Dänna var he stor a husa
Over-there were thete big a-PL åouses

(Northern Swedish)

(83)

It is worth noting that the double indefiniteness may be recur-

sively stacked, as is shown in (78) below'33

(84)

The postadjectival article has some special properties' It does

not behavã üke än ordinary argumental article; it has a plural form,

;; i" ;i"g"iar, ir is compitibËwith singular uncountables. Consider

th" ;;pi;s in (85)_(36) below, wtrele the first arricle behaves like

an ordinaþ argumental article, i.e. it is missing with inherently. un-

,ãumuUf" iouñr and plurals. On the contrary the second article is

used with uncountables and it has a special plural form'

(8s)

(86)

The special properties of the indefinite article (the plural form

una tfte co'-patibility with uncountables) are exactly the properties

tttæ *" founà with tire non-argumental indefinite determiner in gen-

"iâi 
in Colloquial Swedish anã Norwegian (cf. section 2.1). Iæt us

32 The oostadiectival articlg is sometimes said to be obligatory in Västerbotten and

Å";;;'""ünAi (DahlstedVÁ,gren 1980:269f'). Others say that it is very common

;üfi tlË;,iiötiìãii-J"ipñrriiø. It is clear tnãt it is not alivays used'-When the adjec-

tivé is classifying rathef than descriptive-the article sounds very oddi len nors, en

iaoo ta Norwögiãn a Inpp= a lapp from Norwayl'
ll'fft" u* ofäouble articles in tiiì" *ay cannot be seen as doubling of arficles,.since

ir aooeaä-aiso with ¿¿ ttomit ¡n negáted sentences. Consider the example in (i)
(takèh from Forss 1986:49).

lil Hä va hällär int na gött e tjött\¡/ Ë;t;i;ïi;:;';,oiã;i loòa o m,at 'tt wasn't anv sood meat either'
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assume that this lack.of specification for [+ssr¡n¡¿ble] is a property
of non-argumentâl articles in Swedish and ñorwegian.ãl 

r -r --

- No-te that the plural form a of rhe postadjectilal article is identi-
9ll to the plural form of the predicative indefinite determiner in
Northem Swedish, as nored already by Åsrröm (1g93).

(87) Jerara va som a högjura
Cowboys weÍe as ã-pt high-animals (bigshots)
Dämesomatoka
They are as a-pL fools' Hä va a rackara
It was a-pL rascals

Thus-the plural a in Northern swedish seems to be parallel to the
plural form ena in standard swedish (compare the disôussion in sec-
tion 2.1).3s I will assign the following struìtute to double indefinite-
ness constructions (disregarding the Deg-projection).36

(88)
DP

D

D

I

ett
0
a

a-PL

bis
små

NP

ett
a

stort

small

hus
house
stena

stones

34 christiansen (1953) shows that the prural form ofthe indefinite articre in NorthemNorwegian diarecrs is used in severar cbnsrrucrions. nfan rrom ttre use in örè¿iòãiiveand postadj-ectivat use, it may also.be use_d in expressi'";¡hã;;r;ì;ä;;.ä";i;,
phrases and in "was-für" corisrrucrions. nence rt'appears'in typióiiii"oi_ärrii,'rä,irî"1phrases.

1111,.-:Tltr.".rion is preferred rvirh rhe som [as].I interprer rhis as a marker of rhemooarlry tnat rs expressed in such descriptìve predicatives. compare the rrequeni *eof the implicir argrimenr in Srandard Swe'alish 6;rio"-Z.fl.ro The double indefiniteness is typical for Northem scandinavian, but it seems to befound in a few consrructions aiso in ottrer pãni oîì*ã¿J" ãri¿ ño;;l'iï;;;.
1923:128f .). A simirar Dhenomenon rs atso roün¿ln wèrrc. Jutlandic. ¡,ño,ìil"ä'ioLund (1.932:l89) rhe diàlect of Mors ttas a.peõiãr-Ënoìng on rhe adjeciiv;;ùõn-ïtì,
emphasised.

(i) en svår-e mennesk
a slrange--e man

Note that the -¿ endins in fi) does not denote the weak form of the adjective. weakadjectives have losr rheir volel enOing in lutfädñ. 
" *-
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The double indefiniteness of Northem Scandinavian gives strong evi-
dence that we have to assume two positions for articles in some in-
definite noun phrases. It has been shown that the first article in this
construction is an ordinary argumental article, whereas the lower
one shares the plural form and non-sensitivity to uncountables with
the predicative article in Swedish. Thus, the lower article seems to
be a non-argumental determiner. Maybe this should be marked for-
mally by assigning the lower functional phrase some other labelling
than DP. The analysis proposed here is also applicable to the com-
mon Germanic construction, with the additional assumption that the
argumental article can be left out if it is in a govemed position and if
there is a suitable degree element in the phrase.

4.5. Conclusions
In this chapter I have outlined the different possibilities of realising
definite articles within DPs with attributive adjectives in the Scandi-
navian languages. I have further discussed the demonstrative double
definiteness, proposing that they be treated in the same way. Last I
discussed constructions with postadjectival articles.

In section 4.1, I showed that the Scandinavian languages are
very uniform when a noun phrase only contains a noun, whereas
they differ from each other quite radically whenever an adjective
intervenes or there is a demonstrative.

In section 4.2, I argued that there are three fundamental pa-
rameters that have consequences for the behaviour of definite arti-
cles in Scandinavian. First, languages vary as to whether they allow
N-raising to D (the N-raising parameter). I have claimed that all the
Scandinavian languages except Westem Jutlandic have N-raising.
Second, languages vary as to whether they may have definiteness
spelled out in N or in D. I have argued that all the Scandinavian lan-
guages except Danish and \Vestern Jutlandic may have the definite-
ness feature generated in N, and that this feature is visible as the
suffixed article. Third, the Scandinavian languages vary as to how a
non-definite expletive D-position is licensed. I have argued that in
Icelandic, the D-position may always be empty because of the rich
inflectional system on nominal categories in this language. Because
Danish always has definiteness realised in D, the D-position can only
be expletive in noun phrases with superlative adjectives, which were
argued to be indefinite. The other languages have definiteness gen-
erated in N and then the D-position is expletive. They may have this
expletive D-position licensed either by deictic reference or by an
expletive element. The assumptions were corroborated by evidence
from noun phrases containing attributive adjectives and proper
names. The three parameters and their different settings will predict
the main cases of variation within the Scandinavian language family.
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In section 4.3, I claimed that the common geographic distribu-
tion of adjectival and demonstrative double definiteness should be
taken as an argument in favour of their common structural causes. I
argued that demonstratives in the Scandinavian languages are gener-
ated as adjectives, but that they are obligatorily raised to Deg and D,
thus making these phrases structurally parallel to adjectival double
definiteness. In Icelandic, though, it seems as if demonstratives are
true determiners generated in D.

In section 4.4,I gave a new analysis of indefinite articles ap-
pearing after attributive adjectives, connecting it to constructions
with two indefinite articles. I argued that the first article is an ordi-
nary argumental article, whereas the latter one was shown to be a
non-argumental article on a par with the indefinite predicative de-
terminer in Swedish and Norwegian. In many languages the first ar-
gumental article can be left out if it is adjacent to a degree word and
if it is govemed from the outside.

The double indefiniteness is similar in some respects to the dou-
ble definiteness. In both cases, the article seems to be base generated
below the adjective. However there are also several differences.
First, they do not have the same geographic distribution; double def-
initeness is found in Swedish, Norwegian, Faroese and the Northern
Scandinavian dialects, whereas the double indefiniteness is only
found in Northern Scandinavian (and possibly also in Westem Jut-
landic). The double indefiniteness can be recursively stacked, which
is not possible for double definiteness. The lower indefinite article
can be shown to have special morphology patteming with predicative
articles, whereas the lower suffixed definite article seems to be iden-
tical to the ordinary definite article.

The studies on both definite and indefinite articles have shown
that they may be lacking in several constructions. Four properties
were found to affect the possibility to leave out the article, namely if
the noun phrase has rich morphological inflection, if the noun phrase
can be uniquely identified by the situation, if the noun phrase is in a
govemed position and if there is adjacency to the degree phrase.
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CHAPTER 5
POSSESSION

In this chapter I am going to discuss possessive constructions in the
Scandinavian languages. I will give possessive constructions a broad
definition; I will include possessive pronouns and all noun phrases
that may express possession and similar relations, including subjec-
tive and objective genitives. I will exclude various types of measure
and partitive genitives.

I will make two main distinctions, one semantic and one syntac-
tic. Semantically, the relation between a possessor and a possessee
can be of two sorts. The head noun can be a relational noun, which
has an inherent relation to its possessor in its semantics. Relational
nouns involve derived nominals, kinship nouns and nouns with in-
herent part-whole relations. Those nouns can be said to have an in-
herent 0-role, which is assigned to the possessor. Consider the
Swedish examples in (1).

(1) Cæsars förstörelse av staden
Caesar's destruction of city-the
stadens förstörelse
city-the's destruction
Kalles kusin
Kalle's cousin
dörrens baksida
door-the's back

The head noun can also be an absolute noun without any inherent re-
lation to its possessor in the semantics. Consider the Swedish exam-
ples below.

(2) Kalles båt
Kalle's boat
årets mode
year-the's fashion
mannens byxor
man-the's trousers

The distinction between relational and absolute nouns is not very
sharp. Many relational nouns can be seen as concrete things or as re-
sults of an action, and they are then often interpreted as absolute
nouns. On the other hand, some absolute nouns can be interpreted as
parts of a part'whole relation.t Here I will primarily be concemed

1 Thus relational nouns go together with inalianable possession and absolute nouns
with alienable possession. Grimshaw (1991)a makes another partition of nouns with
regard to their argument structure. She shows that, for English, certain tests can be ap-
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with absolute nouns, assuming that relational nouns can be analysed
along the same lines.

Syntactically, I will make a distinction between two types of
possessors: possessive pronoun$ and full noun phrases (DPs). I will
call the constructions pronominal possessives and genitival posses-
sives, respectively. The former type will include constructions with
possessive pronouns. The latter type will include constructions with
DPs and PPs. Apart from the fact that possessive pronouns are
heads, contrary to genitival possessives, the two types often have dif-
ferent S-structure positions. In German, Russian and the Romance
languages, possessive pronouns are prenominal, whereas genitival
possessives are posmominal. As will become clear in this chapter the
two types have different syntactic distribution in several of the
Scandinavian languages, too. I will give an analysis that accounts for
these differences in word order.

With regard to the difference between possessive pronouns and
genitival DPs, two things should be noted. First, they have different
ways of marking the relation to the head noun. Possessive pronouns
agree with their head noun in case, number and gender, whereas full
noun phrases are assigned case, independently of the case of the head
noun. In languages with morphological case, this is normally geni-
tive.z Compare the Icelandic pronominal possessive in (3) and the
genitival in (4).

(3) af mÍnum hesti
of my-dat masc-s g. horse-dat.masc

(4) af hesti kennarans
of horse-gen nasc teacher-gen.masc.sg

It should be stressed that in languages with overt morphological case
marking, like Icelandic and German, possessive pronouns cannot
be seen as the genitival form of the personal pronoun. They
are agreeing elements that take the same case as the head noun.

Second, there are many languages, where only some of the pos-
sessive pronouns show agreement with the head noun. In languages
like German and Spanish all possessive pronouns show agreement, in
Swedish and Russian all but third person non-reflexive pronouns
show agreement. In other languages, like Danish and Norwegian, the
second person plural also lacks agreement, and in Icelandic and

plied to determine whether the noun is a true argument taking noun or a result noun.
The tests elaborated for English cannot be used exactly in the same way for other
l^anguages, and I will not try to adapt them to the Scandinavian languages here.
z In several languages, like German and Hungarian, a possessor can also be assigned
dative. In Old Scandinavian some relational nouns could assign dative, basically
names for parts_of the body and derived nominals: i hotþi manne [in head (ofl nan-
DATI , til gagn allum mannwn [to benefit (of) all men.DaT]. On the use of accudative in
Faroese, see section 5.1.4.
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Faroese, even the first person plural lack agreement. However, in all
these languages the non-agreeing pronouns have the same syntactic
distribution as the agreeing ones. I will hence assume that in a lan-
guage where some possessive pronouns agreer non-agree'
ing possessive pronouns belong to the same syntactic cate'
gory as agreeing ones.

Many languages have a different strategy of marking the rela-
tion between pronouns and heads. In for instance most Finno-Ugric
languages, the pronoun that expresses possession is inflected for
genitive, in the same \ryay as nouns are inflected for genitive (or in
Hungarian for nominative), and normally, in those languages, the
head noun agrees with the possessor. Such pronouns will be seen as

genitival pronouns (on a par with genitival DPs), and they will not
be given the same status as agreeing possessive pronouns in the Indo-
European languages (see also section 5.3.0¡.:

In section 5.1, I will present the possessive constructions in the
Scandinavian languages. Then, I present some previous analyses of
possessive constructions in Scandinavian in section 5.2. Ín section
5.3, I outline my own analysis, where I take possessive pronouns to
be heads within the noun phrase. Genitival phrases will be assumed
to be complements of the noun. In section 5.4, I summarise the
chapter.

5.1. Possessive Constructions
In this section, I will briefly present the various possessive construc-
tions in the Scandinavian languages. Before I do so, I will point out
some special properties of Scandinavian possessive constructions in
general.

First, some Scandinavian languages use both a possessive pro-
noun and a full DP in one and the same noun phrase, like in the Nor-
wegian example below.

(s) Per sitt hus
Per his-ref| house

Constructions like the one in (5) are attested also in other languages,
such as colloquial Dutch and German dialects (for further examples,
see Bhatt 1990:145f. and Torp 1990). I will refer to this construc-
tion as the auxiliary possessive construction and to the pronouns as

awiliary pronouns.
Second, a special property to be noted for Mainland Scandina-

vian is that full noun phrases have an -s ending, just like in English.

3 In a language like English, there is neither genitival morphology nor agreement on
possessive pronouns. I will however consider English possessive pronoum to be of the
same category as those of other Germanic languages, i,e, potentially agreeing ele-
ments.
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(6) Eriks hus
Erik's house
handlarens hus
tradesman-the's house

(Swedish)

As in English, the genitival -s is not a case morpheme, but an inde-
pendent element (cf. Jespersen 1938:170f. on English and Jespersen
1934 on Danish). The genitival -s does not attach to the head noun of
the possessor phrase, but to the end of the phrase. Such 'group
genitivals' are found with co-ordinations, independently used
adjectives and pronouns as well as with postnominal aftributes.
Consider the constructions in (7)-(9) below.¿

(7) Lasse och Agnetas hus
Lasse and Agneta's house

(8) alla andras böcker
all others's books
den gamles käpp
the old's stick

(9) mannen på gatans åsikter
man-the on street-the's views
en av mina vänners kusin
one of my friends's cousin
I fristil kan man lätt åka in i den som är framförs stavar
In freestyle can one easily get into the (one) who is infront's
ski-sdcks
Famiijen ovanpås ungar brukar komma ner ocir ciricka saft
Family-the above's kids usually-do come down to drink juice

Examples like the ones in (7)-(9) show rtrar the genitival -s in Main-
land Scandinavian is not a case-morpheme, but an independent syn-
t¿ctic element. I will refer to this construction as the s-genitival con-
struction.s

Third, some of the languages have a standard preposition that
may be used with all absolute nouns. I will refer to such construc-
tions as standard prepositional possessives. The preposition will be
glossed with English af, regardless of the literal meaning.

(10) Boka til Per
Book-the of Per

(Norwegian)

4 Group genitivals. are primarily used when the noun and the attribute are closely
cornected. Normative Swedish grammarians have normally recommended not to use
group genitivals. In D-anjsh and Norwegian the constructiòn has long been accepted
in written language (cf. Jespersen 1934).

.. The genitival -s-ending is found on the head noun only if the postnominal at-
tribute is moved out to the right.

(i) den flickans cykel som var förälskad i Olle
the girl-the's bike who was in-love wíth OIle

5 lhe genitival- -s is developed from the singular masculine/neuter ending. Group
genitives started to appear in Old Swedish in rhè l5th century, see Delsing (1991)â.
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Some languages, like Swedish, lack a standard preposition possible
with all absolute nouns. However, Swedish uses special prepositions
with certain relational nouns.6

Fourth, the languages that use proprial articles in front of per-
sonal names (cf. the discussion in section 2.4.) also use this one in
possessive constructions, as in the Norwegian example below.z

(11) huset hans Per (Norwegian)
house-the his Per

I will call this construction the proprial possessive construction.
Fifth, it should be noted that the Scandinavian languages have

no special independent form of possessive pronouns, corresponding
to English mìne, German meiner. Whether the pronoun is used attri-
butively, independently or predicatively, it always has the same form
(agreeing with the head noun, the missing head noun or the subject
of the clause).

mitt hus
my house
mitt ¿ir rött med vita knutar
my (house) is red with white corners
det håir huset är mitt
this house-the is my

Sixth, all the Scandinavian languages have a special reflexive
possessive pronoun sin, just like they have a special reflexive person-
al pronoun sig. Both are normally bound by the subject of the clause,
as illustrated in (15) below. The non-reflexive pronouns (personal
and possessive) are then always interpreted as pronouns in terms of
Binding theory, as illustrated in (16) (see further Hellan 1988).

(15) Anaphoric:
Per¡ tvättade sig¡*¡
Per washed refl
Per¡ tvättade sin¡7*¡ bil
Per washed his-refl car

ó The preposition av [ofl is normally used with nominalisations , pålav [on/of] in part-
whole relations, and till [to] with kinship relations, see e.g. Pitkänen (1979:165-232).
7 The construction illustrated in (11) is mainly found in languages with proprial arti-
cles: Icelandic, Northem Norwegian and Northem Swedish. The construction is only
possible with personal names and the few kinship names,like far, mor [father,
motherl , which may take the proprial article/pronoun.

In lcelandic, this construction also shows the same'disagreement' as the proprial
pronoun. Both constructions may have a plural pronoun with a singular proper name,
as illustrated in (i)-(ii) below.

(i) við Halldór (iÐ hrjsið okkar Halldórs
we Halldór house-the our HaIldór-GEN
'we, Halldór and I' 'my and Halldor's house'

(r2)

(i3)

(t4)
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(16) Pronominal:
Per¡ tvättade honomy*¡
Per washed him
Per¡ tvättade hansy*¡ bil
Per washed his car

In Jutlandic, the reflexive pronoun sin is often exchanged for the
originally non-reflexive pronouns hanslhennes [hislher] when refer-
ring to an animate subject. In Westem Jutlandic, the reflexive pro-
noun sin is hardly used at all in those cases (cf. Jul Nielsen 1986).4

Below, I will present the possessive constructions for each lan-
guage. I will first illustrate the use of possessive pronouns, followed
by constructions specific to proper names. Finally, I tum to ordinary
noun phrases, expressed as case marked DPs or within PPs.

5.1.1. Danish and Standard Swedish
Danish and Standard Swedish behave very much alike with regard to
possessive constructions, so they will be treated together here. A
possessive pronoun is always prenominal in these languages.e

(17) mit (gamle) hus
mitt (gamla) hus
my old house

There are no special constructions for proper names. They are
expressed in the same way as other fuii noun phrases, i.e. as s-geniti-
val constructions, which are always prenominal.

(18) Svends/lærerens (gamle) hus
Svens/låirarens (gamla) hus
Sven's / teacher-the's old house

(Danish)
(Swedish)

(Danish)
(Swedish)

8 A furttrer property of the Scandinavian possessive pronouns is that they are used
without possessive meaning in disparaging vocatives. This use correspori<is to per-
sonal pronouns in other languages.

(i) din idiot! (ii) era djtivlar!
your idiot your devils
'you idiot!' 'you devils!'

I.willhave no intere_sting analysis of this special use of possessive pronouns. See fur-
ther Svanengren (I911) and Ljunggren (1949).
9 Apartfrom th-e Nort{rem Swedish dialects (discussed separately in subsection 5.1.2),
some other variants of colloquiaVdialectal Swedish may have pôsmominal possessive
pronouns. This use is however restricted to two cases. First,-the kinship ñouns that
may be used without an article in argumental position (thus functioniñg as proper
names), such as/ar, mor [father, mother], may be used with a postnominal posùssìve
pronoun.

(i) far min är ingenjör
father my is engineer

Second, kinship nouns like vön ffriend] may appear with a postnominal possessive
pronoun in vocatives,

(ii) vännen min!
friend-the my!
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Westem Jutlandic may use an auxiliary pronoun as in (19).

(19) æ mand sin/hans hat
the man his hat
den gård sin mark
the farm reÍI land

(Western Jutlandic)

Due to the fact that Jutlandic often exchanges the reflexive form of
third person pronouns for its non-reflexive counterpart when the
pronoun refers to an animate object, the construction is found with
both tlre reflexive sin and with hanslhennes (non-reflexive hislher).
The construction is used with ordinary DPs and personal names, but
it is "usædvanligt", i.e. 'unusual', with personal pronouns. See fur-
ther Jul Nielsen (1986).

Swedish and Danish have no standard possessive preposition.

5.1 .2. Northern Swedish
In Northern Swedish, possessive pronouns occur both prenominally
and postnominally. When the pronoun is postnominal, the noun has
the suffixed article. The variant with a prenominal pronoun is nor-
mally used to emphasise the possessor.

(20) huse miu
house-the my
mitt hus
my house

With personal names, there are basically two constructions.
Several dialects use the proprial possessive construction, with the
suffixed article on the possessee. This construction is found at least
in the provinces of Norrbotten (Källskog 1992:l52ff.), Våisrerborten
(Aström 1893:18) and Jämtland (Bergner 1987).to

(2t) huset hans Per
house-the his Per

Other dialects have a different construction with personal names. In
Västerbotten, the proper name takes an -s similar to the s-genitive of
St¿ndard Swedish. The possessor may be prenominal or poslrominal.

(22) Pers huset
Per's house-the
huset Pers
house-the Per's

l0 In some dialects the pronoun and the proper name seem to be possible in
prenominal position, æ well (cf. Kãllskog 1992:152f, Bergner 1987).

(i) hans Per hus
his Per house
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Note that the noun has the suffixed article with both word orders.
(cf. Åström 1893.lT,Holmberg 1987, see also 5.3.5)11

With ordinary nouns, Northem Swedish uses the ordinary s-
genitival in the same way as in standard Swedish.

(23) prästns hus
priest-the's house

Like Danish and Standard Swedish, Northem Swedish has no
standard prepositional construction.

5.1.3. Norwegian
In Norwegian there are several different constructions. Norwegian
should probably not be treated as one language in this respect (see
e.g. Venås 1989). Nevertheless, I will describe the Norwegian di-
alects together here.

Possessive pronouns may be pre- or postnominal in all variants
of Norwegian. As in Northern Swedish, a postnominal possessive
pronoun co-occurs with the suffixed article, and the prenominal pos-
sessive pronoun is normally used to emphasise the possessor.

(24) mitt hus
my house
huset mitt
house-the my

With personal names, several Norwegian dialects, primarily in
Northem Norway, use the proprial possessive construction. The
noun takes the suffixed article (cf. Fiva 1987:85ff.).

(2s) huset hans Per
house-the his Per

In most parts of Norway there is a pronominal auxiliary con-
struction (cf. Torp 1990). It can be used with both ordinary noun
phrases and proper names, but not with single pronouns (compare
'Western Jutlandic in 5.1.1). The auxiliary pronoun has the reflexive
form.

(26) *han sit hus
he his-refl house
Per sit hus
Per his-rcfl house
mannen sit hus
man-the his-refl house

1l The construction is found also in the Swedish dialects in Finland and the former
Swedish dialects of Estonia (cf. Lundström 1939 and Lagman 1958)
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Literary Norwegian has the same s-genitival constructions as
Swedish and Danish. Many Norwegians consider the s-genitive to be
only a Danish rest in the written language, but at least in the south-
emmost parts of Norway it is a part of the spoken language (cf.
Torp 1990:151f.). It is allowed with both proper names and ordi-
nary noun phrases.

(27) Pers hus
Per's house
mannens hus
man-the's house

Furthermore, Norwegian possesses a standard preposition with
absolute nouns, namely ril (literally ro). This preposition is possible
with proper names and ordinary noun phrases, but not with pro-
nouns.l2

(28) *huset til meg
house-the of me
huset til Per
house-the of Per
huset til læreren
house-the of teacher-the

5 -l -4. Faroese
V/ritten and spoken Faroese differ quite a lot syntactically. rrl/ritten

Faroese is influenced by Danish and (as a reaction to the Danish in-
fluence) also by written lcelandic. The description that I give here
will primarily take spoken Faroese into account.

Possessive pronouns are pre- or postnominal. The former type
is normally used to emphasise the possessor. The head noun always
lacks the suffixed article, even when the possessive pronoun is post-
nominal. Thus Faroese differs from the other Scandinavian lan-
guages that allow postnominal possessive pronouns.r3

12 The two central constructions with ordinary noun phrases are the auxiliary posses-
sive construction and the prcpositional genitival. There is a slight difference between
them. The former is prefened when the head noun is relational. With absolute nouns
both variants are possible, but the prepositional variant is perhaps more natural.

(Ð Per sin fot (ii) Per sin bok
Per his-reflfoot Per his-refl book
?foten til Per boken til Per
foot-the of Per book-the of Per

13 There are two minor exceptions, where the noun has thb suffixed article, namely
constructions with distributive prcnouns as in (i), and possessive prcnouns used in a
disparaging sense, as in (ii) (cf. fn.8 above). See further Hultman 1967:144f.

(i) hon tók so hvörja hondina f sfna honkina
she took so each hand-the ín its-refl handle+he

(ii) neyðardjrið tftt
wretch-the your 'you poor wretch'
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(29) . hús mítt
house my
mftt hús
my house

It should be noted that the postnominal pronoun is a bit archaic with
absolute nouns. It is normally only used with relational nouns. When
an adjective intervenes, the possessive pronoun is normally prenomi-
nal. In spoken language the postnominal position of the pronoun
seems to be avoided (Kaj Larsen, p.c.).

(30) mítt gamla hus
my old house
*gamla hús mítt
old house my

Possessive constructions with personal names may be expressed
with the special genitival suffix -sa(r). In the spoken language it is
only used prenominally.

(31) Ólavsa(r) bók
Olav-GEN book
*Mk 

Qlavsa(r)
book OIav-GEN

This special genitival form for personal names is different from the
genuine morphological case in Icelandic since it has the same form in
both genders. It is also different from the s-genitival construction of
Mainland Scandinavian, since it does not allow group genitivals. Its
closest cognate seems to be the German prenominal s-genitive'con-
struction (see further subsection 5.3.5.).

Regular genitival case with ordinary noun phrases is missing in
spoken Faroese (cf. Skårup 1967). Neither are auxiliary pronouns or
s-genitival constructions found.t+ V/ith kinship nouns, like faõir,
sonur [father, son] the possessor can be expressed by a posbrominal
accusative DP, and then the head noun lacks the suffixed article.

(32) sonur norska kongin
son-NOM Norwegian-ACC king-the-ACC

In other cases a genitival possessive must have a preposition.
The standard preposition is hjó (literally withløt), which govems da-
tive case. It is compatible with proper names and full DPs, and
(contrary to Norwegian) also with personal pronouns.

14 Due to the Danish influence, written Faroese possesses s-genitivals, and due to the
Icelandic influence, written Famese also possesses regular genitive case on possessoß.
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(33) hrfsið hjá mær
house-the of me-DAT
hrlsið hjá Ólayi
house-the of Olav-DAT
húsið hjá keypmanninum
hou se - the of trad e sm an - the -DAT

5 J .5. Icelandic
In lcelandic, the possessive pronoun may be both prenominal and
postnominal. If it is postnominal the noun has the suffixed article.
The prenominal possessive pronoun is usually used to emphasise the
possessor.

(34) mitt hús
my house
hrlsið mitt
house-the my

If the noun is a kinship noun, such asfaðir, bróõir [father, brother]
or another relational noun, such as skoðun [opinionlview,/, both word
orders are fine, but the head noun lacks the suffixed article when the
possessive pronoun is postnominal.ts

(35) bróðir(*-inn)minn
brother-the my

(36) skoöun(*-in) mín
opinion-the my

If there is an attributive adjective, the posûrominal variant is prefer-
red. A prenominal possessive pronoun is possible in vocatives (at
least with kinship nouns), but marginal in argumental noun phrases.

(37)

(38)

gamla húsið mitt
old house my
minn gamli vinur!
my old friend!
?mitt gamla hús
my old house

With personal names, colloquial lcelandic normally uses the
proprial possessive construction, which normally requires the suf-
fixed article on the noun.

(3e) húsið hans Jóns
house-the his Ión-GEN

15 Ordinary absolute nouns that may be interpreted as relational may omit the suf-
fixed article, for instance, when taking a complement.

(i) Mk mln um m¿llfræði
book my about linguistics
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As with possessive pronouns, the suffixed article must be left out
with kinship nouns, and it may be left out with other relational
nouns.

(40) bróðir(*-inn) hans Jóns
brothe r- the h i s Ión - GEN
skoöun(-in) hennar önnu
opinion-the her Anna-GEN

With ordinary noun phrases, the head noun lacks the suffixed
article, and the noun phrase tums up in genitive afær the noun. This
is also possible for personal names (without the proprial pronoun).r6

(41) hús Jóns
house Jon-GEN

(42) hús kaupmansins
hou se tnde s ma n- th e- GEN

The personal name may appear prenominally as well, which is
marginal with ordinary noun phrases (cf. Magnússon 1984).17

(43) Jóns hús
fon-GEN house
?kaupmansins hús
trade sman-the-GâN hou se

If an adjective intervenes, the prenominal position of the personal
name is blocked.

(44) *Jóns gamla hús
Ión-GEN old house

Icelandic possesses no standard prepositional construction.

5.1.6. Summary
kr this section, I have presented the main possibilities for expressing
possession in the scandinavian languages. As seen the languâges diñ
fer considerably. There are often diffèrent constructions?epiending
on-lhe type ofpossessor used: possessive pronoun, personal na-e o,
ordinary noun phrase. some constructioni are onlv found with oer-
sonal names, whereas the ones that are applicablé to ordinary bps

16 In the dialects of Northem lceland, the genitive may be preceded by a noun with
the suffixed article.

(i) húsið Jóns
house-the Jón-cru
hrlsið kaupmansins
lø us e- the tr ade sntan- the -G EN

17.The ¡udgments of prenominar_ge_nitives vary. Some judge them as poetry, whereas
others consider them grammatical-if they æe given conirastjve sÍess. '
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are also possible with personal names' The central constructions are

listed beiow, with some examPles'

(45) Constructions with possessive pronouns
1. min hatt 

- '[mY hat] (Srvedish)

2. hattur mln Ìtru:t -vl (Faroese)

3. hanen min that-thämyl (Norwegian)

(46) Constructions with personal names
4. péturs hattur [Pétur-GEN hat] .-(Icelandic)
5. hatten hans Per fhat-the-his Per] - (Norwegian)

(4?) ó;î;;;"iio"t øû, ordinarv nouns and personal names

6. per sin har [Per re4 irat] - . 
(Norwegian)

"'ã"n 
gá-f" mannen sin hat [the old man-the refl hat]

7. pers hau [Èer's þ3t) . (Swedish)
" õ;úd" mannens hat [t¡" gld man-the's hat]
g. hattur péturs ihat Pétur-crr'r] Gcelandic)"' 'ñú 

g""tla mansins [hat o]d-crN man-the-ceNl
g. hauen til per [¡art¡e o{Pgr] .. (Norwegian)
-'^úterr 

ûl den gamle mannen [hat-the of the old man]

Inthetablebelow,Igivethedistributionofthedifferent.possibili-
ilì;;;;ñe pãrriirl"i*ceptions caused by intervening adjectives or

relational head nouns.

(48) Possessive constructions with absolute nouns in Scandinavian

Possessive Personal Personal names

Notethatsomedifferencesarenotvisibleinthi.stable..Ihaveputpostnominal-pos-
äË;ffi;n i p-entrt"tet for Fa¡oese (column 2)' since they seem to X ar-

ilä:""íö, *hJrí*ä 
",itñttã,ional 

nouns. I have chosen to view the -sc(r/ en-

ding on proper names,n or*iåïägenitivat case endins (column 4), although it

does not have exactly tn" ä.ïi"i*ä other insrances o-f morphological case. In

;ö;ö;i p"-rì-rrri"" äñ-;;il." i.olulnn.5) in Norweeian and Northem

Swedish the personal r,"áî;rî;trtbù;;", whéreas it has eénitive in lcelandic.

The Norwegran ,-grnruuiËäntñ'¿tñ(*tñn 7) has beenplaced in' parenthe-ses'

JfüäË fììïìiõitty Founa i" iiter"w styte. tn the prepositional possessive construc-

îitåiióðit-" s1, ptonoont ate Jró*tá in Fa¡oesè' but not in Norwegian'

Ju.
Da.
Sw.
NSw.
No.
Far.
Icel.

l2
my lør
lrat mY

3
hat+hc

my

+
+

+
(+)

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

45
Per-CEN hÚt'tlß

lút his Per

+
+

+
+
+

89
hû l,øt-thc

Per-GEN of Per

6
Per Per's

lútrefl hnt

+

+

+
+
+
+
(Ð +

+
+
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As should be clear by now, the Scandinavian languages show a sreatd.f.ve1si!r of pos sessiíe consrrucrions, and r ;jltï;b: .bìï; ååilr"all of them here. whar r will do in ín" roró*iü;;;t"* ; äi*ir.previous analyses and to present an alternative anãlysis.

5.2. Previous Analyses
In this section, I will briefly comment on some previous generative
analyses of possessive consiructions, leavin! pre-generative accountsout of the discussion..Tradïional g.ao,rnaäun, lîuu" ;;;ii ;rlygiven descriptions of the different pässibiliüès, and they t uu. ,ärãà.
been occupied with the auxiliary porr"rriu" .onstruction ã;rü;;"_prial possessive construction.

,--_In generative grammar, there is one important analysis thatdoes not use rhe Dp_analysis, namely Fiva (löSZ). F,iu;ãuk;r'ri;"first generative-analysis oi the No.*"glun uuìitiuri pro";;-irJ;;_
struction, and she stares the importanigeneralisatián' th.îi't 

"',:æ"1tival and the a¡xiliary construðtion shõuld be anarysed rn tt 
" 

íun,"way (cf. also Torp 1973). Fiva shows that the g"tiitiuui -r-;;d ;il"reflexive possessive si¿ in Norwegian have the íame ,"rt¡"tior.-i"possessive consrrucrions. Mosr imþortantly, u"tt rt "*1üå'iö.],of group genitivals.

(4e)

(50)

mannen med
man-the with
mannen med
man-the with

skjeggets hus
beard-the's house
skjegget sitt hus
beard-the h is-refl house

I will follow Fiva in a¡s¡rlning that the genitival _s, in (49), and rheauxiliary possessive, sinlsitt, in 1so¡, strout¿ u" unuryr"a'in'ir,ä'Juä"
way.llence, the genitival -s will6e óonsideiea u,p.óiurlil;.-"

Within the Dp-analy_sis there are basically five analyses of pos-
sessive construcrions in sc andinav ian. I ri il Éri"ny irËr'"Tî rr,å,å"i"chronological order.

. 
In Delsing (1988), I concentrated on the properties of the s_genitival construction and the altemation between pre- and postnom-inal possessive pronouns. I suggesrea ttrai geniti"ár porrà.Jorr'ïrr"

generated as 
-complemgntq of ttre noun, undrhut trr"y ,noì"ã-into'r¡"

specifier position of Dp. A.furrher. assurnpiion *as that ttre g-niiivar
-s and the auxiliarv oossessive si¿ in Norwegiun ;;;l;-" gã"Ërää¿in a funcriona¡ryãa'lnrt¡ ;;J;iil i" ii, .?rie"ing case ro rhe pos-
sessor in specDp. I also suggested that ordinary polsessive pronöun,
were. base generated in Art-.is The word orA"ílrirr"i *¡r;li;;;;:;;"myl in, for instance, Norwegian was explaineA Uygene.;üñ;;_

l8 The original motivation for Art was to describe the doubre definiteness of swedishand Norwegian (cf. rhe discussion in iuusJctiõü?.z.il "
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sive pronouns in the complement position of N (ust as with genitival
possessors). The suffixed article on the noun could then be derived
by head movement of the noun to D (via Art). Hence the proposal in
Delsing (1988) can be summarised as in (51).

(s l)

SPEC N'
z--
N

hus
house

ti

Given these assumptions, the two different word orders of possessive
pronouns can be described. The lack of the suffixed article with
prenominal possessive pronouns and s-genitival constructions is also
explained, since in both cases there is lexical material in Art block-
ing head-movement of the noun. However, the analysis entails that a
language like Norwegian can base generate possessive pronouns in
two positions, as heads in Art or as XP-complements of N. Below, I
will adopt an analysis of s-genitivals similar to Delsing (1988), but I
will suggest a different analysis for possessive pronouns.

In Delsing (1989), I tried to refine my analysis from 1988. In
order to get rid of the two different possibilities of base generating
possessive pronouns, I proposed that all possessive pronouns were
base generated in SpecNP and moved to SpecDP to receive Case. The
analysis entails that the agreement morpheme of possessive pronouns
is base generated in D. We would then have to connect the pronoun
to its morphology in PF (similar analyses have been proposed for
German by Olsen 1988b and Bhatt 1990).

(52) [op mir [o'-tt [¡lp t¡ [¡' hus]l
my agr house

Art'

mitt
my
t¡
tj

hus
hus

NPÆt

I XP
èmitt¡ t¡

my

Per¡
Pcr¡
Pei

huset¡
house-the

-si
sitt

his-refI

t¡

ti
t¡

house
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A description like the one in (52) would make s-genitivals and
pronominal constructions parallel, moving the possessors as Xps to
SpecDP and connecting them to the possessive morphology at PF.le
A disadvantage of this analysis is however that the analysiC has to as-
sume two different derivations for possessive pronouns, when they
are independent and when they are auxiliary pronouns in Norwe-
gian, as indicated below.

(53) [op si- [o, -tt [¡¡p hus ] I lrefl AGR house
(54) [pp Per þ' siu [xp hus ] I l

Per refl+AGR house

In (53), the possessive stem would be placed in SpecDp, whereas the
agreement morphology would be placed in D0. On the other hand, in
(54), the whole possessive pronoun would have to be generated in D.

Taraldsen (1989) presenrs an analysis similar to Delsing (1989).
He assumes that possessors and subjective genitives are base gene-
rated in SpecNP, and that the word order difference between the
head noun and the possessive pronoun is derived by head movement
of the noun or, contrary to Delsing (1989), by (some less precise)
clitic movement of the possessive pronoun from SpecNÞ to D.
Taraldsen gives arguments for the analysis that possessors are
generated in a specifier position. He bases his arguments on binding
facts with relational nouns like the ones in (55).

(55) beskrivelsen hans¡ av sin¡ bror (Norwegian)
description his of his-refl brother
beskrivelsen hennes¡ av segi selv
description her of refl self

kr (55) the pronouns hansthennes [hislher] (in specifier positions) c-
command the reflexive pronouns (in complement positioñs).

Taraldsen does not discuss attributive adjeciives in any detail,
but he hints at a solution to the problem raised by phrases like (56).

(56) det store huset mitt
the big house-the my

(Norwegian)

19 In Mainland scandinavian, pronouns that do not agree with the head noun often
have an -s. ending:.åennes,-deras [her, their]. The paiallel between possessive pro-
nouns and.s-genitives is however not too strong. These pronouns may not take
group-genitivals. In group genitivals the personal pronoun milst be used. '(i) dera med husvagnens bam -

their with caravan-the's children
carstairs (1987) has shown that the group genitival constructions in the Germanic
languages appear, historically and geographiõally, only in lanquaqes where the eeni-
tival ending is_the same in ail paradigms,'i.e. -s. To view posíessive pronouñiiñ tite
same way would thus be strange, sincè it would entail that several diffeient inflectional
forms were generated in D.
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Since Taraldsen argues that the possessive pronoun is generated in
SpecNP, he has to assume that the noun has moved in (56), although
iishows no movement in relation to the adjective. He introduces a

new functional category above the DP. If I interpret Taraldsen cor-
rectly the structure would be roughly like in (51¡.zo

(57)

NP

/^\SPEC N'
/'^\

husetl mitt
house-the my

mitti ti
my

huset¡ mitt
house-the my

ti hus
house

As can be seen, generating the possessive pronoun in a specifier posl-
tion enables Taraldsen to account for the binding facts in (55) above.
However, the properties and restrictions of the clitic movement of
the possessive pronoun are not discussed in Taraldsen. Several ques-

tions arise here: Are noun phrases without adjectives FuncPs or
DPs? Does the possessive pronoun move through the D-position on
its way to Func? What are the restrictions for movement from Spec

to Head?
Holmberg ( 199 1 ) discusses pronominal possessive constructions,

trying to incorporate possessive pronouns into a wider theory of
weak pronouns in the Scandinavian languages. He gives roughly the
same solution to the different placement of possessive pronouns as

Taraldsen (1939). Holmberg assumes that the possessive pronoun is
base generated in SpecNP, that the head noun can head-move to D,
picking up the suffixed article, or that the possessive pronoun moves

20 Taraldsen does not discuss the position of attributive adjectives. In (57) I have ad-
joined them to DP. Nothing in my argumen¡ation hinges on this.

D

XPN

ti

hus
house

store
big

store
big

tlet
the

mitti
my

ti
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to D, thus some kind of clitic movement in the same spirit as pro-
posed by Taraldsen. We will retum to â discussion of this alleged
clitic movement in a moment. Holmberg does not discuss how
phrases with attributive adjectives and double definiteness should be
analysed (compare (56) above).

Sigurðsson (1993), discussing Icelandic, assumes that in húsið
mitt [house-the my], the noun moves to D by head movement, pick-
ing up the suffixed article, and that the possessive pronoun is base
generated in a postnominal position. He does not say complement
explicitly. Sigurðsson tries to solve the problem with adjectives in
front of the noun, as illustrated in the Icelandic example in (58).

(58) stóra húsið mitt
big house-the my

Since the noun in (58) does not seem to be moved in relation to the
adjective, Sigurðsson assumes that the adjective is base generated as a
head adjoined to N, and that the complex A-N head moves to D, to
pick up the suffixed article, as shown in (59)-(60).

(59) [o'[oo [N" stóra-hús]¡ið I [Np ti mitt]l
big-neut.sg-house-the my

(60) [n, [o" [N" stóri-bíll]¡inn I [¡,rp t¡ minn]l
big-masc.sg-car-the my

'l'^ 
-- 

+Li. ^-^1,,-i^ F!--¡ i¿ J^^- --. - ^ -- ---^ .-¡v r¡¡e r¡r¡ù ü¡4¡Jùrù ùçr.;lr¡ù vçlJ ùLtd,rrBtr. I'lltL, lt uug¡t ¡roL auouuul lur
the agreement within the complex A-N head, as illustrated in (59)-
(60).21 Second, as Sigurðsson mentions himself, the analysis ii not
compatible with attributive adjectives taking objects, a structure
which is absent in lcelandic, but found in Swedish, German and the
Slavic languages (cf. the examples in3.2.1. above). However, since
attributive adjectives are found with measure phrases in lcelandic,
Sigurðsson's analysis would entail a very complex attributive adjec-
tive-noun head, as indicated by the brackets.zz

(61) [fimmtán-ára-gamla-hus]-ið hans Jóns
fifteen years old houselthe his Ión-cB¡,t

Furthermore, Sigurðsson's analysis cannot handle the Norwegian
cases, where the noun phrase has a prenominal determiner as well as
a suffixed article, as was illustrated in (56) above.

2l tfhe.only Scandinavian dialects, where the adjective and the noun is compounded
phonetically do not show any agreement. See iections 4.1.5, 4.2.2, a¡d f;r. 24 of
chapter 4.
,_t fnq.*r ro Halldór Sigrirðsson, who has willingly provided me wirh this example al-
though it goes against his own analysis.
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All the proposals described above seem to have one analysis in
coûrmon: thé wõrd otder huset mitt [house-the my] is explained as

head movement of N to D. Some of them assume that the possessive

pronoun is generated in a specifier position, thus being able to ac-

ðount for tfré UinOing data in (55) above, but this leads to problems

with prenominal adjðctives and articles, as in (56) and (58) above- In
otheianalyses the possessive pronoun is seen q! ? coryPlege-nt' tlus
accounting for theìdjectival õonstructions in (56) and (58)' but this

leads to pioblems with the binding data in (55) and the X-ba¡ nota-

tion, since there would be no place for an object of a nominalisatio¡.
Whatever choice we make, we seem to be in trouble. Assuming the

head movement analysis, we would also expect that a noun with a

postnominal possessive pronoun should always have the suffixed-arti-
ä1", but in Faroese and ùith relational nouns in Icelandic the suffixed
article is missing.zr

The previous analyses of prenominal possessive pronouns are

also probltmadc. In Delsing (1988, 1989) possessiv-e pronouns are

geneiated in two different positions. In Taraldsen's, Holmberg's and

Sigurðsson's analyses, the movement from an argument position to a
heãd position can only be construed as clitic movement. However,

the Sôandinavian possessive pronouns are not clitics on a par with
Romance clitics, since the alleged movement is optional. Neither are

they parallel to weak pronouns in Germanic. I1 thq prototy-pical
*eakþronoun construction in Scandinavian, namely obiect sh-ift,the
weak þronoun is normally stressed when it is left in situ, and never
sttesséd when it is moved.2a The possessive pronouns pattem in the

opposite way; when they are stressed they,a!9 normally prenominal
(i.ô. moved in Taraldsen's, Holmberg's and Sigurðsson's analyses),

and when they are unstressed they are normally postnominal (i.e. not
moved). If pienominal possessive pronouns are moved from an XP
position to ã head position, it is also strange that they are in comple-
mentary distribution with articles. Such complementary distribution
of ctitið/weak pronouns and other heads are not found.in other parts

of the grammar.
A furttrer problem with the analyses above is that they generate

at least some possessive pronouns in XP positions. As a consequence,

they cannot áccount for the agreement on the possessive pronoun.
Noie in particular that a possessive pronoun generated in SpecNP

does not explain the agreement. Spec-head agreement is agreement

on a head, thggered by an XP specifier, not the other way round (as

23 Holmberg (1991) suggests that the presence versus absence of the suffixed article
is due to diftdrent iorts óf head movement: adjunction and substitution respectively.
It is not clear to me if there is any independent support for this assumption.
24 On the Object Shift construction in Scandinavian, see e.g. Holmberg (1986)' Jo-

sefsson (1992) and Holmberg/Plaøack (in press).
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I argued in section 3.2.2.).If possessive pronouns are generated in
an XP position, it is also hard to see how the auxiliary possessive
construction should be analysed.

(62) sitt hus
reÍ|. house

(Norwegian)

(Norwegian)

(Icelandic)

(Icelandic)

(Norwegian)

(Swedish)

(ó3) den gamle mannen sitt hus
the old man-the refl house

There are-good reasons to believe that the reflexive possessive pro-
noun siff in (62) and (63) above is the same category-. It has exactly
the same morphology in both cases. Fufthermore, in Jutlandic, botir
variants are exchanged for the originally non-reflexive form in the
same areas and with the same semantic differentiation (compare 5.1.
and 5.1.1, see furtherJul Nielsen 1986). If they are the same cate-
gory, and the pronoun is generated in an Xp pósition, it becomes a
mystery where the DP den gamle mannen in (63) is generated.

^ The-analyses described above have not taken sériously the dif-
ferences between full noun phrases and possessiue ptonouns, the lat-
ter being heads. In the analysis propoled below, i will try to take
these matters into consideration.

5.3. The Proposed Analysis
l" $ir section I will present my analysis of possessive constructions
in scandinavian, an analysis that is compatible with genitival con-
structions, as well as with auxiliary and pronominai põssessive con-
structions. Recall that genitival construciions may be both pre- and
postnominal

(64)

(65)

Postnominal genitival constructions
huset til Per
house-the of Per
húsið hans Péturs
house-the his Pétur-GEN
hús Péturs
house Pétur-GEN
Prcnominal genitival constructions
Per sitt hus
Per refl house
Pers hus
Per's house

Note.that the prenominal genitival construction always involves an
auxilrary pronoun (sinßitt or genitival -s). This will become impor_
tant below, where I claim that these auxiliary pronouns shoulå be
analysed in the same way as other possessive pionouns. My presenta-
tion will have the following organiiation.
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First, I will begin with the assumption that all possessor DPs of
absolute nouns are generated in the complement position of this
noun. If the DP can receive Case in that position (directly or by a

preposition), it may stay there. Otherwise it must raise to SpecDP_in

õrdèr to be assigned structural Case. These assumptions will be de-

veloped in subsection 5.3.1.
Second, I will propose that possessive pronouns in the Scandina-

vian languages (auiiliary or not) head a PossessorPhrase (henceforth

PossP). I assume that the Poss-head økes the possessee as its comple-
ment (subsection 5.3.2).

Third, I will suggest that possessive pronouns are definite and

thus moved to D in the Scandinavian languages, and that they may
tum D into a structural Case assigner. As mentioned above, posses-

sor DPs that are not assigned Case in their base position may move
to SpecDP in order to get Case. These assumptions will be developed
in subsection 5.3.3.

Fourth, in subsection 5.3.4,I will explain the difference be-
tween prenominal and postnominal pronominal constructions, i.e.
mitt hus [my house] and hus I huset mitt [house('the) my], as move-
ment of the possessee phrase to the left of the pronoun, by XP-
movement.

Since a noun phrase with a possessor is prototypically an argu-
ment, it follows from our discussion in chapter 2 that it is a DP. The

structure that I propose is outlined in (66).

(ó6)
DP

D'

D PossP

Poss

In (66), Poss may select either DP, DegP, AP or NP.
In subsection 5.3.5, I will discuss some constructions that are

specific to personal names, and in 5.3.6, I turn to some typological
implications of the proposed analysis. Last, I mention some residual
problems that are left unsolved (subsection 5.3.7).

XP

NP

N'
z--.

XP
I

N
I
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5.3.1 . Postnominal Genitival Possessives
As mentioned above, I assume that all Dp possessors of absolute
nouns are base generated as complements of ttris noun in the scandi-
navian l_anguages. This description easily handles the postnominal
genitival constructions found in lcelandió, Norwegian and Nortttem
swedish. Examples like the Icelandic ones in (67) ãre given the anal-
ysis in (68).

(67) hús kennarans
house teacher-the-GEN
þetta hús kennarans
this house teacher-the-GEN

^--
DNP

SPEC

(Icelandic)

(68)
D

N

D

hrís(þetta)
¡hia

kennara¡ns
.^^^L^- .L - ^ãtr.cd.ut tct - ulc-\tE1\

I

t¡

Il (68) the upper head noun åús assigns genitive case ro its Dp_
complement. The head noun of this complemint, kennara, is raised
to D.to pick upp the article. In Icelandiõ the possessee (the upper
noun) cannot take the suffixed article when ttre postnominàl g"nitìu,
is an ordinary noun. I propose that this can be eiplained bt;;;dj"-
cency requirement on case assignment between a^(nominal) case äs-
signer and the DP that is assigned case. If an afti¿le *"t" g"n"*iËa
on the nou¡ in N (as we argued to be possible in section 4"2),itbe-
comes definite and must raise to D, thus violating the adjaceácy re-
quire_ment on case assignment.2s I assume ttrat thã upp"io-po."ition
y (681:ry simply be lelt e1pty. An empty (expletiväj n_poiiti*ìn
Icelandic is licit, because of the strong moipttorãgy oi notirinut 

"utã-gories (see subsection 4.2.2).

ã.As pointed out in section 4.2.2, in Icelandic and the r

if i.' t i"* iññi.;îo ìËü"fu,.tr,.r a simpre noun wirh trJll.f#ff ï,-J iäifï:ticle base generated on the noun or in Ii. rto*èu"i,î irave æsumed that there is N_raising to D in both cases.
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If the postnominal genitival phrase involves a personal nalne,
Icelandic may use the proprial article. In those cases the possessee

appears with the suffixed article, hence it must be raised to D.

(69) húsiö hans Jóns
house-the his Ión-GEN

(70) [op [o, húsiðt lttp t¡ [¡rp hans [Xp Jóns ] I I I lhouse-the his Ión-GEN

Obviously, the possessor.is not adjacent to the possessee in (70), indi-
cating that there are less strict requirements on adjacency when the
head of the lower D is a proprial pronoun/article, than if it is an or-
dinary definite article. I do not have a principled reason for why this
should be so, but this does not differentiate my analysis from previ-
ous ones.

In Northem Norwegian and Northern Swedish.the same pro-
prial construction is found. As in Icelandic, a noun phrase with a
proprial article and a personal name may be postnominal, the only
difference being that the personal name does not show any overt
morphological case. Following Fiva (1987:89) I assume that the pro-
prial articleþronoun in D has morphological genitive.26

In languages (and constructions) where the postnominal posses-
sor does not receive Case, there are two options. Either a preposition
is inserted, or the phrase must move to get structural Case. Both al-
tematives are attested in the Scandinavian languages.

In Norwegian and Faroese, there are dummy prepositions that
may be inserted in front of the complement.

(7I) lpp [o,husret [xp t¡ [pp til [pp lærere¡-n [¡w tj 1 1 ] I I 1house-the of teacher-the

In Danish and Swedish, overt morphological case and standard
prepositions are missing, and thus the possessor DP must move to the
upper SpecDP in order to be assigned structural Case. This raising is
also possible in Norwegian as an alternative to insertion of ril. In
these raising constructions, an auxiliary possessive pronoun (sin or
genitival -s) is obligatory, positioned in-between the raised possessor
and the possessee (see further section 5.3.3.). In the following sub-
sections I will show that possessive pronouns should be analysed as
heads, projecting a'PossP, and that they raise to D, tuming that posi-
tion into a Case assigner.

26 Together with the dative forms found on the suffixed article in Northem Norwe-
gian and Nonhem Swedish dialects, this visible genitive on the proprial arti-
cle/pronoun will be the only overt morphological case found in Mainland Scandina-
vian. Note that these two visible manifestations of morphological case are found in
roughly the same dialects and is restricted to D in both cases. On morphological da-
tive in Mainland Scandinavian, see funher Reinhammar (1973)
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5.3.2. Possessive Pronouns as Heads
In this subsection, I will argue that possessive pronouns are base
generated in the head of a PossP. Such an analysis was, as far as I
know, first proposed by Battye 1989. The proposal was primarily
motivated by the existence of relational nouns in some Romance lan-
guages that seem to tåke three 'arguments', one subject, one object
and one possessor.2T This analysis can also be supported by Scandi-
navian data.

First, the occurrence of agreement on possessive pronouns in
the Indo-European languages is most easily explained if we assume
that possessive pronouns are heads. Recall (from subsection 3.2.2)
that we have argued that agreement is only possible on heads, and
that triggers of agreement are either XPs in an argument position of
that head, or heads within a head chain. Here I assume that the pos-
sessive pronoun is participating in the noun phrase intemal aglee-
ment from head to head.

Second, possessive pronouns cannot take their own attributes,
determining or describing the possessor, in the way that personal
pronouns sometimes do. Compare the Swedish personal pronouns in
(72) to their possessive counterparts in (73).

(72) hela han
whole he [all of him]
han med hatten
he with hat-the

(13) *[heia hansJ hund
whole his dog
*[hans med hatten] hund
his with hat-the dog

Third, possessive pronouns are in complementary distribution
with the determiner (D) head in several languages. This is well
known from the Germanic languages, as shown in the examples be-
low.

(74) mitt hus
mein Haus
my house

(75) *det mitt hus
*das mein Haus
*the my house

(Swedish)
(German)
(English)

(Swedish)
(German)
(English)

27. In Italian, for instance, such triadic constructions are found with picture nouns,
where there seem to be three arguments connected to the hcad noun.(i) la photografia di New York di Warhol della collezione

the photo of New York (obj) ofWarhol (subj) of-the collection (poss)
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Examples like (74)-(75) are easily described if the possessive pro-
noun ðompetes with the article for the same position. In Scandina-
vian the põsition of prenominal possessive pronouns is obviously the
D-position, as illustrated in (76) below (compare Sigurðsson 1993).

(76) alla de gamla husen
all the old hoses-the
alla mina gamla hus
all my old houses

In other languages, like Italian, possessive pronouns co-occur with
the definite article.

(77) il mio libro
the my book

(Italian)

The simplest way to analyse this difference is to postulate a separate

PossP for the possessive pronoun, and to have different restrictions
on raising from Poss to D (cf. also section 5.3.6. below).

Some languages seem to have raising of the possessive pronoun
to the D-position, overtly showing this by attaching the suffixed arti-
cle to the possessive pronoun (in the same way as the article can be

attached to adjectives and nouns, cf. subsection 3.2.6.). Consider the
Bulgarian example in (78) (from Zimmerrnann 1991).

(7S) moi-te chubavi knigi (Bulgarian)
my-the beautiful books

Data like in (78) are most easily understood if the possessive pro-
noun is a head that may raise to D.

The data presented above imply that possessive pronouns should
be seen as heads within the noun phrase. In the rest of this chapter I
will give an analysis, where possessive pronouns constitute a head
(Poss). I assume that this head takes the possessee as its comple-
ment.28

5.3.3.. Prenominal Genitival Possessives
As mentioned above some of the Scandinavian languages have raising
of the possessor DP from the complement position of N to the Spec-

DP-poiition. This raising is a means for the possessor to be assigned

28 I have not discussed whether Poss is a functional or a lexical category. It seems to
have several functional properties. Poss seems to be a closed class, and it is often
stressless (in some languãgei affixal). on the other hand it may be stranded (in predi
cative use, which is alypical property of lexical elements. In languages like Itålian
(cf . fn 27) where there árb tnree arguments in a no_un phrase-it would beplausible to
ihint thaione of the arguments is an argument of Poss. Maybe Poss is a lexical cate-

sorv in these languages-, but functional in the Germanic languages, where three argu-

ñ.teñts are never ãlloúed. Compare the discussion in Giorgi/Longobardi (1990).
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Case, and it is found in the languages that lack morphological case on
nouns, i.e. the Mainland Scandinavian languages. There ãre two pos-
sible constructions of this type. It may involve eitler an auxiliary
pronoun or a genitival -s.

(7e)

(80)

Per/læreren sin bil
Per/teacher-the refl car
Pers/lärarens bil
Per's /te abhe tthe's c ar

I
hus

house
hus

house

(Norwegian)

(Swedish)

t¡

As I mentioned above I will follow Fiva 1987 in assuming that the
reflexive sin and the Mainland scandinavian genitival -s iJthe same
category. I will claim that both are generated in poss, and that they
are inherently definite, and thus must raise to the D-position. I also
lssuTe, that thpy may assign structural Case to a põssessor Dp in
SpecDP. Thus the structure for prenominal genitival constructions
will be as in (80).

DP

zâXP D'

PossPD

I

sitt¡
refl
-Si
b

Per¡
Peì
Per¡
Peì

a

b

SPEC Poss'

SPEC

I
t¡

t¡

Poss

I
t¡

ti

NP

N'

t¡

! t¡

Note that the analysis accounts for the group genitivals, which al-
ways have -s/sin at the end of the possessor Dp. Furthermore, since
prenominal possessive constructions always involve an auxiliary pro-
noun, the analysis accounts for the fact that the head noun nevèihas
the suffixed article, i.e. raising of N to D is blocked by the posses-
sive pronoun.
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5.3.4. Pronominal Possesswes
In this subsection, I will discuss constructions with (simple)
sive pronouns. The three possible constructions are repeated
(83).

posses-
in (81)-

It should be emphasised that the construction in (81) is possible in all
the Scandinavian languages. The construction in (82) is used in
Northem Swedish, Norwegian and Icelandic, and in these languages,
it is the unmarked construction. The construction in (83) is only
found in Faroese. In languages that use postnominal possessive pro-
nouns, as in (82) and (83), a prenominal possessive pronoun is al-
ways possible, and normally it is used to put emphasis or contrast on
the possessor.

As was shown in section 5.2. the difference between huset mitt
fhouse-the my] and mitt hus [my house] is often taken to be a result
of head movement of the noun from N to D in the former case. I
have shown that such an analysis cannot account for both the binding
facts and prenominal attributive adjectives simultaneously. Further-
more, the alleged movement from an XP-position to a head position,
which this analysis entails, can only be seen as clitic movement. I
have shown that possessive pronouns do not pattern with other in-
stances of clitic/weak pronouns. Here I will propose an'alternative
analysis, suggesting XP-movement of the possessee around the pos-
sessive pronoun. Such an analysis immediately accounts for the fact
that the noun phrase in front of a possessive pronoun is always struc-
tured as if the possessive pronoun were not there; the head noun does
not seem to be moved in relation to any other constituent. Consider
the following examples, where the structure of the phrase is indepen-
dent of the possessive pronoun.

(81) mitt hus
my house

(82) huset mitt
house-the my

(83) hús mftt
house my

(84) þetta gamla hús (mitt)
this old house my

(85) det store huset (mitt)
the big house-the my

(86) alle gamm-stor-husa (hans)
all old-big-houses-the his

(Swedish)

(Norwegian)

(Faroese)

(Icelandic)

(Norwegian)

(Northern Swedish)

All instances of noun phrases in front of the possessive pronoun
seem to be DPs, whereas all instances of noun phrases after a pos-
sessive pronoun seem to be NPs, APs or DegPs. I assume that Poss
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may select either NP, AP, DegP or DP as its complement. Recall
f¡om section 3.5. ttrat I have assumed that non-arguments (NP, AP
and DegP) can inherit case, whereas DPs must be. assigned case un-
der govemment. In cases where the complement is NP, AP or DegP,
the Case-features of the phrase may percolate downwards. If a DP is
selected there cannot be any percolation, and the DP will have to be
assigned Case. Thus it must move to SpecDR Hence, we derive noun
phrases like the ones in (84)-(86) by A-movement of the lower Dp
to the specifier of the upper DP. We arrive at the following struc-
ture for pronominal possessive constructions, illustrated with Nor-
wegian examples.

(87)
DP

SPEC

PossP

/'^SPEC Poss'i -.--*I Poss XPltt
t¡

t¡

e

t¡

a

b

mitti
n7y

mitt¡
my

e 6tora) hus
(big) åouse

t¡dette huset:
this house-the

In (87)a, Poss selects a DegP, an AP or an NP. In (87)b poss selects
a DP, which cannot receive Case by percolation, but must be as-
signed Case (cf. section 3.5.2). Thus the DP is moved to SpecDp, to
be assigned Case by the upper D.

As can be seen above, this structure enables us to account for
the constructions with possessive pronouns in the Scandinavian lan-
guages. The question remains why the word order huset mitt [house-
the myl is blocked in Danish and Standard Swedish. The simplest an-
swer would be that Poss cannot select DP as its complement in these
languages.ze

Let us now see what we have gained wittr this analysis. First, the
analysis gives the same structural analysis of all possessive pronouns,
both ordinary and auxiliary ones (including the genitival -s).

29 This assumption remains a stipulation. I cannot see that Danish and swedish devi-
qte from the other languages in any other respect that could be connected to this dif-
ference between the languages.
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Second, we have dispensed with the strange clitic movement of
prenominal possessive prbnouns, assumed by earlier analyses' As I
showed above, such prõnouns do not pattem with other instances of
clitics or weak pronouns.

Third, agreement on possessive pronouns can now be seen as an

instance of n-oun phrase intemal agreement between the heads of the

noun phrase, in fhe same way as determiners in D agree with the

noun in N (cf. subsection 3.5.1).
Fourth, the problems with adjectives and determiners -appearing

in front of the póssessive pronoun, now disappears. The whole noun

phrase including its adjectives and_determiners moves from the com-

þbment position of Poss to SPecDP.^ Fiftl, making a distinction between possessive pronouns and

genitival attributes in the way that we have done here immediately
ãxplains why possessive pronouns, but not -genitiv¿ls can co-o recur

with partitiv-e genitivals. The examples in (88) below is taken from
Magnússon (1984).

(S8) minn hluti arfsins
my part hetitage-the- gen
*Jóns hluti arfsins
Ións part heritage-the-gen 

-xhluti Jóns arfsins / *hluti arfsins Jóns

My analysis entails that genitive is assigned to the complemcnt-of N'
Two noún phrases cannbt be generated in the same position' How-
ever a possãssive pronoun is generated in Poss0, and should be able

to co-oõcur with a genitival.3o
Furthermore the analysis enables us to account for some less

central constructions, and additionally it makes some interesting ty-
pological predictions, as I will show in the following sections.

5.3.5. Possessives with Personal Names
In this subsection I will briefly discuss a set of data on personal

names as possessors in Northern Swedish, which has not yet been

analysed.
In 5.3.1, I suggested that a noun may assign genitival Case to a

proprial pronoun/ãrticle. Under this assumption we may explain a

30 We would also predict that an ordinary possessive ge$tival would.be able to co-

occur with a possedsive pronoun. This is however impossible,_so something.more will
ñã"ã to be said. Intuitivêly such noun phrases should be ruled out by the Theta-criæ-
rion, having two oveft lexícalisations of possession. It is possibly the case tfal $e pos
sessive pto:noun licenses a pro in SpecPõssP,_ and that.thère is some sort of chain rela-
iion to tite eenitival complêment, silmilar to the chain in an existential construction. In
ð¿éi1o &,'licitpro must be co-indexed both with the_genitival and with P-oss. The

õtln oc.u.ten.ed we find of overt lexicalisations of both Poss and the complem€nt is

wnén tfrey are clearly co-indexed, i.e. they are reflexive possessive pronouns (in the

auxiliary possessive construction).
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r¿the¡ striking anomaly of some Northem Swedish dialects. Recall
that in these dialects, there is a proprial article on personal nu."r.
surprisingly, this article is missing when the name iì used as a Dos-
sessor. Furthermore, in some of these dialects (e.g. in västerbotien),
the personal name can be both pre- and postnominal as a possessor,
and in both cases the possessee has the súftixed article. Noie that the
suffixed article is otherwise not found on the possessee after
prenom-inal possessors. In fact, I claimed tha't a genitival -s excludes
the suffixed article on the possessee, thus the ex-istence of exampies
like (89) seems to contradiðt my analysis.

(89)a Pers huser
Per's house

b Huset Pers
House-the Per,s

However, the contradiction posed-by examples like (g9) is only su-
perficial, assuming rhat the -s in (g9) is not ã genitivaì _í of the'type
found in the other Mainland scandinavian lariguages, uui the g"niii-
val form of the proprial article.

In 5.3.1, I assumed that these Northem swedish dialects have
morphological genitive on the proprial article. Furthermore, r as-
sume.that-they_m1y have raising ofihe personal name from ñ to D,
exactly when the D head is genltive. Ai before, I gloss the proprial
article enf.

(90) lop [¡' n t¡p Erik ] I l
mr-NOtvï¡Cc Erik

[op [o, Erik¡-s [¡¡p r¡ ] I l
Erik-¡nr-cnv

!uqh. an assumption would explain why the proprial article is 'miss-
ing'^in p-ossessive constructions. Furthermore we may account for
the fact that the possessee takes the definite article, if we assume that
possessive pronouns only can turn D into a case assigner. If so, an
or$ry.y article in D does nor assign Case ro SpecDË, i.e. SpeéOf
will be counted as an A'-position. Thus it should 

^be 
posibl" tó -ou"the case-marked personal name to SpecDp. consider the structure in

(91) below.

(91) lppr lupz [p,2 Eriki-s txpt¡ ]ll¡ [¡,¡ hus¡_er [Nptk ti ]llErik-¿,nr_cpN ' house-th; 
'- ' "'

In (91).specDP1 is an A-bar position. Dp2 is the possessor base gen-
e.rated in the complement of the possessee, wheriit is assigned g?ni-
tive case, and it has been moved by A'-movement to SpeõDpt."The
reason that this structure is not possible in, for instance, standard
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Swedish is that the personal name cannot get Case in postnominal
position. Hence it must be assigned Case in SpecDPl, and for this
purpose a genitival -J must be generated in Poss and moved to D,
thus blocking head movement of N to D.

A priori, it seems strange that a language would have raising of
N to D only when D is assigned genitive case. However, a similar
phenomenon is found in Vy'estern Jutlandic. Recall that these dialects
have prenominal definite articles with ordinary nouns. In these di-
alects, there are ffaces of suffixed articles, but only in genitive.
Thus, most of these dialects have fixed genitival forms such as by-
sens [village-the-GÛN],livsens [life-the-GûN], but they lack other
sorts of reminiscences of suffixed articles (cf. Schütte 1922:99).

, Hansen (1927:119-150) has investigated some Old Jutlandic
texts, and he shows that suffixed articles are used almost only with
genitives, and that the texts show no instances of genitive forms of
the prenominal article. Thus, Hansen (I9Tl:147) concludes that Old
Jutlandic used a suffixed article in genitive and a prenominal article
when the noun phrase was nominative, accusative or dative. The Old
Jutlandic definite article would then pattem with the proprial article
in Västerbotten, having, head raising in genitive, but lacking it in
other cases.

The assumption that proper names in some Northern Swedish
dialects raise to D, if D is genitive, may also be used to explain some
other surprising data of these dialects. Some dialects of Västerbotten
have family names which may take either an ordinary suffixed arti-
cle or a prenominal proprial article, as illustrated in (92) below.
'When 

such family names are used as possessors, there is complemen-
tary distribution of the suffixed article on the possessor and the pos-
sesiee, as illustrated in (93), cf. Åström (1S93;16f.).

(92) Norström-en
Norström-the
n Norström
ART Norström

(93) Norströmens häst
Norström-the's horse
Norströms hästen
Norström's horse-the

I claim that the two different constructions in (93) are directly
derivable from the fact that family names may take both sorts of ar-
ticles (definite and proprial). The data will fall out from our analy-
sis.

Let us first see what happens if an ordinary definite article is
generated in the D-position of the possessor (the family name). First,
we assume that the family name is raised to the D-position, attaching
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the article to the name as a suffix. Second, we do not expect the pos-
sessor to receive genitive case, since that is only possible wittr the
prop_rial article. Thus we expect the possessor DP to move to the up-
per SpecDP position in order to receive Case. The only way to make
the D into a Case assigner is to raise an auxiliary pronoun from poss
to D (in this dialect the genitival -s is used as the ãuxiliary pronoun).
We then arrive at an ordinary s-genitival structure as illuitrated in
(94) below.

(94) [opl [opz Norström-enJ¡ [o,r -si leossn ri [¡¡p [N, hast t¡ llìlJNorstrtim-the- ,s horse'

If, on the other hand, the proprial article is generated in D of
the possesso,r, we expect it to be assigned genitive case. The family
name must then be head moved to the D-position. The possessor DÞ
has now Case and may be left in situ (cf. (89)b above), or it may be
moved to the upper SpecDP position. The Dp has already received
Case,. and the upper D position cannot be filled by the Case assigning
genitival -s, but an ordinary suffixed definite article is in õrder.
Thus, we derive the structure in (95).

(95) [opr [np: Norströ{rjl¡ [¡,1 häst¡en ¡"p t¡, t¡ t¡ Jìì
Norström-ART-GEN horse-the

In (95) the family name is assigned genitive in the complement of N,
an¡l tlro ñL...- :. *^.,^,¡ '^ O..^^nD1 --.L:^L :- ^,- a | - - -:¡!u¡u u¡v l/¡¡r4ùv ¡ù ¡r¡vvvu ]u ùpuu¡Jr r, wlllull lJ atr ,l.I _pos¡uoIt rt tne
article_is generated in Dl. The surprising complementary distribu-
tion of articles on either possessor or possessee could thén be attri-
buted to the possibility of generating either a proprial or an ordinary
definite article with family names.

As we have seen thã special use of proprial articles in some
Scandinavian languages can be used to exþhin the more free word
order found with personal names, since the proprial article seems to
have morphological genitive. Another Scandinavian language that
treats personal names in a special way is Faroese (compare tñe data
given in subsection 5.1.4.). It is fully possible that the ipecial prop-
e¡ties of Faroese personal names should also be analysed along ttreie
lines. The -sa(r) ending of Faroese personal names js similar-to the
prol¡4, article in the way that it is compatible with personal names
a-nd with some kinship nouns, such as mamma, pabbi [mother, fa-
t@r,].I therefore propose that the_-sa(r) ending is the genitival form
of the proprial article in Faroese.3l Note that ahis anaiysis may also

31 Admittedly, Faroese does_not show any overt representations of preprcprial articles
orprcnouns in other cases. If we stare thãt the -sa(r)-ending is a súffiied proprial ar-
ticle we must assume that the proprial article is coúert in ñominative, àãtlue'anã ac-
cusative.
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be extended to the special prenominal s-genitive in German. Both
have the same properties: they are only possible with proper nam€s

and kinship nouns, they are only used prenominally, the fo.rm is the

same in masculine and feminine, and they are not possible with
group-genitives.

5.j.6. Typolo gical I mplications
V/e wili now tum to some typological implications of our analysis.

The analysis outlined in this section puts us in a position to analyse

possessive constructions in other languages as well. There are three

heads in the proposed structure, and we expect languages to vary
with regard tô héad movement from one head to another. Theoreti-

cally, túere are four possible altematives: no he¿d raising,- head

raisíng from N to Poss, head raising from Poss to D, and head rais-

ing frõm N to Poss and further to D. All four alternatives seem to be

found, cross-linguistically, as illustrated iî (76).32

(e6)

SPEC D

Poss
I

mio
I

il
the
az
the
minl
my

PossP

my
vendég¡-e

Poss'

XP
I

a

b

c

d

guest-poss.1sg
ti

t¡

(Italian)

(Hungarian)

(Swedish)

(Mordvin)

m

libro
book

ti

bok
book

t¡kudo¡m¡
house-poss.1 .sg

In the Itålian and Hungarian examples, I assume that the possessive

pronoun/affix is marked [-definite], and the definiteness of the

þhrase is signalled by insertion of a definite article in D. In the

Germanic languages (illustrated by Swedish in (96)) all p-ossessive

pronouns are marked l+definite], and this causes raising of the pos-

iessive pronoun to the D-position. Similarly, in Mordvin, I assume

32 I am awarc that something more will have to be said about each langUage when the

noun phrase contains funheimaterial, such as quantifien and adjectives.
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that the possessive affix is marked [+definite], and must be raised top0.rt rn

The distinction made here between (agreeing) possessive pro_
nouns and full genitival DPs also helps us tõun¿eiJtind an astonish-
ing typological fact, namgly the fact that it is quite usual among lang_
uages to have pronominal and genitival posseisors on oppositã sidès
of the noun. As we mentioned in the introduction of this õhapter this
pattern.is found in German, Russian and many Romance languages,
and judg^ing 

.from Koptjevskaja-Tamm's ( 1 9g7) rypological ínve"sti-
gation of action nominals, this phenomenon is quiió freq'uent. In (97)
tlg*, the languages inher sample are distributed overihe four ios_sible types of word orders. 1N=head noun, G=genitival porr"iror,
Pr=pronominal possessor).3s

(e7) N-G
t6
13

G-N
I

32
N-Pr
Pr-N

.As can be seen in (97), most languages take genitival and pronominal
possessors on the same side of the noun, but it is quite ðommon to
have prenominal possessive pronouns and postnominal genitives.ro
This latter type involves many Indo-Europeán and Austroiesian lan-
guages, which seem to reflect the D-structure that I have proposed in
this section.

The distinction that we have made here between pronomina! and
genitival possessives also helps us ro explain unotn"ï ,i¡[iü ,rp"-
logical anomaly. one of rhe srrongest uñiversals or hnguagã is itre
correspondence between prepositions and postnomina-l gãnitives.
Consider Greenberg's Universal 2 (Greenberg 1966:7g)

]3 r¡e aqsqmption that'the possessive suffix is definite in Mordvin is based on thefacr rhar it is in complemeniary distribution wirh the (suffixed)-d.nnie ã,ii.lã.'iurt
lrKe the possessive pronouns-in Germanic, and that objects with the possessive iuthx
l1åå:l^"!i:ï lgT:TeI on rhe verb. object agreemeni is orherwise ô,,1tñ;sñ-d;y
oe¡lnrte noun pnrases in this language (Trond Trosterud, p.c.).
3a The paradigm illustrated in (óo¡ihoutc probably be enlarged with lansuases tharhave,,a.sufüxed anicte generared iñ D com6ine¿ wínneøË;i";of ñõ ö"Ë. w.woulo tnen predict two other, types of languages, one with the -word 

order my-the
house utd one wir.h the order åor¡i¿-poss.r.lg-iíe.'e hnguage tñat.ä'ni'io o. órü,.
Ilp::jry-.^ir,^B:lqllg f.n examþre (78)"above). r r,ã"fñ"i räürã;"y ñö;c"nar conesponds to the last predicted type.:l nr9 spnle includes-64 languug.r. th..r*o languages (English and Latin) rhar areclassifìed as having both pre- and postnominat genäivãs arè nõt included l" ri. iã-01..ro It has been noted before that the opposite order (prenominal genitives and oost-
:1""T'*] nr^rï:'_y. p'_on,ounr) l: quite'rãre (g.g. urta'ñ tst¿,iÃj.iil;,iliËóä.
tnar nas rhrs marked order i,{¡.Kopdevskaja-Tamm's study is Kobon (Neú õu-ineí1.ultan mentions Assiniboine (Nonli Ãmeriða) as another .iurpi. or ttii il.k.ã"typ..
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(e8)

In generative tenns (98) states that [-V] categories select their com-
plements on the same side of the head. In Greenberg's basic sample
(30languages), only one language, namely Norwegian, appears to be
a counterexample to the universal, having prepositions but prenomi-
nal genitival noun phrases (Greenberg classifies Norwegian as hav-
ing only prenominal genitives.:z). In Greenberg's appendix II, where
he lists nearly all the languages of the world with regard to some
central syntactic properties, we find only six prepositional languages
with prenominal genitives, among them are the three Mainland
Scandinavian languages. Additionally three prepositional languages
have both pre- and postnominal genitives, among them English.*

Thus, several of the counterexamples to Greenberg's Universal
2 are found in Germanic languages that use the special s-genitive. If
our analysis of Mainland Scandinavian and English s-genitive as an
auxiliary pronominal possessive construction is correct, we can ex-
plain why these languages seem to deviate from the general pattem
described in the Universal. The possessor DPs are generated to the
right of the noun, as predicted by Greenberg's Universal 2, but due
to a marked combination of syntactic properties they tum up to the
left of the noun. These properties involve lack of morphological case
and lack of standard prepositions (in Danish and Swedish), which
makes postnominal genitives illicit. They also involve the article
system (entailing a D-position) and prenominal possessive pronouns,
which in combination can assign structural Case to the possessor DP.

Our analysis makes a further strong prediction.-According to
Greenberg's Universal 2, [-V] categories, i.e. nouns and preposi-
tions, always take their complement on the same side of the head. If
Poss is also a [-V] category, which seems natural to assume, we
would expect Poss to øke its complement on the same side as N and
P. Thus if N takes its complement (the genitive) to the right, then
Poss will take the'possessee to its right. Above I assumed that lan-
guages with agreeing possessive pronouns had them generated in
Poss. We then arrive at the following prediction.

(99) In languages with (agreeing) possessive pronouns, genitives
and possessive pronouns appear on opposite sides of the noun.

37 In an additional note Greenberg adds that Norwegian actua[y has both word or-
de¡s for genitives.
38 Apart from the three Mainland Scandinavian languages, Milpa Alta Nahuatl
(Mexico), Arapesh (New Guinea) and Amharic (Etttiopia) have prepositions and

Greenberg's Universal 2
In languages with prepositions, the genitive almost always fol-
lows the governing noun, while in languages with postposi-
tions it almost always precedes.
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Recall that pronouns denoting possession in, for instance, the Finno-
Ugric languages do not agree with their head nouns, and that they
take the same sort of genitival ending as ordinary nouns. Therefore,
such pronouns were assumed to be parallel to full genitival DPs (and
not generated in Poss). Thus we arrive at the following prediction.

(100) In langu4ges with non-agreeing pronouns (which may take gen-
itival inflection), genitival and pronominal possessors apþear
on the same side of the noun.

If we accept the analysis of s-genitivals as auxiliary pronominal pos-
sessive constructions, these predictions seem to hold for all the Euro-
pean languages.

5.3.7. Residual Problems
In this section, I have presented an analysis that enables me to ac-
count for the central possessive constructions with absolute nouns in
Scandinavian. However, I have left several interesting constructions
and problems aside.

First, I have not said anything about relational nouns. Most of
them can easily be accounted for with the analysis presented here,
but for nominalisations, which may take two arguments, something
more has to be said. With such nouns it seems as if the noun takes
both its arguments to the right in several languages, as illustrated in
(101)-(103) below.

(101) þessi greining Jóns á vandamálinu
this analysis Ión-GEN of problem-the

(102) der Wut des Mannes auf sich
the fury the-GEN man-GEN athimself

(103) I'aggressivita di Gianni contro se stesso
the aggressivity of Gianni against himself

'(Icelandic)

(German)

(Italian)

The fact that the subjective genitive may bind the objective genitive
(as illustrated in (102)-(103)) and rhe fact that the head ñoun is
found to the left of both arguments have caused several linguists to
assume that the noun (or verbal stem) is head moved from its basic
position to a head to the left. Such an analysis has been proposed by
e.g. Valois (1991), Sigurðsson (1993). They label the phrasè that the
noun moves to Nominalisation Phrase and Kase Phrase, respectively,
Here, I have not discussed such constructions at all.

Second, I have not discussed how predicative possessive pro-
nouns and genitivals should be analysed. An interesting difference in
this respect is discussed for English by Anderson (19S3): relational

prenominal. genitives.. Apart from English, Tigrinya (Erhiopia) and Tagalog
@hilippines) are prepositionat languages wirh borh þre-ãnd postnómihal genirivõs.
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nouns cannot take their possessors as predicates. This restriction
works the same in the Mainland Scandinavian languages as well.

(104) Den håir boken är min/Kalles
This book-the is my / Kalle's

(105) xDen håir baksidan är bokens
This back-the is book-the's
xFörstörelsen var stadens
Destruction-the was city-the's

In French, predicative possessives are fine with the preposition rì,
whereas they are not allowed with the preposition de (cf. Tremblay
1991). In German, a predicative possessive pronoun can be unin-
flected, thus behaving as a predicative adjective, but it may also take
strong agreement. Interestingly, Icelandic seems to lack predicative
possessives.

Within an optimal analysis of possessive constructions, these
questions should be given some interesting answers. I have not given
such answers here, and I leave this for further research.

5.4. Conclusions
In section 5.1, I have presented the various Scandinavian possessive
constructions, showing the great diversity of constructions in these
languages. The properties of these constructions are dependent both
on the semantics of the head noun (absolute or relational), and prop-
erties of the possessor (pronoun, personal name or ordinary DP).
Furthermore I have shown ttrat the constructions differ with regard
to word order, use of articles and morphology.

In section 5.2, I presented some previous analyses of those con-
structions. Most of them were seen to be concemed with the differ-
ence between pre- and postnominal possessive pronouns, and all of
them have tried to analyse this difference as the presence versus ab-
sence of head movement of the noun. I have pointed out some short-
comings of such an analysis. For instance, it does not give any an-
swer to the agreement occurring on possessive pronouns in Scandi-
navian, it implies a clitic movement of prenominal possessive pro-
nouns, which is not compatible with other instances of clitic/weak
pronoun movement. It is also hard to make such analyses parallel to
auxiliary pronominal constructions.

I have argued that pronominal possessive constructions should
be separated from genitival possessive constructions because they
have different head status and different S-structure distribution. I
further argued that all possessive pronouns, including auxiliary pro-
nouns found in various Germanic languages, should be treated alike,
and that the genitival -s, found in Mainland Scandinavian and English
should also be analysed as an instance of pronominal possessives.
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I have argued that all possessor DPs are base generated in the
complement of N, and that they may receive Case in that position in
some of the Scandinavian languages and constructions. Case on the
possessor DP can be realised as morphological case or it can be as-
signed by a preposition. In some languages both these means of Case
assignmerrt are missing, and the possessor can then only be assigned
(structural) Case by movement to SpecDP.

In my analysis, possessive pronouns are generated as heads of a
PossP situated in-between D and NP/DegP/AP. Possessive pronouns
are definite in the Scandinavian languages, and for this reãson they
always have to move to D, a position which they turn into a
structural Case assigner. Thus a Case-less DP possessor may move to
SpecDP in order to be assigned structural Case.

I have shown that the proposed analysis can account for all the
central possessive constructions in Scandinavian, and that it has in-
teresting typological implications.

Finally, I have pointed out two constructions that I have not
dealt with here, namely relational nouns taking two arguments and
the predicative possessive constructions. I leave these matters for
further research.
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CHAPTER 6

QUANTIFICATION

In this chapter, I am going to discuss in some detail the properties of
quantification in the noun phrase. This is a broad field of investiga-
tion, with several semantic, morphological and syntactic problems.
Here I will concentrate on some syntactic and morphological prop-
erties of quantified noun phrases.l There are basically two types of
quantifiers compatible with noun phrases in Scandinavian: pronouns
and full noun phrases (DPs). Pronouns may take either a bare noun
or a definite DP. In the latter case the DP can directly follow the
pronoun, or it can be embedded within a PP, as illustrated for
Swedish in (1) below.

(l) Pronominalquantification
a några bilar

some cars
b båda bilarna / båda de gamla bilarna

both cars-the / both the old cars-the
några av bilarna I nâgra av de gamla bilarna
some of cars-the / some of the old cars-the

A noun phrase (a DP) may also be used as a quantifier. Again
the quantified element may be either a single noun or a definite DP,
the latter embedded within a PP.

(2) Phrasalquantification
a ett antal bilar

a number cars
b en antal av bilarna / ett antal av de

a number of cars-the / a number of
gamla bilarna
the old cars-the

As can be seen above, both pronominal and phrasal quantification in-
volve one construction with an indefinite noun (the a-examples
above) and another with a definite noun phrase (the b-examples
above). I will call the former fype of construction the pseudoparti-
tive construction and the latter one the (genuine) partitive construc-
tion.These terms (originally due to Selkirk 1977) arc normally only
used about phrasal quantification, but I will extend the use of the
terms to pronominal quantification. These teÍns are convenient to
describe the surface string of quantified noun phrases, but as I will

I As shown by Milsark (1976:l2Ùft.) most quantifying pronouns are ambiguous
between a cardinal and a quantifying reading in a phrase like many girls in English.
These different interpretations are sensitive to the S-structure position of the noun
phrase. Milsark shows that they become unambiguous in existential sentences,
whereas they are ambiguous in subject position. de Hoop (1992) shows that scram-
bling also disambiguates them in Dutch. I will not discuss such matters here.
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show, the pseudopartitive construction will have to be analysed as
ambiguous, having two different structures. It is also practical to use
special names for the two elements in the examples (1)-(2) above. I
will simply talk about the quantifying elements (pronouns or DPs) as
quanüfiers and the noun or noun phrase that is quantified over as the
quantiÍíed noun or the quantified phrase.

Both sorts of quantifiers can be inherently specified for the
countability of the quantified noun. A quantifier like eu antal [ø
numberl always quantifies countable nouns, whereas en mringd [an
amountl always quantifies over uncounøbles. Recall from section 2.3
that both singular and plural nouns may be used as uncountables. As
in chapter 2, I will use the term uncountables about inherently un-
countable nouns, like mjölk [milk], and countable nouns used in the
uncountable function, that is the singular of potato-class words and
the plural of czrrot-type words.

To determine which word is the head of the noun phrase, I will
use agreement of predicative adjectives as a test. I will make the
trivial assumption that predicative agreement is triggered by the
head chain of the noun phrase (containing D and N), and that speci-
fiers and complements of the noun may not trigger agreement on a
predicative. Since all quantifiers precede their quantified nouns, the
most natural way to analyse the variation of agreement would be to
assume that a quantifier that does not trigger agreement on a pred-
icative is a specifier and that its quantified noun constitutes the head
of the phrase. -When the pre<iicative agrees with the quantiiier we
would have to assume that the quantifier constitutes the head of the
phrase, and that its quantified noun is generated in its complement
position. This is the line of reasoning that I will pursue.

Sometimes quantifying elements are assumed to involve a spe-
cial functional projection, a Quantifier Phrase (QP). However, I iee
no need for such a phrase in the Scandinavian languages (compare
section 3.4 and subsection 6.1.3. below). I assume that quantifying
elements may be properly analysed within a structure with only the
heads N and D. In section 6.1, I will assume that quantifying pro-
nouns can be generated in two positions, either in N or in D. In sec-
tion6.2,I will propose that quantifying DPs can also be generated in
two different positions. Either the quantifying noun is generated in
N, taking the quantified noun phrase as its complement, or the
quantifying noun phrase is a specifier of the quantified noun. I will
show that several syntactic properties of pseudopartitive con-
structions fall out from this difference. In section 6.3, I turn to a
comparison between pronominal and phrasal quantification, and in
6.4, I summarise the chapter.
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6.1. Pronominal Quantification
In this section, I will distinguish between partitive and pseudoparti-
tive pronominal constructions. As mentioned above the difference
beMèen the two constructions is determined by the definiteness of
the mass denoting noun phrase. In the Scandinavian languages, one
pseudopartitive and three genuine partitive constructions are found.
All of füem are represented in Icelandic, as illustrated in (3)-(a) .

(3) Pronominalpseudopartitiveconstruction:
sumir bílar
some cafs

(4) Fronominalpartitiveconstructions:
a sumir bílarni¡

SO me -masc.pl.nom CAf s-the -tnasc pI nom
b sumir af bílunum

some-masc,pl.notn of cafs-the'mascpl.dat
c sumir bílanna

Same-masc.pl,nom Câf S-the-masc.pl.gen

All the examples in (4) have partitive meaning, they mean 'some of
the cars'. Thé construction in (4)a involves a definite DP that takes
the same case, number and gender as the pronoun. I will call it the

DP-partitive construction. The construction in (4)b involves a PP

with af [ofl, which govems a definite DP in dative case. The pro-
noun has the same gender as the noun. I will call this the PP-partitive
construction In (4)c there is a definite DP in genitive plural directly
following the pronoun. The pronoun has the same gender as the
noun. I will call this the genitival partitive construction'2

Partitivity always involves a presupposed set of items (given by
the situation õr the context), from which another set is selected. Un-
der this definition also constructions with universal pronouns, like
the ones in (5), are partitive constructions.

(5) allir / báðir bllarnir
aII / both cars-the

In (5) the selected set happens to be equivalent to the presupposed

set, and thus we do not normally call this relation partitive, but in a
logical sense it is exactly the same relation as the one that holds in
other expressions of partitivity. Therefore I will extend the use of
the term partitive also to such constructions.3

2 The thæe different partitive constructions differ stylistically_inlcelandìc, when the

ouantified ohrase has ã prenominal determiner. In suCh cæes, the PP-partitive (einn af
ttessum bitum,one ofihese cars) and the genitival partitive (einn þessara bÍ¡a)are
'normally preferred to-the DP-partitive (einn þssi bfl| (Sigurðsson 1993:128).
f ¡¡ p¡iCiple pronouns also have a presupposed set in the pseudopartitive.consÌruc-
tion.'Most^proirouns in this construciion are ambiguous between the quantificational
and the caråinal reading (cf. fir.l); in the former they have a presupposed set.
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The aim of this section is twofold. First, I want to present some
relevant data about the various quantifying constructions in Scandi-
navian (subsection 6.1.1). Second, I will propose an analysis of the
different constructions. I will discuss the pseudopartitive construc-
tion in subsection 6.1.2, where I take pronouns to be generated in the
D-position, and in subsection 6.1.3, I discuss the three to the
genuine partitive constructions.

6.1.1 . Qwntífuing Pronouns
The Scandinavian languages behave differently with regard to the
different constructions mentioned above. Generally, the Mainland
Scandinavian languages have one system and Icelandic another,
Faroese taking an intermediate position. Here, I will illustrate the
Swedish and Icelandic systems. The numerals and the words många,
få, båda, alla [many, few, both, all] will be considered to be quanti-
fying pronouns in the same way as indefinite pronouns like någon,
ingen, varje [some, no, each].a Most pronouns agree with the noun,
but there is also a construction with non-agreeing pronouns (in the
default form, which is neuter singular).

There are three important distinctions that have to be made if
we want to classify quantifying pronominal constructions in Scandi-
navian, one semantic, one s)mtactic and one morphological.

First, pronouns are inherently specified for the number of the
presupposed set of the partitive relation. This (semantic) number is
uncountable or count¿ble. In the latter case pronouns can be speci-
fied for singular, dual or plural of the presupposed set. For instánce,
a pronoun hke båda [both] always presupposes a set of two items.s

Second, pronouns can be part of the four quantifying construc-
tions that were presented above: the pseudopartitive, Dp-partitive,
PP-partitive and genitival partitive constructions. Pronouns differ
with regard to which of these constructions they may occur in.

Thirdly, pronouns are inherently specified for their own mor-
phological number (singular or plural), which is normally in agree-
ment with the number of the quantified noun. A pronoun like varl
varje [each] is only found in singular, whereas a pronoun like båda is
only found in plural. Most pronouns however have both a singular
and a plural form.

It should be emphasised that morphological number must be
kept apart from the (semantic) number of the presupposed set. The
noun phrases ingen man fno man] and inga mån [no men] have dif-

a Wordp like mãnga, f,â, bâdg, gtta [ryany, Íew, both, all] and the numerals may also
appear in between the D and N positions. As I showed in section 3.4. they havé spe-
cial properties in that position and should be treated as adjectives,
5 The inherent-specification _for dual number of the presupposed group is the only
instance of dual number in Modem Scandinavian.
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ferent morphological number, but the presupposed set from which
no m.on I no men are picked is countable plural in both cases. Simi-
larly,vartlvarje hus [each house] is always morphologically singular,
but it always has a plural presupposed set.

Below, I will present the basic data of Swedish and Icelandic,
making notes on the other languages. I will concentrate on the num-
ber of the presupposed set and the possibility of using the different
quantifying constructions, since these two factors seem to be corre-
lated. Morphological number is normally only indicated indirectly in
the examples.

Swedish uses the pseudopartitive construction and two partitive
constructions with pronouns, the DP-partitive and the PP-partitive
(the lack of morphological genitive making the genitival partitive
construction impossible). Among the universal pronouns there is one
that is specified for both uncountable and countable plural of the
presupposed set, namely alllallø [all]. Its singular form is only com-
patible with an uncountable presupposed set. It may be part of both a
pseudopartitive and a DP-partitive.

(6) Pseudo-
partitive

DP.
partitive
all mjölken
all milk-the
alla flickorna
all girls-the

DP.
partitive

hela bilen
whole car-the
båda bilarna
both cars-the
*varje bilen
each car-the
*varenda en bilen
eveÍy -one car-the
??samtliga bilarna

all cars-the

PP.
partitive
*all av mjölken
all of milk-the
??alla av flickorna
all of girls-the

all mjölk
all milk
alla flickor
all girls

The other universal pronouns are specified for countable number:
hela I halva [whole, halfl (singular), båda [both] (dual), varlvarje
[each],varenda en lvartenda ett [every one], samtliga [alU (plural).ó

(7) Pseudo-
partitive

a) *hela bil
whole car

b) *båda bilar
both cars

c) varje bil
each car

PP.
partitive

xhela av bilen
whole of car-the
xbåda av bilarna
both of cars-the
*varje av bilarna
each of cars-the
varenda en av bilarna
every-one of cars-the
??samtliga av bilarna

all of cars-the

?varenda en bil
every-one car
samtliga bilar

all cars

6 The words helelhalva [whole, half] may also be used as adjectives, but then they
are in agreement with the noun as an ordinary adjective: hellheltlhela [undamaged,
not halfl, halvlhalvtlhalva [parted in two]

The pronoun varenda [every] pattems with varje [each], whereas yar och en I
vart och ett [each and (every) one/ pattems wirh varenda en [every one].
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Among the existential pronouns någon [somelany], ingen [no],
vilken [which] may be combined with uncountable or with countable
plural in the presupposed set. The same is true for somlig [some], åt-
skiUig [a considerable am.ountlseveral], but their singular form may
only be combined with an uncountable presupposed set. The other
pronouns have more restricted use. The pronoun mycken [much] is
only singular and it has an uncountable presupposed set.7 A special
group of pronouns ending tn -dera can morphologically only be sin-
gular and they are inherently specified for dual: nå.gondera [any of
wol, ingendera [neither] etc. Others are just specified for countable
plural (of the presupposed set): mången [many a], rnånga [many], fiå
[few] , and the numerals. Below, the typical pattem is illustrated for
uncountable (a), countable dual (b) and countable plural (c). I

(8) Pseudo- DP- PP-
partitive partitive partitive

a någon mjölk *någon mjölken *någon av mjölken
some milk some milk-the some of milk-the

b *ingendera pojke ingendera pojken ingendera av pojkarna
neither boy neither boy-the neither of boys-the

c en/någon pojke *en/*någon pojken en/någon av þojkarna
one/some boy one/some boy+he one/some of boys-the
många/två pojkar *många/xtvå pojkarna många/två av p-ojkarna
many/two boys many/two boys-the many/two of boys-the

The oronouns that we have diseussed so far a.!l agree with the
quantified noun. There is also a small group of existential pronouns
that do not agree, namely mycket [much], lite(t) [little] and
marginally vad [what]. These pronouns are specified for an uncount-
able presupposed set. Recall that uncountables can be morphologi-
cally both singular and plural.r

7 The use of agreeing myckenlmycket [much-uter.sglneuter.sg] is archaic, and nor-
mally only fogn{ jn high style or in lixed expressions. Normally, the neuter.sg form
mycket is used without agre€ment with the noui (see below).
8 The three Mainland Scandinavian languages pattem in the way exemplified by
py.9i.tt here. Generally the DP-panitive ii ¿ilaUówe¿ wirh existential pronôuns spec-
ified for a plural presupposed set. Ther€ are however a few exceptions.'

First, rhe Mainland Scandinavian languages may margiially accept the Dp-
pfrtitive construction with the singular numerãl en [one], 

'íf 
tne quantified noun

plqse^las a.possessor, 9I_iI rhe DÞ contains a supeilative a jectivè (cf. Teleman
1969:87f. and Perridon 1989:186f.)

(i) ?en min bil (ii) en den vackraste prinsessa

^ qne ¡ny car .'one of_my cars' one the prettiest princess
Second, some variants of Norwegian allow enlein ¡onàl to pariicipate in a Dp-

partitive-if the noun has the suffixed article (see further Hulthén lg¿l:Si).(iii) en dagen

- one day-the 'one day I one of these days'
9 Similarly, a reduced-neute-r.singular form of n,ågon [some], ingen [no], may be
used in.collo_quial_ Swg9ish, ifjr occurs in a negated õr inienogátive-senténcé.'(i) Har du nå' renatläder? (ìÐ Jag har i=nge, pengar

Have you any clean clothes I have no money
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19) mycket mjölk/morötter\'/ -^'ulir-n"ií"r.sg 
milk-uter'sg/carrots-utel'pl

These pronouns may marginally allow the preposition med

[with] to intårvene between the pronoun and the noun'

(10) ?Här finns det mycket med g-rejer

Here is there much with stufi
?Vad med sliPsar du har!
VVnut *¡t¡ tiås you have 'So many ties you havel

The non-agreeing pronouns also deviate from agreeing- pro-

nouns that take an uncãúntable presupposed set' in being possible in

i-¡" þþ:fanitive construction (cómpare (8)a above)'

Consider next the Icelandic system of pronominal quantifiers'

Thesystemissimilartotheswedishone,butitdiffersinseveralre-
,oälJ.lo A*ong the universal pronouns, allur [all] is specified lor
;i;ft"úËu, iJi u, 

"ountablè 
singular and counrable plural oj the

iì"*uooor"¿ ser, (rhus functionin[ borh as atllalla and hela in
ö}iäírij.õtt"r'uìii*tral pronouni are specified for one specific

ãoutttuUfã number. The prônou¡s bóðir fboth] and hvor (um sig)

i;;;;;î;;|ui" intt""ätlv specified for a dual presup-posed.set'

;h;í htei and sérhver tevery and eachl are specified for a plural

set. They Pattern as follows.tt

(1 1)

(12) Pseudo
partitive

a allir bílar
all cars

Pseudo-
oartitive
inycket mjölk
much milk

DP.
nartitive
imycket mjölken
much milk-the

PP.
oartitive
inycket av mjölken
much of mik'the

*báðir bílar báðir bílarnir
both cars both cars-the
hver bíll xhver bíllinn
evety cart every car-the

PP.
partitive

*allir af bílunum
all of cars-the
*báðir af bflunum
both of cars-the
*hver af bílunum
every of cars'the

Genitival
partitive

xallir bllanna
all cars-the-cøN
xbáðir bílanna
both cars-the-ce¡'t
*hver bílanna
every cars-the-c9N

DP.
partitive

allir bflarnir
all cars-the

b

c

construction at all.
iî'Tñ;Ë$;e variarion among rhe disrributive pronouns. sérhver [each] and hvor

tu 'äø'irãõi ot-rl urJiõr?;ñ;ib"u.; thai.hver [every], bóðir [both] inrhe

Li-,ii?i ñnü"; unA þtt ups also in the PP-partitive construction'
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^ lurnr¡g to the existential pronouns, we find that Icelandic dif-
lgqs 

from swedish primarily in ihe .espeót that Icelandic rra, 
"*irterr-:ial pronouns specified for a plurar presupposed set that o..u, in-n"DP-partitive consrruction. 

-rne ppnirl ns' en g inn t no l,- ü ii t* ä inl,einhve.r [some], neínn -/negaìion_d"p"nð"nt' oiû uia'ro'lä,
lquestio^n-dependent anyl are ipecified fãr uncountabie arr¿ counáute
t}t:l :l$ presupposed set.-Si ate sumur [someJ and v¡ss [certain],Dut thelr srngurar form is only compatible with an uncounàble ore-
::lnt:!.,*r: Tl: pro.noun hinn fthe other of two, *, iiüãi 

"råiylrs compatible with bottr.^dual and plural of the presupposed sei. there
are also pronouns- snegifie.A only for on" nurnb", 

"f 
fur pr"r"ppåì"¿

set: annar.[one of twoltz, hvorugur [neither] and hvor fin¡iiiri mâl
are specified.for dual, and margir, fóir [many, fewl aid, tfr" rrirn*_als for plural. There is a greai dei of 

'variátión trtr""r. ¿üiår.nt
pronouns. Jud_gements sometimes vary, and different ctroice oi"ãun
and conrexr. changes the judgements, úut I think ih;i;Iil;ilg^ir-"
fair generalisation. 13

Note ttrat some of the.pronouns specified for a countable plural pre_
supposed ser, cf. (t3c) above.t may Þ9 part of tfre Of'_pìrtìtill,
whereas orhers cannor.. According ío Sigurðsson irggJi,.Jö;_logical plural is betrer than singulãr in rhã Dp-partiìive ionstÃãtion
with some pronouns (einhu_er bðlongs to this grôup).

...I."þl_dil may (like Swedish)-use non_ãgreäing pronoun, likemikið, litið [much, rinre] in the pseudopartiiive .õniÃ.irî, uut
then there must be a preposition aÍ'tofl.

(14) mikið af jarðaberjum
much of strawbenies

(13) Pseudo-
partitive

a summjólk
somemik

b *hvorugurbfll
neither car

c einnbíll
one caÍ

d einhverbíll
some car

DP.
partitive

*sum mjólkin
somemilk-îhe
hvorugur bfllinn
neither car-the
einn bíllinn
one car-the
*einhver bíllinn
some carlhe

PP.
partitive

*sum afmjólkinni
some of milk-the
hvorugur af bílunum
neither ofcars-the
einn af bílunum
one of cars-the
einhver afbílunum
some of cars-the

Genitival
partitive

*sum mjólkurinnar
somemilk+he-GEN
hvorugur bílanna
neither cars-the-GEN
einn bflanna
ñnA lqrê ¡Aâ f=E\r

einhver bílanna
some carsthe-GãN

12 The pronoun annar has 
1l:o 1*.o 

other me.anings. It can mean 'anorher one,(thanthe one of interest in rhe discourse) or 'second'. rnîei! two meanings I consider it ato be an adjective.
13 It is usefur to compare rhe data given by Jónsdórtir (1991) and sigurðsson (1993).Most of the Icelandic dara given here are ihe result of'tong di..urriãn. *ir¡ ùãí¿0.
1T:1" Sigurðsson during the autumn of lggr. He shourd not ue ulameo ror anymlstakes.
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As should be clear from the presentation above, quantifying
pronouns often have their own individual pattem of allowing the dif-
ferent quantifying constructions. However, some generalisations can
be made. h both Swedish and Icelandic, the following holds.

-Pronouns specified for a singular or dual presupposed set are al-
lowed in the DP-partitive construction, but disallowed in pseu-
dopartitives.
-Universal pronouns are normally disallowed in the PP- and geni-
tival partitive constructions.

The main differences between Swedish and Icelandic is that Icelandic
(but not Swedish) allows existential pronouns specified for a plural
presupposed set to appear in the DP-partitive. Furthermore Icelandic
has the genitival pafitive, which is lacking in Swedish.

V/e will now turn to an analysis of the different quantifying
constructions presented above. The structure of the pseudopartitive
construction is normally considered unproblematic (this also goes
for the PP-partitive construction to some extent). The other con-
structions have been shown little interest in previous research.

6. 1 .2. P seudopartitiv e P ronominal C onstruc tions
Indefinite pronouns have the same function as definite determiners,
since they always make a noun phrase licit in argumental position.
An ordinary pseudopartitive noun phrase containing an indefinite
pronoun and a bare noun seems straightforward to analyse. The in-
definite pronoun will be generated in D and the noun in N, as de-
picted in (15) below.

(ls)

NP

XP

XP

D

N'

-'^\NXPtt
en/någon
one/some

många/två
many/two

bil
car

bilar
cars

The agreement between D and N is accounted for in the usual way,
by percolation of Q-features. In cases like (15), I assume that both N
and D contains a [+count] feature. As a feature in the head of DP it
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makes the whole phrase countable. The feature may also be specified
[--count]. The feature in D can be licensed by a lexical pronoun like
enlnågon that is [+count] or by [-+ount] pronouns, for instance d// or
rnycken [all or much] or the partitive article which is overt in
Northem Swedish but null in the other Scandinavian languages (cf.
section 2.3). As we proceed, we will see that the [+çsun11 feature in
D can also be licensed by spec-head agreement with a quantifying
noun phrase (see further section 6.2.2).

The problematic pseudopartitive constructions are the ones with
non-agreeing pronouns. \Vhen the pronoun has the default form and
the noun has an inflected form, like in (16), it is not entirely clear
that the structure in (15) is optimal.

(16) mycket mjölk/potatis/morötter
much-neuter.sg milk- u ter/c anots-uter.pl/potato-uter.sg

It could be argued that the non-agreeing pronoun expresses the de-
fault form, and that this form actually represents agreement with un-
countables, since predicative adjectives often show this default form
with uncountable subjects (compare examples (56)-(57) of chapter
2). However, if the non-agreeing pronoun in (16) were to be
generated in D, it would be the head of the whole noun phrase, and
we would expect it to trigger agreement on a predicative adjec-
tiveþarticiple, but this is not bome out.

(17) Vid rånet blev mycket pengar ??stuler/stulna
At robbery-the was much money stolen

[neuter.sg] [uter.pl] [*neuter.sC][p|

A possible analysis of phrases like the one in (16) compatible
with the agreement data in (17) would be to have the pronoun gener-
ated (as a maximal phrase) in the specifier of NP, and to raise it to
SpecDP.

(18)

NP

XP

N

XP
I

N
I

mycketi [-count] t¡
much

morötter
caÍrots
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In (18) the pronoun mycket must move to SpecDP in order to enter
into a spec-head relation with the [-count] feature in D.I assume that

a quantifying element hke mycket must raise to SpecDP, in roughly
the same way as wh-elements must raise to SpecCP in the clause.
This analysis will be able to account for the agreement with the
quantified noun (cf. (17) above), but it is not obvious that it explains
anything else. I will leave the question for furttrer research.ra

6.1 .3. Partitive Pronominal Constructions
Different pronouns have different possibilities of occurring in the

three partitive construetions. In the PP-partitive and the genitival
partitive, we have clear indications that the quantified noun phrase is

ãependent (it is embedded in a PP or assigned genitival Case). In the

DÞ-partitive, it is much less clear which element constitutes the head

of the expression. I assume that the latter construction has the same

structure as the other two, and that the three constructions represent
different ways for the quantified noun phrase to receive Case. In the
genitival partitive, the quantified phrase is assigned case by the pro-
noun, in the PP-partitive a preposition is inserted to assign case, and
in the DP-partitive there is Case percolation from the pronoun.

læt us begin by making some structural generalisations about
the DP-partitive construction in Icelandic, where it is most frequent-
ly used. First, the pronouns that allow a noun with the suffixed def-
inite article normally also allow a full DP. The pronouns fhat do not
allow a noun with the suffixed article do not allow a full DP.

(19) allir strákarnir / allir þessir strákar
all boys-the all these boys
sumar stelpurnar / sumar þessar stelpur
some-pl gids some-pl these girls

(20) *einhver bfllinn i *einhver þessi bíll
some-sg car-the some-sg. this cat
*nokkri¡ bílarnir / *nokk¡i¡ þessir bllar
several cars-the several these cats

14 The pseudopanitive constructions with non-agreeing plo¡ouqs lllq a lP (found in
Icelandic and^marginally also in Swedish; compare (10) and (14) above)- would
probably have to bé given another analysis. In Swedish, these constructions become
èven mðre marginal in subject position, but it is quite clear that the quantified noun
controls agreement.

(i) mycket med grejer hade blivit *stuletfsrulna
mich-neuter.íghtth stuff-pt had been stolen [neuter.sg I pl]

In lcelandic, the verb and a participle may have either quantifier or mass agreement
(cf. (i) and (ii) respectively). Normative grammarians recommend the form with
quantifier agfeement, that is (iii).
(i) mikið af jarðaberjum var horfið (ii) mikið af jarðaberjum voru horfin

much of strawberries was disappeared much of sta'ntberries were disappeared
[neutei.sg] [neuter.pl] [neuter.sg] fneuter.sg] [neuter'pl] [neuter'pl]
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The examples above indicaæ that the pronouns do not select a special
form of the noun, but a certain kind of phrase, in (19) a Dp.

Second, constructions with both a possessive pronoun and a
quantifier show that the pronoun selects DP. A pronoun like
hvorugur [neither] is only compatible with a noun with the suffixed
article, but not with a bare noun (compare (13)b above). As we
showed in chapter 5, some relational nouns cannot appear with a
possessive pronoun if they have the suffixed article.

(21) *hvorugur bróðir
hvorugur bróðirinn
neither brother(-the)

(22) bróõir minn
*bróðirinn minn
brothe(-the) my

If we combine these two constructions, we find that the form of the
noun is restricted by the possessive pronoun, not by the quantifying
pronoun.

(23) hvorugur bróðir minn
neither brother my (neither of my two brothers)
*hvorugur bróðirinn'minn -

neither brother-the my

From (21)-(23) we may conclude that the noun and the possessive
plonoul make up a DP together, and that the quantifying þronoun is
situated outside this DP.

(24) hvorugur [pp bróðir minn]
neither brother my

Third, adjectival inflection also indicates that the quantifying
pronoun in a DP-partitive construction is situated outside the 

-D[
Recall that the strong form of adjectives is used in indefinite noun
phras99, whereas the weak form is used in definite noun phrases. In a
qxantifying structure with an indefinite pronoun and a dèfinite noun,
the adjective always økes the weak form, implying that the pronoun
does not affect the form of the adjective.

(25) *hvorugur gamall maðurinn
neither oldfstr] man-the
hvorugur gamli maðurinn
neither oldfwk] man-the

Thus we would analyse the noun and adjective together in the same

:vay ls-we have previously analysed Icelandic definite noun phrases,
i.e. with an empty D-position (cf. the discussion in 4.2).
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(26) hvorugur lop [o' e [4p gamli [¡p maðurinn]lll
neither oldfwk] man-the

A last observation about the DP-partitive construction is that
pronouns that are allowed in this construction often appear separated
from the DP. This is normally known as floating quantifier con-
structions in the generative literature. In a language like Swedish,
universal pronouns, like alla, båda [all, both], which may appear in a
DP-partitive construction may also appear in floating quantifier
constructions.l5

(27) Ilirarna har alla samlats i kafferummet
Teachers-the have aII gathered in coffee-room-the
Bröderna har båda fått godkänt på provet
Brothers-the have both got approved on exam-the

In Icelandic, there is a similar correlation between the pronouns
that may appear in a DP-partitive construction and pronouns that
may be floated. This is pointed out in Sigurðsson (1993:128f.). Con-
sider his examples in (28)-(29).

(28) margar/einhverjar/allar þessar kenningar
many / some / all these theories

Þessar kenningar hafa margar/einhverjar/atlar verið ræddar
These theories have many / some / aII been discussed

(29) fJórar þssar njju kenningar
four these new theories

*Þessar nfju kenningar hafa fjórar verið ræddar
These new theories have four been discussed

The data presented above imply that the DP-partitive construction is
connected to the floating quantifier construction. I will assume that
the DP-partiÍive construction represents the D-structure of the
floating quantifier construction.lo

In the PP-partitive construction the quantifier may also be
floated, but in the genitival partitive construction it may not. Con-
sider Sigurðsson's examples in (30).

15 For some reason, the universal quantifiers with an uncountable or a countable sin-
gular noun in the presupposed set: d// I hela I halva [all-sing. I whole I halfl may r](t
be floated.

(i) *mjölken har all blivit uppdrucken
milk-the hq all been up-drunk

(iD *huset har hela/halva brunnit ner
house-the has wholelhalf burned down

16 There are however exceptions from this generalisation. According to Jónsdottir
(1991), a pronoun like annar [one oÍ wo] can occur in a DP-partitivè construction,
but it may not be stranded. On the other hand hver may not be part of a DP-partitive,
but may be stranded. I have no explanation for this behaviour.
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(30) Af þessum nfju kenningar hafa sumar verið ræddar.
Of these new theories have some been discussed
*Þessara nfju kenninga hafa sumar verið ræddar.
These-cav new-cgN theories-cgN have some been discussed

In recent analyses of quantifying pronouns, the DP has often
been assumed to be introduced by a functional Q-projection (cf. e.g.
Shlonsky (1991), Valois (1991), Giusti (1992) and Sigurðsson
(1993)). These analyses entail a Q that takes a DP as its complement.

(31)

SPEC

SPEC

DP

D

I

(32) [qp [q' kol ha-yeladim]l
all the-boys

lqe ha-yeladimi [q, kulam tr ]l
the-boys all-them

NP

alla
all

dessa
these

böcker
books

Qhlnncl¡r¡ /1OO1\ áicn"acina Llol.."a"' f.'*}'o. tlror tlra f\Þ\\2 t t t, s¡ùvuuú¡¡¡é ¡¡vv¡vrvr ¡str¡rv¡ urruÀ¡¡vú Lt¡ú! f¡tv v¡
may move to the SpecQP, thus deriving the postposed position of the
quantifier in this language. Consider the structures in (32).

(Hebrew)

Furthermore, Shlonsky connects this structure to the floating quanti-
fier construction, illustrated in (33), where the DP moves from the
complement position of QP (through SpecQP) out to the subject po-
sition of the clause (a similar analysis is proposed for Icelandic by
Sigurðsson 1993).

(33) ha-yeladim¡ axlu [qp ti [q'kulam t¡ ] lexem
the-boys ate all-them bread

Shlonsky argues that all the examples in (32)-(33) have the same D-
structure. The floating quantifier construction is then seen as strand-
ing of the quantifier. The analysis has several advantages, but never-
theless it meets with certain problems.
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Shlonsky's analysis creates a redundancy, since all noun phrases
may now be either DPs or QPs. All categories selecting noun phrases
must now have two altemative specifications. Maybe we could live
with such a redundancy, but there are also other drawbacks with the
analysis. First, if Q is a functional category, floating quantifier con-
structions will be seen as stranding of the Q-projection. This would
go against the observation made by Abney that functional caægories
ar€ never stranded (see section 3.1; cf. also the discussion in section
3.5). Second, some of the elements that appear in Q may take either
an agreeing DP or a genitive DP. Thus it seems as if the pronoun in
Q does assign Case to the complement. Recall that in 3.5. we made
the generalisation that functional categories do not assign Case to
their complements. A last possible problem is that quantifying ele-
ments are very often used independently without a lexical noun. This
would probably have to be described as an intransitive Q having no
DP-complement. However, functional categories are otherwise al-
ways transitive. To avoid these problems with the QP-analysis, an
alternative analysis would be to generate quantifiers in partitive
constructions as lexical heads in N.tz

Quantifying pronouns have several properties that suggest that
they are lexical (rather than functional) heads. They can be stranded,
they assign case and they seem to appear as intransitives. For the
sake of argument, let us assume that quantifying pronouns are
generated in N and raised to D, to license the D-position, and that
they take a DP complement. This assumption is outlined in (34).

(34)
D'

D

N'
/^\

NDP

sumari
some
sumari
some

l7 Personal pronouns are often given a similar
transitive D:s. I assume that they are either Ns or
subsection section 3.5.3.

DNPtl
bækuri-nar ti
booki-the J

bóka¡-nna t¡
books-the-cn¡,t

ti

ti

analysis;
transitive

they are assumed to be in-
Ds. See the discussion in in
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The same structure could be assigned to PP-partitives except for the
difference that the N selects a PP instead of a DP.

The analysis proposed in (34) solves some of the problems
raised above. All noun phrases (quantified or not) will now be DPs.
Quantifying pronouns are now lexical heads, and they may assign
case, be stranded and be intransitive.ts

Note that the agreement facts point to the pronoun as the head
in the PP-partitive and the genitival partitive construction. Recall
that the element that triggers agreement was assumed to be the head
of the phrase.

(35) en av bröderna har blivit flintskallig/xflinrskalliga (Swedish)
one of boys-the has become bald-headed-sg./*pl
einn afbræðrunum var barinn / *voru barðir (Icelandic)
one of brothers-the was beaten-sg. / *were beaten-pl.
einn bræðranna var barinn / *voru barðir (Icelandic)
one brothers-the-csN was beaten-sg. / *were beaten-pl.

However, the analysis in (34) creates a new problem. In the DP-
partitive construction, the pronoun and the DP share all features, and
we would expect that this is a result of percolation from N to DP.
This would however mean that a DP receives Case by percolation,
which we would not expect, since DPs should be assigned Case (cf.
subsection 3.5.2).In fact we would not expect any language to have
both case-assignment and case inheritance in the same construction.
'lhus lcelandic, with both DP-partitives and genitival partitives, is a
paradox. A language should simply not allow both. I will leave the
question for further research.

6.2. Phrasal Quantification
In Scandinavian, there are two constructions, where a phrase (a Dp)
quantifies over a noun. As with pronominal quantification, phrasal
quantifiers can be part of a partitive or a pseudopartitive construc-

l8 As we mentioned in section 4.3 the Standard Swedish demonstrative
dennaldettaldessa [thß uterl neuterlplural] hasseveral special properties. one of them
is that it appean in front ofthe D-position.

(i) detta det äldsta huset i Malmö
this the oldest house-the in Mabnri(iD dessa mina många böcker
these my many books

The property to appear in front of the D-position is reminiscent of the behaviour of
quantifying pronouns. I assume that Swedish d.enna may be used in the same manner
as quantifying ppnouns. However it differs from otheaquantifying pronouns in that
it may.be preceded by another quantifying pronoun.

(iii) alla dessa de lildsta husen i Geñua
all these the oldest houses-the in Genua

This 
-might be because the.demonstrative is underspecified for the number of presup-

posed set and thus compatible with any other quantifier taking a Dp.
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tion, which are distinguished by the definiteness of the quantified
noun or noun phrase. Consider the Swedish examples in (36)-(37).

(36) Partitive construction:
ett antal av äpplena
a number of apples-the
en liter av mjölken
a liter of milk-the

(37) Pseudopartitive construction
en grupp ungdomar
a group youngsters
en låda (med) åipplen
a box (with) apples

The difference between the construction above is that the genuine
partitive construction in (36) has a definite quantified noun, whereas
the pseudopartitive in (37) has an indefinite one. Another difference
in the Swedish examples is of course the preposition. In Swedish the
preposition av [ofl is always used in genuine partitive constructions,
whereas the pseudopartitive construction optionally uses the
preposition med [with] in many sases, especially in spoken
language.tr

In Icelandic, both constructions require the preposition af [ofl,
as shown in (38) below.

(38) eitt kiló af þessu smjöri (Icelandic)
a/one kilo of this butter
eitt kiló af smjöri
a/one kilo (oÐ butter

Faroese behaves like Icelandic, but in the pseudopartitive construc-
tion either of the prepositions við [with] and af [ofl may be used.

(39) eitt kilo av sm/rinum (Faroese)
a/one kilo of butter-the
eitt glas av brennivini / ein fløska við mjólk
a glass of vodka / a bottle with milk

In this section, I will concentrate on the Mainland Scandinavian
pseudopartitive construction (cf. (37) above), where it is particularþ

19 Sometimes the preposition av [of] may be used in pseudopartitive constructions:
en grupp av ungdomar [a group of youngsters], mÌingder av snö flots of snowl.

Semantically partitive are also phræes like the ones in (i)-(ii). However, they
lack quantificational properties, and I conside¡ them to be instances of relational
nouns with possessors.

(i) benet pâ kalven (iÐ insidan av flækan
leg-the on calf-the inside-the of boule-the
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hard to decide which noun is the head.zo Such constructions are am-
biguous in several ways. Semantically, a phrase like en flaskn vin [a
bonle (of) winel may be the object both of verbs rhat typically rake
bottles and of verbs that typically take liquids as their objects.

(40) Jag krossade/drack en flaska vin
I broke/drank a bottle wine

Likewise, the agreement facts for pseudopartitive constructions
are often ambiguous. Mainland Scandinavian lacks subject-verb
agreement, but predicative adjectives and participles agree with the
subject in number, (in singular they also agree in gender). In many
cases the predicative may agree with either of the noun phrases in a
pseudopartitive construction. When it agrees with the quantifying
(the first) noun I will talk about quantifier agreemen¡, and when it
agrees with the quantified (the second) noun, I will talk about rø¿ss
agreement. Consider the example in (41), where both quantifier and
mass agreement are possible. Since the verb never agrees, I will al-
ways translate the finite verb with the English singular.

(41) en låda äpplen har blivit stulen/stulna
a box apples has been stolen
luter.sgl [neuter.pl] [uter.sg/pl]

In the Modern Mainland Scandinavian languages, there is nor-
nally lio üiorplroiogical nrarking in pseudopanitive construcrions,
but in Old Scandinavian there was.21 One of the nouns could take ge-
nitive, and we would then assume that the non-genitive part of ihe
phrase would be the head. However, genitive morphology is some-
times found on the quantifier and sometimes on the quantified noun,
as the phrases in (42) show (see further Schwartz 1878:l23ff.).

20 An investigation of the properties of the pseudopartitive construction in Northem
swedish would of course be relevant to the issues diicussed here (compare the prelim-
inary data given in _subsection 2.3.2, where a partitive article is'sometimes úsed). I
have, however, not been able to conduct such ãn investigation. This is panly dué to
the fact that agreement is poor in this dialect. predicativé agreement is'missing with
participles, which,are.the most natural predicatives with pseuãopartitive construðtions.
Furthermore, predicative adjectives have only two distinðt formì, one in uter singular
and in plural and the other in neuter singulai.
21 In Modemfcelandic genitive may be used in certain relations. A quantifying noun
phrase may often be genitive_,-and the quantified noun or noun phraie is possible in
genitive-, at leasr wirh quantifying nouñs like hopur [crowd] that normâlly take a
countable quantified noun as its complement.

In Mainland Scandinavian, there are sometimes quantifying nouns which seem
to have a genitival ending, as illustrared in (i) below.(i) hundratalsmänniskor

hundred-number's people 'hundreds of people,
The construction is not productive; for instance, üonts'[ten-number's] is not possible.
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(42) fiure þyni korns (Old Swedish)
four barrels grain-cn¡,t
þrigiæ þyniæ øle
three -oaN bane I s -cen beer

The semantic, syntactic and morphological ambiguity of Main-
land Scandinavian pseudopartitives seems to call for two different
structures. It will be the main aim of this section to give a structural
analysis of the two possibilities in Mainland Scandinavian, and to
analyse the special properties of these choices.22

Recall from the introduction of this chapter that I assume predi-
cative agreement to be triggered by the heads D and N, but never by
specifiers or complements of N. As a consequence quantifier agrce-
ment will be taken as evidence for generating the quantifier in N,
whereas mass agreement will be taken as evidence for generating the
quantified noun in N, and the quantifier will then be assumed to be
generated in SpecNP.

In the first subsection (6.2.1) I will discuss different quantifying
nouns in Swedish, claiming that they may be classified into two
groups with different syntactic behaviour. I will then tum to the ba-
sic structural proposal for pseudopartitive constructions (subsection
6.2.2), and in 6.2.3,I show that several of the differences between
the two types of quantifying nouns fall out from the analysis. Then,
in subsection 6.2.4,I tum to some observations about countåbility in
the pseudopartitive construction, and in 6.2.5, I discuss the be-
haviour of definite quantifiers in the pseudopartitive construction.
Last, I give turn to the genuine partitive construction in 6.2.6.23

6.2.1 . Quantifying Nouns
In this subsection, I will claim that quantifying nouns may be classi-
fied into two different groups. The first group is constituted by
nouns prototypically used as quantifiers, like antal, dussin, kilo, líter
[number, dozen, kilo, liter] , whereas the second one includes ordi-
nary nouns that are temporarily used as quantifiers, Lrke flaslcn, låda,
bunt, hop [bottle, box, bunch, crowd].I will call the first type gen-
uine quantifiers and the second type pseudoquantifiers. These
two types of nouns differ syntactically in several respects.

22 Traditional Swedish grammarians have often tried to attribute one structure to all
pseudopartitive constructions, and hence they have been forced to include many ex-
ðeptionì in their analyses (cf. e.g. Kömer 1933). Others have explicitly assumed two
alt-emative structures (cf. e.g. Teleman 1969:26).
23 Much of the data and analyses presented in this section have already been pub-
lished in Working Papers in Scandinavian Syntax, (Delsing l99lb). There.are how-
ever some differences. In particular, this section does not assume any Q-projection'
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First, genuine quantifiers may not normally be part of a pseu-
dopartitive construction with a med- (with-) phrase, whereas this is
normally possible with pseudoquantifiers.

(43) *ett antaUflertal med människor
a number/majority with people
??ett dussin/tjog med ägg
a dozen/score with eggs
??en liter/ett kilo med jordgubbar
a liter/a kilo with strawbenies

(44) en grupp/hop med ungdomar
a group/crowd with youngsters
en buketUett fång med blommor
a bouquet/an armÍul with flowers
en låda/flaska med vin
a box/bottle with wine

Second, genuine quantifiers do not take the normal plural end-
ing in pseudopartitive constructions, whereas pseudoquantifiers do.
Many of the genuine quantifiers are uncountable or neuter, and such
nouns do not normally have a plural ending in Swedish. However,
uter nouns and neuter ones ending in a vowel should have plural
morphology. In pseudopartitive constructions they do no¡.zc

(45) två liter/*litrar vin
two liter/liters wine
fyra kiloi*kiion smör
four kilo/kilos butter
fem meter/*mehar ylletyg
five meter/meters woollen cloth

(46) två *grupp/grupper ungdomar
two group/groups youngsters
fyra *bukett/buketter blommor
four bouquet/bouquets ÍIowers
fem *flaska/flaskor vin
five bottle/bottles wine

Third, genuine quantifiers are very hard to compound with the
noun that they quantify, whereas pseudoquantifiers are normally
easy to compound in this way.25

24-These genuing quantifiers may only take the plural form when they are used as
ordinary nouns without a quantiñed noun (or when the they are deñnite, cf. 6.2.5.)(i) hon har gâtt ned fyra kilon

she has gone downfour kilos [=lostÍour kilos](iÐ han orkade inte springa de sista kilometrama
he managed not run the last kilometers+he(iii) hon hällde ut de sista decilitrama
she poured out the last deciliters+he

25 The compound does not have exactly the same meaning as the pseudopartitive
construction, though. The pseudopartitive en flaskn vin [a bottle wrze,/ entãils that
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(47) *ett turistantal, *ett människoflertal
a touristnumber, a peoplemajortty
??ett talhiksdussin, *ett äggtjog
a platedozen, an eggscore
*en vinliter, xen tygmeter
a wineliter, a clothmeter
en turistgrupp, en människohop
a touristgroup, a peoplecrowd
en blombukett, ett blom(ster)fång
a ÍIowerbouquet, a fTowerarmful
en vinflaska, en vinlåda
a winebottle, a winebox

(48)

Fourth, an attributive adjective of the pseudoquantifier may oc-
casionally qualify both the quantifier and the mass noun, in the sense
that a good cup of coffee entails that the coffee, or the whole cup of
coffee, is good. This seems to be impossible with genuine quantifi-
ers. The differcnce is most obvious if the quantified noun has an at-
tributive adjective of its own that contradicts the first adjective. Con-
structions with genuine quantifiers are fine, whereas constructions
with pseudoquantifiers sound like contradictions (indicated by ?o).

(49) ett imponerande antal (futtiga) d-etaljer
an imposing number futile details
en lång rad (korta) yttranden
a long row short utterances

(50) en god kopp (7odåligt) kaffe
a good cup bad coffee
en kompetent samling (Toodugliga) jurister
a competent assembly incompetent lawyers

Fifth, genuine quantifiers seem to be incompatible with a pos-
sessor phrase, whereas pseudoquantifiers are not.

(51) *Kalles antaVflertal kicker
Kalle's number/majority books
??Pelles dussin/tjog kräftor
Pelle's dozen/score crayfish
??Olles kilo/liter jordgubbar
Ol ile's kilo/ I iter str awb enie s

(52) Kalles grupp/hop studenter
Kalle's group/crowd students
Pelles buketlfång blommor
Pelle's bouquet/armful flowers
Olles flaska/låda vin
OIIe's bottle/box wine

there is wine in the bottle, whereas the compound en vinflaska [a wine boule] cut de-
note an empty bottle suited for wine.
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Sixth, genuine quantifiers may quantify overanother quantifier,
whereas pseudoquantifiers may not. A genuine quantifier may quan-
tify a pseudoquantifier or marginally another genuine quantifier.26

(53) ett antal/flertal flaskor vin
a number/more-number bottles wine
??ett dussin/tjog lådor kräftor
a dozetlscore boxes crayfish

(54) *ett fång buketter blommor
an armful bouquets flowers
*en låda flaskor vin
a box bottles wine

Phrases like the ones in (54) are easy to interpret, but they are not
grammatical.

There are obviously several differences between genuine quan-
tifiers and pseudoquantifiers. However some of the quantifiers seem
to be ambiguous between the groups. This ambiguity seems to be
connected to whether the quantifiers are countable themselves, and
whether they take countable quantified nouns. The genuine quanti-
fiers are inherently specified for the feature [+count] of the quanti-
fied noun, whereas it is more doubtful whether pseudoquantifiers
are. Some of them normally take a countable (plural) noun, whereas
most of them normally take uncountable nouns. We will retum to
this question in section 6.2.4. To give a proper classification of
nrrqntif.'ina .'':ll L^"^ +^ ^^-^:l^- ^^-.-¿^Llli¿-. L^¿L --.i¡L¡rvu¡rù, wv wl¡¡ ¡¡4v! tv vu¡¡ùtuçt u\ru¡rl.lurrtlJ, uuur wlul
regard to the quantifier and to the quantified noun. 27

(55) Genuine uncountable quantifiersrequiring:
[+count] nouns: anfal, fåtal fmmber, few-numberl
[-+ount] nouns: måhgd, massa, sufiima [amount, mass, sum]
Genuine countable quantifiers requiring:
[+count] nouns: sfycken, par, dussin [piece, pair, dozen]
[--count] nouns: ki1o, liter, meter
Pseudoquantifïers (all countable) requiring:
[+count] nouns: g¡upp, hop, gäng [group, crowd, gang]
[-count] nouns: llaska, låda, bunt [bottle, box, bunch]

Below we will see that these three types of quantifying nouns behave
differently in the pseudopartitive construction. We will also see that
pseudoquantifiers behave in two ways, depending on whether they

26 l-ø^? (1989:85) states that quantifier recursion is nearly ungrammatical in Nor-
wegian, giving examples with what I call psedoquantifiers. Iñ a fõotnote he notes that
some examples are good, this time with (what I have called) a genuine quantifier.

1/ \ote that co-untability of-the_quantifier must be kept apart from the countabiliry
that it requires for the quantified noun. A quantifier like àntal [number] is in itselî
uncountable, whereas,it requ!1gs the quantified noun to be countãble. The opposite is
true about most pseudoquantifiers, e.g. flaska, Iåda [bottle, box].
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appear with unambiguous [-count] nouns or with nouns that can be

interpreted as [+count].
Some genuine countable quantifiers, like liter ot kilo may

sometimes bê interpreted as pseudoquantifiers, i.e. as 'liter-bottle' or
'kilo-package'. On the other hand pseudoquantifiers may be inter-
preted as gènuine quantifiers if they denote an appropriate measure

ior the quantified noun. This is especially probable with container
nouns thãt are standardly used to measure an item denoted by a mass

noun, e.g./aska [boule] may be interpreted as a genuine quantifier
for wine, éspecially if wine is normally sold and drunk in bottles of
a particular size.- 

In the following subsections, I will show that the distinction be-
tween genuine quantifiers and pseudoquantifiers is important for the
interprètation and syntactic behaviour of pseudopartitive c-onstruc-

tions, although I will not be able to account for all of the differences.

6.2.2. P s eudopartitiv es with I ndefinite Quantifier s
Here I am going to present the basic structural proposal for pseu-

dopartitive construction. The proposal is based on indefinite quanti-
fieis; definite quantifiers are discussed separately in 6.2.5. As men-
tioned above pseudopartitive constructions in Mainland Scandinavian
may often appear with either quantifier agreement or mass agree-
ment. A wide range of factors affect the choice of agreement, and
judgements often vary. Here I will address the three main types of
quantifying nouns (presented in (55) above) in tum.- 

Consider first genuine uncountable quantifiers, such as ø¿-
tal, fåtal, möngd, [number, few-number, amount]. These quantifiers
never trigger agreement; the pseudopartitive construction always ap-
pears with mass agreement, i.e. the predicative agrees with the quan-

tified noun. Consider the examples in (56).

Genuine uncountable quantifïers:
Nyligen har ett antal rika turister blivit *rånaUrånade

Rêcently has a number rich tourists been robbed- 
[neuter.sg] luter.pl] [*neuterþl]

Nyligen har en mängd dyra böcker blivit xstulen/stulna

Rêcently has an amount expensive books been stolen
[uter.sg] [uter.pl] lxuter.sg/pl]

(s6)

I take the fact that the quantifiers in (56) do not trigger agreement to
indicate that they are generated in a specifier position. They are al-
ways DPs, and thus we assume that they are arguments (compare the
discussion in chapter 2). I claim that they are base generated in the
specifier of NP. Nevertheless, it seems as if ttre S-structure position
of ttrese quantifiers is SpecDP, since they always precede attributive
adjectives. Therefore I will assume that the quantifier moves out to
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SpecDP. As for pronominal quantification, I assume that D and N
hosts a [+count] feature. The feature in D can be licensed if an ap-
pr-opriate gyryifi_er is moved to SpecDp, entering into a spec-heäd
relation with D. such a quantifieimust be inheréntly speóified for
countability of the quantified noun. Hence, the proposèd structure
for quantified noun phrases like those in (56) wilbe às in (57¡.x

(57)
DP

SPEC

D

D

A'

I
A
I

NP

NSPEC

ti

ti

N
I

turister
tourists
böcker
books

NP
I

ett antali [+count] rika
a number rich

en mängdl [--count] dyra
an amount expensive

Consider nelt pseudopartitive construcrions with genuine
countable quantifiers. These constructions normally prJfer -assagreement to quantifier agreement, as illustrated in (5g). 

-

(58) Genuinecountable quantifïers
Igår blev ett dussin kräftor ??uppäreluppätna
yesterday was a dozen crayÍishèi eaten

[neut.sg] lurer.pl] [??neur.sg/pl]
Dessutom blev etr kilo äpplèn ?*tulet/stu-lia-
Besides was a kilo applei-stolen

[neut.sg] [neut.pl] [??neut.sg/pl]

Recall the assumption that a quantifying noun that triggers agree-
ment is generated in the N-position, wherèas a quantifyiñ! nourithat
does not trigger agreement is generated in Specñp. Thän,-the data in
(58) indicate that genuine countable quantifiers behave very much
like the correspondìng uncounrable quãntifiers (exemplified"in (56)

1bov9)a Basically rhey are inte¡preteã as if they werô generateà in
specNP. However, it seems as if pseudopartitivê constrictions with

28 I also assume that the feafure lfcount] in D0 requires to be licensed. As mentioned
il_9.1?:.F::, this may be.done.by spec-head agreement or uy i"*iõarìäú- ,Ë-ieã-
ture w¡th a_.pronoun or anicle. It is also conceiváble that a noun or a pron-oun in N
may lexicalise the feature by head-to-head-movement ro D (see ruusea¡ãn o.zi.j" 

-
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this kind of quantifiers may marginally trigger quantifier agreement,
i.e. they may marginally be interpreted as if they were generated in
N. The unmarked mass agreement would be analysed as in (59)a,
whereas the more marked cases where we find quantifier agreement
would be analysed as in (59)b.

(se)
DP

SPEC D'

NPD

XP

I

a ett dussini[+count] ti
a dozen

b ett
a

N

I

kräftor
crayfish
dussin
dozen

k¡äftor
crayfish

The different choices of agreement in (58) affect the interpretation.
In the examples with mass agreement (analysed as in (59)a), the
quantifier is interpreted as a measure. On the other hand, in the ex-
amples with quantifier agreement (analysed as in (59)b), the quanti-
fier is interpreted as container: a 'dozen package' or a 'kilo package'.

Consider next pseudopartitive constructions with pseudoquan-
tifiers. These constructions seem to be equally good with the two
different sorts of agreement (quantifier and mass agreement), as il-
lustrated in (60) below.zs

(60) Pseudoquantifiers:
I Oslo blev en grupp pensionärer ?rånad/rånade
In OsIo was a group pensioners robbed

[uter.sg] luter.pl] luter.sg/pl]
Undcr tiden blev en låda äpplen stulen/stulna
In the mean time was a box apples stolen

[uter.sg] [neuter.pl] luter.sg/pl]

29 It is a bit harder to get quantifier agreement with pseudoquantifiers like grupp or
hop [group, crowd] , than with other pseudoquantifiers. As pointed out to me by Lena
Ekberg, this might be connected to the fact that the former are made up of their
quantilied noun, and would not exist without them. Pseudoquantifiers like låda,
flaska [box, bottle] on the other hand, exist even without their quantified noun. In
other words a box may be stolen even if it is empty, but a group must be a group of
something before it can be robbed.
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Contrary to the situation with genuine quantifiers (illustrated in (56)
and (58) above, pseudopartitives with pseudoquantifiers (illustrated
in (60) seem to be equally good with quantifier agreement and mass
agreement. This is probably connected to the semantic ambiguity of
the quantifiers. The pseudoquantifier may be interpreted either as a
measure noun and hence in a way similar to genuine quantifiers, in
which case it is generated in SpecNP. It may also be interpreted as a
container noun and then it will be generated in N, taking the
quantified noun as its complement. The pseudopartitive constructions
in (60) may then be assigned either the structure in (61a) or rhe one
in (6lb).

(61)
DP

SPEC

NP

a en låda¡ [+count] ti
a box

ben
a

N

I

äpplen
apples
låda äpplen

apples

Notice that we should treat the quantified noun in a structure like
(61)b as an NP. This position seems to lack a D-projection, and all
nouns in this position seem to be interpreted as [-count] (see furt]rer
6.2.4 below). If the complement of N could be a Dp we would as-
sume that there could be an overt quantifying pronoun, inherently
marked for countability, but this is impossible (compare Lødrup
1989:84 for the same observation for Norwegian).

(62) *en låda många/mycker äpplen
a box many/much apples

(63) *en grupp femton/några ungdomar
a group fifteen/some youngsters

The main result of this subsection is that I have assigned phrasal
pseudopartitive constructions two different structures. The prôposed
analysis will give a plausible explanation both to the semanìic inter-
pretation of pseudopartitives in Mainland Scandinavian and to the
agreement variation in these constructions. Normally, a genuine
quantifier is generated in SpecNP and raised to SpecDp. ThJquanti-

D'

XP

I

D

box
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fied noun is generated in N and its gender and number features per-
colates up to D, the head of the phrase. Thus the quantified noun
triggers agreement. Pseudoquantifiers, on the other hand, may either
be generated in SpecNP (like genuine quantifiers), or they may be
generated in N and the quantified noun in the complement of N. In
the latter cases the quantifier triggers agreement.

It seems as if all quantifiers that are generated in SpecNP are
interpreted as measure nouns, whereas the ones that are generated in
N are interpreted as container nouns. In constructions with pseudo-
quantifiers generated in N, I assume that Case percolates to the com-
plement NP, AP or DegP. This is in accordance with the Percolation
Principle stated in section 3.5; those categories should receive Case
by percolation.

In the following sections, we will look at the consequences of
this structural proposal, and we will discuss in some more deøil the
countability restrictions of quantified nouns and the behaviour of
definite quantifiers.

6.2.3. Consequences
The analysis elaborated above gives a clue to several of the differ-
ences between genuine quantifiers and pseudoquantifiers. Here I will
point out some of them.

A first fact that falls out from my analysis is the different pos-
sibilities of compounding the quantified noun with the quantifying
noun, illustrated in (47) and (48) above. If these compounds are gen-
erated in the syntax as a result of incorporation (in the sense of
Baker 1988), we would expect complements to compound with their
head, whereas a head would not compound with its specifier. This is
exactly what we find. Pseudoquantifiers take their quantified nouns
as complements, and they may compound with them. Genuine quan-
tifiers are specifiers of their quantified noun, and they may not com-

Pound.30
The difference with regard to scope of adjectives (illustrated in

(49) and (50) above) is also straightforward, if we assume that an

adjective takes everything that it m-commands in its scope (cf. May
1985:34). Consider the structure in (64).

30 Oth"t lexical categories, like derived nominals, verbs and adjectives are often
compounded with their complement, whereas cases where they are compounded with
unambiguous specifiers arc very hard to find.
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(64)

out.

(6s)

SPEC

AP

DP

D

---.A' NP

A
I

s

NP
I

N
I

a

b

en lång rad[+count] korta
a long rcw short

en god
a good

yttranden
utterances

kopp
cup

kaffe
coffee

In (64)a, þ genuine quantifier projects a Dp, which is in a specifier
position. The adjective lång flongl is embedded within that Dp, and
thus it does not m-command anything else than the quantifier rad
[row].In (64)b on the other hand, the pseudoquantifiei is generated
in the basic N position. The adjective god [good] will theñm-com-
mand _both the pseudoquantifier and its complement, that is the
quantified noun.

The difference with regard to possessor phrases (illustrated in
(51) and (52) above) is straightforwãrd, as well. Recall from chapter
5 that all prenominal possessive DPs in Mainland scandinavian are
moved to SpecDP in order to receive Case. Here we have assumed
that a DP containing a genuine quantifier phrase must also move to
SpecDP. The reason that the two t)pes of phrases cannot co-occur is
that they compete for the same S-structure position.

'rWith regard to the possibility of having doubly quanrified noun
phrases (compare (53)-(54) above), my analysis doès not explain
yhy this is only possible with a genuine quaniifier as the first noun.
However the analysis gives the correct agreement facts. since the
first quantifier is a genuine quantifier, we expect it to be generated

in _S_lelNP, we further expect the second quantifier to be lenerated
in N. Thus the second noun should control agreement. ThiJ is bome

-{urthelmore the proposed description enables us to give a rea_
sonable analysis of the old swedish pseudopartitive conitructions,

Nyligen har ett flertal lådor/liter vin blivit stulna/xstulet
Recently have a majority boxes/liter wine been stolen

[neut.sg] [uter.pl] [neut.sg] [pl]/*[neut.sg]
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where either of the nouns may be genitive (compare (42) above).
The Old Swedish facts seem to be fully compatible with the analysis
presented above. Normally words that correspond to genuine quan-
tifiers, especially measure nouns, are genitive, whereas pseudoquan-
tifiers are not, and then the mass noun turns up in genitive.

(66) þriggia famna wargha næt (Old Swedish)
three-ceN fathoms-cnN wolf net
halfwæn span corns
half bucket grain-cnN

The structure proposed here predicts that we would find double
quantifier constructions with two genitives in Old Swedish, similar
to the examples in (65), where the first quantifier and the quantified
noun would both be assigned genitive. However, genitive disappear-
ed early in Old Swedish, and the examples rare (cf. Delsing 1991a).
To the best of my knowledge, there are no Old Swedish examples
with two genitives simultaneously. Modem lcelandic, however, has
retained both genitives (at least with some pseudoquantifiers), and
here the prediction is borne out. Consider the example in (67).

(67)
DP

SPEC D'

D

tiu manna¡ [+count] ti
ten people

IGEN]

XP

I

stráka og stelpna
boys and girls

IGEN]

N

I

hopur
crowd
tNoMl

In (67) we have one genuine quantifier exp¡essing the size of the
crowd, a pseudoquantifier as the head noun, and a quantified noun as

the complement of that head.

6.2.4. Countability in P seudopartitives
In this subsection, I will further discuss the countability restrictions
of the quantified noun in pseudopartitive constructions. First, it
should be noted ttrat the examples that I gave of pseudoquantifiers in
subsection 6.2.2 all had plural quantified nouns. Recall from section
2.3 that plural is often ambiguous between a countable and an un-
countable reading. If we look at examples where we have a pseudo-
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quantifier with a quantified noun that is unambiguously uncountable,
such as vin [wine] or mjölk [milk], we find that such constructions
always show quantifier agreement and never mass agreement.

(68) Nyligen har en låda vin blivit srulen/*sruler
Recently has a box wine been stolen

[uter.sg] [neuter.sg] [uter.sg/*neuter.sg.](69) Nyligen har en hela brännvin blivit stulenixstulet
Recently has a whole-bottle vodka been stolen

Iuter.sg] [neuter.sg] [uter.sg/*neuter.sg.]

Thus it seems as if a pseudoquantifier with an unambiguously un-
countable quantified noun always has the quantifier generated in N
and the quantified noun in the complement of N. In other words, it
seems as the quantified noun must be in the complement of N if it is
uncountable, and that it cannot be generated in N. Before, we ob-
served that genuine quantifiers did not have any problems with an
uncountable noun in N, provided the quantifier was inherently spec-
ified for [-count]. All this suggests that the [+count] fearure in D is
assigned the positive value as a default. In order for a [-count] value
to be licit, either D must be lexicalised by a determiner specified [-
countl or in a spec-head relation with a (genuine) quantifier specified
[-+ount]. This would mean that pseudoquantifiers are underspecified
for this feature. Given that my analysis is on the right track, we have
arrived at two generalisations about countability. The countability
feature in D is assigned [+count] by default, and the complement Np
ofN is assigned [-count] by default.

The discussion above predicts that we would interpret the quan-
tified nouns differently in clauses with different types of agreement.
Consider first the case when a pseudoquantifier is generated in
SpecNP and is moved to SpecDP. The [+s6¡¡¡] feature in D does
agree with the specifier (since pseudoquantifiers are not inherently
specified for this feature). The feature would then by default be in-
terpreted as [+count]. On the other hand if the pseudoquantifier is
generated in N, and ttre quantified noun in the complement of N, the
quantified noun will by default be interpreted as [-count]. Thus we
would find this distinction in sentences like the ones in (70).

(70) Quantifïeragreement:
?Igår blev en grupp turister rånad
Yesterday was a group tourists robbed-uter.sg
Igår blev en låda äpplen stulen

, Yesterday was a box apples stolen-uter.sg
(71) Mass agreement:

Igår blev en grupp turister rånade
Yesterday was a group tourists robbed-pl
Igår blev en låda äpplen stulna
Yesterday was a box apples stolen-pl
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At least to my ear, it is clear that tlre examples in (70) means that the
tourists were robbed collectively, as a whole, and that the apples are
considered as a mass. In the examples in (71) on the contrary, I in-
terpret the tourists as robbed more individually, and the apples are
also interpreted as individual apples.

I am not able to give a principled account for the different de-
fault values of the [*count] feature in the two structures.

6.2.5 . P seudopartitiv es with D efinit e QuantiJi ers
Constructions with definite quantifiers behave differently from con-
structions with indefinite quantifiers. It seems as if all definite quan-
tifiers (genuine as well as pseudoquantifiers) are base generated in
the N position. This is, for instance, indicated by the agreement
facts; in Swedish, definite quantifiers normally trigger agreement.
Consider the examples in (72), where one example from each of the
different groups of quantifiers, presented in (55) above, is given.
The first variant denotes quantifier agreement, and the other one
mass agreement.

(72)
a Efter valet blev antalet riksdagsledamöter reduceralxreducerade

After election-the was number-the members-of-parliament reduced
b På sidan 16 har tyvärr mängden smör blivit fördubblad/*fördubblat

On page 16 has unfortunately amount-the butter been doubled
c Därför är det sista dussinet tallrikar alltid svårsålU*svårsålda

Therefore is the last dozen-the plates always hard-to-sell
d Därför är den sista litern vin aldrig lika god/*gott

Therefore is the last liter-the wine never as good
e Sedan blev den besvärliga hopen ungdomar arresterad/anesterade

Then was the messy crowd youngsters arrested
f Därefter blev den undangömda lådan äpplen framtagen/*framtagna

Then was the hidden box apples taken-out

The data in (72) indicate that genuine quantifiers behave as if they
were generated in the N-position, with the possible exception of
pseudopartitives with countable quantified nouns, like in (72)e. This
exception indicates that the nature of definite quantifiers is not fully
understood.:t I will not be able to present an analysis of the proper-

31 There are also other things that are hard to explain with regard to definite quanti-
fiem. Some genuine quantifiers, e.g. massa, styckenmay not be definite at all.

Another surprising fact is that genuine uncountable quantifiers, like antal and
mtingd are fine with only the suffixed defìnite article, whereas other quantifiers nor-
mally require an adjective.

(i) *kilot smör har blivit sålt
kilo-the butter has been sold

(ii) det sista kilot smör har blivit sâlt
the last kilo-the buuer has been sold

(iii) *lådan smör står i hömet
hox-the butter standç in corner-the
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ties of all definite quantifiers, I will only show that most of them are
best analysed as elements generated in N. This assumption predicts
that the differences between genuine quantifiers and pseudoquanti-
fiers, which were attributed to the different possibilities of generat-
ing quantifiers either in N or in SpecNP, should be absent with def-
inite quantifiers. This is true for most of them. In the following I
will show that definite genuine quantifiers behave as if they were
generated in N.¡e

First, my description predicts that quantifiers that may not take
any plural ending in indefinite form (compare (45) and (46) above)
would be able to do so in definite form. This is bome out.

(73) de sista kilometrarna motorväg
the last kilometers-the highway
de första litrarna vin
the first liters-the wine
de sista kilona smör
the last kilos-the butter

Second, quantifiers generated in N are possible to compound
with their complement, i.e. the quantified noun (compare (47)-(48)
above). If definite quantifiers are generated in N, we expect that they
should also be able to compound with the quantified noun. This is
borne out. Many compounds with genuine quantifiers are consider-
ably better when they are definite. Consider the examples in (74).33

(iv) den sista lådan smör stâr i hömet
the last box+he butter stands in corner-the

A solution in terms of adjacency seems likely, In chapter 4, I assumed that the noun
is raised to D in examples like (i) and (iii), whereæ it is not raised in (ii) and (iv).
_ fhe -same adjacency requirements seem to hold for several piural qu'antifiers.
Bare plural quantifiers seem to require a preposition, whereas this riot so if there is a
determiner or an attriburive adjective (as ñotêO by Teleman 1969:34).(v) *mängder snö / *lâdor vin

lots snow boxes wine(vi) mängder av snö / lådor med vin
lots of snow I boxes withwine

(vii) åtskilliga mängder snö / några lådor vin
several loß snow I some boxes wine

(viii) stora mängder snö / stora lâdor vin
great lots snow I big boxes wine

Under the.assumption that -a-pluial 
quantifier must raise to D, and that the comple-

ment rcquires adjacency to N, we may explain why prepositions, deteminers and'ad-
jectives save_ the consrruction. The frepósition piovlaès for case to the quantified
noun in an alternative way, whereas ãetèrminers^and adjectives force the nóun to re-
main in N, either by occupying the D-position or by blocking head movement.rz I have assumed that pseudoquantifiers are generated in the head N position. This
assumption is also made for deñ¡ite pseudoquãntifiers. Definite genuiúe quantifiers,
on the other hand take different D-structure fositions depending õn whethêr they are
definite or indefinite. Thus I will only discusi genuine quãntifieis in the followin!.
33 The measure nouns ldr¿r, kilo etc. seem to be as bad in the definite form as in the
indefìnite form. I have no explanation for this.
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(74) indefinite definite
*ett turistantal turistantalet touristnumber
*en smörmängd smörmängden butteramount
??ett tallriksdussin det sistatallriksdussinet platedozen

Third, we predict that attributive adjectives with definite gen-
uine quantifiers would be able to take scope over both the quantifier
and its quantified noun (compare (49)-(50) above). This is possible,
at least for some genuine quantifiers, in cases where it is bad with
indefinite quantifiers. As before, the'7o' indicates that the example
sounds like a contradiction.

(75) den stökiga dussinet (Tostillsamma) studenter
the noisy dozen-the calm students

b det svarta paret (Vovita) handskar
the black pair-the white gloves

Fourth, the analysis of definite quantifiers also predicts that def-
inite genuine quantifiers should not be able to participate in double
quantifier constructions (compare (53)-(54) above).

(76) *anlalet flaskor vin
number-the bottles wine
*det sista dussinet lådor vin
the last dozen-the boxes wine

Finally, a special property of uncountable genuine quantifiers
Iike antal, möngd [number, amount] is that their complement may be
made into a genitival attribute (cf. Teleman 1969:35).

(77) antalet myror
number-the ants
myrornas antal
ants-the's number

(78) mängden bilar
amount-the cars
?bilarnas mängd
cars-the's amount

The examples in (77)-(78) imply that uncountable genuine quanti-
fiers are generated in N in definite noun phrases. The quantified
noun is a complement that may be raised to SpecDP as we assumed
for ordinary possessor DPs in chapter 5.

As shown above most of the tests that are used to determine
whether a quantifier is a genuine one or a pseudoquantifier, suggest
that definite genuine quantifiers are to be analysed as N-heads, con-
trary to indefinite ones. I am not able to give a principled reason for
this restriction. It seems as if definite DPs are banned from the
specifier position of NP.
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To conclude, I have shown that the pseudopartitive construc-
tions in Mainland Scandinavian are best analysed if we assume that
the indefinite quantifiers may be generated either in SpecNP or in
the head N of the noun phrase, where genuine quantifiers take the
first option, and are moved to SpecDP in order to get Case. Pseudo-
quantifiers may take both options. If a quantifier is definite it is
normaþ generated in the head N of the noun phrase.

6.2.6. G enuine P artitive C onstructions
h this subsection, I will briefly sketch an analysis for genuine parti-
tive constructions. This construction also shows a difference between
genuine quantifiers and pseudoquantifiers. The latter normally re-
quire a more specified quantified noun to be pragmatically good.

(79) ett antal av pojkarna
a number of the boys
en mängd av mjölken
an amount of milk¡he

(80) en grupp av de nya studenterna
a group of the new students
en flaska av ert bästa vin
a bottle of your best wine

Semantically, genuine quantifiers (like in (79)) seem to be un-
ambiguous. We may only combine partitive constructions containing
^^-":-^ ^,,^-+:f:^-^,,,i+L.,^-r-^.L^+ *^l-^ ¡L^ ^..^-+if:^l -^,.- ^^ ^.genu¡nc quant¡ncrs 'È'¡u¡ vuros ai¡ar i¿ii(e it¡e quaniilieû noun as an
object, as illustrated in (81)a. If we try to combine a partitive con-
struction with a verb that typically takes the quantifier as an object,
as illustrated in (81)b, the examples becomes semantically odd.

(81)a Polisen arresterade ett antal av medlemmarna
Police-the arrested a number of members-the

b 7oFöreningen minskade ett antal av medlemmarna
Union-the decreased a number of members-the

h (81)b above the only possible interpretation is that the members
have been decreased (or rattrer diminished).

Pseudoquantifiers on the other hand are possible with verbs that
typically take the quantifier as its object, as well as with verbs that
typically take verbs with the quantified noun as their objects.

(82) Hon slog sönder två flaskor av deras bästa whisky
She broke pARrrcLE two bottles of their best whisky
Hon drack upp två flaskor av deras bästa whisky
She drank pARrrcLE two bottles of their best whisky
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Syntactically, it is clear that genuine quantifiers are not heads of
the phrase. Consider the example in (83) where the predicative ad-
jective seems to agree with the complement of the PP.

(83) Ett antal av bröderna har blivit xflintskalligt/flintskalliga
a number of brothers-the have become baldheaded fsing/pll

Pseudoquantifiers on the other hand seem to be ambiguous. Both the
quantifier and the quantified noun may trigger agreement.

(84) Två lådor av restaurangens bästa vin hade blivit stulna/?stulet
Two boxes of restaurant's best wine had been stolen
luter.pl] neuter.sg [pV?neuter.sg]

Thus the partitive construction is similar to the pseudopartitive con-
struction. Both semantically and syntactically, genuine quantifiers
are unambiguous; they are not heads of the construction. Pseudo-
quantifiers, on the other hand, are ambiguous both semantically and
syntactically.

I will therefore assign genuine partitive constructions the same
basic structure as pseudopartitive constructions. Genuine quantifiers
are generated in Spec-NP (and raised to SpecDP), whereas pseudo-
quantifiers may either be generated in SpecNP or in N. The differ-
ence is that the quantified noun in genuine partitive constructions is
always a DP, and that it is always generated in the complement of N.
As a DP it must be assigned Case. Therefore, the preposition is
obligatory in this construction in Mainland Scandinavian.

A last question is posed by the agreement in constructions like
(83) above, where the predicative seems to agree with the comple-
ment of the preposition. We would not, however, want to say that
the complement of the PP is the head of the noun phrase, because the
status of the preposition would then be very hard to understand.
Many linguists, both traditional grammarians and generative gram-
marians have therefore assumed that partitive constructions have an
empty noun (cf. Teleman 1974, Jackendoff 1977, ch. 5.3, and Abney
1987:344).I will make the same assumption here. The content of the
empty noun corresponds to the complement of the PP: a number
(brothers) of the broth¿rs. Consider (85), where the empty noun is
represented by small pro, which I assume has to be raised to D.
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(8s)
DP

SPEC D'

D AP

NP

ett antalj proi
a number [+count]

PP
I

av bröderna
of brothers-the

kr (85) I assume that small pro is generated in N, and that it is li-
censed by an agreement relation between D and SpecDP. This as-
sumption may also give a clue to another problem, namely ttrat attri-
butive adjectives are not possible.

(86) ett antal (*snälla) av pojkarna
a number (nice) of boys-the

Assuming that pro has to move to D, in order to license the [+çeun¡]
feature, we may explain why an attributive adjective is not possible.
In such a case pro wouid be the heaci of a chain from D to N, and the
head A would interfere between pro and its trace.

6.3. Pronominal and Phrasal Quantification
The analyses that I have proposed for quantifying pronouns and
quantifying DPs in the previous sections have several properties in
cornmon. In both cases I have differentiated between pseudopartitive
and genuine partitive constructions, as illustrated in (87)-(88).

(87) Pseudopartitive constructions:
några bilar
some cats
ett antal bilar
a number cars

(88) Partitiveconstructions
några av bilarna
some of the cars
ett antal av bilarna
a number of the cars

The two construction types are distinguished by the definiteness of
the quantified noun. Both pronominal and phrasal quantifiers have
the property in common that they may be inherently specified for

NSPEC

tj

N
I

ti
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countability the quantified noun or noun phrase. Pronominal quanti-
fiers additionally distinguish three countable numbers (singular, dual
and plural) of the presupposed set, whereas phrasal quantifiers al-
ways has a plural presupposed set if it is countable.

Furthermore, I have distinguished two types of pronominal
quantifiers, universal and existential, and two types of quantifying
nouns, genuine quantifiers and pseudoquantifiers. However the four
groups cannot be directly mapped onto each other. There are no
quantifying nouns, such as en totalítet [a totality], which correspond
to universal pronouns, and there do not seem to be any pronouns that
correspond to pseudoquantifiers. Thus, I will distinguish the follow-
ing groups of quantifiers in Scandinavian. The countability feature
denotes the countability of the quantified noun.

uantifiers in Mainland

The analyses that I have proposed are depicted in (89) below.

(8e)
DP

SPEC

D

D

SPEC

t¡

N

I

böcker
books
böcker
books

t¡

t¡

låda
box

av böckerna
of books-the
av böckerna
of books-the

böcker
books

XP

I

a ett antal¡ [+count]
a number

b många
many

c ett antal proi
a number

d många¡
many

een
a

Pseudoquantifiers [+count]
[+ountl

Exisæntial (genuine) [+count]
quantifiers [--countl

Universal
quantifiers

[+count]
[-countl

varie feachl

mvcken [muchl
månsa [manyl
all l'alll

Pronouns

ett kilo ta kilo'l

en lâda [a box]

ett antâl [a number

en hop [a crowdl

Nouns
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As can be seen in (89), existential quantifiers, both pronouns and
nouns, may be part of both pseudopartitive (a and b) and partitive
constructions (c and d). Pseudoquantifiers can also be part of a
pseudopartitive construction, but this string can be given two
different analyse; one analysis is equal to the pseudopartitive
construction with genuine quantifiers (a), and the other one is
different (e), having the quantifier generated in N. In (89), there is
no pronominal counterpart to the construction in (89)e, having the
pronoun base generated in N and the mass noun in the complement
of that N. It is however not impossible that such a structure could be
argued for. I leave it to further research to find out whether the
ambiguity of pronominal pseudopartitive constructions between the
quantifying and cardinal reading (cf. footnote 1 above) could be
analysed in such a way.

Finally, I will raise the question of feature sharing between N
and its complement. In particular it should be accounted for how
Case is transmitted in a pseudopartitive construction. I will not be
able to give a principled answer to this question, but I think it is im-
portant that the questions be raised.

The agreement in pseudopartitive pronominal constructions
(like (89)b above) seems unproblematic, there is ordinary feature
sharing of Case, gender and number between D and N. The prob-
lematic cases are found when a phrase in the complement of N
agrees with N. Such feature sharing appears in pseudopartitive con-
structions with pseucioquantitìers (and def inite genuine quantifiers).

(90) lop [o'en [Np [N'låda [¡p smör]llll
a box butter

[Op [O,antal¡et [Np [N't¡ [¡p människor]llll
number-the people

In the examples in (90) it seems as if Case can percolate from one N
to another, that is from one lexical category to another. In German,
which has morphological case, agreement in case between the quanti-
fying and the quantified element is visible. The quantified element
may either agree with the quantifier or it can be assigned genitival
case.34

(91)a eine Gruppe junge Frauen
one-nom group young-nom women

b eine Gruppe junger Frauen
one-nom group young-gen women

,.n t-ptr! 1989_ argues that ltrg quantified noun can get any morphological case, but
this is disputed by Bhatt (1990:56f.).
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Case agreement as in (91)a is sometimes seen as unproblematic.
Bhatt (i990: 57), for instance assumes that either of two strategies

can be applied: case agreement or genitival case assignment by N.
Howevei, this is not unproblematic in a broader comparative per-
spective. There are languages where agreement is not allowed at all
(iike Icelandic and English). Consider the different possibilities of
receiving case for the quantified NP in a pseudopartitive
construction for four of the Germanic languages.

(e2) *ein flaska vin / ein flaska af vini / ?ein flaska vins (Icelandic)
en flaska vin / en flaska med vin / *en flaska vins (Swedish)
eine Flasche Wein / *eine Flasche von Wein / (German)

?eine Flasche süssen Weines
*a bottle wine / a bottle of wine / *a bottle wine's (English)

It should be noted that a genitival complement sounds archaic both in
German and Icelandic, unless the pseudoquantifier is a word like
group or crowd.3S The data in (88) may be schematised as follows.

Case tn YE

35 Some speakers of German and Icelandic do not consider the genitive grammatical
at all with container nouns.

The fact that genitive is not possible in English and Swedish is hardly
surprising, since genitive is not a morphological case in these lan-
guages (compare chapter 5). The puzzle is why Icelandic and English
disallow the agreement option. It seems as if percolation of Case is
not possible at all from one lexical noun to another, in these lan-
guages. The question does not seem to be connected to morphologi-
óal case, since Swedish and English (which lack morphological case)
pattem differently, as do German and Icelandic (although both have
morphological case).

6.4. Conclusions
In this chapter I have distinguished pronominal and phrasal quanti-
fiers, thus distinguishing between heads and XPs. I have also distin-
guished pseudopartitive constructions and partitive constructions, the
former having a bare noun as the quantified noun and the second
having a definite DP as the quantified noun phrase. These terms are

Enslish
German
Swedish
Icelandic

+
+

Asreement

+

+
+

PP
(+)

Genitive

+)
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pre-theoretic description_s of the superficial string, and I have argued
that both constructions should be aisigned two alternative structu-res.

In section 6.1, I proposed that pronouns can be generated in ei-
ther D or N. when they ary generatéd in D they funciion as ordinary
determiners taking an NP complement. I also discussed thê
poss.ibility that they be generaûed inN when they are used in genuine
partitive constructions. In such cases the pronoun in N woulã'take a
DP complement, which may receive Cãse either by percolation,
insertion.of a preposition or assignment of genitive cäse. However,
this solution is not optimal since ii would eintail case assignment and
Case¡ercolation in the same configuration.

In section 6.2, I distinguished two types of quantifying nouns:
genuine quantifiers and pseudoquantifiers, and I showed ihat-the two
sorts of nouns have different syntactic behaviour. It was also pro-
posed that-genuine quantifiers are normally generated in SpeõNp
(and raised to SpecDP), whereas pseudoquañtifiers can eitîrer be
generated in the same way as genuine quantifiers in SpecNp, or in N
taking an NP as its complemenr. Generarion in Specñp yielás an in_
terpretation of the quantifying noun as a meaiure noun, and the
quantifier will not trigger agreement. Generation in N, on the other
hand will yield an interpretation of the quantifier as a container
noun, and the quantifier will trigger agreement.

From these assumptions several of the differences between the
two sorts of quantifiers follow. I have also shown that the semantic,
syntactic, and morphological ambiguity of pseudopartitive construc-
tions in Mainland scandinavian can be-accointed for. Furthermore, I
made two observations, that I am not able to give a principled an_
swer to. First, quantified nouns generated in N ãre alwìys côuntable
and quantified nouns generated in the complement of ñ are always
interpreted as uncountable. second, I found that definite quantifiers
always seem to.be generated in N, implying that a definitå nl may
not be generated in specNP. For the gèntine partitive construction,i
proposed that it should be analysed as the psèudopartitive construc-
tion, with the difference that the quantifieã noun phrase is always
generated as the complement of the head N. Furthermore I assumód
that there is an empty pronoun: pro generated in N (quite parallel to
overt pronouns in the genuine partitive construction).

In section 6.3, I tried to unify the analyses of pronominal and
phrasal quantification, and to give a taxonomy oi quantifiers in
swedish.-some. problems concerning the case or üte cómplement of
N were also pointed out.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

In this work I have discussed the intemal structure of noun phrases in
the Scandinavian languages, often under comparison to other lan-
guages. I have presented the basic data on noun phrase morphology
and syntax in the Standard languages, and in two dialect groups,
which deviate from the standard languages in interesting ways. I have
proposed a general analysis ofnoun phrases (chapters 2 and 3), and I
have discussed some more specific constructions (chapters 4 to 6).

In chapter 2, I discussed at length the function of determiners. I
investigated the instances of determiners found in non-argumental
noun-phrases, i.e. in predicative and vocative noun phrases. I argued
that the indefinite article found in predicative position is different
from the indefinite article found with argumental noun phrases. In
particular I showed that the predicative article has a plural form and is
compatible with uncountable nouns.

I further investigated the cases where argumental noun phrases
do not have an overt article, mainly concentrating on uncountables
and proper names. I argued that all nouns can be used as uncountables
and that bare plurals and bare singulars in an uncountable function are
subcases of uncountables. I elaborated cefain tests for identifying this
uncountable function. Then I argued that the extensive use of the suf-
fixed article in Northem Swedish should be seen as an overt realisa-
tion of a partitive article. I furthermore showed that several Scandi-
navian languages use pronouns or articles obligatorily with argumen-
tal personal names. Thus, I assumed that all Scandinavian languages
have overt or covert partitive and proprial article.

I argued that all argumental noun phrases are Determiner Phrases
in the Scandinavian languages. I proposed an Argument Rule, which
requires all noun phrases to have a D-position at S-structure. This D-
position can be licensed either by moving an element to that position
or by inserting an article. I further assumed ttrat the Argument Rule is
parametrised, and that the Modem Scandinavian languages take a
positive value for it.

In chapter 3, I elaborated my basic structural analysis of noun
phrases in Scandinavian. First, I argued in favour of the DP-analysis,
which claims that noun phrases are introduced by a functional projec-
tion D, and that, in accordance with the Argument Rule, all argumen-
tal noun phrases are DPs. I further assumed that there is head-move-
ment inside the noun phrase. At least in Danish there are good evi-
dence that the noun raises from N to D. I proposed that head raising is
parametrised in the grammar, the head-raising parameter. Most Scan-
dinavian languages take a positive value for this parameter, but V/est-
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ern Jutlandic, together with the other Germanic languages, takes a
negative value for it.

Second, I argued that the attributive adjective should be analysed
as lexical heads of the noun phrase, taking the 'head noun' as its right
hand specifier, the SpecA-analys¿s. I showed that this analysis is supe-
rior to other analyses of attributive adjectives. In particular I poinæd
out that the analysis makes attributive and predicative adjectives par-
allel.

Third, I assumed that adjectival phrases can be introduced by a
Degree Phrase. The assumption was mainly based on the comple-
mentary distribution of comparison affixes and independent degree
element. I argued that Deg is a functional head, which selects Ap, and
which adjectives are sometimes head moved to D. I also showed that
the Deg-position can be used to explain certain differences between
descriptive and classifying adjectives.

I also discussed some of the consequences of the analysis. I pro-
posed a Percolation Principle to account for Case on categories that
are not govemed by the Case assigner.

In chapter 4, I tumed to a classical problem of Scandinavian
noun phrases, namely the double defíniteness found in Swedish, Nor-
wegian and Faroese. This construction involves both a prenominal
and a suffixed definite article, and contrasts with Danish, where only a
prenominal article is used. I discussed some previous analyses of the
problem, and I proposed a new analysis, which ent¿ils that the double
definiteness languages may have the suffixed articie base generated on
the noun, whereas this is not possible in Danish. The assumption gets
independent support from noun phrases used in isolation. I furttreiar-
gued that the prenominal article in the double defîniteness languages
is a pure expletive, not marked for definiteness in the double definite-
ness languages. This was supported by the use of this article in the
existential construction. I showed that this analysis accounts for the
variation in Scandinavian, and that it makes correct predictions for the
use of articles with proper names.

I further discussed the cases of postadjectival indefinite articles
found in most Germanic languages. On the basis of the doubled indef-
inite articles, double indefiniteness found in Northem Scandinavian, I
argued that the postadjectival article is the same non-argumental arti-
cle as found in predicative noun phrases.

In chapter 5, I discussed in detail possessive constructions in the
Scandinavian languages, showing the great diversity of constructions
found in the different languages. I discussed previous analyses of the
word order variation found between Danish/Swedish and ñorwegian/
Icelandic. The former languages have prenominal possessive pro-
nouns, while the latter often have postnominal posseisive pronouns.
In the latter construction, the head noun additionally has à suffixed
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article. I argued against a head raising analysis of this construction.
Instead it üas proposed that possessive pronouns should be treated

differently from génitival noun phrases, namely that they should be

seen as heads of a Possessor Phrase, and that the noun moves as an

XP around the Poss head. The proposed analysis proved to be able to
account for most of the data of Scandinavian possession, and to have

interesting typological implications.
In cñaffer 6, I tumed to quantification in the noun phrase, dis-

cussing both pronominal and phrasal quantification. I claimed that
quantifying pìonouns with NÞs (the pseudopartitive construction)
should Le generated in D, and I discussed quantifying pronouns Yiq u

DP (the partitive constructions), proposing that the pronoun should be

generated as lexical nouns tâking a DP or PP complement.- I furthermore discussed the headedness of pseudopartitive con-
structions with DPs as quantifiers. In Mainland Scandinavian it is
particularly hard to decide which noun is the head of the_phra¡e. I
ãrgued thai there are two sorts of quantifiers in Mainland Scandina-

vian, genuine quantifiers and pseudoquantifiers. The former are nor-
mally unambiguous in pseudopartitive constructions; agreement
shows that they are normally not heads. I proposed that they be gener-

ated in SpecÑP. Pseudoquantifiers, on the other hand, seem to be

ambiguous; they may either be generated in SpecNP (like genu-ine

quantifiers) or they are head nouns. I proposed that the same differ-
ence between the two types of quantifiers should be made in the gen-

uine partitive construction.
Some of the data presented in this book conforms to the cornmon

classification of the Scandinavian languages into Insular and Main-
land that was presented in chapter one. The Insular Scandinavian lan-
guages pattem together with regard to nominal morphology. They are

átso atite in taking postnominal possessive pronouns and requiring a
preposition in pseudopartitive constructions. They are however differ-
ènt-with regard to the article system, where Faroese, which, contrary
to Icelandic, possesses an indefinite article. Faroese rather pattems
wittr Swedistr- (and partly also with Norwegian). Quite surprisingly,
Swedish and Faroese share several features of the article system. Both
have a plural form of the indefinite non-argumental determiner, they
have thè same double definiteness system, and both can use the suf-

fixed article in vocative noun phrases. These are cases where Danish,
Icelandic and (sometimes) Norwegian pattem differently.

The Mainland Scandinavian languages also pattem alike in some

respects. They all have an indefinite article, prenominal genitival
constructions with ordinary nouns, and they all seem to have the same

system for pronominal and phrasal quantification. However, they-dif-
fér quite considerably in other ways, in particular with regard to dou-
ble definiteness and possessive constructions.
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Within the Mainland Scandinavian languages, I have discussed
some dialectal data. It is worth noting that the data presented from
Northem Swedish and Northem Norwegian show many similarities.
Both these dialects groups have an obligatory proprial article, adjec-
tive-noun compounding in definite noun phrasès, and double in¿en-
niteness. They are also similar with regald to possessive construc-
tions.
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strong adJectrves

demonstratve

sufnxed articel

smgüar numeral

Modern genüer
ut(I ùc senoer

-r¡r

sâ

-inn
ernn

masc
mâsc

lceranorc

-Ø

su

-rn

eln

lem
fem

-t
Þao

-rö

ertt

neut
neut

-Ø

den

€n
en

uter
masc

Swed¡sh
fem

-t
det

€t
eú

neut
neut

-(þ

oen

æ

en

common neuter

W.Jutland¡c

-(þ

det

æ

(þ

neut

Appendix: Scandinavian Morphology

I. The Scandinavian Gender Systems

Table 1. The nominal

The

The Icelandic fonns rcpresent nominative. Note thæ Westem Jutlandic gender is indepen-
dent of Old Scandinavian gender, common gender is used with countable nouns, and
neuter with uncountable nouns. The thrce gender system found in Icelandic is the s¿me in
Faroese, Nynorsk, and Nonhem Swedish. The two latter have suffixed articles ending in
-en, -a and -¿tl-¿. Standard Danish uses the same two gender system as Swedish. Bokmål
has a mixture of the sysæms found in Icelandic and Swedish.

II. The Scandinavian Case System

Bare Nouns in Icelandic

Table 3b Nouns with the suffixed article in lcelandic

Acc
Dat
Gen
Nom
uase

ann-lnn

alÎlìl-num
anns-rns

annr¡r-mn
mâsc

nom-ma

hötn-¡nm

hatnar-innar

hötn-in
fem

Þnd-ro

landr-nu

lands-ins

lând-iô
neut

üma-na

airmu-num

arma-nna

armar-nr
masc

Plural

haÌnar-nar

hõtfiu-num
hatna-nna

hatnar-nar
Iem

lond-rn
löndu-num

landa-nna

lönd-in
neul

The Fa¡oese inflectional system is practically the sarne as the lcelandic one above. Main-
land Scandinavian lacks case morphology on nouns.

lnanimatel-count
rnafilmatel+count
animafe

hann

mâsc

hún

rem

Það

neuf
lceland¡c S

han
masc

den
hon
fem

det
det

neut
han

masc
w.

nun
t?m

det
den

den
neut

Acc
Dat
Gen
Nom
UâSE

ann

anru

aûns

armur
mâsc

noln
hõÎn
halnar
hötn

lem neut

lano

lândr

lands

land

anna

orTnum

afma

annar
mâsc

namlr
homum

hatna
hatnú

fem

lono

l.indum

landa

lönd
neut

PIurâl
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Appendix: Scandinavian Morphology (continued)

Faroese behaves basically as Icelandic, except that the former lacks genitival forms in
spoken language. Norwegian and Danish have the sarne system as Swedish, but some of
the pronouns have different stems. Note that the table only gives the forms of pronouns
referring to animate nouns in Swedish. The pronoun den, tsed with inanimate nouns is
invariant.

III. Adjectival inflection

Table 4

Table 5.

Table ó. Weak

inflection

inflection

Faroese has basically the same paradigm as Icelandic. Norwegian and Swedish have the
same paradigm as Danish. In Swedish though, there are two weak forms, the general
form is gula, and the form gule can be used with aminate masculine nouns. \Vestem
Jutlurdic has no inflection for gender, but plural is normally marked by loss of the glottal
stop ('). Thus, the strong forms arel. gul'-gul'-gul. Likewise the glottal stop is missing in
the weak form, which is invariant: gul-gul-gul. Northem Swedish has gendtr distinctions
in singular, wheras the plural is homonymous with uter.singular: gul-gult-gul. The weak
paradigm invariably ends n -e: gule- gule-gule.

3rd

2îd
lst
son
Per-

)ad
hún
hann
)ú
E

N

)ess

hennar
hans
fn

mln
G

)vi
henni
honum
,ét

mér
t)

)aö

hana
hann
bis
mrg
A

vrÕ

)au

)ær
)err
)iô

N

,euTa

þÍTa
,eÍta
kkar
kkar
G

lelm
lelm
þlm
KKUT

okkur
It

)au

,ær'â

KKUT

okkur
A

I.lural
Icelandic

clet

hon
han
du
las
N

r

det
nenne
lìonom
drs
mlq

UDI

de

m
vl
N

dem

oss
e¡

util
Plural

swedrsn

A
D
(;
N

sulan
gulum
cuts
gulur
mâsc

sula
sutn
sulrar
sul
lem

sult
sulu
suls
Eult
neut

gula
gulum
sulrâ
Eulir
mâsc

sular
sulum
sura
sular
Iem

sul
sulum
suha
sut
neut

lce¡åndrc

gul

uter

gult

neut
s¡nsular

gula

DlUr
Swed¡sh

Aoc

Uenr
Nom

gula

suli
mâsc

gulu

sula
fem neut

gula

sula
masc fem

gulu

neut

¡ndic

gule

uter

gule

neut
srngular

gule

plur
Danish
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General Index

A'-movement 23f,86, 110, 173f,

l76ff, see also wh-movement
l"-positions 13, 2 l, 23, l7 6ff
A-movement 23î,83f, 107, 110,

l7lf,174,178
A-positions 13,21ff, 107, fi0, n2,
Absolute rcuns 147f, 150

accusative case 7, 19f, 156,177

Adjacency 168f,216,
Adjectives 4,8,9,77f, se also agree-

ment - adjectival, participles, predi-

cative attributes

- adverbial 77,99f
- attributive 4f,8f,77-100, 107, I 13-

134,138-145, 156, r57, L63f,220
- classifying 32-36, 99f, 1 I 8, 143

- descriptive 32-36, 99f , 143
- ergative 131

- independently used 85ff
- modifying 77, 99f
- predicative 9, 77f , 82-84, 89, 186,

'94,2A0, 
202, 207-21r, 2r9

- strong 9,78,102f,196
- thematic 77,99f
- transitive 62, 80ff , 92f
- weak 9, 78, l02f,136,196
Adjunction I2f, 79f , 82, 84f, 88f, 97,

108, 117

Adverbs l, 14, 77, 88f, I 17

Affix hopping 126f
Agreement, 4, 18, 31, 83f
- adjectival 8f, 50t 59,73,78,83-87,

186, r48, 17 5, 200, 202, 207 -211,

2r9
- noun phrase intemal 8Í, 105î,148f,

t62, 165f , l7 3ff , 187 -I92, 199f ,
222f

- lack of43fl 54,73f
- mass 202, 207ff,2l4f
- object 18, 83f

Agreement (cont.)

- quantifier 202 , 2O8f, 214f,2L9
- possessor 18, 70f, 83,148f, l79f
- spec-head 84f, ß5f,194f,2O8,214
- subject 2, 18, 83, 86

Albanian 90,92
Amha¡ic 181

Anaphor, see pronoun - reflexive
Anaphoric reference, see under refer-

ence

AP, Adjectival Phrase 14, 23, 78-83,

88f,92f,99f, 106f, 167,173f, see

also DegF
Arabic72,74,
Arapesh 181

Argument Rule 65, 68, 225

Arguments 17, 2 $, 26-30, 64f, 7 l,
73,78f,83, 108, trl r47f, t6t,
193,207

Articles 26f,66lff
- defînite, prenominal 5, 15,381

70ff,75f, I 13-122,123, 128-134,
1621,165, t7r,173,179

- defrnite, suffixed 5, 15,27ff, 66,

74-77,90rf, II5-I32, l53ff, 157-

165, 169, l76ff, r95f
- indefinite 26ff , 3 1 -37, 66f, 7 4, 100,

ll3,139-145, see also determiner -

indefi nite non-argumental

- proprial 54Í,66f, l32ff, l5l,154,
r57ff,166,169, t76ff

- partitive 26,40,49-52, 66f, 194,

202
- posødjectival 139 - I45
A¡tP, Article Phrase 126, 160f
Assiniboine 180

Austronesian languages 55, 180, see

also Javanese, Malagasy, Maori,
Tagalog
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Ba¡e nouns 26-68, see also uncount-
ables, proper names

- bare singulars 40,43-49
- bare plurals 40-49
- complements of prepositions 60-64
- objects 57-60
- subjects 59
Basque 83,90
Binding l6f, 22Í, 71,92f, lslf,

r62f,165,182
Bokmål 2,6f, ll8,
Bulgarian 90, 92, 136, 171, 180

C-command 16,21-24,85, 91, 93,
r62

Carrot-class 44, 46, 56, 186
Case 19-22,222f
- Abstract 19, see also Dative,

Genitive, Nominaúve, Objective
- l-exical2?f, llOf
- morphologicalTf, 19ff,76, 105f,

131, 148, 187,222f, see also
accusative, dative, genitive,
nominative, oblique

- Structural 19f, 110f, 167f, 172
Case assignment 2i, i)o, i iOi I iOf,

r48, t67ff, 172, 174-t78, r95,
t99f

Case Filter 79

Case inheritance2l, 106f,200, see

also Case percolation
Case marking 2lf, 106f, see also

Case-assignment, Case-inheritance
Case percolation 106f, 174, 193,2W,

211,222ff, see also Case inherit-
ance and Percolation hinciple

Case Theory 19-22

Catalan 55
Cleft sentences 35
Clitic movement 2 3f, ß3ff
Co-ordination 56, 95f, 97,103
Comparative 94-98
Comparison 93-100, 102

Comparison phrases 94-98, 140f
Complementiser 14,29f , 142, see

also subjunction

Compounds 109f
- adjective-noun 122, l3l,164
- noun-noun 2O4f,2ll
Conjunctions 14, 56, see also co-ordi-

nation

Control 18,71,84ff
countability 40-49 , 186, 2l3ff , 220f
Countable nouns 40, 43,46, 50
CP, Complementiser Phrase 14, 69-

72,108-rtt
D-structure 10ff, 64, 180
Danish, zff , 6f, 33, 38f, 45, 7 5, 7 8,

113, 115f, tt9, tzl, t23,128-
133, 136-138, t42, 148, 150-154,
174, see also Jutlandic

Dative Case 20
dative case 7f,20, 148,70f, 156,

169,187
Definiteness 98, 128-135, 172,179f
- double 5,75, Ll3-138,226f
Definíteness effect 5lf, l28f
DegP, Degree Phrase 93-100, l02ff,

106, 108, 111, lt8, t39-142, t73f
Degree elements 77, 93 - I 00, 102,

t1'3, 139-142
Deictic reference, see under Reference
Determiners 4f,26-77, see also

a¡ticles, DP, pronouns
- non-argumental indefinite 651 145
Domination 16

Double indefiniteness | 13, 142-145,
226

DP, Determiner Phrase 1, lsf ,21, 29,
69-77, 82, 100, 108-1 1 1, 124ff,
t37ff, 140, 144f, 163, 167, t94ff,
207-223,225

DP-partitive construction I 87- 193,

195-200

Dutch 149, 185

English l4f , 26, 28, 33, 37f , 4'7, 40,
42, 60, 80f, 94, r0t,128, 130,

t35f, 1 39 - 1 42, 147 -15t, 170,
181fi l8s,223

- o1d87,97
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Existential constructions 511 128f'

t75
Extraposition 97, 150

Faroese 2f, 6ff, n, T, 39, @, 7 5,

78, 103, rr3, 116-120,123,
r29ff, 148f, 155f1 159, 173,

178f, lgl,20l
Finnish 2,26,97, ll0
Finno-Ugric Languages 83, 149, 182,

see also Finnish, Hungarian,

Mordvin
French 14f, 26,40,42,51, 59ff' 66f'

72,84f,87,94, 130, 183

Frisian, Northern 1l4f
Functional categories I4f, 69-7 3, 79'

93f, 100f, 108-l t t, 163, 171,

198ff, see also ArtP, CP' DegP'

DP, IP, KP, NoP, NumP' QP
Gender 5ff
German 9, 26, 33, 42, 47' 55, 66f,

72,80ff,90f,94, 101, 148f, 151,

16r, t7 0, t7 ïff ,182f , 222f

Germanic languages 4, 65, 67' 78,

85f, 97, 101, 110, 113, 138f, 149,

162,170f,179ff, 183, 226, see

also Dutch, English, Frisian,

German, Gothic, Scandinavian

Genitive Case 20

genitive case 7f, 20, 148f, 156-159'

168f, 175-178, 187, 195, t99,
202f,2t3,222f

Genitival constructions, see also pos-

sessive constructions, possessors -

genitival
- objective 147,182
- partidve 1S7l 19lfl 195,197-200
- subjective 147 ,182
Gothic 117

Government l6f , 20f , 106, 142

Greek26, ll7
Group-genitivals, see under

possessive constructions

Head moveme nt 2 3Í, ll0, 161 - 165'

169, l7l,177-180
- adjectives 9lf,95, 130

Head movement (cont.)

- nouns 15,74-77,90f, 115, 125, i

128-13L, 179, 182, 199,2L9f
- verbs 14f
H ead rais ing p ar ameter 7 7, 90, 132,

226
Hebrew 72,74,81,198f
Hungarian 28, 69ff,83, I 17, 148f,

t79
Icelandic 2f , 6-9, lgf , 26, 28, 33,

38f, 45, 541 68, 78, 83, 97, L03,

105f, 120f, r23, t28f, l3rf, r34,
136f, l48l 151, l57ff, 164,166,
168f, 173, 175, 181, 187-189,

191f, 195-198, 201, 2r3, 223

- Northern 158

- otd 68,7 6, 97 ,

Incorporation 91, l0gf , 2Ll
Indo-European 1?0, 180, see also Al-

banian, Germanic, Greek,

Romance, Slavic, Kurdish
IP, Inflectional Phrase l4f,69,71'

108-1 I I
Italian 18, 26, 28, 30, 33, 41, 47, 55,

66f,72,81, 90, 170f, 179,182,
Jutlandic 122,152
- old 177

- Western 4-9,28,87, l21l l30fl
134, 144, 152f, 159, 177

Kinship nouns 54, 147, l51f' l56ff
Kobon 180

KP, Kase Phrase 182

Kurdish 67

Latin 26,67, 180

tæxical categories l3ff, 81, 108-111,

17l, 199f, see also NP, AP, VP

and PP

LF, Logical Form lOff, 18, 85

M-command 16, 21, 91, zllf
Macedonian 90, I 17

Malagasy 55

Maori 55

Mordvin 90, l79f
Move-a, 11, 23, see also movement
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Movement 13,20,23, see also A-
movement, A'-movement, clitic
movement, head movement, XP-
movement

Nahuatl, MilpaAlø 1Bl
Nominalisations l, 18f, 147,151,

t82,2tl
Nominative Case 19,
nominarive case 20, 70f, I49
NoP, Nominalisation phrase 182
Norwegian 2f , 33, 38f, 45, 54f, 64,

67,75,78, lt3, tt6-120, 123,
t29f, t48-15r, r54f, tsgf,162,
166, 1681 173,181,190, 206, see

also BokmåI, Nynorsk
- Northem 4, 54f, 67, 91, 122, l3l,

t42-145, 151, 154, 169,228
-otd2
Numerals
- cardinal 26, 66, t02ff, t 16, lBB,

190, t92
- ordinal 98, 118f, 12lf
NumP, Number Phrase 126,
Nynorsk 2,6f,118
^L:^-^ 

ôL:f. r /-vuJwr ùIilIt loJ
Objective Case 19

oblique case 7f
Participles 4,9,202
Partitive constructions, see also Dp-

partitive, PP-partitive, Genitival
constructions - partitive. Compare
pseudopartitive constructions

- pronominal 185, 187-193, 195-200,
220-222

- phrasal 218-222
Percolatíon Principle l06ff , ll}, 211,

226
Personal names, see under proper

names

PF, Phonetic Form lOfl 18

Place names, see under proper names

Possession 147-184, see also posses-
sive constructions, pronouns -
possessive

- alienable 147, sen, also absolute
nouns

- inalienable 71,147, see also
relational nouns

Possessive constructions 147 -Iffi
- auxiliary poss. constr., see pronoun

- auxiliary
- group genitivals 150, 156, 160,162,
- pronominal, see possessors -

pronominal, pronouns - possessive
- proprial poss. constr 151, 153f,

157-159,176-179
- s-genitivals 150, 152-156, 159-161,

172, t76, t78
- standard prepositional poss. constr,

see prepositions - standard poss.
Possessive suffix, see agreement -

possessor

Possessors

- accusative 156

- dative 70f,148
- genitival 29, 73, 148-162, 166-169,

17If, 175-183
- nominative 70f,
- predicative l82f
- pronominal 149, l&2,see also pro-

noun - possessive

PossP, Possessor Phrase 167,170-
175,179, tStf

P otato-class 44, 46, 56, 186, see also
bare nouns - bare singulars

PP, Prepositional phrase 14, 29, 43,
61-64, r04, t4t, 148, 185,223

PP-partitive construction 182, lg9-
193,195, r97f

Predicates 12,17, see also adjectives -
predicative, predicative attributes

- individual level 4Of
- stage level 40f
kedicative anributes 9
Premodifiers 95, lO2
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heposition 13f, 61f, 97, lll,2Ol'
204,see also PP

- standard possessive 150-159, 169

- standard with nominalisations 62

PRO, big pro 18, 84ff
pro, small pro 18, 86f , 17 5, 2l9ff
P roj ection P rincip le I 7, 20

Pronouns 23, 26, 66f, 101, 185'

187f, 195

- auxiliary 149,l53ff ,lffif ,166,172
- demonstrative26,98, llsff, 134-

138

- indefinite, see quantifYing

- non-agreeing 190-195

- personal 67, ll0,170,199
- possessive 75, 147-167, l70f,173'

t75,179-182, l96f
- quantifying 100- 105, 185-200, 220-

223
- existential 26, l9O-193,221
- universal 26,187,189, l9l' 193'

197,22t
- reflexive 22, 15lf,162
- reflexive possessive 92f,15U 154

- weak 54, 67,165, see also clitic
movement

Prop-word 85ff
Proper names 30,53ff,90f, l32ff, -

- personal names 53fi 66, 151' 153'

156, 158f, t76-179
- place names53

Pseudopartitive constructions

- pronominal 188-195, 221

- phrasal 200-218, 220'223
Pseudoquantifi ers 2ClJ-204 , 207 -218 ,

220-224
Recursion 71

- adjectives 88f, 143

- degree elements 96, 100

- quantifiers 105, 206, 212, 217

Reference 1 14f
- anaphoric ll4ff,l23f
- deictic ll4-124
- determinative 114

- generic 43ff,59,ll4f

Relational nouns 59f, 148f, 151, 156-

159,162,182, 184, see also

kinship nouns, nominalisations

Re lativi s ed M ínimalitY 2 3Í, 9 L

Romance languages 65, 67, 87, l0l,
110, 148, 180, see also Catalan,

French, Italian, Romanian, SPanish

Romanian 72, 7 4, 90f1, 126

Russian 26, 67, 148, 180,

QP, Quantifier Phrase 69, 77, 100ff,

105, l98f
Quantifiers, quantifying nouns, see

also pseudoquantifiers, pronouns -

quantifYing
- genuine 203 -209, 2l | -222, 2n
- floating 197-2æ

Quechua 83

S-stn¡cture lM, 14,212
s-genitival construction, see under

possessive constructions

Scandinavian 2-9, 24f , 28f, 38' 40'

42, 53, 64fr,72-78, 86-90, 124,

r49-ts3, 165, t7 r, 185-188, 225-

228
- Insular 3f, I, l02l 22'l see also

Faroese, Icelandic
- Mainland 3f,7ff, ßf,26f,30,32,

75, 80-83, 102f, r49f,162,172,
181, 183, 188, 190, 20tf, 210,
2L2, 2L9,227 , see also Danish,

Norwegian, Swedish
- Northem 4, 7 6, 92, 123, 142, 228,

see also Swedish - Northern, Nor-

wegian - Northem
- Old 5ff,26,67,75f,202f, see also

Icelandic - Old, Jutlandic - Old,

Norwegian - Old, Swedish - Old

Scope 10f,21lf
Selection 76,96,98, l08fl 111, 167'

173f, l8l
Semitic languages 74, see also

Amharic, Arabic, Hebrew,

Tigrinya
Sisterhood 16
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Slavic languages82,92f, see also
Bulgarian, Macedonian, Russian

Spanish 87,148,
Srong adjectives, see under arljectives
Superlative 47, 49, û, 94-98, ll8,

t29, t36f
- absolute 116, ll9f, 128f,L32
Swedish zff, 6ff, 15, 30-33, 37, 39,

4t-51, 55, 611, &,78, 82, 85f,
92f,96f,98, 101, 103, 113, 116-
l2o, 123, t27 -133, 136f1 148,
152f, t59, t66, 170, t73f,179,
188-191, 195, 200-203, 223

- Estonia-Swedish dialects 154
- Finland-Swedish dialects 49, 63,

154
- Nonhern 4, 7, 49-52, 54f, 66f , 7 5f ,

91, 113, 122f, t3t, t34,142-145,
15r, 1531 t69, r73, 176-179,
202,228

- otd 27,56, 135f, 150,202f,2l2f

Tagalog55,182
Theø-Criterion 17 fÎ, 17 5
Thea-Theory lTff
Tigrinya 182

Uncountable nouns, inherently 30,
40,45ff, 50, 52, lg6,2l4

Uncountables 30,40-53, 186, 188-
194,206f,214f, see also ba¡e
plurals, bare singulars, uncountable
nouns

Uralic 82f, 92f, see also Finno-Ugric
languages

Vocatives 38fl 541 læ,152
Was-für- constuction 35, 144
Weak adjectives, see under adjectives
Wh-movemenr 70f, 140ff, 195
X-bar-Theory 12- 17, 78, 165
XP-movement 231, 1O8, l l0, 167,

173, see also A-movement and A'-
movement
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